
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The Donatist Church in an Apocalyptic Age 

 

Jesse A. Hoover, Ph.D.  

 

Mentor: Daniel H. Williams, Ph.D.  

 

 

As a dissident Christian tradition that still endured sporadic Imperial persecution, 

the Donatist church occupied a unique niche within the wider apocalyptic milieu of late 

antiquity. This was an era characterized by intense eschatological speculation, spurred on 

by the recent political ascendency of Christianity within the Empire, the rise of rival 

theological communions in its wake, and mounting anxiety over the increasing 

tenuousness of Roman rule in the western provinces. Despite its often-overstated 

estrangement from the transmarine Christian communities of late antiquity, Donatism 

was no stranger to this phenomenon. In this dissertation, I wish to contextualize extant 

Donatist interaction with apocalyptic exegesis in order to see where it remained in 

continuity with the wider western apocalyptic tradition and where it diverged.  

This is a topic which will require some nuance. The dominant tendency within 

early and mid-twentieth century academic discussions of Donatist apocalypticism – when 

it is mentioned at all – have been to portray it as evidence of an anachronistic inclination 

within Donatist theology or as a symptom of simmering national or economic 

dissatisfaction, a religious warrant for social unrest. Reacting to such interpretations, 



 

 

more recent discussions of Donatism which emphasize its theological viability have 

tended to avoid the topic altogether.  

In this project, in contrast, I portray Donatist apocalyptic exegesis as an 

essentially dynamic, adaptive theological phenomenon. As befits an ecclesiastical 

communion which once formed the majority church in North Africa, Donatist interaction 

with apocalypticism was neither monolithic nor static. Rather, it evolved significantly 

throughout the roughly sesquicentennial years of the movement’s literary existence, 

capable of producing such diverse expressions of eschatological thought as the strident 

denunciations of the emperor Constans as “Antichrist” encountered in Macarian-era 

Donatist martyrological acta, the gematric calculations of the Liber genealogus – or the 

spectacular apocalyptic vision of Tyconius, as sophisticated as it is unique. In the various 

apocalyptic narratives still traceable within extant Donatist writings, I submit, we are 

given an invaluable window into the inner life of the North African communion. 
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 CHAPTER ONE 

 

Preliminary Considerations 

 

 

Introduction 

In her 2011 address at the Sixteenth International Conference on Patristic Studies 

at Oxford, Maureen Tilley argued that future portrayals of the Donatist church must 

reorient themselves around the internal dynamics of the dissident communion: “Studying 

Donatism solely as a foil for Augustine tends to distort the movement. It draws attention 

to what was distinctive compared to Catholicism and not what was central to Donatism.”1 

Tilley’s point is well-taken; indeed, one of the most significant trends in modern 

heresiological studies has been a new willingness to assess minority traditions in early 

Christianity on their own terms rather than as “dead ends” on the road to orthodoxy.2   

Perhaps the most effective way to draw out the subtle nuances which marked the 

inner life of the Donatist church, however, is to redirect our focus. Rather than 

concentrating on the obvious fracture lines that separated Catholic from Donatist, such as 

sacramental purity, rebaptism, or voluntary martyrdom, we might instead pay closer 

                                                 
1 Maureen Tilley, “Redefining Donatism: Moving Forward” in Augustinian Studies 42:1 (2011), 

23 (italics mine). 

2 A trend inaugurated with the publication of Walter Bauer’s Rechtgläubigkeit und Ketzerei im 

Ältesten Christentum, published in Germany in 1934 but only translaed into English as Orthodoxy and 

Heresy in Earliest Christianity in 1971. For an excellent overview of early academic interaction with 

Bauer’s thesis see Daniel Harrington, “The Reception of Walter Bauer’s Orthodoxy and Heresy in Earliest 

Christianity during the Last Decade” in Harvard Theological Review 73 (1980), 289-298. Notable recent 

attempts to assess so-called “heretical” movements on their own terms include Einar Thomassen’s 

“Orthodoxy and Heresy in Second-Century Rome” in Harvard Theological Review 97 (2004), 241-256, 

concerning Valentinian gnosticism, Christine Trevett’s Montanism: Gender, Authority, and the New 

Prophecy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), Sebastian Moll’s The Arch-Heretic Marcion 

(Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), and Peter Lampe and Marshall Johnson’s From Paul to Valentnus: 

Christians at Rome in the First Two Centuries (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2003). 
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attention to issues which at first glance seem tangential to the controversy. A closer study 

of these relatively-neglected theological concerns might in fact shift or even reorient the 

way in which we interpret the Donatist-Catholic divide.  

One particularly promising avenue for a reassessment of this type, I submit, is the 

way in which the Donatist communion incorporated apocalyptic motifs into its 

theological environment during the first two centuries of its existence. By its very nature, 

apocalyptic theology encapsulates the driving concerns of its proponents, highlighting in 

stark relief both their dreams and their nightmares. In his book Arguing the Apocalypse: 

A Theory of Millennial Rhetoric, Stephen O’Leary characterizes apocalypticism in terms 

of theodicy: “The unique feature of apocalyptic myth is that it offers a temporal or 

teleological framework for understanding evil.”3 However, theodicies are themselves 

defined by their particular historical contexts. In apocalyptic theodicies,4 the 

eschatological narrative is populated by the specific enemies and allies of the 

                                                 
3Stephen O’Leary, Arguing the Apocalypse: A Theory of Millennial Rhetoric (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1994), 6. See also Brian Daley, The Hope of the Early Church: A Handbook of Patristic 

Eschatology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 2: “Eschatology includes, among other 

things, the attempt to construct a theodicy: a justification of faith in God, a hope in the final revelation of 

God’s wise and loving activity throughout history, with a longing for final reckonings.”  

4 I should note that I do not intend the term “theodicy” in its Leibnizian sense as a probability 

argument for the existence of God which attempts to reconcile divine omnibenevolence, omniscience, and 

omnipotence with the problem of evil. Such a definition would be profoundly anachronistic within the 

context of late antiquity. Instead, a softer definition of theodicy from within a theistic perspective is 

preferred, an option explicated by Alvin Plantinga on pg. 10-11 of God, Freedom, and Evil (Grand Rapids, 

MI: Eerdmans, 1974): “When the theist answers the question ‘Whence evil?’ or ‘Why does God permit 

evil?’ he is giving a theodicy. And, of course, a theist might like to have a theodicy, an answer to the 

question why God permits evil. He might want very badly to know why God permits evil in general or 

some particular evil – the death or suffering of someone close to him, or perhaps his own suffering. But 

suppose none of the suggested theodicies is very satisfactory. Or suppose that the theist admits he just 

doesn’t know why God permits evil. What follows from that? Very little of interest. Why suppose that if 

God does have a good reason for permitting evil, the theist would be the first to know?... The theist believes 

that God has a reason for permitting evil; he doesn’t know what that reason is. But why should that mean 

his belief is improper or irrational?” Within this project, “theodicy” may be defined as the attempt from 

within the theistic perspective of Donatist exegetes to determine why God has permitted a particular “evil” 

– persecution, for instance – rather than a philosophical argument which assesses the probability of the 

existence of God in light of the problem of evil. 
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appropriating community. It gives, as Paul Boyer states, “a grand, overarching shape to 

history, and thus ultimate meaning to the lives of individuals caught up in history’s 

stream.”5 In doing so, such narratives offer us an intimate glimpse into the inner life of a 

given ecclesial communion: how it defines its place in history, what it values, whom it 

fears. Perhaps more explicitly than in any other area of theological enquiry, apocalyptic 

thought captures the core concerns of its adherents. 

 

What is Apocalypticism?  

Before proceeding further, however, we must take the time to define our terms. 

The word “apocalypticism” and its attendant vocabulary is crucial to my project as a 

whole. Nevertheless, its precise connotation has been the subject of intense disagreement 

– to the point that some scholars, such as Thomas Glasson, have called for an 

abandonment of the term as “a useless word which no one can define,” producing nothing 

“but confusion and acres of verbiage.”6 “Apocalypticism” as a concept is certainly 

difficult to pin down as a discrete phenomenon if we insist upon a definition that includes 

everything from Second Temple pseudographia to New York Times bestseller lists. Yet 

even Glasson is willing to admit that “we can recognize an apocalypse when we meet 

one”7; despite its definitional difficulties, I submit that the term retains an intuitive 

practicality that will aid us far better than any proposed alternative.  

                                                 
5 Paul Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More: Prophecy Belief in Modern American Culture 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992): xi.  

6 Thomas Glasson, “What is Apocalyptic?” in New Testament Studies 27.1 (October 1980), 105. 

7 Ibid, 99.  
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Part of the difficulty is that, as Paul Hanson has argued, there are at least three 

distinct ways in which the term “apocalyptic” can function as a semantic indicator.8 First, 

it may be defined as a literary genre which flourished within Jewish and Christian 

communities of classical antiquity. The precise nature of such a literary phenomenon has 

been notoriously difficult to determine,9 but is perhaps best encapsulated in the definition 

associated with the Society of Biblical Literature’s “Apocalypse Group,” published in the 

journal Semeia in 1979:  

“Apocalypse” is a genre of revelatory literature with a narrative framework, in 

which a revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to a human recipient, 

disclosing a transcendent reality which is both temporal, insofar as it envisages 

eschatological salvation, and spatial, insofar as it involves another, supernatural 

world.10  

 

Examples of “apocalypticism” as a genre would therefore include the canonical books of 

Daniel and Revelation, Jewish writings such as Jubilees or The Testimony of Abraham,11 

and early Christian writings like The Shepherd of Hermas, The Ascension of Isaiah, or 5 

Esdras.12 

                                                 
8 Paul Hanson, “Apocalypticism” in the Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible, Supplementary 

Volume, ed. Keith Crim, Lloyd Bailey, and Victor Furnish (Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 1976), 30. Cf. also 

Michael Stone, “Lists of Revealed Things in the Apocalyptic Literature” in Magnalia Dei: The Mighty Acts 

of God, edited by F. M. Cross, W. E. Lemke, and P. D. Miller (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1976), 439), 

and James Barr, “Jewish Apocalyptic in Recent Scholarly Study,” in Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 

58 (1975), 14-16 Klaus Koch, Ratlos vor der Apokalyptik (Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus, 1970), 15-

33 (esp. 31: “Man mag sie mit Ringgren definieren als ‘Spekulation, die – gern in allegorischer Form... – 

den Weltlauf deuten und das Weltende enthüllen will.’”), for similar attempts at classification.  

9 Cf. Adela Collins’ overview of the history of attempts to define the term in “Apocalypse Now: 

The State of Apocalyptic Studies Near the End of the First Decade of the Twenty-First Century” in 

Harvard Theological Review 104.4 (2011), 447-457. 

10 John Collins, “Apocalypse: The Morphology of a Genre” in Semeia 14 (1979), 9. 1979 also saw 

the holding of an International Colloquium on Apocalypticism in Uppsala; the documents produced at this 

conference, contained in Apocalypticism in the Medigerranean World and the Near East, edited by David 

Hellholm (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1983) provide a good overview of the complexity of the issues in play.    

11 Cf. John Collins, “The Jewish Apocalypses,” in Semeia 14 (1979), 51-59. 

12 Cf. Adela Collins, “The Early Christian Apocalypses” in Semeia 14 (1979), 107-121 
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Second, the term “apocalypticism” may be used as a theological category. 

Hanson, under the title “apocalyptic eschatology,” defined it broadly as “a religious 

perspective, a way of viewing divine plans in relation to mundane realities” which 

privileges “the future as the context of divine saving and judging activity.”13 We will 

have more to say about this definition shortly. Finally, the term may serve as a 

sociological descriptor. “Apocalypticism” in this sense refers to the “symbolic universe” 

which undergirds those social movements in which “apocalyptic eschatology has been 

transformed into an ideology providing an identity and view of reality for the 

movement.”14 

Clearly, all three definitions are related. An “apocalyptic community” is defined 

by its identification with an “apocalyptic eschatology,” which is itself based upon 

exegesis of relevant apocalyptic texts. Nevertheless, they are not all of equal importance 

within the confines of this project. With the possible exception of the Donatist martyr 

narratives, which have sometimes been characterized as examples of the apocalyptic 

genre due to their heavy emphasis on otherworldly revelation through visions and 

dreams,15 my project will not directly discuss apocalypticism as a literary genre. Instead, 

                                                 
13 Hanson, “Apocalypticism,” 29.  

14 Robert Webb, “‘Apocalyptic’: Observations on a Slippery Term” in Journal of Near Eastern 

Studies 49.2 (April 1990), 116. Webb proceeds to critique Hanson’s sociological definition of 

“apocalypticism” on two grounds: first, to call a social movement “apocalyptic” blurs the distinction 

between text and community: “the term ‘apocalypticism’ may denote the ideology of a social movement, 

but it may equally denote the ideology of a particular individual or a particular literary work.” Second, 

precisely because we are limited to literary remains, apocalyptic ideology can only be reconstructed “from 

a study of the apocalyptic genre which expresses that ideology.” Webb would therefore like to distinguish 

between ideology as expressed in texts and social phenomena proper. While we should keep these caveats 

in mind, I do not think they require the complete abandonment of Hanson’s third category.  

15 David Frankfurter, “Early Christian Apocalypticism: Literature and Social World,” in The 

Encyclopedia of Apocalypticism I, edited by John Collins and Bernard McGinn (New York: Continuum, 

2006), 430; Eliezer Gonzales, “The Passion of Perpetua and Felicitas as an adapted apocalypse” in 

PLURA, Revista de Estudios de Religião 4.1 (2013), 34-61; and Petr Kitzler, “Passio Perpetuae and Acta 

Perpetuae, Between Religion and Innovation” in Listy Filologické 130 (2007), 1-19. 
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I will utilize the term “apocalyptic” primarily as a theological category – Hanson’s 

second definition of the term – while remaining aware of the ways in which Donatist 

apocalyptic exegesis functioned to buttress the ideology, or better, ideologies, of the 

multivalent North African communion.  

If I am therefore privileging a theological denotation of apocalypticism within my 

dissertation, it is important to provide a working definition of the term. As we have seen, 

“apocalyptic eschatology” within Hanson’s classification system simply connotes the 

unveiling of a divine plan for future judgment and salvation.16 While concise, this 

definition is a little too imprecise for our purposes. Among scholars of late antiquity, 

however, a more robust definition of both “apocalypticism” and “eschatology” as discrete 

theological phenomena is common. In her article “Apocalypse and Redemption in Early 

Christianity,” for instance, Paula Fredriksen explains her use of each term as follows: “I 

use eschatology to mean those beliefs concerned with the end of time and the final 

destiny of humankind: they imply no necessary timetable. Apocalypticism holds that the 

End, however conceived, is imminent.”17 We encounter a similar classification in Richard 

Landes’ article “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled: Apocalyptic Expectations and the 

Pattern of Western Chronography, 100-800 CE.” Here, “apocalypticism” is distinguished 

from “eschatology” – the general “belief in the End of Time and a conception of the final 

destiny of mankind” 18 – by its greater specificity: “by apocalypticism I mean a belief that 

                                                 
16 Hanson, “Apocalypticism,” 29.  

17 Paula Fredriksen, “Apocalypse and Redemption in Early Christianity: From John of Patmos to 

Augustine of Hippo” in Vigiliae Christianae 45 (1991), 168, note 3. She continues: “Millenarianism holds 

that the redemption brought by the End, whenever it comes, will be collective, historical, and earthy.” 

18 Richard Landes, “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled: Apocalyptic Expectations and the Pattern of 

Western Chronography, 100-800 CE” 205, in The Use and Abuse of Eschatology in the Middle Ages, ed. 

Werner Verbeke, Daniël Verhelst, and Andries Welkenhuysen (Louvain: Louvain University Press, 1988). 
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the end, however conceived, is imminent, that one lives at the very edge or in the midst of 

the Last Days.”19   

In his introduction to the Encyclopedia of Apocalypticism, Bernard McGinn offers 

a comparable definition to that of Fredriksen and Landes: apocalypticism is “the belief 

that God has revealed the imminent end of the ongoing struggle between good and evil in 

history.”20 When utilizing the term as a theological category in this dissertation, I will 

adhere to this definition. In fact, I submit that three particular aspects of this definition 

are especially relevant within the Donatist milieu. 

First, apocalypticism is here defined as having its basis in a particular exegetical 

tradition: “God has revealed.” As I hope to demonstrate in Chapter Four, Donatist 

apocalyptic motifs are fundamentally dependent upon biblical exegesis. We do not see, 

for example, an appeal to the extracanonical apocalyptic accounts so common in earlier 

centuries – the Sibylline Oracles, for instance, or the Ascension of Isaiah; rather, Donatist 

exegetes sought to situate their present situation within the contours of widely agreed-

upon canonical writings. Second, although we shall discuss alternate interpretations of 

Donatist apocalyptic thought in Chapter Two, I believe that the qualification of the end as 

“imminent,” so central to the definitions of Fredriksen, Landes, and McGinn, accurately 

                                                 
19 Ibid. In his own assessment, Bernard McGinn posits that eschatology and apocalypticism form 

two opposing poles of the same phenomenon. Once again, it is timing, not content, that differentiates the 

two terms: “It is possible to be orthodox and deeply eschatological and yet distinctly anti-apocalyptic, as 

the case of Augustine shows... There is still an important difference between a general consciousness of 

living in the last age of history and a conviction that the last age itself is about to end, between a belief in 

the reality of the Antichrist and the certainty of his proximity” (Visions of the End: Apocalyptic Traditions 

in the Middle Ages (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998), 4). 

20 The Encyclopedia of Apocalypticism, Volume 1: The Origins of Apocalypticism in Judaism and 

Christianity, ed. Bernard McGinn, Stephen Stein, and John Collins (New York: Continuum, 2000), vii. In 

The End of the World: A Theological Interpretation (Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1995), 

Ulrich Körtner similarly defines “Apocalyptic as a Religio-Historical Phenomenon” as “‘a complex of 

ideas’ relating to the ‘unveiling of future events occurring at the end of a world period’... that which, as the 

word apokalypsis says, is unveiled, is not just something arbitrary, but rather the end of the world.” 
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characterizes most appeals to apocalypticism within the Donatist communion. When they 

utilize eschatological language (not all do), Donatist preachers and exegetes tend to 

emphasize the nearness of the impending event. As I shall argue in Chapter Five, for 

instance, at least one strand within the Donatist communion actively viewed itself as the 

prophesied “chosen remnant” which alone would remain faithful when Christ returned. 

Finally, the phrase “ongoing struggle between good and evil in history” 

encapsulates one of the most distinctive tenets of Donatist self-identity. As Maureen 

Tilley has noted, the Donatist construction of time was divided into two parts: “the time 

of suffering and the time of glory.”21 The present age was characterized as an age of 

trials, during which persecution would continue without ceasing until the final tribulation 

under Antichrist. The world would then undergo a transformation with the return of 

Christ: the coming age of glory.22 As a historiographical division, the Donatist 

characterization of time was rapidly becoming an outlier in the world of late antiquity. 

Augustine, for instance, inserted a present “age of deceit” between the earlier age of trials 

and the future age of glory: “The first persecution of the Church was violent, for it 

attempted by the confiscation of property, by torture and murders, to force the Christians 

to sacrifice. A second phase of persecution works rather by guile; it is carried on in our 

                                                 
21 Maureen Tilley, The Bible in Christian North Africa: The Donatist World (Minneapolis: 

Fortress Press, 1997), 2.  

22 As noted by the fifth-century Donatist chronology Liber genealogus (Sangallensis), 39: “For 

[Cain’s] name in the Latin language means “ever increasing,” and he received this name for this reason: 

because up to the advent of Christ the sons of Cain and his partners will slaughter those Christians who 

follow in the footsteps of Abel his brother.” (MGH 9.163: “Nam nomen eius lingua Latina dicitur ideo 

enim hoc nomen acceperat, quoniam usque ad Christi aduentum filii Cain eius consortes occisuri essent 

Christianos uestigia Abel fratris eius sequentes.”)  
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day by heretics and false brethren of any and every sort.”23 Such a move was necessary in 

order to account for the end of official persecution and the flourishing of the faith under 

the Christian emperors, a new reality that Augustine constantly paraded before Donatist 

eyes.24 To the dissident communion, however, the accession of the Christian emperors 

changed matters only slightly; the era was still an age of persecution.  

So much for “apocalypticism” proper. In his article “Imagining the End: The 

Augustinian Dynamics of Expectation,” Lewis Ayres argued that “the strong division 

between the terms ‘eschatology’ and ‘apocalyptic’ – the former being the reasonable, 

tame, sometimes institutionally acceptable face of the latter – is misleading.”25 Such a 

                                                 
23 Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 9.27 in WSA 3.15, 155 (CCSL 38.70: “Prima enim persecutio 

ecclesiae uiolenta fuit, cum proscriptionibus, tormentis, caedibus, christiani ad sacrificandum cogeretur; 

altera persecutio fraudulenta est, quae nunc per cuiuscemodi haereticos et falsos fratres agitur.”) 

Augustine’s division of time unfolds in three acts. In a continuation of the above passage, he posits a future 

persecution by Antichrist that unites both force and seduction: “There remains a further and third 

persecution yet to come through the Antichrist. Nothing is more dangerous than this because it will be both 

violent and deceitful. He will be violent in the exercise of power, deceitful in the miracles he performs.” 

(“tertia superest per antichristum uentura, qua nihil est periculosius, quoniam et uiolenta et fraudulenta erit. 

Vim habebit in imperio, dolum in miraculis.”) See also Psalm 39.1 in WSA 3.15, 195: “Persecution of the 

Church never ceases, whether it is from the lion or from the snake; and the devil is more to be feared in the 

guise of deceiver than when he rants and roars. In former days he forced Christians to deny Christ; 

nowadays he teaches them to deny Christ. Then he used force, now doctrine. Then he attacked them 

violently, but now insidiously.” (CCSL 38.423: “Persecutio tamen siue a leone, siue a dracone, numquam 

cessat ecclesiae; et magis metuendus est cum fallit, quam cum saeuit. Illo tempore cogebat christianos 

negare Christum; isto autem tempore docet christianos negare Christum; tunc cogebat, nunc docet. Tunc 

ergo ingerebat uiolentias, nunc insidias.”) 

24 Cf. Augustine, Letter 87.8 (WSA 2.1, 348): “‘But,’ you will say, ‘you stir up the Roman 

emperors against us.’ On the contrary, you stir them up against yourselves, for you have dared to tear apart 

with your schism the Church of which they are members, as was foretold so long before. For it was said of 

Christ, And the kings of the earth will adore him. And you still stubbornly dare to rebaptize!” (CCSL 

31A.137: “‘Sed a uobis,’ inquies, ‘Romani principes aduersum nos prouocantur.’ Immo a uobis aduersum 

uos ipsos, qui ecclesiam, cuius illi, sicut tanto ante praedictum est, iam membra sunt – de Christo enim 

dicto est: Et adorabunt eum omnes reges terrae –... et rebaptizare pertinaciter audetis.”) See also in this 

vein Letter 88.11 in WSA 2.1, 358: “And you, nonetheless, who have split off from the offspring of 

Abraham, in whom all the nations are blessed, do not want to be driven from your basilicas, not by judges, 

as you did to those split off from you, but by the very kings of the earth, who in fulfillment of the prophecy 

worship Christ.” (CCSL 31A.147: “Et tamen qui ab ispo semine Abrahae in quo omnes gentes 

benedicuntur schisma fecistis, de basilicis pelli non uultis, non per iudices sicut schismaticis uestris uos 

fecistis, sed per ipso reges terrae qui completa prophetia Christum adorant.”) 

25 Lewis Ayres, “Imagining the End: The Augustinian Dynamics of Expectation” in Concilium: 

International Journal of Theology 4 (1998): 40.  
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proposition seems especially appropriate to the present project. In a work devoted 

entirely to its apocalyptic sub-genre, a broad definition of eschatology as the study of 

“last things,” to quote its classical definition,26 is unnecessary. While it might be 

worthwhile to retain the differentiation between “eschatology” and “apocalypticism” in 

terms of “imminence” as postulated by the authors we have discussed above, I prefer to 

emphasize the similarity between the two terms.27 This was not, after all, an age in which 

“eschatology” and “apocalypticism” were radically distinguished. In this dissertation, 

therefore, we shall define “eschatology” primarily in terms of its schematic function, as 

referring to the way in which disparate apocalyptic exegetical motifs were collated into a 

coherent system.  

Finally, we should mention the term “millennialism” in conjunction with the 

above definitions. The Donatist emphasis on an imminent end has sometimes led earlier 

historians to characterize the movement as “millenarian” in orientation.28 In modern 

academic literature, the term is used to delineate two related concepts. The first is 

theological: in this sense, “millenarianism,” sometimes referred to as “chiliasm,” simply 

refers to the exegetical idea embedded in its name: the belief that after the parousia, Jesus 

Christ would set up a messianic kingdom on earth which will last for a thousand years. 

Such a scenario flourished throughout the ancient church before dying out, so it is said, at 

the beginning of the fifth century due to the sustained opposition of such authorities as 

                                                 
26 As stated in the Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. “eschatology”: “the department of theological 

science concerned with ‘the four last things: death, judgement, heaven, and hell.’”  

27 Augustine’s reaction against the idea of an imminent eschaton, for instance, will therefore be 

characterized as an “anti-apocalyptic eschatology.”  

28 As memorably described by Maureen Tilley in Bible in Christian North Africa, 2: “When I first 

began to investigate Donatism, now matter what source I read, I kept encountering the identical assertions... 

What I did found extremely suspicious was the monotonous use of the same words, the identical phrases 

(even from French to German, to English, to Spanish, etc), ‘millennialist,’ ‘Church of the pure,’ and so on.” 
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Augustine and Jerome.29 On the other hand, the term “millenarian” has also been used as 

a sociological shorthand for a radical apocalyptic expectation of an imminent which will, 

in Richard Landes’ words, “usher in a reign of Peace, Justice, and Plenty here on earth 

and that salvation for the Just would be collective and its rewards experienced while 

living in the flesh.”30 Clearly related to the older definition in its emphasis on the 

terrestrial enactment of the Kingdom of God, this definition was first proposed in 1957 

by Norman Cohn.31 

As we shall see when assessing Donatist apocalypticism in detail, there is in fact 

little reason for either definition of the word to intrude into our study. With the exception 

of Tyconius, whose alternate exegesis of Revelation 20.1-6 proved an indispensable 

weapon in the polemical arsenals of fourth and fifth century western anti-millenarian 

commentators, there is no evidence either for or against millenarian thought within the 

Donatist communion. This is not to deny that Donatists, like their Catholic neighbors, 

likely held such beliefs, but simply that they do not appear within the extant primary 

sources we possess. On the other hand, “millennialism” as a sociological phenomenon 

has often been applied to Donatist ideology. In almost all instances, however, it is rather 

its “Circumcellion” daughter-movement that is directly implicated. We will discuss 

whether the Circumcellions fit the definition of a “millennialist” movement in a 

sociological sense – that is, whether their actions were motivated by an expectation of an 

                                                 
29 A view convincingly problematized by Richard Landes in “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled,” 

137-211.  

30 Landes, “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled,” 206.  

31 Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium: Revolutionary Millenarians and Mystical 

Anarchists of the Middle Ages (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961), 15.  
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imminent terrestrial Kingdom of God – in Appendix B. With that exception, however, I 

will avoid using the term to describe Donatist apocalypticism as a whole.  

 

A Neglected Topic 

Despite occasional calls for further interaction with Donatist apocalyptic 

exegesis,32 few modern authors have treated the phenomenon at any length. This 

reluctance is not due to a lack of relevant primary sources; unlike other minority religious 

movements in the ancient world whose theology is only known through the eristic works 

of their opponents, a number of Donatist works have survived to the present day. From 

martyrologies and polemical letters to biblical commentaries, chronographies, and 

sermonic materials, a rich and diverse harvest awaits the would-be researcher. As I will 

show in Chapter Three, many of these writings do in fact incorporate apocalyptic motifs, 

enough for us to adequately reconstruct the broad – and in some cases quite specific – 

outlines of several Donatist eschatological trajectories. 

The reason for this historiographical lacuna, therefore, is not due to a paucity of 

materials. Rather, it seems to be a byproduct of the very impulse expressed by Tilley at 

the outset of this chapter: the wish to take Donatism seriously as a hermeneutical 

community. While historians of apocalyptic literature rightly caution that ancient 

Christian exegesis of the “last things” should not be overlooked or set aside as irrelevant 

                                                 
32 Cf. Bernard McGinn, “Early Apocalypticism: The Ongoing Debate” in Apocalypticism in the 

Western Tradition (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate, 1994), 29. While McGinn declines the opportunity to assess 

the apocalyptic theology of “sectarian” movements such as Montanism and Donatism in his brief overview 

of the patristic era (“I have also deliberately refrained from trying to evaluate how far sectarian groups 

within Christianity, especially the Montanists in the late second century and the Donatists in the fourth (at 

least their extreme members) can be considered as being inspired by apocalypticism. This is not because I 

doubt that there were indeed apocalyptic dimensions to both groups, but because our evidence is 

controversial in both cases”), he adds on page 64, note 39 that “more work is needed on the apocalyptic 

views of both groups.” 
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relics of a bygone era,33 the apocalyptic exegetical traditions of late antiquity remain 

largely untouched. The topography of ancient apocalypticism seems disturbing, alien to 

us; in Boyer’s words, “too bizarre or atavistic to merit the time and attention... expended 

on it.”34 Moreover, in the thought of many late nineteenth and early twentieth century 

minds, such as Adolph von Harnack, Martin Werner, and others of the “consistent 

eschatology” school, the expectation of an imminent eschaton was already dangerously 

anachronistic by the fourth century.35 Apocalyptic elements were believed to have formed 

the most primitive strata of the Jesus movement; as expressions of mainstream theology, 

they were not supposed to have survived the existential challenge allegedly posed by the 

“delay of the parousia.”36 The existence of a vibrant apocalyptic element within Donatist 

                                                 
33 Cf. Art Marmorstein, “Marking Well the End: Eschatological Solutions to Dilemmas Faced by 

the Ante-Nicene Church” (Ph.D. Diss., University of California, Davis, 1988), 2-3, 5: “While it is perhaps 

true that the study of the change in eschatological hopes over the first few Christian centuries is difficult, it 

is not at all correct to consider eschatology relatively unimportant, ‘only the smoke’... Eschatology is not 

important merely for helping us to understand [ancient Christian] disputes and for shedding light on other 

aspects of early Christian theology. Rather it is important because it is one of the areas of theology most 

likely to affect people’s daily lives and because it is one of the areas of theology most likely reflect the 

conflicts present within the believer’s life.” McGinn (Visions of the End: Apocalyptic Traditions in the 

Middle Ages (New York: Columbia University Press, 1979, 16) and Daley (Hope of the Early Church, 3) 

concur with this assessment. 

34 Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More, x. 

35 Cf. Martin Werner’s classic formulation of the theory in The Formation of Christian Dogma: An 

Historical Study of Its Problem, trans. S. G. Brandon (New York: Black, 1957 [1941]). Adolf von Harnack 

had earlier characterized early Christian eschatology in similar terms: “A history of the gradual attenuation 

and subsidence of eschatological hopes in the II.-IV. centuries can only be written in fragments. They have 

rarely—at best by fits and starts—marked out the course. On the contrary if I may say so they only gave the 

smoke, for the course was pointed out by the abiding elements of the Gospel, trust in God and the Lord 

Christ, the resolution to a holy life, and a firm bond of brotherhood.” (History of Dogma, Volume 1, trans. 

Neil Buchanon (New York: Russell, 1958 [1894]), 169, note 200).  

36 Several contemporary critics strongly reacted against this thesis, including Oscar Cullmann 

(“Das wahre durch die ausgebliebene Parusie gestellte neutestamentliche Problem,” in Theologische 

Zeitschrift 3 (1947), 177-191) and David Aune (“The Significance of the Delay of the Parousia for Early 

Christianity,” in G. F. Hawthorne (ed), Current Issues in Biblical and Patristic Interpretation (Grand 

Rapids, 1975): 87-109). Perhaps the most well-known rebuttal to the claims of the “consistent eschatology” 

school was written by Jaroslav Pelikan: “The impression seems unavoidable that the relation between 

‘already’ and ‘not yet’ in Christian apocalyptic raised more problems for the philosophical theologians in 

the early church and for the proponents of ‘consistent eschatology’ among modern exegetes than it did for 
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thought, then, especially when compared to the anti-apocalyptic eschatology espoused by 

its arch-enemy Augustine of Hippo, signified to many within this school that a basic 

anachronism lay at the heart of the Donatist communion.37 In true Darwinian fashion, the 

dissident church had failed to survive because it was fundamentally archaic, a living 

fossil out of place in an age of Christian emperors.  

By the beginning of the twentieth century, however, an alternate explanation for 

the persistence of apocalyptic theology in late antiquity had begun to overtake earlier 

accusations of “anachronism.” Eschatological dreams began to be interpreted as an 

expression of underlying economic or class dissatisfaction, a religious veneer for more 

basic social concerns. No longer were they relics of an bygone era; rather, in 

“revolutionary millenarianism,” as Norman Cohn has described such hopes, “traditional 

beliefs about a future golden age or messianic kingdom came to serve as vehicles for 

social aspirations and animosities.”38 For many twentieth century historians of the 

Donatist phenomenon, the movement’s apocalyptic rhetoric and strident anti-Catholic 

stance, expressed above all in the actions of its radical daughter movement, the 

Circumcellions, seemed to exemplify such a theory.39 It was the opinion of W. H. C. 

                                                                                                                                                 
believers and worshipers in the second and third centuries.” (The Emergence of the Catholic Tradition 

(100-600) (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1971), 126). 

37 In his article “Quid Imperatori Cum Ecclesia? St. Augustine on History and Society” 

(Augustinian Studies 2 (1971), 237), for instance, Gerald Bonner classified Donatism as a “one of those 

strange enthusiastic movements” characterized by “an attempt to return to the early days of Christianity in a 

mood of reactionary millenarianism.” 

38 Cohn, Pursuit of the Millennium, 17. See Chapter Two for an extended discussion of the 

“millenarian” interpretation of Donatist apocalypticism. 

39 In 1904, for instance, François Martroye hypothesized that “Circumcellionism” involved a 

reinterpretation of Christianity as a force for social revolution (“Une Tentative de Revolution Sociale en 

Afrique, Donatistes et Circoncellions,” in Revue des Questions Historiques 32 (1904), 409). See also Paul 

Monceaux, Histoire Littéraire de l’Afrique chrétienne depuis les origins jusqu’à l’invasion arabe, Vol. 4: 

Le Donatisme (Brxelles: Culture et Civilisation, 1963 [1912]), 180. For a discussion of alleged 

“millennialist” tendencies among the so-called “Circumcellions,” see Appendix B.  
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Frend, for instance, that the members of the dissident communion “lived in a world of 

prophetic and apocalyptic hopes. With the Donatists, apocalyptic conviction took the 

form of violence towards landowners and the rich in general, as representatives of the 

present (Satan-dominated) age.”40 The apocalyptic expectations of the dissident 

communion were frequently correlated with other socially-oriented “millenarian” 

movements, such as the Zealots, medieval and early modern peasant revolts, and the 

radical Anabaptist Münsterites.41 

By the mid-twentieth century, therefore, the apocalyptic theology of the Donatist 

church was largely characterized as either an “anachronistic” throwback to a pre-

Constantinian era or a mere protective cocoon for more fundamental socio-political 

concerns. The trouble with such a binary characterization was the inevitable backlash that 

occurred during the late twentieth century among historians of the movement who sought 

to emphasize the role that religious convictions played in the schism.42 While they did not 

                                                 
40 W.H.C. Frend, “‘And I have other sheep’ – John 10:16,” in The Making of Orthodoxy: Essays in 

Honour of Henry Chadwick, ed. Rowan Williams (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 31. In 

“The Ecology of the Early Christianities,” in Christianity in its Social Context, ed. G. Irvine (London: 

SPCK, 1957), 14, Frend characterizes the Circumcellions as “a millenarian movement,” and in “The 

Christian Period in Mediterranean Africa,” in The Cambridge History of Africa, Vol. II: c. 500 BC – AD 

1050, ed. J. D. Fage and Roland Anthony Oliver (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978), 472, 

they represent “in an extreme state the apocalyptic hopes of rural North African Christianity, and its 

complete rejection of the official christianization of the empire.”  

41 Cf. Thomas Robbins, “The Sources of Volatility in Religious Movements” in Cults, Religion, 

and Violence, ed. David Bromley and J. Gordon Melton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 

61, who groups the Donatists in with “the self-immolating Russian Old Believers,” “the early Mormons,” 

and “the radical Anabaptists.” Both Rosemary Radford Ruether (“Augustine and Christian Political 

Theology” in Interpretation 29.3 (July 1975), 257) and Paul Johnson (A History of Christianity (New York: 

Touchstone, 1976), 84), on the other hand, view the Zealots as natural precursors of the Circumcellion 

movement. Ruether, for instance, argues that “in Donatism the old political theology of the Zealots, which 

translated apocalypticism into a militant national liberation movement, once more briefly flowered.” In 

“The Ecology of Early Christianities,” 14, Frend explicitly compares the Donatist Circumcellions to “The 

Peasants’ Revolt of 1381, the Czech Adamites and the German Peasants’ Revolt, or even the Cornish 

Rising of 1549.”  

42 A. H. M. Jones’ famous call for a more sympathetic understanding of the religious concerns of 

the movement may perhaps be viewed as the start of this reaction (“Were Ancient Heresies National and 

Social Movements in Disguise?” in Journal of Theological Studies 10 (1959), 280-298). 
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necessarily deny the social implications of Donatism, such scholars sought instead to 

sympathetically dissect its theological and exegetical foundations, attempting to recover 

the religious significance of the dissident communion. Within this new environment, the 

phenomenon of Donatist apocalypticism was inevitably tainted by its earlier association 

with more static, moribund portraits of the movement. Maureen Tilley, in her 1997 work 

The Bible in Christian North Africa, affords us a glimpse into the unfavorable 

associations the “apocalyptic” label had conjured:  

When I first began to investigate Donatism, no matter what source I read, I kept 

encountering the identical assertions. That the comments were so uniformly 

censorious made me very curious. Finding the same assertions in text after text 

was not in itself terribly remarkable. What I did find extremely suspicious was the 

monotonous use of the same words, the identical phrases (even from French to 

German, to English, to Spanish, etc), ‘millennialist,’ ‘Church of the pure,’ and so 

on.43 

 

According to such sources, Donatists were “intransigents, millennialists, dreamers who 

looked for a return to a simpler time when martyrdom was a readily accessible and sure 

ticket to heaven”44; in contrast, Tilley offered a dynamic portrait of the movement which 

heavily emphasized its exegetical adaptations to new times, new settings. In doing so, 

however, she implicitly accepted the older assumption that apocalypticism necessarily 

implied a basic anachronism within the movement. In order to save Donatism from such 

a problematic association, therefore, the link between the North African communion and 

its apocalyptic presuppositions had to be severed. “The portrait painted in this work is not 

the traditional one of a static, martyr-bound, millennialist movement,” Tilley asserted, 

                                                 
43 Maureen Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 2.  

44 Ibid, 11.  
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“but one that shows the movement responding to the larger world in a variety of ways 

over the course of its history.”45 

 

An Apocalyptic Age 

Much of my own interaction with the Donatist communion has been informed by 

the perspective of scholars like Maureen Tilley, James Alexander, and Robert Eno: 

Donatism was, in their words, a highly adaptive theological community every bit the 

match of its Catholic opponents.46 In this dissertation, however, I posit that the 

phenomenon of Donatist apocalypticism should itself be seen as an instance of such 

adaptation, that eschatological themes present within the North African movement 

contributed to its unique exegetical identity rather than pointing us toward anachronism 

or “monolithic intransigence.”  

Our own era is characterized by a certain suspicion of contemporary apocalyptic 

claims; proponents of an imminent eschaton are more likely to be found in the world of 

roadside theology and popular bestsellers than prestigious pulpits or university religion 

departments.  Given such a context, the presence of a vibrant apocalyptic theology within 

an ancient communion is easy to sideline as tangential, a mere distraction or vulgar 

mimeticization of the primary issues at hand. As I shall argue further in Chapter Four, 

however, such a lens is dramatically inappropriate when interpreting the theological 

topography of the late fourth and early fifth centuries. This was an age characterized by 

                                                 
45 Ibid, 8. 

46 Cf. the positive assessment of Donatist exegetical strategy contained in Robert Eno, “Some 

Nuances in the Ecclesiology of the Donatists” in Revue des études Augustiniennes 18 (1972), 46-50 and 

James Alexander, “Aspects of Donatist Scriptural Interpretation at the Conference of Carthage of 411” in 

Studia Patristica 15 (1984), 125-130. More comprehensive theological interpretations of the Donatist 

phenomenon include James Alexander’s “Donatism” in The Early Christian world, Vol. 2, edited by Philip 

Esler (New York: Routledge, 2000): 952-974, and Maureen Tilley’s The Bible in Christian North Africa.  
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apocalyptic anxiety. Belief in an imminent eschaton was not restricted to the credulous, 

nor did its exponents hail from the outskirts of society. In part, this was due to the unique 

historical milieu created by the Constantinian revolution. The empire, the center of the 

known world, had converted; for the first time, it was legitimately plausible to claim that 

the Gospel might indeed have already spread to all nations, a critical prerequisite for the 

end. No less an exegete than Jerome could claim, “The sign of the Lord’s coming is the 

proclamation of the Gospel in the whole world... We perceive that this is either already 

completed or will be completed in a short time. For I do not think any nation remains that 

is ignorant of the name of Christ.”47  

The new cultural situation was only one of several remarkable eschatological 

convergences that characterized the late antique world. Indeed, the very chronological 

calculations which the church had inherited from its pre-Constantinian past implied a 

coming end sometime within the bounds of the fifth century. The world had grown old; 

its age, as calculated by early Christian chronographers such as Theophilus of Antioch or 

Julius Africanus on the basis of biblical genealogies, was nearly six millennia.48 By the 

fourth century, this method of reckoning, which Richard Landes has titled an “AM (Anno 

Mundi) I chronology,”49 had become the dominant dating system within the western 

                                                 
47 Jerome, Commentariorum in Matheum, 24.14 in FOTC 117.271 (CCSL 77.225: “Signum 

aduentus dominici est euangelium in toto orbe praedicari... non enim puto aliquam remansisse gentem quae 

christi nomen ignoret et quamquam non habuerit praedicatorem, tamen ex uicinis nationibus opinionem 

fidei non potest ignorare.”) 

48 Cf. Theophilus of Antioch, Ad Autolycum 3.28 (in Robert Grant, Theophilus of Antioch: Ad 

Autolycum (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970, 142-145); Julius Africanus, Fragment T92 (in Julius Africanus 

Chronographiae: The Extant Fragments (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2007), 274).  

49 Richard Landes, “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled,” 137-138. 
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church.50 But it came with a price: for biblical exegetes such as Hippolytus of Rome or 

Lactantius, the duration of the world was linked to a “cosmic week,” at the end of which 

loomed the apocalypse.51 During the third century, when Hippolytus wrote, or the early 

fourth, the time of Lactantius, such calculations served to minimize the likelihood of an 

imminent end. As Lactantius would note,  

Someone may now ask when these things will happen which we have spoken of. I 

have already pointed out that the change should occur at the end of six thousand 

years, and that the supreme day of final conclusion is already approaching... The 

timing of it is set forth by those who have written upon timing; they have 

searched in holy literature and in various histories for the number of years gone 

by since the beginning of the world. They differ; their numbers vary somewhat; 

nevertheless, the universal expectation appears to be for a maximum of two 

hundred years more.”52  

 

By the turn of the fifth century, however, the range of dates posited by such authors was 

drawing near; in Richard Landes’ words, the AM 6000 mark had shifted “from delaying 

technique to countdown.”53 

                                                 
50 Ibid, 139. Despite the calculation of an alternate dating system (which Landes calls AM II) by 

Eusebius in 303, AM I chronology would prevail in the western world of late antiquity until well into the 

fifth century.  

51 For the classic definition of a “world” or “cosmic” week, see Jean Daniélou, The Theology of 

Jewish Christianity, trans. John Baker (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1977 [1958]), 390-402. “World 

week” chronologies posited that just as the world was created in six days, after which came the divine “day 

of rest,” so the world would last for six millennia, after which would come the apocalypse. Although many 

early adherents of world week chronology assumed that a millennial “age of rest” would comprise the final 

thousand years, Danielou cautions that millennialism and the concept of a world week are not necessarily 

synonymous.  

52 Lactantius, Divinae institutiones 7.25.3, 5, in Lactantius: Divine Institutes, trans. Anthony 

Bowen and Peter Garnsey (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2003), 437 (L. Caecilius Firmianus 

Lactantius: Divinarum Institutionum Libri Septem, fasc. 4: Liber VII, ed. Eberhard Heck and Antonie 

Wlosok (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2011), 726-727: “Fortasse quispiam nunc requirat, quando ista quae diximus 

sint futura. iam superius ostendi completis annorum sex milibus mutationem istam fieri oportere et iam 

propinquare summum illum conclusionis extremae diem... quando tamen compleatur haec summa, docent ii 

qui de temporibus scripserunt, colligentes ex litteris sanctis et ex uariis historiis, quantus sit numerus 

annorum ab exordio mundi. qui licet uarient et aliquantum numeri eorum summa dissentiant, omnis tamen 

expectatio non amplius quam ducentorum uidetur annorum.”)  

53 Landes, “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled,” 148.  
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It was thus all the more significant that the world of late antiquity was 

characterized by unprecedented turmoil both within and without the empire. For much of 

the fourth century, the so-called “Arian” controversy seethed and bubbled, creating 

unprecedented tension between rival Christian theologies. In such a conflict, many on 

both sides interpreted the “heresy” of their opponents as part of an apocalyptic rift, the 

predicted apostasy by which, as Christ had warned, “even the elect will be deceived.”54 

Outside the empire, the forces of Gog and Magog stirred uneasily. In addition to 

chronological calculations, western Christians of late antiquity had inherited something 

else from their ancestors: a strong belief that the empire itself was that which, in the 

writings of Paul, worked to “restrain” the onslaught of Antichrist.55 This was an ancient 

doctrine; first explicitly propounded by Irenaeus in the late second century,56 it had 

become a theological commonplace by the third. “We realize,” Tertullian wrote in his 

Apologeticum, “that the tremendous force which is hanging over the whole world, and the 

very end of the world with its threat of dreadful afflictions, is arrested for a time by the 

continued existence of the Roman Empire.”57 Nor was Rome’s identification as the final 

                                                 
54 Matt. 24.24 (NRSV). Pro-Nicenes such as Hilary of Poitiers and Lucifer of Cagliari, for 

instance, routinely characterized their opponents as “Antichrist” or “forerunners of Antichrist,” as we shall 

see in Chapter Four. The anonymus Homoian author of the Opus Imperfectum in Matheum, on the other 

hand, compared his Nicene opponents to “the armies of Antichrist” and the age of Theodosius to the time 

of the end (Homily 49.24.15).  

55 1 Thessalonians 3.7: “For the mystery of lawlessness is already at work: only he which now 

restrains will do so until he is taken out of the way.” (NRSV) 

56 Cf. Irenaeus, Adversus haereses, 5.26, 30.  

57 Tertullian, Apologeticum, 32.1 in FOTC 10.88 (CCSL 1.142-143: “Qui uim maximam uniuerso 

orbi imminentem ipsam quae clausulam saeculi acerbitates horrendas comminantem romani imperii 

commeatu scimus retardari.”) Cf. Ad Scapulum 2 and De resurrectione mortuorum 24 for further references 

to Rome as the “thing that restrains.” The ubiquity of the doctrine may be seen from the testimony of 

Tertullian’s near-contemporary, Hippolytus (De Christo et Antichristo 19, 28) and the early fourth century 

writer Lactantius. In Divinae institutiones 7.15.7, 11, for instance, Lactantius writes, “As this period 

approaches the end, therefore, the state of human affairs is bound to be altered: as wickedness grows 

stronger, so things will get worse, so that these times of ours, when iniquity and evil have grown to their 
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kingdom before the rise of Antichrist limited to the pre-Constantinian past. In his 

Commentariorum in Danielem, Jerome insisted that Rome was coterminous with the 

present age: 

We should therefore concur with the traditional interpretation of all the 

commentators of the Christian Church, that at the end of the world, when the 

Roman Empire is to be destroyed, there shall be ten kings who will partition the 

Roman world amongst themselves. Then an insignificant eleventh king [the 

Antichrist] will arise...58 

  

Even Augustine, albeit somewhat more reluctantly, would admit the plausibility of such 

an interpretation: “When the apostle says, ‘Only he who now holdeth, let him hold, until 

he be taken out of the way,’ it is not absurd to believe that this statement is a reference to 

the empire of Rome.”59 

By the early fifth century, the prediction of the empire’s fall seemed in imminent 

danger of fulfillment. The forces of Gog and Magog (as Ambrose had identified the 

                                                                                                                                                 
highest degree, can be deemed happy, virtually golden, by comparison with the incurable evil then... the 

cause of this devastation and confusion will be this: the name of Rome, by which the world is presntly 

ruled – I shudder to say this, but I will say it even so –, the name of Rome will be razed from the earth.” 

(Heck, fasc. 4, 697-698: “Propinquante igitur huius saeculi termino humanarum rerum satum commutari 

necesse est et in deterius nequitia inualescente prolabi, ut iam nostra haec tempora, quibus iniquitas et 

malitia usque ad summum gradum creuit, in illius tamen insanabilis mali comparatione felicia et prope 

aurea possint iudicari... Cuius uastitatis et confusionis haec erit causa, quod Romanum nomen, quo nunc 

regitur orbis – horret animus dicere, sed dicam, quia futurum est – tolletur e terra.”  

58 Jerome, Commentariorum in Danielem 7.8 in Jerome’s Commentary on Daniel, trans. Gleason 

Archer (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1958), 77 (CCSL 75A.844: “ergo dicamus quod omnes scriptores 

ecclesiastici tradiderunt: in consummatione mundi, quando regnum destruendum est romanorum, decem 

futuros reges qui orbem romanum inter se diuidant, et undecimum surrecturum esse paruulum regem...”)  

59 Augustine, De civitate dei, 20.19 in R. W. Dyson, The City of God Against the Pagans 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 1009 (CCSL 48.732: “Quod ait apostolus: Tantum qui 

modo tenet teneat, donec de medio fiat, non absurde de ipso Romano imperio creditur dictum.” As 

Augustine will immediately make clear, however, this is not his preferred interpretation of the passage: 

“However, there are others who think that ‘Ye know what withholdeth’ and ‘the mystery of iniquity’ refer 

simply to the wicked and to the false believers who are in the church, until they reach so great a number as 

to become a great people for Antichrist. This, they contend, is ‘the mystery of iniquity’ because it is seen to 

be concealed.” (“Alii uero et quod ait: Quid detineat scitis et mysterium operari iniquitatis non putant 

dictum nisi de malis et fictis, qui sunt in ecclesia, donec perueniant ad tantum numerum, qui Antichristo 

magnum populum faciat; et hoc esse mysterium iniquitatis, quia uidetur occultum.”) 
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Goths60) had crossed the Rhine and begun dividing up former Roman territories among 

themselves. The age of the prophesied “ten kings” seemed at hand. For Sulpicius 

Severus, the empire had entered a critical stage: “In short, it is the future mingling 

together of human peoples who are mutually at odds with each other that is signified by 

the clay and iron intermingling, yet never quite uniting themselves together; accordingly, 

Roman soil has been occupied by foreign or insurgent tribes or consigned to those who 

seem to hand themselves over by a show of peace.”61 Jerome agreed: in a despairing 

letter to the widow Ageruchia dated to 409, he lamented, “But wait – what am I doing? 

I’m arguing about the cargo while the ship is breaking up! That which holds back is taken 

from the midst, and we do not recognize the approach of Antichrist!... everything between 

the Alps and the Pyrenees, all the lands between the Rhine and Ocean, the Quadi, 

Vandals, Sarmatians, Gepids, Heruli, Saxons, Burgundians, Alemanni, and – O poor 

Republic! – the hostile Pannones have devastated.”62 By the middle of the fifth century, 

even such an Augustinian disciple as the North African bishop Quodvultdeus could see in 

the “Arian” Goths and Moors the sign of Gog and Magog.63 

My point is that this was an era in which the shadow of the apocalypse loomed 

very large indeed. It was an axial period for early Christian apocalypticism, the 

                                                 
60 Cf. Ambrose, De Fide 2.16.135-138.  

61 Sulpicius Severus, Chronica, 2.3 (CSEL 1.58-59: “Denique commisceri testum atque ferrum 

numquam inter se coeunte materie commixtiones humani generis futurae a se inuicem dissidentes 

significantur, siquidem Romanum solum ab exteris gentibus aut rebellibus occupatum aut dedentibus se per 

pacis speciem traditum constet.”) 

62 Jerome, Letter 123.16 (To Ageruchia) (PL 22.1057: “Uerum quid ago? Fracta naui de mercibus 

disputo. Qui tenebat, de medio fit, et non intelligimus Antichristum appropinquare... quidquid inter Alpes et 

Pyrenaeum est, quod Oceano et Rheno includitur, Quadus, Wandalus, Sarmata, Alani, Gipedes, Heruli, 

Saxones, Burgundiones, Alemanni, et, o lugenda respublica! hostes Pannonii uastarunt.”) 

63 Quodvultdeus was also willing to accept the alternate interpretation that “Magog” referred to the 

quasi-mythical “Massagetes.” Under either interpretation, the Gog/Magog prophecy of Ezekiel 38 was seen 

as having contemporary elevance. Cf. Quodvultdeus, Liber promissionum et praedictorum Dei D.13.22.  
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culmination of centuries of calculation and exegesis: while earlier scares had come and 

gone, never had an imminent end seemed so plausible. If we wish to situate Donatist 

theology within its contemporary milieu, then, we must enter into the presuppositions of 

an apocalyptic age. We need not downplay evidence of Donatist apocalypticism in order 

to free the movement from claims of anachronism; indeed, the dissident communion 

would prove something of an outlier in the western empire of late antiquity if it failed to 

evolve some form of apocalyptic scenario in order to narrate its present situation.  

 

The Present Study 

In this dissertation, therefore, I wish to examine the phenomenon of apocalyptic 

theology within the Donatist communion and the implications it may have for a better 

understanding of the movement’s internal dynamics. My project may be summarized as 

follows. First, in order to situate this study within its proper academic context, Chapter 

Two will be devoted to a literature review detailing the contours of earlier interpretations 

of Donatist apocalypticism. From Augustine’s characterization of the Donatist bishop 

Gaudentius as a mad millenarian to Jean-Paul Brisson’s vision of a militant Donatism 

which utilized apocalyptic rhetoric as a battle-cry against social injustice, the 

historiography of Donatist eschatology is a worthy detour in and of itself.  

The next three chapters will attempt to situate Donatist apocalyptic motifs within 

their appropriate setting. In Chapter Three, I will embark on an overview of apocalyptic 

thought within North African sources in the years prior to the Donatist-Caecilianist break, 

concentrating in particular on four sources: Tertullian, the Passion of Perpetua and other 

North African pre-Constantinian martyrological acta, Cyprian, and Lactantius. These 

four sources, which between themselves comprise nearly all that is known about North 
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African apocalyptic exegesis in the second and third centuries, will serve to contextualize 

the Donatist appeal to eschatology, allowing us to locate areas of continuity and 

divergence. 

In Chapter Four, we will begin our discussion of Donatist apocalypticism proper. 

Chapter Four will be devoted to a chronological overview of those Donatist primary 

sources which remain available to us in order to reconstruct the basic features of the 

North African communion’s appeal to eschatology and how it compares to the 

apocalyptic narratives current in the wider western world of late antiquity. I must caution, 

however, that in this dissertation we are not studying “Donatism” as a unified, 

homogenous phenomenon, but rather “Donatisms,” to quote Maureen Tilley.64 The 

Donatist movement has a literary history which spans two centuries, much of it spent as 

the majority communion in North Africa65; we should therefore expect to find evidence 

of significant evolution and narratival diversity within our sources. 

In Chapter Five, on the other hand, we shall abandon a broad chronological 

overview in order to concentrate on a relatively narrow band of time: the fifty-year period 

between the cessation of the Macarian persecution and the 411 Conference at Carthage. 

Here we shall trace in detail the origin and progress of two competing apocalyptic 

trajectories within the Donatist communion: Tyconius’ vision of Donatism as an 

eschatological signpost in the immediate shadow of the end, and a more widespread motif 

which identified the Donatist church as the faithful remnant whose very existence 

                                                 
64 Tilley, “Redefining Donatism: Moving Forward,” 25. 

65 Cf. the discussion of Donatist numerical strength in Frend, “Donatus ‘paene totam Africam 

decepit’: How?” in Journal of Ecclesiastical History, 48 (October 1997), 627 and  B. H. Warmington, The 

North African Provinces from Diocletian to the Vandal Conquest (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1954), 76. 
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validated the Lord’s prediction in the Olivet Discourse: “Because of the increase of 

lawlessness, the love of many will grow cold. But the one who endures to the end will be 

saved.”66 If we wish to see a uniquely Donatist adaptation of wider eschatological 

expectations, it is to be found here, in these rival visions of the North African 

communion’s role in the coming apocalypse. I shall conclude in Chapter Six with a 

discussion of the significance of apocalyptic thought within the Donatist movement and 

the ways in which it may impact our study of Donatism in general.  

This project will also include two appendices. Appendix A will examine whether 

the enigmatic North African apocalyptic poet Commodian ought to be identified as an 

adherent of Donatism, a thesis first advanced by Jean-Paul Brisson in 1958.67 In 

Appendix B, I shall address the case of the so-called “Circumcellions,” who have often 

been identified as radical millenarians who translated apocalyptic beliefs into social 

agitation.68  

There are, of course, several limitations inherent to such a project. As I have 

already noted, the recent trend in Donatist studies has been to emphasize the underlying 

religious, particularly exegetical, framework of the North African communion. In this 

dissertation I will continue along these lines, approaching Donatist apocalypticism from 

the perspective of a historical theologian. This is not to deny that the Donatist movement 

had socio-political implications, nor that apocalyptic thought may have played some role 

                                                 
66 Matthew 24.12-13 (NRSV).  

67 Cf. Jean-Paul Brisson, Autonomisme et christianisme dans l’Afrique romaine: de Septime Sévère 

à l’invasion vandale (Paris: Boccard, 1958), 378-410.  

68 To quote a representative example: Paul Johnson, in A History of Christianity (New York: 

Touchstone, 1976), 84, defines Circumcellions as “millenarians who saw the idea of a revived eschatology 

as an occasion for settling scores on earth first.” 
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in such issues. What I do wish to avoid, however, is the temptation to restrict the 

significance of apocalyptic theology to its political or economic repercussions. Such an 

emphasis tends to elide over the very real theological factors at work within the Donatist 

communion, ironically siding with Augustine’s assessment that his opponents’ exegetical 

premises were simply a convenient mask for an ulterior objective. 

We must also limit ourselves temporally. The documents under consideration tend 

to cluster around the late fourth-early fifth century mark, with a fair number of 

martyrologies and exegetical writings dating from the 360s, and several sermonic 

materials, letters, and chronographical recensions extending into the 430s. It is an 

unfortunate fact that despite the persistence of the schism throughout the Vandal and later 

Byzantine period, we do not possess any Donatist records beyond the 438 recension of 

the Liber genealogus. After the Vandal conquest, their erstwhile opponents were 

themselves undergoing persecution; unlike the plethora of sources that characterize the 

preceding Augustinian era, references to Donatism are few.69 While “Donatism,” or at 

least something like it, reappears in the sixth century in the polemic of Gregory I, we are 

                                                 
69 Outside of the Liber genealogus, we find references to Donatist refugees in the fifth century in 

the correspondence of Avitus of Vienne (Letter 26, trans. Danuta Shanzer and Ian Wood in Avitus of 

Vienne: Letters and Selected Prose (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2002), 302-303) and Leo I 

(Letter 12.6, in PL 54.662: “Maximum quoque ex laico licet reprehensibiliter ordinatum, tamen si 

Donatista iam non est, et a spiritu schismaticae prauitatis alienus, ab episcopali, quam quoquo modo 

adeptus est, non repellimus dignitate; ita ut et ipse libello ad nos edito catholicum se esse manifestet.”). We 

also find a mention of a Donatist convert to “Arianism” in Victor of Vita’s Historia persecutionis 

Africanae Provinciae 3.71 (History of the Vandal Persecution, trans. John Moorhead (Liverpool: Liverpool 

University Press, 1992) and a short notice of the intentions of the North African bishop Asclepius After to 

produce an anti-Donatist tract in Gennadius (De viris inlustribus, 74). In the sixth century, a dispute 

between the Homoian priest Fastidiosus and Fulgentius of Ruspe over whether the former had plagiarized 

Fulgentius’ own critique of Donatism seems to indicate that the movement was still viable (Fastidiosus: 

Sermo Fastidiosi Ariani 2 in CCSL 91.281: “Donatistis etiam praedicantibus communione malorum bonos 

pollui, dum sanctae scripturae munus medelem salutis procul abiciunt.” Fulgentius: Contra sermonem 

Fastidiosi 10 in CCSL 91.296: “Deniquae omnia quae aduersus Donatistas posuit, de quibusdam epistulis 

furatus est, in quibus contra Pelagianos atque Donatistas cum nobis in exsilio Sardiniae constitutis ad 

religiosam Ecclesiae filiam Stephaniam esset ab omnibus rescribendum, ipso prorsus uerborum ordine quo 

illa idem nequissimus fraudulenter sub nomine suo posuit, inueniuntur inserta.”) Cf. Antonio Isola, “Note 

sulle eresie nell’Africa del periodo vandalico” in Vetera Christianorum 34 (1997): 231-249.  
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never permitted to hear the movement speak in its own voice again.70 Our knowledge of 

Donatist evolution is therefore limited in practice to a period straddling the boundary 

between the fourth and fifth centuries.  

 

The Problem with Names 

There is one further consideration which we must discuss before concluding this 

chapter, and that is the question of names. What are we to call the various parties whose 

members provide our story with its varied cast? The Donatist dispute was above all a war 

about names, a war which their opponents decisively won. In the writings of the victors, 

it is “Donatism” that split from the “Catholic” church, “Donatists” who are the 

quintessential schismatics. Donatus, Optatus assures us, “had the audacity to divide the 

people from God, so that those who followed him were no longer called Christians but 

Donatists.”71 Augustine concurs, adding a more visceral aspersion:  

The Donatists put Donatus in the place of Christ. If they hear some pagan 

disparaging Christ, they probably put up with it more patiently than if they hear 

him disparaging Donatus... They are so perverse in their love of Donatus that they 

put him before Christ!72 

                                                 
70 For the final days of the Donatist movement in North Africa see W. H. C. Frend, The Donatist 

Church: A Movement of Protest in Roman North Africa (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1952), 308-313. 

R. A. Markus offers a revisionist assessment in “Donatism: The Last Phase” in From Augustine to Gregory 

the Great: History and Christianity in Late Antiquity (London: Variorum Reprints, 1983), 118-126. 

71 Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 3.3 in Against the Donatists, trans. Mark Edwards 

(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1997), 65 (CSEL 26.77: “Deinde cum ante ipsius superbiam 

omnes, qui in Christo crediderant, ut qui illum secuti sunt, iam non christiani uocarentur, sed Donatistae”). 

He continues: “For from his time up to the present day, if ever some case about church matters is carried on 

before a public court, the individuals questioned have spoken in such a way, according to the Acts, as to 

say that they are of Donatus’ party; about Christ they are silent.” (“Nam et a temporibus eius et usque in 

hodiernum si quando de rebus ecclesiasticis in iudiciis publicis aliqua celebrata est actio, interrogati singuli 

sic apud acta locuti sunt, ut dicerent se de parte esse Donati; de Christ tacuerunt.”) 

72 Augustine, Sermon 198.45 in WSA 3.11, 215 (in François Dolbeau, “Nouveaux sermons de 

saint Augustin pour la conversion des païens et des donatistes (IV)” in Recherches augustiniennes 26 

(1992), 125: “Donatum donatistae pro Christo habent. Si audiant aliquem paganum detrahentem Christo, 

patientibus forsitan ferunt quam si audiant detrahentem Donato... Tam peruerse amant Donatum, ut eum 

Christo praeponant.”) He repeats this claim in Sermon 197.4.  
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Donatists, however, had their own names for their opponents. They were 

traditores – “surrenderers” of the sacred books whose sins lived on in the murderous 

actions of their descendants. “Whom do you teach, traditor?” the Donatist bishop Petilian 

taunted: “Him whom you condemn? Whom do you teach, traditor? Him whom you 

kill?”73 They were “Macarians,”74 descendants of that dread arbiter who had slaughtered 

bishop Donatus of Bagai in his own see and had hurtled bishop Marculus over a 

Numidian precipice.75  There could be no alliance with the “Party of Macarius,” as 

Petilian darkly intoned: “for God does not have butchers as his priests.”76 The martyr acts 

are more severe: there, traditores are called “ministers of Antichrist,”77 ravenous 

wolves,78 savage beasts sent from hell.79 In a sermon appropriately entitled Cavete a 

pseudoprophetis, an anonymous Donatist preacher excoriates such a people: “You call 

yourselves by the name of ‘Christian’ in vain, you who persecute Christ in his servants! 

                                                 
73 Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 24 in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.33.77 

(OSA 30.326: “Quem doces, traditor? Quem condemnas? Quem doces, traditor? Quem occidis?”). 

74 Cf. Augustine, Letter 49.3 in WSA 2.1, 196: “But do not say that our Church is not called 

Catholic, but Macarian, as you call it” (CCSL 31.213: “Sed ne dicatis non uocari ecclesiam nostram 

catholicam sed Macarianam, sicut eam uos appellatis”) or Letter 87.10 in WSA 2.1, 350: “Remember what 

I said about the Rogatists who are said to call you ‘Firmians,’ just as you call us ‘Macarians.’” (CCSL 

31A.138: “Memento quod de Rogatensibus non dixerim, qui uos Firmianos appellare dicuntur, sicut nos 

Macarianos appellatis.”) 

75 For Donatus of Bagai, we are dependent on hostile reports, the most involved of which may be 

found in Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam, 3.4. The acta of Marculus’ death have been preserved 

in the Passio benedicti martyris Marculi (trans. Maureen Tilley in Donatist Martyr Stories: The Church in 

Conflict in Roman North Africa (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1996), 78-87). 

76 Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 13 in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.19.42 

(OSA 30.272: “Nam non habet deus carnifices sacerdotes.”)  

77 Cf. Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati 1 (Maier 1.202: “ministros Antichristi”); 

Passio benedicti martyris Marculi 1 (Maier 1.277: “Traditorum... Antichristo serviens.”)  

78 Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati, 5 (Maier 1.202: “luporum latentium”).  

79 Passio benedicti martyris Marculi, 3 (Maier 1.279: “duabus bestias ad Africam missis,” 

referring to the Imperial commissioners Paul and Macarius).  
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You lay claim to a title which is built on lies! You are called by the name of ‘Christian,’ 

but your works are those of Antichrist; under the title of a name, you attack it.”80  

Such claims – on either side – are clearly products of linguistic combat, designed 

to slash at vulnerable points within the opposition’s own narrative. We dare not accept 

them as guides for our naming process. That said, it has been traditional to navigate the 

controversy by labeling one side “Donatist” and the other “Catholic.” But surely to accept 

these nomenclatures is simply to follow the lead of one side in the controversy, to reify 

the de-facto victory of the party of Augustine and Aurelius. As Aaron Pelttari 

perceptively notes, while “the titles are sometimes useful and indicative of the outcome of 

Donatism,” to accept them when delving into the parameters of the struggle itself “is to 

prejudice the modern to their case and to misrepresent the self-identity of the ancient 

group.”81 By utilizing such terms to divide the two parties, we imply the basic validity of 

one versus the other.  

Recognizing the inappropriate nature of such labels, several historians have 

proposed alternate methods of referring to the contending parties. One such strategy has 

been to resurrect terms that Donatists themselves would have employed. Pelttari himself, 

in his article “Donatist Self-Identity and the ‘Church of the Truth,’” notes that Donatist 

bishops at the 411 Conference at Carthage appear to have consciously utilized the phrase 

“Church of the Truth” in order to differentiate themselves from their opponents, who had 

                                                 
80 Vienna Homily 39, Cavete a pseudoprophetis (François Leroy, “Les 22 inédits de la catéchèse 

donatiste de Vienne. Une édition provisoire,” in Recherches Augustiniennes 31 (1999), 260-261: “Unde 

frustra tibi christianum nomen imponis, qui Christum in eius seruis persequeris. Adfectas uocari quod 

operum simulatione mentiris. Nomen tuum christianum sonat sed facta antichristum monstrant; sub 

nomine, nomen impugnas.”) 

81 Aaron Pelttari, “Donatist Self-Identity and the ‘Church of the Truth’” in Augustinianum 49.2 

(December 2009), 359.  
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an official monopoly on the term “Catholic.” The article’s main strength is its 

identification of such a term as a legitimate Donatist self-definition, a polemical weapon 

to counter the “Catholicism” of their opponents. Pelttari himself, however, recognizes the 

dangers of attempting to use the phrase as a replacement for the term “Donatist.”82 “The 

Church of the Truth” is an inherently eristic term, implying just as strong a claim to 

exclusivity as the title “Catholic.”83 If we are seeking to restore some form of linguistic 

balance between the two sides, a self-definition like “Church of the Truth” would fail the 

test of neutrality.  

In “African Christianity: Disputes, Definitions, and ‘Donatists,’” Roman historian 

Brent Shaw proposed the phrase “African Christians” as a possible replacement for the 

term “Donatist.”84 Echoing the observation by R. A. Markus that it was in fact Donatism 

that preserved the legacy of Tertullian and Cyprian while “Catholicism” represented an 

alien Gallo-Italic intrusion into the North African theological tradition,85 Shaw initially 

believed that the new title, while “somewhat bland,” accurately represented the 

genealogical affinities of the Donatist communion.86 There is a certain virtue in the very 

featurelessness of “African Christianity,” a kind of neutrality missing from our previous 

                                                 
82 Ibid, 369: “Finally, I should make it clear that I am not proposing the name ‘Church of the 

Truth’ as a replacement for ‘Donatist.’”  

83 Indeed, as Pelttari notes, Augustine will use the term at least once to describe his own 

communion: cf. Contra Iulianum Opus Imperfectum 2.120 (cf. Pelttari, “Donatist Self-Identity,” 368).  

84 Brent Shaw, “African Christianity: Disputes, Definitions, and ‘Donatists’ in Rulers, Nomads, 

and Christians in Roman North Africa (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate, 1995): 8-9.  

85 Cf. R. A. Markus, “Christianity and Dissent in Roman North Africa: Changing Perspectives in 

Recent Work,” in Schism, Heresy, and Religious Protest, edited by Derek Baker (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1972), 28-29: “Donatism was no new creation. It was the representative in the fourth 

century of an older African theological tradition with deep roots in its characteristic religious mentality... 

Donatism was, quite simply, the continuation of the old African Christian tradition in the post-

Constantinian world. It was the world that had changed, not African Christianity.”  

86 Shaw, “African Christianity,” 9.  
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candidate. Yet it is not devoid of its own set of difficulties. For one thing, it is a rather 

anachronistic term, a modern label used in order to promote a specific genealogical 

assertion. Furthermore, by connecting the dissident communion so closely to earlier 

forms of African Christianity, it tends to minimize the possibility of significant evolution 

within the Donatist church, thus unintentionally reifying older models of the movement 

as a static, monolithic phenomenon. In his own critique, Pelttari notes that the term 

“African Christianity” as a moniker for the Donatist communion would have been 

unacceptable to either side: for Donatists, because “it diminishes their claim to 

Catholicity: no Donatist – least of all their bishop at Rome – would have been content to 

be told that... his truth was merely African,”87 but also to their opponents, who certainly 

sought to foster the notion that they were the true heirs of Cyprian.88 If the purpose of the 

phrase is to create a polemically-neutral classification system, is it really helpful to 

transpose Augustine (of Hippo) from his African setting and reclassify him as a European 

theologian?  

Recognizing these and related difficulties inherent to the title “African 

Christianity,” Shaw withdrew the term in his 2011 book Sacred Violence.89 In its stead, 

he proposed the word “dissidents”:  

Although both parties were Catholic, I have called the Aurelian-Augustinian 

church ‘Catholic’ because this was their success-in-power identification of 

                                                 
87 Pelttari, “Donatist Self-Definition,” 369.  

88 Augustine’s De Baptismo contra Donatistas is, after all, nothing less than an extended attempt 

to appropriate Cyprianic theology for his own side. 

89 Brent Shaw, Sacred Violence: African Christians and Sectarian Hatred in the Age of Augustine 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 5: “I once thought that the term ‘African’ Christians 

would be good since this caught the sense of regionalism that defined a critical part of their identity. I how 

think that this name must be avoided. They themselves would have found it an odd distinction. More 

important, the label creates a fundamentally misleading impression that the Catholics in Africa did not 

share just as many African characteristics as did their opponents.” 
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themselves. Their opponents are more difficult to designate with any neutral 

term... I have therefore lapsed into a general description of them as a dissident or 

dissenting party in a descriptive sense, since, even in their own terms, they saw 

themselves as a persecuted minority who fundamentally disagreed with the 

majoritarian party.90 

 

Within the context of Sacred Violence, such a definition is appropriate. In a work 

concerned with the role of power and rhetoric in issues of religious violence, recasting 

the Donatists as “dissidents” accurately captures their self-perception as a remnant church 

awash in a sea of apostasy, and in this dissertation I will sometimes utilize the term as a 

helpful way to describe the same tension within the Donatist communion. And yet as an 

overarching descriptive adjective for the movement, the title “dissident” comes with its 

own set of problems. It tends to place the phenomenon of “Donatism” within the 

constraints of a parasitical relationship with its opponents, ultimately dependent on them 

for its existence and meaning. To be fair, much of what constituted distinctively 

“Donatist” praxis was indeed articulated in conscious opposition to “Catholicism.” 

Nevertheless, we should be wary of creating a situation in which “dissident” implies a 

certain level of correlation, even illegitimacy, vis-à-vis its rivals.   

What neither of these options we have surveyed attempt to rectify is the other side 

of the equation: the problematic labeling of the opponents of “Donatism” as “Catholic.” 

The truth is that both North African communions claimed the Catholic title; in a very real 

sense, the entire point of the struggle was over who would be accepted as the “Catholic” 

church in North Africa.91 Despite his assertion that “Donatists” preferred the 

nomenclature of their leader to any other title, Augustine was quite aware of the Donatist 

                                                 
90 Ibid.  

91 Paula Marone offers an excellent overview of the term’s rhetorical significance to both sides in 

her article “The Use of the Term ‘Catholic’ in the Donatist Controversy” in Pomoerium 6 (2007-2008), 81-

91. 
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claim to catholicity. In his sermons, he repeatedly castigated “those heretics who have 

broken away from the Catholic church... and falsely call themselves Catholics.”92 He was 

especially incensed by the “audacity” of Donatist bishops who claimed the “Catholic” 

title in the Imperial courts.93 While Augustine is right to claim that his Donatist 

opponents were subverting the intent of the Imperial laws when they represented 

themselves as “Catholic” bishops, he conveniently neglects to inform us that Donatists 

had always presented themselves as the Catholic party in North Africa. The author of the 

Donatist edition of the Passio sanctorum Dativi, Saturnini presbyteri et aliorum, for 

instance, tells us that he wrote his narrative in order that “one will be able to recognize 

which church is the Catholic Church, if the pestiferous defect of the traitors is revealed 

for all ages by their impious deeds as well as by the judgment of the martyrs.”94 At the 

Conference at Carthage at 411, the seven Donatist bishops selected as spokesmen for 

their side frequently brought up the injustice of their opponents being given the title of 

“Catholic,” since, they argued, that was the entire point up for debate.95 Witness, for 

example, the exchange between Petilian and the arbiter Marcellinus:  

                                                 
92 Augustine, Sermon 313E.4 in WSA 3.9, 111 (PLS 2.617: “haereticos... qui se ab ecclesia 

catholica separaverunt... et falso se catholicos vocant.”) Similarly, in Contra Gaudentium 2.2.2 Augustine 

will admit that the Donatists claimed the title of “Catholic”: “Seeing that you rely on the testimony of 

blessed Cyprian to claim that you, rather than we, are Catholics.” (OSA 32.642: “Quoniam uos potius esse 

catholicos testimonio beati Cypriani affirmare conatus est...”) 

93 Cf. Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 57.15 in WSA 3.17, 136-137: “In their attempt to expel the 

Maximianists from their sees, the Donatists appealed to the laws of the state, took their case to the 

magistrates, and professed themselves to be Catholics, in order to exclude their opponents as heretics.” 

(CCSL 39.720-721: “Volentes illos inde excludere, egerunt legibus publicis, ad iudices uenerunt, dixerunt 

se catholicos, ut possent excludere haereticos.”) See also Contra litteras Petiliani 2.58.132 for a similar 

portrayal.  

94 Passio sanctorum Dativi, Saturnini presbyteri et aliorum, 19 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 

44 (Maier 1.84: “His enim de rebus catholica ecclesia quae sit poterit recognosci, si labes pestifera 

traditorum nefandis actibus suis sententiaque martyrum omnibus saeculis declaretur.”) 

95 Cf. the official records of the 411 Conference at Carthage, the Gesta Conlationis 

Carthaginiensis, Anno 411 3.22, in which Petilian claims that “We are the true Catholics, who suffer 
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Petilian: Let the records show that we are “Catholics. 

Marcellinus: I must call you by the name that the Most Merciful Emperor wished 

for you to be called.  

Petilian: But this is a nonsensical name during the case, since it’s the name itself 

that’s at the center of the dispute and struggle between us! Only at the end of the 

case can the side that is found to be Christian lay claim to this appellation.  

Marcellinus: It’s true that after the contest only those who have been found to 

have the truth on their side will be called “Catholics.” Nevertheless, I in my role 

must follow the Imperial instructions, which have elected to call them “Catholic.”  

Petilian: May it please Your Excellency to use this term without any prejudice 

against us.96 

 

In their struggle for rhetorical dominance, both communions adduced reasons as to why 

their opponents were unworthy of the Catholic title. Augustine narrates a traditional 

Donatist argument: “But you think you say something clever when you explain that the 

name ‘Catholic’ comes not from the communion of the whole world, but from the 

observance of all God’s commands and all the sacraments.”97 In his tirade against the 

bishop of Hippo, Petilian elaborated such a stance. “If you claim that you have the right 

to the ‘Catholic’ name,” he argued, “remember that the term ‘catholic’ is merely the 

                                                                                                                                                 
persecution rather than cause it” (SC 195.2, 997: “Apud nos est enim uera catholica, quae persecutionem 

patitur, non quae facit”). Similarly, in 3.123, the Donatist bishop Adeodatus requests “Let it be written that 

we are Catholics” (SC 224.178: “Catholicos nos esse scriptum sit”).  

96 Gesta Conlationis Carthaginiensis, 3.93.91-95 (SC 224.1054-1056: “Petilianus episcopus dixit: 

Catholicos nos esse acta contineant.” “Marcellinus, uir clarissimus, tribunus et notarius, dixit: Necesse est 

me eos <eo> nomine appellare quo eos appelari uoluit clementissimus imperator.” “Petilianus episcopus 

dixit: Ante causam inane nomen est illis. Etiam de ipso nomine erit disputatio nobis atque contentio. Tum 

demum obtinebit hoc nomen qui fuerit inuentus esse christianus.” “Marcellinus, uir clarissimus, tribunus et 

notarius, dixit: Certum est post habitum conflictum eos catholicos nuncupandos apud quos ueritas fuerit 

deprehensa. Ego autem etiam in hac parte formam necesse habeo sequi praeceptionis augustae in qua 

catholicos eos appellare dignata est.” “Petilianus episcopus dixit: Sine praeiudicio nostro hoc interfari 

dignata fuerit praestantia tua.”) 

97 Augustine, Letter 93.7.23 in WSA 2.1, 391 (CCSL 31A.184: “Acutum autem aliquid uideris 

dicere, cum caholicae nomen non ex totius orbis communione interpretaris, sed ex obseruatione 

praeceptorum omnium diuinorum atque omnium sacramentorum.”)  
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Greek word for ‘single’ or ‘whole.’ But you are not in the ‘whole,’ because you have 

sloughed away into the ‘part.’” 98  

“I say, ‘You were cut off.’ You say, ‘No, you were cut off,’” an exasperated 

Augustine writes.99 Tit for tat. It was precisely the term “Catholic” that proved 

contentious. It was an inherently exclusive title; the party that successfully incorporated 

the name into its narrative would win the rhetorical war of words. If we are to submerge 

ourselves within the self-identity of the Donatist communion, we cannot utilize the word 

“Catholic” to describe their rivals.  

Yet there may be another way to denote both sides of the debate, one that does not 

privilege nor unnecessarily denigrate either party. Neither the Donatists nor their 

opponents were willing to part with the title of “Catholic,” crucial as it was to the 

question of their legitimacy. Yet at times a lesser title was necessary in order to 

distinguish themselves from their rivals. A good example of this comes from the very 

beginning of the schism. Augustine tells us that in 313 “two booklets” were submitted to 

the Emperor Constantine from Lucian, Dignus, Fidentius, Nasutius and Capito, members 

of the nascent party opposed to Caecilian. Each bore a petition for a retrial of the 

Carthaginian bishop: “one on parchment with the title: ‘The Book of the Catholic Church 

with the Charges against Caecilian Submitted by the Party of Majorinus.’”100 Despite 

being trumpeted by Augustine as a prime example of the Donatist tendency to identify 

                                                 
98 Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 28 in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.38.90 

(OSA 30.350: “Si uos tenere catholicam dicitis, catholicos illud est quod Graece dicitur unicum siue totum. 

Esse in toto non estis, quia in parte cessistis.”) 

99 Augustine, Sermon 162A.7 in WSA 3.5, 158 (PL 46.892: “Ego dico: Vos estis praecisi. Vos 

dicitis: Vos estis praecisi.”) 

100 Augustine, Letter 88.2 in WSA 2.1, 352 (CCSL 31A.140: “Libellus ecclesiae catholicae 

criminum Caeciliani traditus a parte Maiorini.” 
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themselves by their leaders (in this case, the rather fleeting first choice of the anti-

Caecilianist party, Majorinus), it is clear that an identification with the “party of 

Majorinus” implied no lessening of the claim of these partisans to be the “Catholic 

Church.” What we are witnessing here is oppositional terminology, language intended to 

differentiate between rival communions rather than overarching claims to a coveted 

title.101   

Returning to the decisive conference at Carthage in 411, we hear the following 

exchange take place between the Donatist bishop Petilian and his legally-“Catholic” 

rivals:  

Petilian: They believe that we should be called Donatists; but if we really want to 

take into account the names of our forefathers, I can call them, openly and to their 

face, “Mensurianists” and “Caecilianists” – traditors, our persecutors. 

Vincentius: So now you’re rejecting a term you embraced with a vow before the 

court of the prefects?102 

Petilian: I’m not denying that Donatus of blessed and holy memory, the bishop of 

this city, is my leader, whose merits were so marked that the glory of that time 

antiquity itself... 

Alypius (interjecting): Let them condemn the name of Donatus, and hereafter we 

won’t call them ‘Donatists.’ 

Petilian: Condemn the name of Mensurius and Caecilian, and you won’t be called 

‘Caecilianists.’103 

                                                 
101 We hear, albeit rarely, of similar occurrences throughout the history of the schism. In 

Augustine’s entry for the lost work Probationum et testimoniorum contra Donatistas, referenced in his 

Retractiones, we hear him express mild surprise when “somebody or other who wrote against them 

anonymously, claiming to be a ‘Donatist,’ just as though that was what he was called.” Augustine, 

Retractiones 2.27 in WSA 1.2, 133 (OSA 12.498: “Nescio quis exstitit qui suo nomine tacito contra haec 

scriberet, ita se confitens donatistam tamquam hoc vocaretur.”) 

102 Referring to a poorly-documented attempt on the part of the exiled Donatist bishops to bring 

their case before the Imperial court at Ravenna in 406. It appears that in their petition the bishops had 

utilized the term “pars Donati,” or “the party of Donatus. Cf. Augustine, Letter 88.10.  

103 Gesta Conlationis Carthaginiensis 3.30-34 (SC 224.1004-1006: “Petilianus episcopus dixit: 

Donatistas nos appellandos esse credunt cum, si nominum paternorum ratio uertitur, et ego eos dicere 

possum, immo palam aperteque designo mensuristas et caecilianistas esse, eosdemque traditores et 

persecutores nostros.” “Vincentius, episcopus ecclesiae catholicae, dixit: “Et hoc recusas quod in 

praefectorum iudicio pro uoto conplexus es?” “Petilianus episcopus dixit: Nec nunc abnuo esse mihi 

principem ac fuisse beatissimae sanctaeque memoriae Donatum, huius ciuitatis episcopum, eiusque tanta 

merita floruisse ut et illius temporis gloriam uetustas ipsa... Et, cum diceret, Alypius, episcopus ecclesiae 
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Later in the same meeting, a similar skirmish takes place between the Donatist Adeodatus 

and his “Catholic” opponent, Fortunatianus:  

Adeodatus: Let it be written that we are Catholics. 

Fortunatianus: We can show that you are called ‘Donatists’ from Primian’s 

mandate.104 

Adeodatus: Let it be written that you are Caecilianists.105 

 

Clearly, neither side wished to be called by, in Petilian’s words, “the names of our 

forefathers.” And yet for all their posturing against accepting anything less than the 

coveted title of “Catholic,” neither term is necessarily problematic in se. As evidenced by 

Petilian’s quick qualification above, Donatists revered their legendary leader. Donatus 

was credited with the power to work miracles106; famously, his followers are said to have 

sworn by his gray hairs.107  While we never hear of their opponents referring to 

themselves as “Caecilianists,” the term differed from more abusive epithets hurled at 

them by Donatists, such as “Macarian” or traditor. Macarius could be disowned by 

                                                                                                                                                 
catholicae, dixit: Damnent nomen Donati et deinceps non appellabimus illos donatistas.” “Petilianus 

episcopus dixit: Damna nomen mensurii et Caeciliani, et non diceris caecilianista.”) 

104 Likely referring to the same Donatist attempt at Ravenna referenced above.  

105 Gesta Conlationis Carthaginiensis, 3.123 (SC 224, 1078: “Adeodatus episcopus dixit: 

Catholicos nos esse scriptum sit.” “Fortunatianus, episcopus ecclesiae catholicae, dixit: Donatistas uos esse 

ex mandato Primiani docemus.” “Adeodatus episcopus dixit: Caecilianistas uos esse scriptum sit.”)  

106 Attested to by Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 19.49: “You must prove this [the legitimacy 

of the Donatist communion] to us, rather than simply saying ‘It’s true, because I say so,’ or... ‘it is 

obviously true, because of this or that miraculous work which Donatus or Pontius (or anyone else, for that 

matter) have done’” (OSA 28.642: “Ut non dicat: ‘Uerum est, quia hoc ego dico... aut ideo uerum est, quia 

et illa et illa mirabilia fecit Donatus uel Pontius uel quilibet alius.” See also Augustine’s In Euangelium 

Ioannis Tractatus 13.17 in FOTC 90.60: “Therefore let no one sell you stories: ‘Pontius too, performed a 

miracle, and Donatist prayed, and God answered him from heaven.’” (CCSL 36.139: “Nemo ergo uobis 

fabulas uendat. Et Pontius fecit miraculum; et Donatus orauit, et respondit ei Deus de caelo.”) 

107 Cf. Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 10.5.  
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Augustine as an outsider with no official affiliation to his party,108 but Caecilian he would 

defend as a righteous bishop unjustly accused.109  

I propose, then, that despite the polemical nature of Petilian’s proposal, we should 

accept the terms “Donatist” and “Caecilianist” to refer to the two rival North African 

communions. Like any good compromise, it is a proposal that either side would have 

been reluctant to accept – but only because of their mutually exclusive rhetorical claims, 

not due to any intrinsic difficulties inherent to the titles themselves. Calling the two 

parties by the “names of their forefathers” places both on equal standing, and since both 

Donatus and Caecilian are names which their respective sides accepted as legitimate 

predecessors, they can be used without fear of rhetorical partisanship, a difficulty that 

plagues terms like “Church of the Truth” or “African Christians.” As a neutral middle 

                                                 
108 Cf. Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.46.108: “But about this Macarius, who so displeases 

you: if he really was as wicked as you claim, that has nothing to do with the matter at hand, nor does it 

harm our case; if he was instead a good man, let him demonstrate his works himself, so that he alone may 

boast in them, and not another.” (OSA 30.370: “Ille autem Macarius qui uobis displicet, si malus fuit, nec 

in hac sorte est nec huic sorti obest; si autem bonus, opus suum probet, ut in se ipso habeat gloriam et non 

in altero.”) A similar assessment occurs in Augstine’s earliest anti-Donatist text, Psalmus Contra Partem 

Donati lines 143-150: “You accuse us of having handing over books; we answer “you also did so.”/You 

raise against us Macarius, and we, the Circumcellions./What happened under “our” Macarius, you’ve never 

ceased to tell us./Sure, there’s chaff in our communion; but you think that’s all there is” (OSA 28.170: 

“Clamatis uos de Machario et nos de circumcellione./ Illud nostrum iam transactum est, uestri non cessant 

usque hodie./ Habet paleas area nostra: uos hoc solum uultis esse”) and lines 151-163: “If Macarius 

exceeded the limits that the Christian law had set,/He at least followed the law of the King, by fighting for 

unity./I’m not saying he wasn’t without fault, but your people are much worse than him.” (OSA 28.170-

172: “Modum si excessit Mecharius conscriptum in christiana lege,/ uel legem regis ferebat cum pugnaret 

pro unitate./ Non dico istum nil peccasse, sed peiores uestros esse.”) 
109 Cf. Augustine, Letter 185.2.10 in WSA 2.3, 185: “But if they [the Donatists] think that no one 

can justly persecute anyone, as when they said in the conference that the true Church is the one that suffers 

persecution, not the one that inflicts it, I omit saying what I mentioned above. For, if what they say is true, 

Caecilian pertained to the true Church when their predecessors persecuted him right up to the tribunal of 

the emperor with their accusations. For we say that he belonged to the true Church not because he suffered 

persecution but because he suffered on account of justice, but that the Donatists were separated from the 

Church not because they persecuted him but because they did so unjustly.” (CSEL 57.9: “Si autem putant, 

quod nemo possit iuste aliquem persequi, sicut in conlatione dixerunt illam esse ueram ecclesiam, quae 

persecutionem patitr, non quae facit, omito dicere, quod superius commemoraui, quia, si ita est, ut dicunt, 

Caecilianus ad ueram ecclesiam pertinebat, quando eum maiores illorum usque ad imperatoris iudicium 

accusando persequebantur. Nos enim dicimus ideo illum ad ueram ecclesiam pertinuisse, non quia 

persecutionem patiebatur, sed quia propter iustitiam patiebatur.”) 
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ground between less palatable alternatives, this way of referring to the two parties has 

gained ground among other writers, including J. J. O’Donnell110 and Peter Kaufman.111 In 

this dissertation, therefore, I will replace the conventional term “Catholic” with 

“Caecilianist,” while allowing the “Donatist” label to remain intact. 

The only remaining question concerns how we should refer to those churches that 

stood outside the confines of North Africa and generally participated in the Donatist 

controversy only by proxy. Despite their formal communion with the Caecilianist church, 

we clearly cannot label them “Caecilianists.” In this dissertation, I will generally refer to 

them simply as “transmarine” churches, capitalizing on a term culled from the 

geographical perspective of Donatist and Caecilianist alike. Such a label has the added 

advantage that although our discussion of apocalyptic thought in late antiquity may take 

us at times very far from the beaches of Carthage, my purpose in this dissertation is to 

highlight the apocalyptic topography of a peculiarly North African communion.  

 

                                                 
110 J. J. O’Donnell, Augustine: A New Biography (New York: Harper Collins, 2006). 

111 Peter Kaufman, “Donatism Revisited: Moderates and Militants in Late Antique North Africa” 

in the Journal of Late Antiquity 2.1 (2009): 131-142.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

The Apocalypse that Never Was:  

External Impressions of Donatist Eschatology  

 

 

Introduction 

As I mentioned in Chapter One, the historiography of Donatist apocalypticism is 

an important subject in its own right. The question of precisely how the Donatist appeal 

to apocalyptic exegesis ought to be understood has engendered a wide variety of 

interpretative approaches, ranging from Augustine’s characteristic dismissal of his 

opponents as “madmen” to twentieth century visions of social millenarianism. In the 

present chapter, I wish to survey and assess such outside narratives. While I have 

attempted to provide a nuanced account of each writer referenced in this chapter, in 

practice they tend to divide naturally into four distinct, roughly chronological patterns. 

For the sake of convenience I have titled these approaches as follows.  

The Caecilianist view. For Augustine and those who followed in his wake, the 

Donatist appeal to apocalyptic vindication was evidence of “madness,” insania.1 This 

was more than a mere slur: in Augustine’s eyes, the Donatist attempt to contextualize 

themselves within the shadow of the eschaton represented a deliberate effort by his 

opponents to buttress by sensational claims what they could not prove by rational 

dialogue. This section will be divided into two parts. In the first, I will discuss 

Augustine’s own allusions to Donatist eschatological beliefs and analyze how they fit 

within the bishop of Hippo’s broader rhetorical portrait of Donatism. On the other hand, 

                                                 
1 Cf. note 4 below.  
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later figures from late antiquity and the early medieval period such as Primasius of 

Hadrumentum, the Venerable Bede or Ambrose Autpert were faced with a different 

predicament: how to appropriate the theological insights of the Donatist theologian 

Tyconius’ immensely influential Revelation commentary without endorsing the author’s 

obvious sympathies with his home communion?2 We shall examine their assessment of 

Tyconius’ apocalyptic portrayal of Donatism in the second part of this section.  

The Archaic view. By the late nineteenth century, the Augustinian belief that 

Donatist apocalyptic exegesis could be explained by insania had been largely discarded. 

For many, however, it was replaced by a suspicion that the Donatist appeal to 

eschatology represented a basic anachronism inherent to the movement: Donatism, it was 

asserted, differed from its Caecilianist counterpart in that it never successfully adapted to 

the changed circumstances of the age of the Christian emperors. In this section, we shall 

discuss how Donatist apocalyptic motifs played a role in the common categorization of 

the North African communion as a fundamentally archaic phenomenon ill-fitted for 

success in a Constantinian world.  

The Socio-Economic view. An alternate approach to the Donatist appeal to 

apocalyptic vindication became popular in the mid-twentieth century under the auspices 

of such historians of the movement as Jean-Paul Brisson and W. H. C. Frend. Under this 

interpretation, the Donatist propensity towards pre-Constantinian apocalyptic exegesis 

                                                 
2 Tyconius has often been artificially separated from his Donatist context, his divergences rather 

than continuities with the Donatist communion emphasized. As I shall emphasize in this chapter, this is a 

fundamentally Caecilianist approach to Tyconian thought. Maureen Tilley’s caveat is apropos here: 

“Although excommunicated by the Donatists as a disciplinary tactic, Tyconius never rejected his roots by 

joining the flock of their adversaries. He could not, for his theology was thoroughly Donatist.” (Bible in 

Christian North Africa, 114). While there is some merit to recognizing the very real tension that arose 

between Tyconius and the Donatist hierarchy led by Parmenian, culminating in his excommunication c. 

380, it is important to remember that the distinctiveness of Tyconian theology can only be understood 

within the framework of the Donatist communion.  
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signified not maladaptation but protest: Donatist eschatology was at its heart the religious 

expression of an underlying social discontent simmering among the rural North African 

populace. A unique feature of this approach is its emphasis on the so-called 

“Circumcellion” element within Donatism, often privileged as the locus of millenarian 

agitation. In this section, I shall discuss the evolution and significance of the 

interpretation of “Circumcellionism” as a millennialist movement; my own evaluation as 

to the legitimacy of such an approach may be found in Appendix B.  

The Revisionist view. In the late twentieth century, a backlash against interpreting 

Donatism primarily as a socio-economic movement paved the way for a return to an 

approach which privileged the theological implications of the Donatist-Caecilianist 

divide. Within this paradigm, apocalyptic elements within Donatist exegesis (when 

acknowledged) are often reimagined as typological analyses intended to narrate the 

present rather than predict the future. I have chosen to call this approach a “revisionist” 

view due to its marked divergences from the previous three interpretations of Donatist 

apocalyptic exegesis.3 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 A nomenclature which I believe would be acceptable to those authors whose writings I examine 

below. In The Bible in Christian North Africa, for instance, Maureen Tilley emphasizes the difference 

between her own approach to Donatism and previous assessments: “this work does not start where other 

writers have begun.” (14). Similarly, Paula Fredriksen ends her article “Tyconius and the End of the 

World” by castigating then-current Tyconian scholarship: “as long as scholars see Tyconius as anticipating 

the imminent End of the World... they miss the full measure of the man and prevent our appreciation of 

what, after all, must be one of the most extraordinary individual contributions to biblical exegesis in the 

West.” (in Revue des études Augustiniennes 28 (1982), 74-75).  
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The Caecilianist Approach: Donatists as “Madmen” 

 

A War of Words 

The oldest, and, perhaps, the most elemental characterization of Donatist 

eschatology openly displays the scars of its fratricidal origin: according to their 

Caecilianist opponents, Donatists were the quintessential “madmen,”4 obdurate exegetes 

obsessed with applying biblical prophecy to their own age. Such a view comes out clearly 

in the writings of late antique and early medieval authors, above all in the polemical 

writings of the Caecilianist bishop Augustine of Hippo. When evaluating such 

characterizations, it is important to remember their inherently eristic context: critical 

qualifications can be conveniently misplaced, the exegetical claims of one’s opponents 

imbued with an alien logic.5 We cannot trust Augustine or his Caecilianist colleagues to 

provide us with an unbiased glimpse into the apocalyptic theology of their adversaries.  

This does not mean, however, that Augustine’s characterizations of Donatist 

apocalyptic thought are useless to us. Quite apart from the incidental information that can 

often be gleaned, for example, when he cites Donatist writings in order to refute them,6 or 

                                                 
4 Cf. Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 5.8, 9.23, 17.44; Contra Gaudentium 1.1.1. The term is 

often utilized outside of apocalyptic discourse in Augustine’s writings against the Donatists. Cf. Augustine, 

De haeresibus 69.4; Sermon 313E.6; Sermon 359.8; Letter 108.5.14; Letter 139.1; Letter 185.2.8 for 

relevant examples.  

5 Augustine’s “accidental” dropping of the term “sciens” (“knowingly”) from Petilian’s phrase 

“qui fidem sciens a perfido sumpserit” (“he who has knowingly obtained faith from the faithless...”)  comes 

to mind, for which he is castigated by the Donatist leader (Augustine, Contra Litteras Petliani 3.22.26 

[OSA 32.636]). 

6 As is the case with Petilian’s encyclical  Ad Presbyteros et Diaconos, preserved in its totality in 

Book Two of Augustine’s Contra litteras Petiliani (reconstructed by Paul Monceaux in Volume 5 of 

Histoire Littéraire de l’Afrique chrétienne, 311-328) or Augustine’s substantial preservation of the verdicts 

of the Maximianist council of Cebarsussa (in Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 36(2).20) and its Primianist 

counterpart in Bagai (in Augustine, Contra Cresconium, 3.53, 56; 4.4, 10, 16, 31, 34 and De Gestis cum 

Emerito 10-11).  
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appeals to historical events presumably familiar to both sides – but not to us7 – the very 

nature and intensity of the bishop of Hippo’s anti-Donatist rhetoric can provide us with 

an insight as to the relative strength or effectiveness of a given Donatist argument.  

Augustine does not often directly engage Donatist eschatological beliefs. 

Nevertheless, there are times when he explicitly condemns what he claims is a 

“defective” or “naive” element within the apocalyptic claims of his opponents. In this 

section, I would like to focus on three examples of this trope within Augustine’s anti-

Donatist corpus in order to illuminate what we can – and cannot – learn about Donatist 

apocalypticism from Augustine’s depiction of it as the raving gibberish of “madmen.”  

 

Wheat and Weeds. Perhaps the most well-known example of such a tendency is 

Augustine’s harsh denunciation of what, he implies, is a “Donatist” interpretation of the 

all-important parable of the wheat and weeds as found in Matthew 13.24-30.8 It will be 

useful to cite the argument at length as it appears in Augustine’s Letter 76:  

You imagine that you escape the weeds before the time of the harvest, because 

you are nothing but weeds... Of the weeds it was, of course, said, Because 

injustice will abound, the faith of many will grow cold, and of the wheat it was 

said, The one who perseveres up to the end will be saved (Mt 24.12-13). Why do 

you believe that the weeds have increased and filled the world, but that the wheat 

has decreased and remains only in Africa? You say that you are Christians, and 

you contradict Christ. He said, Allow them both to grow until the harvest (Mt 

13.30); he did not say, ‘Let the weeds increase, and let the grain decrease.’ He 

said, The field is the world; he did not say, “The field is Africa.” He said, The 

harvest is the end of the world; he did not say, “The harvest is the time of 

Donatus.” He said, The harvesters are the angels; he did not say, “The harvesters 

are the leaders of the Circumcellions.9 

                                                 
7 Such as the only full account of the crucial third day at the Conference at Carthage, missing from 

the official Gesta (cf. Augustine, Breviculus Collationis cum Donatistis).  

8 It is not paralleled in any of the other Synoptic gospels. 

9 Augustine, Letter 76.2 in WSA 2.1, 298 (CCSL 31A.78: “Fingitis uos ante tempus messis fugere 

permixta zizania, quia uos estis sola zizania... de zizaniis quidem dictum est: Quoniam abundauit iniquitas, 

refrigescet caritas multorum, sed et de tritico dictum est: Qui perseuerauerit in finem usque, hic saluus erit. 
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In this particular passage (similar versions are repeated elsewhere10), the Donatists are 

portrayed as apocalyptic usurpers, presumptuously arrogating to themselves what 

properly belonged to the time of the end. An alien verse has been smuggled into the 

parable: the passage “Because injustice will abound, the faith of many will grow cold; but 

the one who perseveres to the end will be saved” is not found in Matthew 13, but rather 

Matthew 24.12-13. In citing it, Augustine is likely quoting an actual Donatist proof-text: 

as we shall see in Chapter Five, Donatist exegetes often utilized Matthew 24.12-13 to 

delineate between their communion and the traditor Caecilianist church. By relating it to 

the parable of the wheat and weeds, Augustine is able to portray his opponents as 

apocalyptic extremists who dementedly telescoped the eschatological harvest into “the 

time of Donatus,” promoting Circumcellion fanatics to the rank of avenging angels.  

But as Maureen Tilley, James Alexander, and others have noted when 

deconstructing Augustine’s use of this parable, there are tell-tale difficulties that 

undermine such a portrait of Donatist apocalypticism gone awry.11 A curious 

                                                                                                                                                 
Quare creditis creuisse zizania et mundum repleuisse, triticum autem decreuisse et in sola Africa mansisse? 

Christianos uos dicitis et Christo contradicitis. Ipse dixit: Sinite utraque crescere usque ad messem, non 

dixit: Crescant zizania, decrescant frumenta; ipse dixit: Ager est hic mundus, non dixit: Ager est Africa; 

ipse dixit: Messis est finis saeculi, non dixit: Messis est tempus Donati; ipse dixit: Messores angeli sunt, 

non dixit: Messores principes Circumcellionum sunt.”) 

10 Cf. Sermon 88.21 in WSA 3.3, 432-433: “What’s the field? The field, he said, is this world. 

What’s the harvest? The harvest, he says, is the end of the world’s age. Who are the reapers? the reapers, 

he said, are the angels. Is Africa the world? Is the harvest now in this time? Is the reaper Donatus?” (PL 

38.550: “Quis est ager? Ager est, inquit, hic mundus. Quae es messis? Messis est, ait, finis saeculi. Qui sunt 

messores? Messores, inquit, Angeli sunt. Numquid Africa est mundus? Numquid messis hoc tempus? 

Numquid messor Donatus?”) Notice that the “reaper” is now “Donatus,” not the Circumcellions, an 

important caveat.  

11 Cf. Maureen Tilley, “Dilatory Donatists or Procrastinating Catholics: The Trial at the 

Conference of Carthage” in Church History 60.1 (March 1991), 16; J. S. Alexander, “Aspects of Donatist 

Scriptural Interpretation at the Conference of Carthage of 411” in Studia Patristica 15 (1984), 125-130 and 

Robert Eno, “Some Nuances in the Ecclesiology of the Donatists” in Revue des études Augustiniennes 18 

(1972), 46-50. 
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transmutation has occurred in the telling of the tale, a shifting of exegetical boundaries 

that points to a fundamentally Caecilianist presupposition cocooned within this supposed 

example of Donatist exegesis.  

Notice how the “field” mentioned in the parable is supposedly defined as “Africa” 

in conscious opposition to “the world.” Both referents provide us with a clue into the 

deeper implication of the parable in Augustine’s eyes. In order for his polemical 

argument to make sense, Augustine must be referring here to the claim that the Donatists 

have restricted the worldwide Church to Africa. Both “the world” and “Africa,” then, are 

intended to encapsulate the true Church. The idea that the term “world” refers here to the 

universal extent of the Church is a common Caecilianist argument, encountered multiple 

times in Augustine’s writings12 and in the Caecilianist presentation of their case at the 

411 Conference at Carthage.13 Such an interpretation justified the legitimacy of their 

communion even if Caecilian had been ordained by a traditor bishop.  

The Donatist response at the same Conference to such an exegetical strategy is 

illuminating. In their Mandatum delivered by Bishop Habetdeum in the third session of 

the Conference, they emphasized the fact that the term “church” never appeared in the 

original parable nor its authoritative interpretation by the Lord: “The field, he says, is the 

world. It is not in the Church therefore, but in the world that the good are kept along with 

the bad until the harvest, that is, until the Divine Judgment. The Lord’s interpretation 

                                                 
12 Note, for instance, Sermon 63A.1; Sermon 73A.1; Enarrationes, Psalm 147.19, Psalm 34(2).10; 

Contra litteras Petiliani 2.26.61, 2.76.174; Contra epistulam Parmeniani  2.6.11, 3.5.27; Contra 

Cresconium 3.66.75, among many others.  

13 Cf. Gesta conlationis Carthaginiensis 1.55. 
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must not be distorted.”14 As Petilian would angrily remonstrate a little while later, “The 

Lord himself said ‘The field is the world’ when he could have said ‘The church is the 

world.’ So who among us would dare to define for himself what the ‘world’ is, since the 

Lord himself, its creator and craftsman, has already defined it?”15 Such a point is crucial 

when we come to Augustine’s own use of the parable of the wheat and weeds as a 

rhetorical weapon against his Donatist opponents. Only Caecilianists would have viewed 

the parable through the lens of the Church; for Donatist exegetes, the parable of the wheat 

and weeds was at best irrelevant to their ecclesiological vision. So when Augustine 

contrasts “the world” with “Africa” in the paragraph above, he is clearly using 

Caecilianist, not Donatist, exegetical principles.16 

What is Augustine doing here, if not relating actual Donatist exegesis? Such an 

example shows both the promise and the perils inherent in attempting to recover a 

                                                 
14 Gesta conlationis Carthaginiensis 3.248 (SC 224.1200: “Ager, inquit, est mundus. Non ergo 

ecclesia, sed mundus in quo boni simul et mali usque messem, id est usque ad diuinum iudicium 

reseruantur. Quia nec potest a domino interpretata homo corrumptur.”)  

15 Ibid, 3.274 (SC 224.1234: “Ipse enim dominus dixit: Mundus hic ager. Posset dicere: mundus 

ecclesia est. Quis igitur hominum audet definire quid mundus sit, cum ipse dominus eius factor atque 

opifex iam dignatus fuerit definire?”) In his Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 50 (in Augustine, Contra 

litteras Petiliani, 2.91.198) Petilian also references the parable in a way that presumes that the “field” is the 

world, not the church: decrying his Caecilianist opponents, he claims that “you scatter thorns and weeds, 

not seeds of corn, and therefore ought to be burned together with them at the last judgment” (OSA 30.466: 

“Uos spinas atque zizania, non semina spargatis, cum quibus uos in summo iudicio deceat concremari”). 

Petilian therefore locates the Church (as well as its false manifestations) as a referent of the wheat and 

weeds, not the field.  

16 The picture is complicated somewhat when we consider that the first exegete to interpret the 

parable of the wheat and weeds in this way may well have been Tyconius. While Augustine does not cite 

him in this regard, the Donatist theologian does appear to equate the “world” with the universal Church in 

Expositio Apocalypseos 1.11: “Therefore, when [John] depicts internal wars and shows that the diversity of 

the septiform Church’s works, in the present, will be found in the future, he did not say Write what is and 

‘what has been,’ but rather what will be. He reveals that the weeds will grow until the harvest is ripe by 

proclaiming that up until the end of the world the good will be mingled with the wicked in the Church.” 

(CCSL 107A.113: “Incipiens ergo bella intestina et septiformis ecclesiae in praesentibus diuersa opera 

monstrare futura, non dixit: Scribae quae sunt et ‘quae fuerunt,’ sed quae oportet fieri. Ostendit usque in 

messis maturitatem zizania crescere, praedicans usque ad finem temporis bonos cum malis in ecclesia 

commisceri.”) We shall discuss Tyconius’ distinctive approach in more detail in Chapter Five.   
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nuanced portrait of Donatist apocalyptic thought through the writings of its opponents. 

Augustine, likely citing Matthew 24.12-13 as a legitimate example of a Donatist 

eschatological argument against their “fallen” opponents, links it to Caecilianist 

interpretative presuppositions concerning the parable of the wheat and weeds in order to 

imply a far cruder version of Donatist apocalypticism than actually existed.  

 

Epistula ad Catholicos. A similar oscillation between actual Donatist exegesis 

and Caecilianist distortion occurs elsewhere in Augustine’s polemical writings. As we 

shall discuss further in Chapter Five, the Donatist appeal to Matthew 24.12-13 mentioned 

above appears to have functioned as a polemical weapon, a way to undermine 

Caecilianist claims to universality. The magnitude of such a claim appears to have been 

well-appreciated by the bishop of Hippo. In his Epistula ad Catholicos, for example, he 

castigates his Donatist opponents for their audacity:  

How can they dare to claim that the Lord’s words ‘Repentance and the remission 

of sins will be preached in his name to every nation, beginning in Jerusalem,’ 

have already been completed, and that afterwards everyone else fell away, so that 

Africa alone remained faithful to Christ? This prophecy hasn’t yet come to pass– 

but it will be fulfilled one day, and when it is, the end will come.17  

 

Such a claim was inherently dangerous to the Caecilianist cause. If their 

opponents’ exegetical analysis was correct, the existence of the Donatist communion – 

and, by correlation, the “apostasy” of the wider church – was nothing less than a direct 

fulfillment of biblical prophecy. Augustine’s retort is as imaginative as it is derisive:  

Maybe – just maybe – these insane people might go so far as to say that the 

proclamation of the Gospel to all nations won’t be fulfilled by those churches 

                                                 
17 Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 17.43 (OSA 28.628: “Quomodo ergo isti dicunt iam esse 

completum quod dominus ait: praedicari in nomine eius paenitentiam et remissionem peccatorum in omnes 

gentes, incipientibus ab Hierusalem, sed postea ceteris deficientibus solam ChristoAfricam remansisse? 

Cum adhuc illud implendum sit, nondum impletum. Cum autem impletum fuerit, ueniet finis.”) 
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which were founded by the labors of the apostles, but rather, since they have 

fallen away, their future restoration will be accomplished by the party of Donatus 

breaking out of Africa and spreading through the remaining nations! I think that 

they themselves would laugh at such a proposition, and yet unless they claim 

something like it (blushing all the way), they don’t really have a viable answer to 

my critiques.”18 

 

Polemically, at least, Augustine has here placed his Donatist opponents in a double-bind: 

they must either withdraw their apocalyptic claim (and consequently, their eschatological 

mantle for remaining outside the “Catholic” church) or admit that they indeed intend to 

baptize the world for Donatus. 

What Augustine’s polemical narrative fails to consider, however, is the fact that 

there are not one but two appeals to apocalyptic prophecy contained within the Donatist 

quote mentioned above. Augustine, fastening on the proclamation of the Gospel to all 

nations as the only sure sign of the end,19 infers that the Donatist belief in the exclusivity 

of their church necessarily implies that they must re-convert the entire Christian world if 

they wish for Christ to return.20 But it was not only the spread of the Gospel that counted 

                                                 
18 Ibid, 17.44 (OSA 28.628-30: “Nisi forte hoc restat hominum insaniae, ut dicant non ex illis 

ecclesiis, quae fundatae sunt per apostolorum labores, adimpleri praedicationem euangelii in omnibus 

gentibus, sed illis pereuntibus et earum reparationem ex Africa futuram per partem Donati et residuarum 

gentium adquisitionem. Puto quod ipsi etiam rideant cum hoc audiunt, et tamen nisi hoc dicant, quod 

erubescunt si dicant, non habent omnino quod dicant.”) A similar response figures prominently in Contra 

Cresconium 3.64.71: “The Lord himself said, This Gospel will be preached throughout the whole world, 

and then the end will come. But maybe, in the blindness of your pride, you’ll apply this prophecy to the 

party of Donatus, rather than the Churches founded by the Apostles from which it separated. Will you try to 

rebaptize them too, in order to spread throughout the world, even though while the Catholic Church is 

continually spreading throughout the world, your sect has been steadily shrinking in Africa itself? What a 

foolish notion!” (OSA 3.416: “Sic enim ipse dominus ait: et praedicabitur hoc euangelium in uniuerso orbe 

in testimonium omnibus gentibus, et tunc ueniet finis. Nisi forte etiam in tantum <abruptum> uos 

praecipitat insana superbia, ut hoc quod praedictum est de parte Donati putetis incipiendum, non ex illis 

ecclesiis quas apostoli plantauerunt, quibus non communicat pars Donati. An et ipsas, te mundum impleat, 

rebaptizare conabitur, cum catholica per cuncta crescente illa et in ipsa Africa cotidie minuatur? O uesana 

peruersitas hominum!”) 

19 As he will claim on many occasions: Letter 89.4; Letter 93.7.22; Letter 197.4; Enarrationes, 

Psalm 71.11-12, Psalm 101(2).9, for example.   

20 Furthermore, they must also convert those nations that the Christian church had failed to reach 

before it apostatized: unlike his Donatist opponents, Augustine does not believe that all nations have indeed 

heard the Gospel. See Chapter Five for an extended discussion on this point.  
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as eschatological prophecy within the Donatist scenario. Crucially, another prediction is 

here obliquely referenced: in claiming that after the spread of the gospel to all nations 

“everyone else fell away, so that Africa alone remained faithful to Christ,” Augustine’s 

anonymous Donatist opponents here seem to be appealing once again to Matthew 24.12-

13 and its assurance that before the time of the end “the love of many will grow cold.”21 

No reconversion is postulated, nor is one necessary: with the spread of the Gospel to all 

nations and their subsequent fall, the stage is now set for the unveiling of the apostate 

church of Antichrist.  

Notice how this second example of Augustine’s dealings with Donatist 

eschatology differs from the first. In the case of the parable of the wheat and weeds, it is 

in Augustine’s best interest to emphasize what he assures his readers is a “deficient” 

Donatist appeal to eschatology, portraying them as apocalyptic fanatics who arrogantly 

seek to take on the role of avenging angels. In the second, what appears to be a genuine 

Donatist appeal to apocalyptic exegesis is de-emphasized favor of a somewhat bizarre 

mischaracterization. In this second example, it is more important to blur some of the 

contours of a legitimate apocalyptic theory in order to minimize its threat to Caecilianist 

ecclesiology. 

 

Gaudentius of Thamugadi. We will conclude this section by considering one last 

instance of Augustine’s interaction with Donatist eschatology. Fittingly for a subject 

devoted to the “last things,” eschatology figures prominently in Augustine’s final written 

altercation with a Donatist bishop. By 419, the Imperial proscription of dissident 

                                                 
21 Technically, a third appeal to apocalyptic prophecy is implied within the Donatist argument. As 

we shall discuss further in Chapter Five, Donatist exegetes also claimed to be able to identify “Africa” as 

the location of the chosen eschatological remnant.  
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meeting-places had finally reached the Donatist stronghold of Thamugadi in the person of 

the tribune Dulcitius. Rather than surrender their basilica to the hated Caecilianists, the 

Donatist bishop Gaudentius and his congregation barricaded themselves within its 

walls.22 Gaudentius wrote two letters to Dulcitius, explaining his position. “Under cover 

of the law, you counsel me to flee,”23 Gaudentius stated. But there was nowhere to go:  

In this storm of persecution which hounds us from all sides, where are those 

places of which the Lord said, If they persecute you in this city, flee to another, 

where bishops can take refuge as in a safe haven? The Apostles were able to flee 

safely in their time, because the Emperor had not proscribed anyone because of 

them. But now, those who would receive Christians are frightened by the 

proscriptions; they fear the danger.24 

  

Therefore, Gaudentius and his congregation would remain inside their basilica, 

“remaining alive as long as it pleases God. Otherwise, as befits the family of God, we 

will end our life within the confines of the camp of the Lord.”25 

Perplexed and likely looking for an excuse to delay, Dulcitius forwarded both 

letters to Augustine, who composed two books collectively entitled Contra Gaudentium 

Donatistarum Episcopum in reply. One of his first targets was the absurdity of 

Gaudentius’ claim that there was nowhere for the Donatist bishop to hide:  

How can you be a hearer of Christ, since Christ promised his hearers (that is, his 

followers), that during times of persecution there would never fail to be cities that 

would give them refuge up until the end of the world?... You complain that you 

                                                 
22 For a helpful interpretation of the events, see Shaw, Sacred Violence, 731-740.  

23 Gaudentius, Letter 2 to Dulcitius, contained in Augustine, Contra Gaudentium 1.16.17 (OSA 

32.534: “Fugam mihi, inquit, quasi ex lege persuades.”) 

24 Ibid, 1.18.19 (OSA 32.540: “quae in hac persecutionis procella undique perturbatos tranquillitati 

seruandos tamquam in portum recipiant sacerdotes, quando dominus dixerit: cum uos persequi coeperint in 

hac ciuitate, fugite in aliam [ciuitatem]. Tute tunc fugiebant apostoli, quia neminem pro eis proscribi 

iusserat imperator. Nunc uero christianorum receptores proscriptionibus territi pericula.”) 

25 Gaudentius, Letter 1 to Dulcitius, contained in Augustine, Contra Gaudentium, 1.6.7 (OSA 

32.518: “Nos aut uiui, quamdiu deo placuerit, permanemus aut, ut dignum est dei familia, intra dominica 

castra uitae exitum terminamus.”) 
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are suffering under this “persecution,” and that you can’t find anywhere a city that 

offers a shelter against the fury of the storm, but you are contradicting the promise 

of Christ, who declares that there will always be cities which offer refuge to those 

who suffer persecution, until he comes – that is, until the end of the world.26 

 

The meaning between the lines is important. Augustine, in emphasizing what Gaudentius 

has left unsaid – that the verse in question concludes with the phrase “for truly I tell you, 

you will not have gone through all the towns of Israel before the Son of Man comes”27 – 

appears to be offering his opponent an unpalatable choice. Gaudentius must not be 

allowed to equivocate: he must either explicitly claim the persecution he is undergoing as 

apocalyptic in nature – an obvious absurdity in the bishop of Hippo’s eyes – or admit that 

he and his congregation are not genuine disciples of Christ.  

Further evidence that Augustine intends to paint his Donatist opponent as an 

apocalyptic fanatic comes in his portrayal of the persecution itself. Gaudentius had 

spoken of “martyrs”; he had appealed to Revelation 6.9-11 as a proof-text for his belief 

that the “world” would persecute the true church up until the very end, asking:  

If persecution ever subsided, how would the number of martyrs ever be 

completed? John testifies: I saw under the altar of God the souls of those who 

were slain who cried, how long, Lord, will it be until you judge and avenge our 

blood against those who inhabit the earth? And they were each given a white 

robe, and were told to wait a little while, until the number of their brothers who 

would be put to death like them was complete. Is this not a persecution, this plight 

which has packed so many thousands of innocent martyrs off to death?”28  

                                                 
26 Augustine, Contra Gaudentium 1.18.19 (OSA 32.540-542: “Quomodo enim es auditor Christi, 

cum ille suis auditoribus, hoc est sectatoribus, promittat usque in finem saeculi, quandocumque 

persecutionem passi fuerint, non defuturas ad quas confugiant ciuitates...Tu autem in hac persecutione, 

quam uos querimini perpeti, iam deesse uobis dicis loca, quo futere et ubi tamquam in portu possitis ab hac 

tempestate requiescere, loquens contra promissionem Christi, qui dicit non defuturas ciuitates, quo fugiant 

sui qui persecutionem patiuntur, donec ueniat, id est uesque ad consummationem saeculi.”) 

27 Matthew 10.23 (NRSV) 

28 Gaudentius, Letter 2 to Dulcitius, contained in Augustine, Contra Gaudentium 1.27.30, 28.32 

(OSA 32.575, 578: “Sed etsi persecutio conquiescat, inquit, unde martyrum numerus adimpletur, Iohanne 

dicente: uidi, inquit, animas occisorum sub ara dei exclamantium et dicentium: quamdiu, domine, non 

iudicas et uindicas sanguinem nostram de iis qui habitant super terram? Et acceperunt singuli stolas albas, 

et dictum est eis, ut requiescerent adhuc paucum tempus, donec impleatur numerus fratrum ipsorum qui 
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Augustine pounces on this point: “How absurd it is to believe that this prophecy, which 

announces a large number of martyrs in the future, has been accomplished among the 

Donatists!”29 Again, Augustine is making sure the audience knows that Gaudentius has 

appealed to apocalyptic prophecy, however obliquely. Gaudentius did not in fact 

explicitly say that the “persecution” under Dulcitius was eschatological in nature30: 

Augustine has extrapolated this conclusion by supplying an exegetical interpretation of 

his own. Revelation 6.9-11, rather than describing an ongoing event throughout time, has 

now become an exclusively future crisis.  

We thus possess three examples of Augustinian rhetoric against Donatist 

eschatology. In the first, Augustine conjures an apocalyptic narrative which sounds 

suspiciously Caecilianist in origin in order to undermine his opponents’ exegetical 

interpretation of a highly significant parable – indeed, the bone of contention between the 

two parties. In the second, Augustine appears to deflect a legitimate Donatist 

eschatological trajectory by willfully misunderstanding the claims of his opponents, 

deliberately emptying them of apocalyptic content. Finally, the affair of Gaudentius and 

                                                                                                                                                 
incipient interfici sicut et ipsi. [28.32] An non ista, inquit, persecutio est,quae tot milia innocentum 

martyrum artauit ad mortem?”) 

29 Augustine, Contra Gaudentium 1.27.31 (OSA 32.576: “Quid est autem stultius quam quod 

putatis prophetiam istam de martyribus, qui futuri praedicti sunt, non nisi in Donatistis esse completam?”) 

The passage continues: “Even supposing that during the whole long interval between John and them there 

were no true martyrs, we could still claim that the time that the number of martyrs will be completed will 

be during the reign of Antichrist. But we will never believe that these Donatists who are responsible both 

for the blood of others and their own are increasing the number of genuine martyrs to whom it is said to 

wait a little while, until the number of their brothers who would be put to death like them was complete – 

by others, of course, and not by themselves, as the Donatists do, who therefore have no true resemblance to 

the true martyrs.” (“Quodsi tanto temporis interuallo, id est a Iohanne usque ad istos, nulli occisi essent 

martyres ueri, ut nihil aliud, uel temporibus antichristi diceremus futuros, in quibus ille martyrum numerus 

compleretur, nec tamen istos uel alieni uel sui sanguinis reos accrescere numero uerorum martyrum 

crederemus, quibus dictum est ut requiescerent paruum tempus, donec impleretur numerus fratrum 

ipsorum, qui inciperent interfici sicut et ipsi, ab aliis utique, non a se ipsis sicut isti, et ideo isti non sicut 

ipsi.”) 

30 We shall discuss Gaudentius’ own perspective in more detail in Chapter Four.  
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his loyal congregation finds the bishop of Hippo both emphasizing the apocalyptic 

elements within the Donatist bishop’s letter and at the same time holding them up as 

objects of ridicule.  

Donatists, in the portrait painted by Augustine and his circle, are “madmen,” 

dangerous fanatics who will not hesitate to abuse scriptural passages in order to support 

their schism. We cannot rely on the bishop of Hippo for an unbiased account of Donatist 

eschatology. Nevertheless, a close analysis of Augustine’s polemical tactics can tell us 

something useful about the nature of the arguments he is opposing. It can tell us, for 

instance, that a Donatist apocalyptic trajectory (or trajectories) existed which could be 

taken advantage of, a phenomenon encountered in our first and third examples. 

Moreover, a close reading of Augustine’s rhetorical strategy in Epistula ad Catholicos 

reveals that sometimes Donatist eschatological arguments were a little too plausible for 

comfort: in these cases, rather than emphasizing the Donatist appeal to the apocalyptic, 

Augustine deliberately tones it down. We shall return to the Epistula ad Catholicos in 

Chapter Five, using a hermeneutic of “suspicious retrieval” in order to catch a glimpse of 

the Donatist eschatological trajectory contained therein.31 

 

The Tyconian Legacy 

There is, however, another trajectory present within Donatist apocalyptic thought, 

one conspicuously absent from the Augustinian critique we have thus far discussed: the 

legacy of the Donatist theologian Tyconius, whose Apocalypse commentary dominated 

                                                 
31 The term is Maureen Tilley’s; cf. Bible in Christian North Africa, 4-5 and discussion in Chapter 

Five below.  
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western eschatological thought for centuries.32 Indeed, in his classic study of Tyconius 

and his theology, Traugott Hahn identified eight known late antique and early medieval 

commentaries that directly incorporated Tyconian pericopes, ranging from Jerome’s 

modified recension of Victorinus in the late fourth century to the anonymous Turin 

Fragments from the monastery at Bobbio at the turn of the first millennium.33  

Unlike more traditional Donatist apocalyptic trajectories, Tyconius’ innovative 

reinterpretation of traditional apocalyptic motifs resonated with his successors both North 

African and transmarine. Gennadius, for example, characterizes the Donatist theologian 

as “sufficiently learned in sacred literature, not wholly unacquainted with secular 

literature and zealous in ecclesiastical affairs.” Tyconius’ Apocalypse commentary 

receives an admiring recommendation for its anti-millenarian exegesis, an assessment 

shared by many: 

He also explained the whole Apocalypse of John, interpreting none of it according 

to the flesh, but all according to the spirit... Likewise, he considers it unlikely that 

the righteous will reign on earth for a thousand years after the resurrection, or that 

there will be two resurrections from the dead in the flesh – one for the righteous 

and another for the unrighteous, but rather one and the same for all..34 

But it was an odd love affair, as Tyconius’ later appropriators knew well. Modern 

academic assessments have tended to emphasize Tyconius’ precarious place within the 

Donatist communion and formative influence on Augustine’s own developing 

                                                 
32 Cf. Wilhelm Kamlah, Apokalypse und Geschichtstheologie: Die mittelalterliche Auslegung der 

Apokalypse vor Joachim von Fiore (Berlin: Kraus, 1965 [orig. pug. 1935]), 115-129.  

33 Traugott Hahn, Tyconius-Studien: Ein Beitrag zur Kirechen- und Dogmengeschichte Des 4. 

Jahrhunderts (Leipzig: Dieterich, 1900), 8-9.  

34 Gennadius, De viris inlustribus 18 (in Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der 

Altchristlichen Literatur, vol. 14, edited by Ernest Richardson (Leipzig: Hinrichs’sche, 1896), 68-69: 

“Exposuit et Apocalypsin Iohannis ex integro, nihil in ea carnale, sed totum intelligens spiritale... Mille 

quoque annorum regni in terra iustorum post resurrectionem futuri suspicionem tulit; neque duas in carne 

mortuorum resurrectiones futuras, unam iustorum et alteram iniustorum, sed unam et insemel omnium.”) 

This was a topic of particular resonance for Gennadius, who in Chapter 99 mentions that he wrote two 

treatises (now lost) entitled On the Millennium and On the Apocalypse of Saint John. 
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eschatology (not to mention ecclesiology).35 Ancient commentators on Tyconius’ 

Revelation commentary, on the other hand, made no such distinction. For them, as we 

shall see, Tyconius always remained first and foremost a Donatist. So how did such later 

appropriators of Tyconius’ apocalyptic vision perceive and interact with the essential 

Donatism of the Expositio Apocalypseos? How did they react to the odd position of 

taking exegetical cues from a “heretical” theologian?  

Of our author’s near contemporaries, Augustine and Jerome offer little aid. 

Although the former was almost certainly influenced by Tyconius’ lost apocalypse 

commentary when developing his doctrine of the Two Cities and characteristic 

amillennialist eschatology,36 Augustine’s sole mention of the work is found in an aside in 

De doctrina Christiana, in which he argues that Tyconius himself had failed to utilize his 

famous exegetical rules to unlock the mysteries of John’s revelation in his commentary, 

thus proving that they were only of limited use.37 From this brief mention we may 

                                                 
35 David Robinson, in The Mystic Rules of Scripture: Tyconius of Carthage’s Keys and Windows 

to the Apocalypse (Ph.D. diss, University of St. Michael’s College, 2010), notes that “Tyconian research 

has largely been conducted within the orbit of Augustinian studies,” and cites Joseph Ratzinger, 

“Beobachtungen zum Kirchenbegriff des Tyconius im Liber regularum,” Revue des études augustiniennes 

2 (1956): 173-185; Kenneth B. Steinhauser, “Recapitulatio in Tyconius and Augustine,” Augustinian 

Studies 15 (1984): 1-5; Eugenio Romero-Pose, “Ticonio y San Agustin,” Salmanticensis 34.1 (1987): 5-16; 

and Maureen Tilley, “Understanding Augustine Misunderstanding Tyconius,” Studia Patristica 27 (1993): 

405-408 as representative examples.  

36 Cf. Paul Harvey, Jr. “Approaching the Apocalypse: Augustine, Tyconius, and John’s 

Revelation” in History, Apocalypse, and the Secular Imagination, ed. Mark Vessey, Karla Pollmann, and 

Allan D. Fitzgerald (Bowling Green, OH: Philosophy Documentation Center, 1999), 133-151 and Paula 

Fredriksen, “Tyconius and Augustine on the Apocalypse” in The Apocalypse in the Middle Ages, ed. 

Richard Emmerson and Bernard McGinn (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1992), 20-37. Martine 

Dulaey, on the other hand, questions the strength of Tyconius’ influence on Augustine: “L’Apocalypse: 

Augustin et Tyconius” in Saint Augustin et la Bible, ed. Anne-Marie la Bonnardière (Paris: Beauchesne, 

1986), 369-386. 

37 Cf. Augustine, De doctrina Christiana, 3.30.42. As Monceaux notes, this is the first mention of 

Tyconius’ Expositio Apocalypseos in the historical record (Histoire Litteraire, V.197). In his recently-

completed dissertation “The Mystic Rules of Scripture,” however, David Robinson argues that the seven 

“rules” of Tyconius actually pervade the entirety of the Expositio to the point that the commentary itself 

may have been written in order to demonstrate the applicability of such rules in biblical exegesis: “Of all 

the books of the Bible, the Apocalypse is the most dense forest of prophecy. That Tyconius chose to 
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conclude that Augustine had read the Expositio Apocalypseos, but little more. Jerome is 

no better. Despite the clear presence of Tyconian ideas and even specific passages from 

the Expositio in his own anti-millenarian revision of Victorinus of Poetovio’s Apocalypse 

commentary, we find at most only indirect allusions to the Donatist author.38  

Later commentators were not as reticent about the source of their information. 

The eighth-century polymath Bede was perhaps the most charitable, referring to Tyconius 

as “a man of great learning” and “a rose among thorns.”39 The assessment of his 

predecessor Primasius, the sixth-century North African bishop of Hadrumentum, was far 

less flattering. In his own Apocalypse commentary, Primasius apologizes for his use of 

the Donatist theologian, claiming that much of his predecessor’s work was “both 

pointless and foolish, or contrary to right doctrine.” What could be saved from such a 

tainted predecessor stands out, Primasius says, like “a precious gem embedded in 

dung.”40 We can see the Augustinian portrayal of the Donatists as “madmen” at work 

here – though now the epithet becomes a word of warning rather than ridicule, for this 

                                                                                                                                                 
comment on that book is not surprising. My translation and comparative analysis of the Turin Fragments of 

his commentary demonstrates the extent to which the theological hermeneutic of the libellus regularis 

informs Tyconius’ exegesis of the Apocalypse. The logic of the seven mystic rules is constantly and 

consistently applied” (“The Mystic Rules of Scripture,” 234).   

38 Cf. Jerome, Explanatio Apocalypsis ad Anatolium, “Prologus”: “I at once opened up the books 

of the elders and added what I found in their commentaries about the “thousand year kingdom” to 

Victorinus’ little book, editing out those things which he perceived according to the letter.” (CSEL 49.14: 

“Maiorum statim libros reuolui et quod in eorum commentariis de mille annorum regno repperi Victorini 

opusculis sociaui ablatis inde quae ipse secundum litteram senserit.”) For a discussion as to the extent of 

Jerome’s reliance on Tyconius, see Haussleiter, CSEL 49.42-45 and Steinhauser, The Apocalypse 

Commentary of Tyconius: A History of Its Reception and Influence (Frankfort am Main: Peter Lang, 1987), 

36-44. 

39 Bede, Epistola ad Eusebium de Expositione Apocalypsis in Latin Commentaries on Revelation, 

trans. William Weinrich (Downer’s Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2011), 111, 113 (CCSL 121A.223, 231-233: 

a “uiri... eruditissimi” and “ueluti rosa in spinis effloruit.”) 

40 Primasius, Commentarius in Apocalypsin, “Prologue” (CCSL 92.1-2: “pretiosa in stercore 

gemma.”) 
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“madman” was seductive, his famed commentary a minefield of Catholic truth and 

Donatist propaganda. Primasius’ more hostile appraisal of the Donatist theologian – 

despite his heavy dependence on him in his own commentary – is understandable; as 

primate of Numidia at a time when the Donatist communion was still an active, if 

diminished, part of the North African ecclesial landscape, he could not afford to appear 

partial to the writings of his opponents.41 

What was it about the Expositio Apocalypseos that aroused such a negative 

response? In his preface, Primasius allows us only a general glimpse into the difficulties 

the Donatist writer posed for the faithful: “Concerning the cause that divides us from 

them, he attempted in the depravity of his heart to write harmful passages in which he 

bitingly thought to ridicule our church by harmful statements.”42 Just what these “harmful 

statements” are is left unsaid. For his part, Primasius’ younger contemporary Cassiodorus 

of Vivarium simply notes that while “Tyconius the Donatist included certain things in his 

book that should not be rejected, he also mixed some of his poisonous doctrines in with 

them.”43  

 

                                                 
41 Hence the aside in the preface: “Now the Donatists should not be puffed up with pride about 

this, just as the Jews shouldn’t glorify over the speech of Caiaphas, who said: “It is better that one man 

should die for the people,” but neither should it be an offense to us. For if there is anything that is 

advantageous for the Church’s benefit, it should be applied by our teaching, nor should we pay attention to 

the person who is speaking, but we should consider the character of the words.” (CCSL 92.1-2: “Sic autem 

donatistae hinc extolli non debent, sicut de sermone Caiphae, quo dixit: Expedit ut unus homo moriatur pro 

turba, iudaei non debent gloriari. Sed nec nostris esse debet offensio. Si qua enim fuerint ecclesiasticis 

utilitatibus profutura, nostris sunt instructionibus adplicanda, neque adtendenda persona dicentis, sed 

qualitas consideranda est dictionis.”) 

42 Primasius, Commentarius in Apocalypsin, “Prologue” (CCSL 92.1-2: “de causa, quae inter nos 

et illos uertitur, secundum prauitatem cordis sui loca nocentia captaret, nostrae que ecclesiae noxia 

expositione putaret mordaciter inludendum.”) 

43 Cassiodorus, Institutiones 1.9 (PL 70.1122: “Ticonius etiam Donatista in eodem volumine 

quaedam non respuenda subiunxit, quaedam vero venenosi dogmatis sui fecilenta permiscuit.”) 
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It is Bede who, once again, provides us with a clearer picture:  

Tyconius himself understood the Apocalypse in a vigorous manner and 

expounded it truthfully and in a sufficiently catholic sense. This is the case except 

in those passages in which he endeavors to defend the schism of his own group, 

that is, the schism of the Donatists. In these passages he deplores the persecutions 

that they suffered as heretics at the hand of the religious emperor Valentinian. 

During these persecutions their homes and possessions were confiscated and 

given over to the catholics, and their bishops were sent into exile. Calling such 

things martyrdoms, Tyconius boasts that these sufferings were foretold in the 

Apocalypse.44 

 

Bede’s brief explanation of Tyconius’ shortcomings thus alerts us to the content of the 

“poisonous doctrines” forewarned in Primasius and Cassiodorus. While much of the 

Expositio Apocalypseos focused on general themes which could be easily transplanted 

into a non-Donatist milieu, Tyconian exegesis was at times too precise. The persecutions 

and ultimate triumph of the Donatist Church were, as we shall see in Chapter Five, an 

inherent part of the North African theologian’s eschatological vision. Innovative as his 

typological exegesis might be, Tyconius still bore the mark of the Donatist communion – 

and his earliest appropriators were well aware of the fact.  

Perhaps the most specific articulation of the “poisonous doctrine” that Primasius, 

Cassiodorus, and Bede condemn comes from the eighth-century commentator Ambrose 

Autpert, the troubled Frankish Benedictine abbot of San Vicenzo who, alongside Beatus 

of Liébana, may have been among the last expositors of the early medieval period to have 

possessed a copy of Tyconius’ original commentary.45 Ambrose, who is aware of both 

                                                 
44 Bede, Epistola ad Eusebium de Expositione Apocalypsis in Weinrich, 113 (CCSL 121A.231: 

“Tychonius et uiuaciter intellexit et ueridice satis que catholice disseruit, - praeter ea dumtaxat loca in 

quibus suae partis, id est donatistarum, scisma defendere nisus persecutiones quas ipsi a religioso 

Valentiniano principe uidelicet ut heretici pertulerunt, ecclesiis eorum et plebibus domibus que et 

possessionibus sub catholicorum manu contraditis et sacerdotibus exilio retrusis, deflet et martyria uocans 

has in eadem gloriatur Apocalypsi fuisse praedictas.”) 

45 Cf. Steinhauser, Apocalypse Commentary, 2-3.  
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the original text and Primasius’ strenuous warnings against indiscriminately utilizing it,46 

directly refers to the Donatist theologian’s interpretation in his exposition of Revelation 

15.6. The passage is worth quoting in full:  

Since this, that is the universal Church, is the temple from which the seven angels 

go out, what does it mean that these seven angels having the seven plagues go out 

from the temple? Are we to believe that a part of the Church goes out from the 

church? Far from it! For if the same angels go out from the temple, they are no 

longer the Church, but heretics cut off from the Church, as John attests when he 

says “They went out from among us, but they were not of us. For if they had been 

of us they would have certainly remained with us.” The Donatist Tyconius clearly 

failed to understand this point, for in this passage he taught with shameless 

temerity that the Church would “go out from” the Church. This was because, as 

an advocate of the Donatist faction, he wanted to support by his destructive claims 

that by coming out from us they retained this power – so that when the world is 

struck by plagues, it means that our church, they having “come out” of it, is 

immediately filled with the smoke of ignorance.47 

 

Ambrose is not quite correct in his assessment – Tyconius, as we shall see in Chapter 

Five, is referring here to the eschatological church of which the Donatist communion was 

merely a typological foreshadowing – but his concerns are well-placed. As attested 

elsewhere, Tyconius did believe that the Donatist church had “come out of” the corrupt 

                                                 
46 Cf. Ambrose Autpertus, Expositio in Apocalypsin, “Praefatio”: “In addition, the Donatist 

Tyconius set forth many explanations concerning the previously-mentioned Apocalypse... After him 

Primasius, a prelate of the African church, a Catholic in all things, and skilled in the divine scriptures, made 

the above-mentioned Apocalypse clear in five books. In which, as he himself states, he intertwined not so 

much his own words as those of others, culling, of course, from that same Tyconius things that he 

understood well, casting aside whatever he understood crookedly, and setting aright whatever was 

disordered.” (CCCM 27.5: “Donatista etiam Tyconius, multipliciorem in praefata Apocalypsi edidit 

explanationem... Post quem Primasius Africanae Ecclesiae antistes, uir per omnia catholicus, atque in 

diuinis Scripturis eruditus, quinque praedictam Apocalypsin enodauit libris. In quibus, ut ipse asserit, non 

tam propria quam aliena contexuit, eiusdem scilicet Tyconii bene intellecta deflorans, praua quaeque 

abiciens, atque inconposita conponens.”)  

47 Ibid 7.15 (CCCM 27A.589-590: “Cum hoc sit templum quod septem Angeli, id est, uniuersalis 

Ecclesia, quid sibi uult, quod isti septem Angeli septem plagas habentes de templo exire narrantur? 

Numquidnam pars Ecclesiae de Ecclesia exire creditur? Absit. Si enim idem Angeli de templo exeunt, iam 

non sunt Ecclesia, sed heretici abscisi ab Ecclesia, Iohanne adtestante qui ait: Ex nobis exierunt, sed non 

erant ex nobis. Nam si fuissent ex nobis permansissent utique nobis cum. Quod certe Donatista Tyconius 

non intellexit, qui inpudenti temeritate hoc loco exire Ecclesiam ab Ecclesia docuit, quod uidelicet agens, 

pestifero ore astruere uoluit, in parte Donati a nobis exeunte hanc potestatem remansisse, ut mundum plagis 

percutiat, nostram que Ecclesiam illis exeuntibus statim ignorantiae fumo repletam. Cuius nos uanitatem, 

immo perfidiam postponentes, quid sit Angelos cum plagis exire de templo aperiamus.”) 
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Caecilianist communion (though not the worldwide church), leaving it to its well-

deserved demise.48  

Ambrose’s illuminating altercation with Tyconius, alongside his contemporary 

Beatus of Liébana’s almost wholesale incorporation of the commentary into his own 

work,49 however, are among the last known attestations to the Expositio. Later ninth 

century commentators, such as Alcuin or Haimo of Halberstadt, are aware of Tyconian 

exegesis only indirectly.50 By the turn of the first millennium, the commentary seems to 

have been lost, its last sighting occurring in a ninth century inventory at the monastery of 

St. Gall.51 Further interaction with the Donatist apocalyptic trajectory contained in 

Tyconius’ Expositio Apocalypseos would have to wait until the epic rediscovery and 

gradual reconstruction of its fragmented text in the late nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries.52  

Whether as part of mainstream Donatist exegesis or its Tyconian variant, Donatist 

eschatological claims were summarily dismissed as “fanatical” attempts to legitimize 

their own communion by appealing to apocalyptic vindication. Nor should we expect a 

different outcome. Donatism was too dangerous an opponent for its distinctive 

                                                 
48 Cf. Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos 1.41; 2.35; 5.2.  

49 Despite his heavy use of Tyconian material, Beatus mentions the Donatist exegete only once in 

the preface to his Commentarius in Apocalipsin, enumerating him in a list alongside other authors whose 

works he has consulted. Due to the lack of substantial interaction with Tyconius qua Donatist exegete in 

the Commentarius, we will not consider Beatus in this section.  

50 Cf. E. Ann Matter’s assessment in her article “The Apocalypse in Early Medieval Exegesis,” 

38-50 in The Apocalypse in the Middle Ages ed. Richard Emmerson and Bernard McGinn (New York: 

Cornell University Press, 1992), 41 and 48. Matter provides a useful graph illustrating the literary sources 

used by apocalypse commentators through the tenth century.   

51 Roger Gryson, “Les sources,” in CCSL 107A.20.  

52 Gryson gives an excellent overview of the difficulties involved in reconstructing the Expositio 

in CCSL 107A.13-102. 
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eschatological tradition to pass unchallenged by Caecilianist and early medieval authors. 

Thus in Augustine’s expanded rendition, Gaudentius becomes an apocalyptic prophet, 

absurdly applying the prophecy of the fifth seal to his own time. Even Tyconius was 

tainted by the characteristic Donatist tendency towards fanaticism, according to his 

ancient appropriators. As Ambrose Autpert claimed, “however much honey of the 

spiritual sense may be collected from him, nevertheless it is intermingled with 

treacherous poison.”53  

 

The “Archaic” Approach: Donatism as an Anachronistic Phenomenon 

 Apocalyptic elements within Donatism would only begin to shed the charge of 

insania during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In the world of Tyconian 

studies, for example, an appreciation of the essentially Donatist outlook of the Expositio  

Apocalypseos (by now extant only in fragmentary form54) came about only in 1900 with 

the publication of a monograph entitled simply Tyconius-Studien by the German-Estonian 

pastor Traugott Hahn – who would ultimately die a martyr at the hands of the Red Army 

in 1919. Unlike his late antique and early medieval predecessors, Hahn did not dismiss 

the specifically-Donatist elements of Tyconius’ eschatological scenario as mere heretical 

accretions. Rather, the experience of the Donatist church in Africa was the fulcrum of 

Tyconius’ apocalyptic vision. As Hahn forcefully stated, far from being an outlier at odds 

with his own communion, “Tyconius seems more Donatist than Donatus himself... 

Tyconius is convinced that the heart of the entire African Church lies around him, that 

                                                 
53 Ambrose Autpertus, Expositio in Apocalypsin, “Praefatio” (CCCM 27.5: “Quique etsi multa 

spiritalium sensuum mella congessit, ueneno tamen perfidiae eadem commiscuit.”) 

54 Cf. Gryson, “État de la question,” in CCSL 107A.13-19.  
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only there is true preaching now heard, and that from African Donatism will begin the 

last great in-gathering of the Church, her final revival.”55  

French Historian Paul Monceaux, writing in 1920, continued the rehabilitation of 

Tyconius as a Donatist theologian begun by Hahn. He believed that the original 

commentary, piecemeal though it was, had incorporated a much more robust dissident 

trajectory than writers such as Bede and Primasius had cared to admit. Indeed, Monceaux 

claimed that “in the thought of Tyconius, the destiny of Donatism dominated the history 

of the Christian world – and would continue to dominate it until the end of time.”56 

“What betrays the persistence of a Donatist mentality in Tyconius’ thought,” he argued, 

“is the strange role that he reserves for the African church of Donatus in the apocalyptic 

drama of the world’s last days. If we believe our exegete, the history of Donatism was the 

image and prelude to what will occur in the ultimate convulsions of our universe.”57 We 

will discuss the specific contours of the Tyconian apocalyptic scenario – and the special 

role it accorded to the Donatist communion – in Chapter Five. What we are seeing here, 

however, is the beginnings of a radical reassessment of the Tyconian legacy. For Hahn 

and Monceaux, the Expositio Apocalypseos could not be artificially divided into orthodox 

“wheat” and heretical “chaff” and still retain its internal cohesion. The “strange role” 

                                                 
55 Hahn, Tyconius-Studien, 99: “Zunächst scheint Tyconius... mehr ein den Donatismus als selbst 

Donatist zu sein... Tyconius ist überzeugt, dass in seiner Gegenwart das Herz der gesamten Kirche in 

Afrika liegt, dass dort allein zur Zeit die wahre Predigt zu hören ist, und dass vom afrikanischen 

Donatismus aus die letzte grosse Sammlung der Kirche, ihr letzter Aufschwung beginnen muss.”  

56 Monceaux, Histoire Littéraire, 5.209: “Dans la pensée deTyconius, les destinées du Donatisme 

dominaient l’histoire du monde chrétien, et devaient la dominer jusqu'à la fin des temps.” 

57 Ibid, 208: “Ce qui trahit bien, chez Tyconius, la persistance d’une mentalité donatiste, c’est le 

role étrange qu’il réservait ä l’Eglise africaine du Donat dans le drame apocalyptique des derniers temps du 

monde. A en croire l’exégète, l’histoire du Donatisme est l’image et le prélude de ce qui se passera lors des 

supremes convulsions de notre univers.” 
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played by the Donatist communion immediately prior to the time of the end was vital to a 

proper understanding of the commentary.  

A similar reassessment was also occurring within broader studies of the long-

extinct North African communion. The change is subtle, but not insignificant. Early 

reassessments of the relative importance of apocalyptic thought within the Donatist 

church tended to follow familiar Caecilianist tropes. We can find, for instance, something 

very closely representing the Caecilianist charge of insania in the disaffected English 

futurist Charles Maitland’s 1849 work The Apostles’ School of Prophetic Interpretation. 

Maitland sought to decisively undermine any method of interpreting the book of 

Revelation which “degraded... the prophecy of things future to a drama of the past, barely 

true in outline, and altogether imaginary in the details.”58 The Donatist church appears in 

the work as an emblematic example of such a problematic eschatological perspective:  

The Donatists exceeded all bounds in the extravagance of their interpretations. 

From the proclamation uttered under the fifth seal they gathered that, to hasten the 

blessedness of the martyrs under the altar, there was needed a continual 

succession of fresh sufferers. To support this standing army of martyrs, the 

Donatists practiced suicide, throwing themselves from precipices, or even rushing 

into fire and water.59 

 

The Augustinian background of such an assessment seems clear – Maitland is simply 

reifying the bishop of Hippo’s condemnation of Gaudentius – but something of a 

transmutation has taken place. Unlike Augustine, who only infrequently addressed the 

phenomenon of Donatist eschatology, Maitland’s characterization privileges it. For 

Maitland, Donatists are not first and foremost schismatics or rebaptizers, but consummate 

apocalypticists.  

                                                 
58 Charles Maitland, The Apostles’ School of Prophetic Interpretation, With Its History Down to 

the Present Time (London: Longman, 1849), 4.  

59 Maitland, Apostles’ School, 246.  
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Given the subject matter of the Apostles’ School of Prophetic Interpretation, we 

should not be surprised by such a characterization. Nevertheless, Maitland’s 

interpretation illustrates a growing trend that first began to emerge during the latter half 

of the nineteenth century. For the first time, we begin to see a more substantial 

acknowledgment of Donatist eschatological motifs, a dawning awareness, albeit at times 

as hostile as Maitland’s, that apocalyptic thought had played a more important role within 

the North African communion than previously assumed. Eminent church historians of the 

nineteenth century, such as August Neander, could write sympathetically that Donatists  

Appealed, not without reason, from the pre-judgment grounded on numbers and 

universality, to the passages of scripture where the little band of genuine 

confessors were distinguished from the great mass of the apostates... They 

maintained that when Christ represented it as so doubtful, whether at his presence 

he should find faith on the earth, this indicated that the faithful, in the true sense, 

would not be thus diffused in one mass over the whole earth... the saying was here 

confirmed, that the last should be first; the holy, pure church was present in 

Africa.60 

 

Indeed, there is much that can be appreciated about such an increased awareness 

of the role that apocalyptic motifs had played in defending the existence of the Donatist 

movement. By the early twentieth century, few mainstream academics would seriously 

propose that Donatist appeals to the eschaton were evidence of a fundamentally unsound 

mind. But something of the old Augustinian prejudice surreptitiously endured: while they 

were no longer dismissed as the ravings of “madmen,” Donatist apocalyptic claims 

increasingly came to be viewed as evidence of a basic archaism at the heart of the 

movement. Dreams of an imminent apocalypse, millenarian projections of a golden age 

discontinuous with the trajectory of the empire – these were supposed to have been left 

                                                 
60 August Neander, General History of the Christian Religion and Church, Volume 3, trans. Joseph 

Torrey (London: 1851 [1834]), 295. 
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behind upon the accession of Constantine. A new age had dawned, the age of Eusebius 

and of Augustine. The so-called “primitive” apocalypticism that allegedly characterized 

the early church had been decisively overcome, its passing so complete that, according to 

Adolf von Harnack, any history of its decline and fall could only be “fragmentary.”61 But 

the Donatist church represented a significant exception to this alleged trend. Within the 

Donatist communion, the old eschatological hopes did not quietly fade away. To the 

contrary, they reanimated: far into the fifth century, Donatist theologians consciously 

flouted the supposed paradigm of the age, espousing instead an eschatological position 

that could only be described as willfully anachronistic, though whether such a stance 

implied heroic resistance or mulish obstinacy depended on the historian.  

Such a scenario is perhaps best encapsulated in Saeculum, Robert Markus’ 

influential 1970 study of Augustine’s theological understanding of history and society. 

Prior to the bishop of Hippo’s radical reinterpretation of the relationship between the 

Church and the civil sphere, Markus wrote, Christian thinkers of late antiquity who took 

an interest in such matters had two options available to them: “They could follow in the 

footsteps of Origen and Eusebius and give the Empire a sacral significance in terms of 

the history of salvation. Alternatively they could follow the ancient apocalyptic tradition 

of hostility to the Empire, assimilating it to the saeculum of apocalyptic literature.”62 It 

was within the confines of the latter claim that, according to Markus, the Donatist 

communion could be found. They thus allied themselves with an ancient trajectory, one 

which allegedly shared more features in common with second or third century Christian 

                                                 
61 von Harnack, History of Dogma, Volume 1, 169, note 200. 

62 Robert Markus, Saeculum: History and Society in the Theology of Saint Augustine (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1970), 55. 
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exegesis than its fourth century counterpart: “Those who thought in such terms could take 

their stand within an ancient tradition of Christian thought, especially strong in Africa. 

Spiritually, such men lived in the world of Cyprian, Tertullian, and of the early martyrs. 

Beneath the purple and scarlet robes of the apocalyptic whore they could still recognise 

Rome.”63 It was a vision of Christianity in danger of dying out; indeed, Markus claims 

that by the age of Augustine, Donatism stood alone in its hostile (and highly 

eschatological) stance towards the civil state.64 For Markus, not altogether unsympathetic 

himself, Donatism represented the swan song of an earlier age, the final echo of a pre-

Constantinian world.  

Robert Markus was not, of course, alone in his assessment of Donatism as a relic 

– however heroic – of an earlier “age of martyrs.” Indeed, in his own review of Markus’ 

seminal work, the Augustinian scholar Gerald Bonner went so far as to claim that the 

Donatist communion should be characterized above all by its radically-anachronistic 

eschatological claims:  

What was the real essence of Donatism?  It  has  been  discussed  as  a  theology;  

as  a  manifestation  of  incipient  nationalism;  as  an  expression  of  class-

warfare  and  economic  discontent... Yet  is  the  essence  of  Donatism  to  be  

found  in  any  of  these?  Is  it  not,  rather,  like  Montanism,  one  of  those  

strange  enthusiastic  movements  which  throughout  history  have  continually  

broken  out  in  the  Christian  Church  and  which  are  commonly  characterised  

by  an  ascetic  hostility  to  the  social  order  (which  sometimes  carries  with  it  

a  good  deal  of  sensuality)  and  an  urgent  expectation  of  the  end  of  the  

world? Such  movements,  like  Donatism,  often  involve  an  attempt  to  return  

to  the  early  days  of  Christianity  in  a  mood  of  reactionary  millenarianism.65 

                                                 
63 Ibid.  

64 Ibid, 55-56: “In Africa, above all, Donatist theologians kept the tradition throughout the fourth 

century and later. By Augustine’s time they were its sole representatives. Odio saeculi gaudemus, one of 

them succinctly said, portraying the characteristic posture of its adherents.” The anonymous Donatist 

referred to here is, once again, Gaudentius. 

65 Gerald Bonner, “Quid Imperatori cum Ecclesia?” 237.  
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“Reactionary millenarianism”: this is a profoundly more negative assessment than that of 

Markus. But the two are linked by a common thread: Donatist eschatology was both an 

expression and barometer of an essentially anachronistic stance towards the outside 

world. For those who viewed the Donatist communion in such terms, the schism 

represented more than a divide over sacramental purity. It stood instead for a rift between 

rival ages, between a pre-Constantinian church of the faithful and a post-Constantinian 

church of the masses. Donatist apocalypticism was not an expression of insania or 

contumacy, as per Augustine, but rather a symptom – perhaps the primary one – of a 

basic opposition to the changed theo-political situation of the fourth century.  

It is for this reason that I have labeled trends like Markus’ and Bonner’s an 

“Archaizing” position. On the one hand, such approaches seek to take Donatist 

eschatological claims seriously. However, this privileging of an apocalyptic element 

within Donatism tends to carry with it a corresponding assumption that the North African 

communion stood virtually alone in the world of late antiquity in its apocalyptic claims. 

As I mentioned in Chapter One, such an assertion is fundamentally flawed. North African 

Donatism was indeed characterized by vibrant apocalyptic expectation – the subject of 

my project – but so were its opponents. If anything, Bonner’s “reactionary 

millenarianism” is to be found not in Donatist sources, which outside of Tyconius’ 

negative exegesis never mention the thousand year reign, but in African Caecilianism – 

which produced several millenarian writings during the same time period.66  

                                                 
66 We see such a tendency in the treatise De Cursu Temporum by the North African Bishop 

Quintus Julius Hilarianus around 397, for instance. Augustine himself was once a millenarian (De civitate 

dei 20.7.1 in Dyson, 979: “Indeed, I myself once held this opinion” (CCSL 48.709: “Nam etiam nos hoc 

opinati fuimus aliquando”); see also Sermon 259.2 and Contra Adimantum Manichaei Discipulum 2.2) and 

still felt that a “purified” form of the millennialist hope was an exegetically-plausible stance (De civitate 

dei 20.7.1 in Dyson, 979: “This opinion would be tolerable enough if it involved the belief that the joys of 

the saints in that Sabbath are to be spiritual ones” [CCSL 48.709: “Quae opinio esset utcumque tolerabilis, 
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Aside from its characterization of Donatist apocalypticism as an “anachronistic” 

phenomenon, the Archaic spectrum is often marked by two further problematic claims. 

First, it tends to essentialize apocalyptic elements within Donatist theology, privileging 

apocalypticism as the primary mark of the dissident communion. In 1892, for instance, 

English ecclesiastical historian Cuthbert Turner identified the Liber genealogus as a 

Donatist chronology in part because of its eschatological calculations: “Thus far we have 

found no clear trace of Donatist influence,” he mentions near the beginning of his article, 

“though the interest in apocalyptic calculations might possibly suggest it.”67 Turner is of 

course correct in his identification of the Liber genealogus as a Donatist work; but it is 

noteworthy that the latest and perhaps most eschatologically-inclined edition of the 

chronology, the Lucensis recension of 463, is Caecilianist, not Donatist, in nature.68  

Such an attempt to identify a work as Donatist based on its so-called “primitive” 

eschatology is hardly limited to the nineteenth century. In his influential guide to the 

prosopography of late antique North Africa, for instance, André Mandouze tentatively 

identified the fourth century writer Quintus Julius Hilarianus as a Donatist at least in part 

because of his millenarian sympathies,69 occasioning a strong critique by Paula 

                                                                                                                                                 
si aliquae deliciae spiritales in illo sabato adfuturae sanctis”]). For more on Augustine’s millenarianism, see 

Georges Folliet, “La typologie du sabbat chez Saint Augustin. Son interpretation millénariste entre 386 et 

400,” Revue des études Augustiniennes 2 (1956): 371-379. I do not mean, of course, to imply that Donatism 

was anti-millenarian, simply that a belief or lack thereof in a thousand-year terrestrial reign of Christ does 

not appear to have divided the two parties.  

67 Cuthbert Turner, “Early Chronicles of the Western Church,” in Studies in Early Church History: 

Collected Papers (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1912), 144. 

68 We shall discuss the various recensions of the Liber genealogus and their implications for this 

project in Chapter Four.    

69 André Mandouze, Prosopographie Chrétienne du Bas-Empire, Vol. 1: Prosopographie 

chrétienne du Bas-Empire (Paris: Editions du Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1982), 558.  
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Fredriksen: “Efforts to view Hilarianus as Donatist rather than Catholic seem to me a 

somewhat desperate disavowal of Catholicism’s own normative millenarianism.”70 

Such approaches lead us dangerously close to the Augustinian portrayal of 

Donatism as an inherently more credulous movement than its Caecilianist opponents. 

Indeed, in recent years the Donatist communion has been transformed into an 

eschatological cult among several popular surveys of apocalyptic movements. In 

Prophets of Doom, for instance, Daniel Cohen claims that “In the fourth century the 

leading apocalypticists were the followers of the prophecies of Donatus of North Africa. 

The Donatists reminded the faithful that those specially chosen by the Lord would 

number only 144,000.”71 Such statements distort the portrait of the Donatist communion 

beyond all semblance of historical reality.  

Secondly, and perhaps most damaging of all in terms of my project, the Archaic 

approach as I have described it leaves little room for an element of dynamism within the 

Donatist communion. Indeed, we cannot properly speak of a Donatist apocalyptic 

“trajectory” at all if the line from Cyprian to Gaudentius is merely a horizontal one, 

forever fixated upon the theology of the third century. If we characterize Donatist 

                                                 
70 Paula Fredriksen, “Apocalypse and Redemption,” 173, note 33. 

71 Daniel Cohen, Prophets of Doom (Brookfield, CT: Millbrook Press, 1992). The genealogy of 

such an assertion is somewhat complex. It certainly does not come from the primary sources relevant to the 

schism themselves; as Francis Gumerlock notes in his own popular overview of apocalyptic thought, The 

Day and the Hour (Atlanta, GA: American Vision, 2000), 32, “While the claim of being the 144,000 

certainly fits a Donatist view of the church as a small, pure, elect body,  I have not found this claim in any 

of Augustine’s Anti-Donatist writings, in Optatus’ work Contra Parmenianum Donatistam, or in W. H. C. 

Frend’s The Donatist Church.” The earliest popular article that makes this claim appears to be a brief 

infographic by John Souter entitled “The Sky is Falling” in Future magazine (Wheaton, IL: Tyndale, 

1984), 6: “In the third century, a prophet called Novatian gathered a huge following by crying, ‘come, Lord 

Christ!’ Donatus, a fourth-century prophet, commanded attention when he stressed that only 144,000 

people would be chosen by God. He found this magic figure in Revelation 14.1 (a verse which the 

Jehovah’s Witnesses use to proclaim their own version of this heresy). Both Novatian and Donatus were 

branded as heretics by the church.” 
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apocalypticism as a fossilized remnant of earlier exegesis – a stolid reaction against the 

presuppositions of a Constantinian age and nothing more – we will fail to appreciate the 

essentially adaptive nature of Donatist eschatology and its use as both effective theodicy 

and polemical weapon against its Caecilianist opponents.  

 

The Socio-Economic Approach: Apocalypticism as Social Manifesto 

 

Background 

The apparent archaism of the Donatist eschatological scenario – its seeming 

refusal to come to terms with the Constantinian revolution, its conscious refuge in the 

apocalyptic expectations of an earlier age – was seen in a different light by other 

twentieth century historians. In this approach, the alleged Donatist predilection for the 

eschatological presuppositions of the second and third centuries was not evidence of 

anachronism but rather an adaptive measure. It was not a question of sacramental 

impurity or episcopal apostasy that drove the dissident movement and ensured its 

continued existence; at its heart, Donatism was rather an incipient regional protest against 

foreign domination, against the social and economic privileges of callous landlords and 

overbearing creditors. The Donatist communion thus chose to remain within earlier, more 

dualistic apocalyptic models not because it had lost an evolutionary struggle against the 

Caecilianists but because such models offered the best way to express the aspirations of a 

downtrodden rural population. The radical eschatological dualism characteristic of the 

pre-Constantinian age was resurrected by the schismatic movement in deliberate protest 

against a Caecilianist church that had wholeheartedly identified itself with the Roman 
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state. Donatists, then, were revolutionaries, partisan activists whose opposition to the 

state took the form of a dissident religious allegiance.  

Such an interpretation goes far beyond apocalyptic theology proper. Indeed, 

appeals to the Donatist eschatological trajectory are singularly lacking among the earliest 

proponents of what I am calling the “Socio-Economic” approach. Instead, the impetus for 

interpreting the dissident communion as a socio-economic phenomenon came from a 

different angle: in the fanatical actions of the Circumcellions, the enfant terrible of the 

Donatist church.   

The phenomenon of “Circumcellionism,” which plagued Roman North Africa for 

nearly a century, remains a subject fraught with conflicting interpretations. Even the 

name of the movement reflects a certain bias: while they apparently called themselves 

milites Christi (“soldiers of Christ”) or Agonistici (“warriors”),72 their opponents 

derogatively entitled them Circumcelliones, skulkers “around the cellae,”73 or 

Circuitores, “Wanderers.”74 Their deeds were the subject of dark rumors promulgated by 

their Caecilianist opponents. Perhaps the most memorable rendition of alleged 

Circumcellion atrocities is given by Optatus of Milevis. It is a narrative tantalizingly 

familiar to the modern era:  

No one could be secure in his own possessions; the records of debts had lost their 

force, no creditor at that time had the freedom to enforce payment, all were 

terrified by the letters of those who boasted that they had been leaders of the 

                                                 
72 Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 132.6 in WSA 3.20, 176-77; see also Optatus, Contra 

Parmenianum Donatistam, 3.4 (CSEL 26.81: “circumcelliones agonisticos nuncupans”). The latter name, 

according to Augustine’s (possibly rhetorical) opponents, derives from Paul’s words in 2 Tim. 4:7: “I have 

fought the good fight” (“Bonum agonem certavi”). 

73 Cf. Augustine, Contra Gaudentium 1.28.32; Enarrationes, Psalm 132.3. 

74 Filastrius, De haeresibus 57.1 in Franciscus Oehler, Corpus haereseologicum, Volume 1 (New 

York: Verlag, 2007), 84. 
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saints, and if there was any delay in obeying their behests, a raging multitude 

suddenly flew to their aid... Each one hastened to write off even his greatest debts, 

and reckoned it a gain if he escaped injury at their hands. Even the safest journeys 

could not take place, because masters, thrown out of their vehicles, ran in servile 

fashion before their own retainers, who were sitting in their masters’ place. By the 

verdict and bidding of those men the conditions of master and slave were 

transposed.75 

 

More than thirty years later, Augustine would repeat a strikingly similar litany, likely in 

deliberate harmony with his Optatian predecessor:   

What master was not forced to fear his slave if his slave sought refuge under the 

protection of the Donatists? Who dared even to threaten a rioter or the instigator 

of a riot? Who was able to demand a reckoning from a slave who consumed his 

provisions or from a debtor who asked the Donatists for help and defense? Out of 

a fear of clubs and fires and imminent death the records of the worst slaves were 

destroyed so that they might go free. Lists of what they had extorted from 

creditors were handed over to debtors. Whoever ignored their harsh language was 

forced by harsher blows to do what they ordered. The homes of the innocent who 

had offended them were either razed to the ground or destroyed by fires. Some 

heads of families, men nobly born and well educated, were carried off barely alive 

after their attacks and chained to a mill stone; they were forced by beatings to 

make it turn, as if they were mere animals. For what help from the civil 

authorities was able to do anything against them by means of the laws? What 

official breathed easily in their presence? What banker was able to demand what 

they were unwilling to pay? Who tried to avenge those who were slain by their 

attacks?76  

                                                 
75 Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam, 3.4 in Edwards, 68-69 (CSEL 26.82: “Nulli licuit 

securum esse in possessionibus suis; debitorum chirographa amiserant uires, nullus creditor illo tempore 

exigendi habuit litertatem, terrebantur omnes litteris eorum, qui se sanctorum duces fuisse iactabant, et si in 

obtemperando eorum iussionibus tardaretur, aduolabat subito multitudo insana... Festinabat unusquisque 

debita etiam maxima perdere et lucrum conputabatur euasisse ab eorum iniuriis, etiam itinera non poterant 

esse tutissima, quod domini de uehiculis suis excussi ante mancipia sua dominorum locis sedentia seruiliter 

cucurrerunt. Illorum iudicio et imperio inter dominos et seruos condicio mutabatur.”) 

76 Augustine, Letter 185.4.15 in WSA 2.3, 188 (CSEL 57.14: “Quis non dominus seruum suum 

timere compulsus est, si ad illorum patrocinium confugisset? Quis euersori minari saltem audebat aut 

auctori? Quis consumptorem apothecarium, quis quemlibet poterat exigere debitorem auxilium eorum 

defensionemque poscentem? Timore fustium et incendiorum mortique praesentis pessimorum seruorum, ut 

liberi abscederent, tabulae frangebantur. Extorta debitoribus chirographa reddebantur. Quicumque dura 

illorum uerba contempserant, durioribus uerberibus. Quod iubebant, facere cogebantur. Innocentium, qui 

eos offenderant, domus aut deponebantur ad solum aut ignibus cremabantur. Quidam patres familias 

honesto loco nati et generoso cultu educati uix uiui post eorum caedes ablati sunt uel iuncti ad molam et 

eam in gyrum ducere tamquam iumenta contemptibilia uerbere adacti sunt. Quod enim de legibus auxilium 

a ciuilibus potestatibus aduersus eos aliquid ualuit? Quis in praesentia eorum officialis anhelauit? Quis, 

quod illi noluissent, exactor exegit? Quis eos, qui eorum caedibus extincti sunt, uindicare temptauit?”) 
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These are deliberately provocative accounts, titillating vignettes of social disorder 

designed to attract the intervention of the Imperial state. The motive behind Augustine’s 

rendition is especially transparent: here, in an appeal to the tribune Boniface to enforce 

already-existing Imperial sanctions against the dissident movement, the very term 

“Donatist” has been conveniently – if somewhat disingenuously – substituted for the 

Circumcellion partisans.   

What comes across quite clearly from these passages is a Caecilianist portrait of 

Circumcellionism which did not shy away from emphasizing the movement’s social 

implications. The point was not lost on early proponents of a nationalist or economic 

interpretation of the movement. In his 1893 dissertation Zur Beurteilung des Donatismus, 

for example, the German theologian Wilhelm Thümmel argued that the Circumcellion 

movement was at its core an ethnic revolt against the Roman state, its attachment to 

Donatism the chance result of a shared antagonist. “The possibility cannot be ruled out,” 

Thümmel admitted, “that through their shared experience of state oppression over the 

years and the resulting alliance between Donatist and Circumcellion some – perhaps even 

many – of the latter came to have Donatist views.”77 But this was not its real center: at its 

heart the Circumcellion movement always remained a “Libyan-Punic atavism,” a social 

uprising against foreign domination.78  

                                                 
77 Wilhelm Thümmel, Zur Beurtheilung des Donatismus: Eine kirchengeschichtliche 

Untersuchung (Halle: 1893), 90: “Dadurch soll nicht ausgeschlossen sein, dass im Laufe der Jahre dennoch 

das durch die gemeinsame Noth staatlicher Bedrängung entstandene Bündniss zwischen Donatisten und 

Circumcellionen einige der Letzteren, vielleicht sogar Viele, mit donatistischer Gesinnung.” He was echoed 

by the French ecclesiastical historian Henri Leclercq: despite the appearance of a theological attachment to 

Donatism, “Ne nous y trompons pas, le léger vernis théologique de la secte était moins que rien.” 

Circumcellions were first and foremost incipient Punic nationalists dissatisfied with their lot under the heel 

of Rome: ““L'insurrection n'eut de religieux que l'apparence, elle fut en réalité une révolte sociale.” 

(L’Afrique Chretienne, Vol. I (Paris, 1904), 346) 

78 Ibid, 93.  
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For others, however, religious allegiance did not appear as incompatible with a 

social insurrection as Thümmel seemed to imply. Writing in 1905, for instance, Jean 

Martroye interpreted the Circumcellion phenomenon as a natural outgrowth of early 

Christian revolutionary zeal, the inevitable backlash against a Caecilianist church which 

“seemed to them to have sold out their cause by accommodating itself to the established 

order of things and failing to give satisfaction to their hopes.”79 The early Christians had 

believed in a world in which “the disruption of social conditions seemed to them to be the 

necessary consequence of the advent of Christianity. The first would be last; from now 

on, in their eyes, such was to be the law in this world.”80 Donatism and its Circumcellion 

variant were simply the natural corollaries to such expectations.  

The influential Marxist philosopher Karl Kautsky agreed. In his 1908 work Der 

Ursprung des Christentums, Kautsky interpreted Circumcellionism as a proto-Marxist 

struggle against the nobility which hearkened back to the original message of the Gospel: 

“As in Galilee at the time of Christ, the peasant population of the fourth century in North 

Africa rose in desperation against their oppressors... As the Zealots had done before 

them, and probably the first adherents of Jesus as well, the Circumcelliones now gave 

these bands a goal, emancipation from all subjection. They boldly stood up in battle to 

the Imperial troops who, hand in hand with the Catholic priests, sought to suppress the 

                                                 
79 Jean Martroye, “Un Tentative de Revolution Sociale en Afrique, Donatistes et Circoncellions,” 

in Revue des Questions Historiques 32 (1904), 409: “l’Église catholique lui paraissait trahir sa cause, en 

s’accommodant de l’ordre de choses établi et en ne donnant pas satisfaction à ses espérances.” 

80 Ibid: “Le bouleversement des conditions sociales leur semblait la conséquence nécessaire de 

l’avènement du christianisme. Les premiers seront les derniers; telle devait, à leur sens, ètre désormais la 

loi en ce monde.” 
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uprising, which lasted for decades.”81 For such interpreters the struggle between Donatist 

and Caecilianist was subsumed into a larger dispute between a church that still remained 

cognizant to the radical social impulse of earliest Christianity – epitomized above all by 

the Circumcellions – and a church that had accommodated itself to the rich and powerful. 

 

An Apocalyptic Interpretation 

 

Brisson. While such analyses managed to successfully rehabilitate a religious 

element noticeably lacking in previous discussions, writers like Martroye and Kautsky 

tended to interpret the Circumcellion phenomenon as a vestige of early Christian 

communalism, a last expression of the radical commitment to social justice that had 

characterized Christianity’s earliest ages. A different interpretation of the nature of the 

relationship between Circumcellionism and Donatism may be found in the writings of the 

French scholar Jean-Paul Brisson. In his 1958 work Autonomisme et christianisme dans 

l’Afrique romaine,82 Brisson sought to determine what about the Donatist church had 

proven so attractive to the Circumcellion radicals. Like Thümmel, he believed that the 

origins of the Circumcellion movement could be found outside the Donatist communion. 

Not all “Circumcellions” were Donatist partisans; indeed Brisson, following Charles 

                                                 
81 Karl Kautsky, Foundations of Christianity, trans. Henry Mins (New York: Russell and Russell, 

1953), 389. Originally published as Der Ursprung des Christentums (Stuttgart: 1920), 482: “Wie in Galiläa 

zur Zeit Christi erhob sich im vierten Jahrhundert in Nordafrika die bäuerliche Bevölkerung voll 

Verzweiflung gegen ihre Unterdrücker... Wie ehedem die Zeloten und wahrscheinlich auch die ersten 

Anhänger Jesu gaben jetzt die Circumcellionen diesen Banden ein Ziel der Befreiung und der Abschüttlung 

jeglichen Joches. Mit äußerster Kühnheit stellten sie sich sogar den kaiserlichen Truppen zum Gefecht, die 

Hand in Hand mit katholischen Geistlichen den Aufstand niederzuwerfen suchten, der sich jahrzehntelang 

behauptete.” 

82 A substantial revision of his 1948 dissertation, Gloire et Misère de l’Afrique Chretienne (Paris, 

1948).  
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Saumagne,83 argued that the term had originally referred to a distinct class of migrant 

laborers unique to the North African agricultural landscape. The name had become 

synonymous with radical activism only after a failed social revolt in the 340s: “In a 

phenomenon rather easy to understand and still observed in our own times, the terror that 

these revolutionary leaders inspired was gradually extended to the whole social class to 

which they belonged – finally, one would simply say ‘the Circumcellions’ to designate 

them.”84  

Despite their disparate origins, however, by the age of Augustine the 

revolutionary fringe of the Circumcellion agricultural class had decisively embedded 

itself within the Donatist communion. In the eyes of their opponents, “Circumcellions” 

were not a separate social phenomenon, but a radical type of Donatist. Caecilianist 

bishops and clergy were legitimate – and well-publicized – targets. “It was easy, 

therefore,” as Brisson states, “for Catholic polemicists to confuse the schismatics with the 

rebels.”85  

But what was it about the Donatist church that so attracted the revolutionary edge 

of the Circumcellion movement? Like his predecessors, Brisson viewed Donatist 

theology as a relic of an earlier era. Theirs was the age of Tertullian, not Constantine: 

“Consciously or not,” Brisson argued, “the Donatists in their ecclesiology seem to have 

                                                 
83 Cf. Saumagne, “Ouvriers agricoles ou rôdeurs de celliers? Les Circoncellions d’Afrique,” in 

Annales d’histoire économique et sociale 6 (1934), 351-364.  

84 Jean-Paul Brisson, Autonomisme et christianisme, 343: “Par un phénomène aisé à comprendre et 

encore vérifiable de nos jours, la terreur qu’inspiraient ces meneurs révolutionnaires s’étendit peu à peu a 

l’ensemble de la classe sociale à laquelle ils appartenaient ; on finit par dire tout simplement ‘les 

circoncellions’ pour les désigner.” 

85 Ibid, 356: “Les polémistes catholiques n’avaient donc aucune peine à confondre dans un même 

mépris des schismatiques et des rebelles.” 
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remained faithful to the third century African in his dualistic conception of the world.”86 

Where Brisson parted company from earlier commentators, however, was in his belief 

that the primary expression of such a cosmic dualism lay in the realm of eschatology. 

Donatist animosity towards the Roman state and the church it supported did not represent 

a retention of the communalist element that had characterized early Christianity, but a 

millennialist expectation of the imminent downfall of the present world order and the 

establishment of a terrestrial Kingdom of God. Where Martroye or Kautsky’s 

Circumcellions looked to a heroic past to vindicate their social aspirations, Brisson’s 

looked towards an apocalyptic future.87 

To support this claim, Brisson appealed to the apocalyptic poetry of the enigmatic 

Latin poet Commodian, whom he portrayed as a fifth-century Donatist.88 In Commodian, 

Brisson believed he had found the key to the Circumcellion attachment to Donatism, for 

Commodian’s apocalyptic, indeed millenarian, visions were heavily tinged with social 

expectation. “Echoing the millenarian dreams of the second century in his account,” 

                                                 
86 Ibid, 377: “Consciemment ou non, les donatistes paraissent donc être resés fidèles au IIIe siècle 

african dans sa conception dualiste du monde comme dans son ecclésiologie.”  

87 The German Marxist historian Theodora Büttner appears to have independently postulated the 

existence of a Circumcellion political eschatology a year after the publication of Brisson’s Autonomisme et 

Christianisme, but attracted far less attention. For Büttner, Circumcellion agitation was best understood as 

an expression of early Christian apocalypticism: “The novelty of the Circumcellion movement can be seen 

in the strong social emphasis of its eschatological conception that the coming of the Kingdom of God was 

henceforth to be prepared for in this world.  The Agonists could not be put off any longer, but actively 

sought to help the afflicted as the avengers of social inequality in order to prepare for the victory of the 

‘Sancti’ on earth.” (“Das Neue an der Bewegung der Circumcellionen wird dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß 

die stark sozial betonte eschatologische Konzeption von dem Kommen des Reiches Gottes nunmehr bereits 

in der diesseitigen Welt vorbereitet wurde. Die Agonisten ließen sich nicht länger vertrösten, sondern 

versuchten, aktiv den Bedrßängten als Rächer für alle sozialen Ungerechtigkeiten zu helfen, um damit den 

Sieg der “Sancti” auf Erden vorzubereiten.” (“Die Circumcellionen: eine sozial-religiöse Bewegung,” in 

Theodora Büttner and Ernst Werner (eds), Circumcellionen und Adamiten. Zwei Formen mittelalterlicher 

Haeresie (Berlin, 1959), 49) 

88 Cf. Brisson, Autonomisme et christianisme, 394: “Du moins, n’y a-t-il pas trop 

d’invraisemblance à chercher parmi les ultimes défenseurs d’un donatisme encore combatif la place de 

Commodien.”  
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Brisson wrote, Commodian “imagines the resurrection of the dead: the righteous, those 

who have suffered on this earth, will be resurrected in order to enjoy a thousand years of 

earthly happiness previously denied them” – evidence, he noted, of Commodian’s close 

association between “poverty” and “righteousness”89 – while “all those who had held 

high positions in society would also rise – but to serve as slaves to ‘the saints’ during the 

same millennium before being thrown into eternal fire.”90 “These perspectives ought to 

clearly remind us of something,” he contended:  

We have already encountered this desire to put slaves in the place of masters and 

vice-versa; we know that in the fourth century the “leaders of the saints” were 

very close to carrying it out. Does not Commodian’s eschatological hope fit well 

within the evolutionary trajectory which rallied the day laborers of Numidia to 

Donatism in their revolt against misery? Does not the unbridled imagination of 

the poet permit us to catch a glimpse of the profound mobility which transformed 

victims of economic oppression into fanatical members of a religious sect?91 

 

The Donatist expectation of an imminent millennial reign in which all socio-

economic balances of power would shift, exemplified above all in the apocalyptic poetry 

of Commodian, thus explains Circumcellion attachment to the cause. “Donatism,” 

Brisson stated, “offered to the Circumcellions an image of a Christian tradition in which 

the princes and the rich were only demonic instruments with whom the true faithful of 

                                                 
89 Ibid, 398: “Bien qu’il ne l’affirme nulle part explicitement, tout laisse supposer qu’il y avait 

équivalence dans son esprit entre les ‘saints’ et les pauvres.” 

90 Ibid. The passage in full: “Reprenant à son compte les rêveries millénaristes du IIe siècle, il 

imagine la résurrection des morts: les justes, ceux qui auront souffert sur cette terre, ressusciteront pour joir 

pendant mille ans du bonheur terrestre qui leur a été refusé auparavant; pendant ce temps, les grands, les 

gens d’une illustre naissance, les nobles, tous ceux qui auront exercé de hautes fonctions dans la société, 

ressusciteront aussi, mais pour servir d’esclaves aux ‘saints’ pendant le même milénaire, en attendant d’être 

jetés au feu éternal.” 

91 Ibid, 399: “Ces perspectives nous rappellent assurément quelque chose: nous connaissons déjà 

ce désir de mettre les esclaves à la place des maîtres et inversement; nous savons qu’au IVe siècle les ‘chefs 

des saints’ furent bien près de réaliser. L’espérance eschatologique de Commodien ne viendrait-elle pas 

s’inscrire dans la ligne d’évolution qui rallia au donatisme les journaliers de Numidie dans leur révolte 

contre la misère? L’imagination effrénée du poète ne nous laisserait-elle pas entrevoir le mobile profond 

qui fit des victimes d’une oppression économique les fanatiques d’une secte religieuse?” 
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Christ should have nothing in common.”92 Millenarian theology provided the 

Circumcellion revolution with the ideological basis it lacked, offering religious sanction 

to an originally secular social revolt.93 “We can understand quite well, therefore,” he 

concludes, “how the popular agitation that shook African society in the fourth century 

could avail itself of religious perspectives similar to those of which Commodian has 

become our interpreter.”94 

We shall discuss Brisson’s distinctive portrait of Commodian as a fifth-century 

Donatist apocalyptic poet in greater detail in Appendix A. Here, we may remark that to a 

certain extent, it is possible to characterize his portrait of a Donatist communion locked 

within third-century apocalyptic expectations as a variant of the “Archaic” model 

discussed above. In their critical review of Autonomisme et christianisme, for instance, 

Michel Meslin and Pierre Hadot would dismiss Brisson’s Donatists as “confined in a 

sterile anachronism,” fiercely but futilely maintaining “an outdated tradition of separation 

                                                 
92 Ibid: “Le donatisme offrait aux circoncellions l’image d’une tradition chrétienne pour laquelle 

les princes et les riches n’étaient que des instruments du démon avec qui le vrai fidèle du Christ ne doit rien 

avoir de commun.”  

93 Cf Brisson, Autonomisme et christianisme, 378: “By rebelling against the great proprietary 

owners, the Circumcellions expressed in their own way the refusal required of the faithful Christian against 

siding with enemy powers. Victims of economic oppression, they would naturally elide the sociological 

dualism which opposed them to their creditors with the cosmic dualism to which Tertullian committed the 

Christian. In its faithfulness to its roots Donatism offered the Circumcellion revolt the basis that it had 

lacked.” (“En se rebellant contre les grands propriétaires fonciers, les circoncellions exprimaient ä leur 

manière le refus exigé par la fidélité chrétienne, de pactiser avec les puissances ennemies. Victimes d’une 

oppression économique, ils faisaient tout naturellement coïncider le dualisme sociologique qui les opposait 

à leurs créanciers avec le dualisme cosmique dans lequel Tertullien engageait le chrétien. Par sa fidélité à 

cette conception, le donatisme offrait à la révolte des circoncellions la base qui lui manquait.”)  

94 Ibid, 410: “On comprend assez bien dès lors comment l’impatience populaire qui ébranla la 

société africaine du IVe siècle put se réclamer de perspectives religieuses analogues à celles dont 

Commodien s’est fait l’interprète. 
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of church from state.”95 I submit, however, that this is a mischaracterization of Brisson’s 

true portrait of the Donatist movement. While Brisson certainly argued for a certain 

ressourcement of second and third-century theology on the part of the Donatist leadership 

which implied a conscious rejection of the Constantinian state, such a move was anything 

but “outdated.” It was in fact a deliberate stratagem, a tactical approach that in the short 

term allowed the dissident communion to thrive in the face of Caecilianist opposition. By 

its acceptance of Imperial protection, Caecilianism had become identified with the ruling 

classes, “progressively bound to those in power and the high classes of society.”96 Within 

North Africa, therefore, Donatism became known as a “Church of the Poor,” the 

communion of preference for the downtrodden masses. The so-called “anachronistic” 

element within the dissident communion proved in fact the primary reason for its 

continued attraction. 

 

Frend. With or without its Commodianic element, Brisson’s apocalyptic portrayal 

of a Circumcellion movement which received its telos from a union between apocalyptic 

fervor and social discontent resonated with later historians of the Donatist movement. 

Within the Anglophone world, it would receive its greatest popularization through the 

work of the English ecclesiastical historian W. H. C. Frend. Frend had not always viewed 

the Circumcellion movement in an apocalyptic light. His magnum opus The Donatist 

Church for instance, published several years prior to Brisson’s Autonomisme et 

christianisme, is noticeably devoid of any “millenarian” interpretation of the radical sect, 

                                                 
95 Michel Meslin and Pierre Hadot, “A propos du Donatisme...” in Archives de sociologie des 

Religions, 2.4 (Jul-Dec. 1957), 146: “les donatistes se cantonnaient dans un anachronisme stérile. Ils 

maintenaient, farouchement, une tradition périmée de séparation de l’Eglise et de l’Etat.” 

96 Ibid: “Le catholicisme africain liait progressivement ses intérêts à ceux du pouvoir et des hautes 

classes de la société.”  
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despite his shared belief in its socio-religious orientation.97 Frend’s initial review of 

Autonomisme et christianisme, however, was glowing.98 While he would surreptitiously 

discard Brisson’s idiosyncratic hypothesis regarding Commodian’s home communion,99 

Frend’s views concerning the apocalyptic tendencies of the Circumcellions appear to 

undergo a decisive evolution at this point.  

By 1967, we come across a revised portrait of Donatism within Frend’s writings 

which emphasizes its “apocalyptic fervour” in a way unattested in The Donatist 

Church.100 The heart of the dissident movement for Frend now lay in the average 

Donatist’s appropriation of an “apocalyptic view of the relation of church to world,” an 

outlook “deeply influenced by the hard facts of his daily life” – a repackaging of 

Brisson’s thesis.101 The enigmatic Circumcellion phenomenon had also undergone 

significant retooling. Frend had always defined the Circumcellions as “religious 

fanatics... fighting against clearly defined economic grievances.”102 Now, however, that 

religious allegiance was channeled into millenarian expectation. Far from being an 

autonomous rural revolution which had opportunistically (and imperfectly) allied with the 

                                                 
97 Cf. Frend’s characterization of the Circumcellions in The Donatist Church (1952), 171-177. 

Donatist Church does not mention Donatist eschatological themes. 

98 W. H. C. Frend, “Review of Autonomisme et Christianisme dans l’Afrique Romaine de Septime 

Sévère àl’Invasion Vandale by Jean-Paul Brisson” in The Journal of Roman Studies, 49.1-2 (1959), 172: 

“This is an excellent book...” 

99 Ibid, 173. In his review, Frend would decisively reject Brisson’s hypothesis under the guise of 

praise: “Commodian is freed from scholarly but inhibiting discussion about his date and place of birth, and 

placed firmly within the context of this movement of Western Christian thought. From the ample and 

profound study which Brisson has devoted to him one can grasp at once that the characteristic tenets of the 

Donatists were by no means confined to Africa.” Despite its commendation, the sentiment expressed is 

diametrically opposed to Brisson’s actual thesis.  

100 Frend, “The Ecology of the Early Christianities,” 25.  

101 Ibid, 26.  

102 Frend, Donatist Church, 173, 172.  
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dissident communion, Frend portrayed Circumcellionism as a dark corollary to the 

Donatist mentality,103 the natural end-product of a communion “whose members lived in 

a world of prophetic and apocalyptic hopes.”104 The radical movement also served as a 

potent reminder of the sociological effects of religious conviction, “visible proof that the 

popular quest for the millennium and the rule of the saints and martyrs of the church 

could also involve overturning existing social structures on earth.”105 

 

Later Assessments 

Circumcellions as millenarian revolutionaries have proven adaptable specters: 

since his (or her – Augustine is clear that the Circumcellion movement included both 

men and women106) initial appearance in Brisson and Frend’s accounts, the apocalyptic 

Circumcellion has become a staple in both popular and academic literature dealing with 

the Donatist communion. Paul Johnson, for instance, in his popular book A History of 

Christianity, straightforwardly defines the Circumcellions as “millenarians who saw the 

idea of a revived eschatology as an occasion for settling scores on earth first.”107 For C. 

R. Whittaker, they serve as the premier examples of a latent social dissatisfaction in late 

                                                 
103 Frend, “The Christian Period in Mediterranean Africa,” 472: Circumcellions “represented in an 

extreme state the apocalyptic hopes of rural North African Christianity.” 

104 W. H. C. Frend, “‘And I have other sheep’ – John 10:16,” 31. He continues: “With the 

Donatists, apocalyptic conviction took the form of violence towards landowners and the rich in general, as 

representatives of the present (Satan-dominated) age.” 

105 W. H. C. Frend, “Popular Religion and Christological Controversy in the Fifth Century,” in 

Popular Belief and Practice, edited by G. J. Cumming and D. Baker (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1971), 20.  

106 Augustine, Contra Epistulam Permeniani 2.3.6; Contra litteras Petiliani 2.88.195. 

107 Johnson, A History of Christianity, 84.  
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antiquity, capable of expressing itself only in apocalyptic language.108 Rosemary Radford 

Ruether, on the other hand, subsumes Circumcellion agitation into Donatism itself: “in 

Donatism the old political theology of the Zealots, which translated apocalypticism into a 

militant national liberation movement, once more briefly flowered.”109 She is paralleled 

here by Reinaldo Román, who portrays the Donatist communion as nothing less than a 

vampiric entity which “fed on the destruction in their ranks because ‘in the very 

afflictions descending upon them, the millenarians recognized the long-awaited 

“messianic woes”: and the conviction gave them a new militancy.’”110 

In the most recent formulation of the thesis, the Italian historian Remo Cacitti 

identifies Circumcellion violence as a mystical precapitulation of the coming apocalypse. 

While their Caecilianist opponents unsurprisingly labeled them as terrorists who 

masochistically exulted in the downfall of the Roman world, for Cacitti they were 

something more. By “translating into action the historical examples of prophetic 

restoration of justice in defense of the poor and the liberation of slaves,” Cacitti’s 

Circumcellions participated in a “historical anticipation” of the future Day of the Lord.111 

                                                 
108 C. R. Whittaker, Frontiers of the Roman Empire: A Social and Economic Study (Baltimore, 

John Hopkins University Press, 1994), 278: “Rural movements, frequently millenarian in aim (like the 

Circumcellions), but without trace of real political objectives.” Note the insightful critique given by Lesley 

Dossey, Peasant and Empire in Christian North Africa (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 

2010), 173-174.  

109 Rosemary Radford Ruether, “Augustine and Christian Political Theology,” 257. 

110 Reinaldo Román, “Christian Themes: Mainstream Traditions and Millenarian Violence” in 

Millennialism and Violence, edited by Michael Barkun (Portland: Frank Cass, 1996), 58. Román is here 

requoting a passage from Norman Cohn’s Pursuit of the Millennium, albeit not originally about 

Circumcellionism. See also Thomas Robbins, “The Sources of Volatility in Religious Movements”: 

“Conspicuously violent sects in history have also tended to manifest apocalyptic expectations of an 

approaching final End, as instanced by the self-immolating Russian Old Believers in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, the early Mormons, the extremist Circumcellion Fringe of the Donatist ‘Church of 

Martyrs’ in North Africa in late antiquity, and the radical Anabaptists.” 

111 Remo Cacitti, Furiosa Turba: I fondamenti religiosi dell’eversione sociale, della dissidenza 

politica e della contestazione ecclesiale dei Circoncellioni d’Africa (Milan: Edizioni Biblioteca 
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They showed which way their allegiance would lie in the coming eschatological war by 

prophetically acting out the role they would be called upon to play, their “anarchic 

violence” ritualistically pre-enacting the establishment of the millennial kingdom.112 For 

Cacitti, they are in fact the premier examples of the “revolutionary millenarian” type 

described by Norman Cohn in his Pursuit of the Millennium.113  

Thus the Donatists, or rather their Circumcellion penumbrae, became social 

revolutionaries, millennial harbingers dedicated to bringing about an apocalyptic 

alternative to the wretched misère of their own era. Within such a socio-economic 

interpretation, the “anachronistic” tendencies that allegedly characterized the Donatist 

communion are not stigmatized as antiquated relics of a bygone age. The Donatist 

apocalyptic preoccupation and its self-proclaimed status as the “Church of the Poor” are 

                                                                                                                                                 
francescana, 2006), 139: “They set out to reclaim the role of subversive biblical violence, translating into 

action the historical instances of the prophetic restoration of justice in defense of the poor and the liberation 

of slaves... What even Israel had never been able to celebrate – the Jubilee – or what in the Gospels will be 

the missionary project of Jesus of Nazareth himself (cf. Luke 4.16-21), the Circumcellions will seek to 

carry out in Africa: armed with clubs which evoked the night-time struggle between Jacob and Yahweh, 

they believed in the possibility of a historical anticipation of a utopia achieved through the agony of 

martyrdom, a Day of the Lord which is already prophesied in the apocalypses of the New Testament in the 

colors of blood and tears.” (“Essi si proposero di rivendicare il ruolo eversivo della violenza biblica, 

traducendo nell’agire storico l’istanza profetica del ristabilimento della giustizia, nella difesa dei poveri e 

nella liberazione degli schiavi... Quello che neppure Israele era riuscito mai a celebrare, ovvero il Giubileo 

che, nei Vangeli, costituirà il progetto missionario dello stesso Gesù di Nazareth (cfr. Luke 4.16-21), i 

Circoncellioni s’impegnano a realizzare in Africa: armati del bastone che evoca la lotta notturna di 

Giacobbe con Jahwe, essi ebbero fede nell’utopia di una possibile anticipazione storica, attraverso l’agone 

martiriale, del Giorno del Signore, che già le apocalissi neotestamentarie profetizzano nei colori del sangue 

e del pianto.”) 

112 Ibid, 140.  

113 Ibid, 142: “The establishment of divine justice, that is, the object of the Jubilee, summons the 

believer in eminent order to the role that he must perform at the outbreak of the eschatological war. There 

is no doubt that, for the Circumcellions, this involved, in keeping with a trend which might have Qumran at 

its matrix, the need for gripping the club and lining up under the banner of God in order to merit the reward 

of the Kingdom, in which the biblical utopia can finally find its historical realization.” (“L’ instaurazione 

della giustizia divina, che costituisce l’obiettivo del Giubileo, interpella il credente in ordine 

eminentemente al ruolo che egli deve assolvere allo scatenarsi della guerra escatologica: non vi è dubbio 

che, per i Circoncellioni, esso comporti – nel solco di una tradizione che potrebbe avere Qumran come 

matrice – l’esigenza d’impugnare il bastone, in una prospettiva autenticamente martiriale, per schierarsi 

sotto le insegne di Dio, al fine di meritare la ricompensa del Regno, in cui l’utopia biblica può finalmente 

trovare una sua realizzazione storica.”) 
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not evidence of archaism but a tactical move used to great polemical effect against their 

Caecilianist adversaries, whose alliance with the Constantinian state had rendered them 

vulnerable.  

 

The Revisionist Approach: Immanent Apocalypse 

  If a socio-economic interpretation of Circumcellionism (and Donatism proper) 

has maintained a steady following, its core characterization of the North African 

movement as a militantly apocalyptic sect has not gone unchallenged. Near the end of the 

twentieth century, a new academic trend emerged, one that attempted to interact in more 

detail with the theological arguments and exegetical strategies of the Donatist church. We 

begin to see an awareness of the extent to which Caecilianist polemic about their Donatist 

opponents had informed previous assessments of the movement’s theological stance, and 

a new emphasis on recovering the lost lines of Donatist exegesis. Such a new-found 

“hermeneutic of suspicious retrieval,” in Maureen Tilley’s words,114 naturally questioned 

the received view of Donatism as an intransigent apocalyptic sect, a portrait that looked 

far more like Caecilianist caricature than an accurate reflection of the ancient 

communion.  

 

Pamela Bright 

One of the first beneficiaries of this new climate was the ever-enigmatic 

Tyconius. In her work The Book of Rules of Tyconius: Its Purpose and Inner Logic, the 

first attempt since Monceaux’ to attempt to map the theological terrain of the Donatist 

exegete, Pamela Bright accepted the traditional portrait of the Donatist church as a 

                                                 
114 Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 1.  
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“world-denying apocalyptic community – a holy remnant waiting for the vindication of 

their fidelity and the imminent consummation of the world.”115 The average Donatist 

could and did view Caecilianist persecution “as a sign that the last days were upon the 

earth... soon the faithful remnant would be sealed for victory.”116 But Tyconius, for 

Bright, was no ordinary Donatist. Innovative and subversive, he radically deconstructed 

traditional Donatist apocalyptic exegesis by introducing the concept of a “spiritual” 

interpretation of Scripture. Bright explains:  

What he meant by spiritual interpretation was that the Spirit, the Author of 

Scripture, reveals present spiritual realities rather than the shape of future 

eschatological events. Tyconius’ fellow Donatists were indeed suffering 

persecution at the hands of fellow Christians, one of the signs of the “End Times,” 

but the revelation of the Spirit in Scripture is not about the destruction that awaits 

those persecutors roused up by the Antichrist... The prophetic denunciations speak 

of “spiritual” death and destruction that is already present in the Church. Tyconius 

claims that Scripture speaks of the present reality of sin – the “mystery of evil” at 

work in the Church – rather than of the cataclysms of the end times which will be 

visible to all.117 

 

Such a “spiritual” interpretation – elsewhere referred to as typological exegesis or by 

Tyconius as “recapitulation,” interpreted apocalyptic prophecies as inherently multivalent 

in scope. While their ultimate fulfillment lay far in the uncertain future, they were 

capable of casting shadows back in time, precapitulations of their final fulfillment. In this 

way Tyconius could both incorporate and subvert traditional Donatist claims to be living 

in an eschatological age. Bright, for example, quotes one such instance in the Liber 

regularum: “Often, too, recapitulations... appear as a likeness of what is to come, as when 

the Lord says, ‘When you see what was mentioned in the prophet Daniel, then let those in 

                                                 
115 Pamela Bright, The Book of Rules of Tyconius: Its Purpose and Inner Logic (Notre Dame, IN: 

Notre Dame Press, 1988), 165.  

116 Ibid, 18-19. 

117 Ibid, 9-10.   
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Judea take flight to the mountains,’ and goes on to speak of the end. But what Daniel 

mentioned is happening now in Africa, and not at the time of the end.”118 As Bright 

notes, such views made Tyconius unwelcome within either communion: “Neither the 

Donatist party with their apocalyptic-style vision of a pure remnant awaiting the 

vindication of the end-times, nor the Catholic party, their orthodoxy bolstered up by 

Imperial forces, could take much consolation from such arguments.”119  

For Bright, however, Tyconius emerges as the hero of the fourth century. 

Rejecting the stale and moribund apocalyptic exegesis of his own community, he boldly 

proclaimed a vibrant new exegetical vision that transcended the Donatist-Caecilianist 

divide. The coming judgment was no longer imminent, it was immanent: rather than a 

promise of future vindication, it was a present call to repentance.120 Bright’s work thus 

offers us an illuminating portrayal of Tyconius the exegete. It does, however, come at 

considerable cost to the Donatist communion itself, as the North African movement 

appears only as a backdrop, a necessary foil in order to better highlight the uniqueness of 

Tyconian exegesis.  

 

 

 

                                                 
118 Tyconius, Liber regularum, 6 in William Babcock, Tyconius: The Book of Rules (Atlanta, GA: 

Scholar’s Press, 1989), 111 (Babcock, 110: “Aliquotens autem ... recapitulationes... futurae similitudines, 

sicut Dominus dicit: Cum videritis quod dictum est per Danihelem prophetam, tunc qui in Iudaea sunt 

fugiant in montes, et inducit finem. Quod autem Danihel dixit in Africa geritur, neque in eodem tempore 

finis.”) Quoted in Bright, The Book of Rules of Tyconius, 80.   

119 Bright, Book of Rules of Tyconius, 82.  

120 Ibid, 183: “There is a shift from the ‘then’ of the Judgment to the ‘now’ of the Church, and a 

shift from the apocalyptic intent of comfort and encouragement to a persecuted church fixing its gaze on 

the coming Lord to the pastoral urgency of calling all the members to the life and resurrection begun in 

their baptism.” 
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Paula Fredriksen 

A more nuanced discussion of the Donatist movement’s apocalyptic sensibilities 

in relation to Tyconius may be found in a sequence of articles by the social historian 

Paula Fredriksen. Like Bright, Fredriksen does not question the received view of 

Donatism as a millennialist phenomenon.121 However, she challenges the assumption that 

such an adherence marked the movement out as especially unique within the world of late 

antiquity. A certain “uncomplicated millenarianism,” she notes, was endemic throughout 

the general populace, whether Donatist or Caecilianist.122 What made Donatist 

eschatology unique was not the mere presence of millenialist themes – a recurring feature 

of the North African theological landscape – but rather the joining of those themes with 

anti-Caecilianist rhetoric.123 

For Fredriksen, such a milieu makes the exegetical revolution launched by 

Tyconius “yet more striking” – for “he stands apart both from the earlier Western 

apocalyptic tradition and from the predisposition of his own party.”124 Fredriksen’s 

assessment forcefully portrays Tyconius as an anti-apocalyptic nonconformist, 

                                                 
121 Paula Fredriksen, “Tyconius and the End of the World,” 71: “But in that seat of fundamentalist 

Western Christianity, in Africa, little had changed for the Donatists. The Emperor, the ally of the traditor 

clergy, and the Empire, were still the enemy. The African Church, now preserved, as they saw it, only in 

Donatism, could continue to be the Church of the martyrs, enduring imperial persecution and legal 

harassment. Before the beast of Rome, the Donatist still witnessed to his faith.” 

122 Cf. Paula Fredriksen, “Apocalypse and Redemption,” 156. 

123 Fredriksen points out that millenarian expectation within Western Christianity continued long 

after the demise of the Donatist church: “Even after the year 500/6000 slips past, allusions to active 

millenarian expectation, popular and clerical, glimmer in our problematic sources. ‘False christs’ appear 

and gather followings; Western chronographers nervously recast the global time-table as the recalculated 

year 6000 draws near; rustici importune more learned clerics for the age of the world, the better to know 

when it will end; famine, earthquakes, and assorted terrestrial and celestial disturbances continue to send 

people into a panic. Such movements continue throughout the Middle Ages and on into the modern period” 

(“Apocalypse and Redemption,” 167).  

124 Fredriksen, “Tyconius and the End of the World,” 72. 
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intentionally undermining not only the apocalyptic presuppositions of his Donatist 

compatriots, but the momentum of western eschatological thought as a whole.125 It was 

his idiosyncratic appeal to typological exegesis which allowed him to do this: “By so 

complicating the biblical text, Tyconius gained a way to approach some of its most 

unabashedly apocalyptic and millenarian passages head-on, affirming their historical 

significance while obscuring their eschatological value.”126 Typological exegesis made it 

possible for Tyconius to simultaneously affirm the future instantiation of eschatological 

texts – “the Son of Man really will arrive seated at the right hand of power and coming on 

the clouds of heaven,” “Gog and the ‘mystery of lawlessness’ really will be revealed in 

time of persecution” – and yet at the same deflect their properly apocalyptic referent 

away from the present age: Bright’s “immanent apocalypticism” restated.127 

Like Bright, Fredriksen argues that Tyconius did not have an imminent end in 

mind when crafting his innovative exegetical method. Quite the opposite: “the vivid 

eschatological images” that appear throughout the Liber regularum and the Expositio 

Apocalypseos “he thoroughly de-eschatologizes, seeing in them not prophecies of the End 

but symbolic descriptions of the present.”128 Such an assessment of Tyconius is, of 

course, very different from the portrait painted by the late antique and early medieval 

appropriators of Tyconius’ Expositio Apocalypseos, not to mention the previous 

                                                 
125 Fredriksen, “Apocalypse and Redemption,” 157: “Tyconius championed a typological reading 

of this text that avoided the ahistoricism of allegory while insisting, against earlier Western apocalyptic 

commentary in general and the temperament and traditions of African Christianity, especially Donatism, in 

particular, that the time of the End and the identity of the saved could in no way be known.” 

126 Ibid, 158.  

127 Ibid.  

128 Fredriksen, “Tyconius and the End of the World,” 72.  
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assessments of Hahn and Monceaux. It is the cause of some irritation to Fredriksen, who 

laments:  

Tyconius, in his preface to the Liber, calls his exegetical principles “mysticae,” 

and argues specifically that the time of the End can neither be calculated nor 

deduced. His own disclaimer notwithstanding, modern scholars have nonetheless 

held both that Tyconius was the source of the later Catholic antimillenarian 

Apocalypse commentaries and that he himself expected the End in his own 

lifetime.129 

 

Fredriksen regards such an interpretation as fundamentally incoherent, the product of an 

early misreading of the Liber regularum which then seeped into “a near-century of 

authoritative scholarship.”130 In her view, Tyconius’ citation of such eschatological 

“calculations” is much more subversive: “exegetically, he has them serve quite a different 

end, and in so doing very often exorcises their original eschatological content. Indeed, 

this could be one of his major purposes for citing them.”131 Fredriksen thus claims that 

historians have substantially missed the measure of the Donatist theologian when they 

portray him with one foot in the anti-millennialist camp, the other among the date-setters, 

consigning him to “a sort of half-way house” between his grave and inflexible Donatist 

compatriots and the soaring exegetical works of the mature Augustine.132  

 

 

                                                 
129 Fredriksen, “Apocalypse and Redemption,” 176, note 43. I have been unable to substantiate 

Paula Fredriksen’s claim that Tyconius anywhere denies that the End can be calculated. It certainly does 

not appear in the preface to the Liber regularum. Part of the difficulty is that Fredriksen consistently 

conflates “millennialism” with “apocalypticism,” which would indeed make it logically untenable for an 

anti-millenarian to expect an imminent end. As the case of Jerome – a virulent anti-millennialist and yet 

quite prepared to believe that Rome’s apocalyptic fall was drawing near – shows, the two concepts are not 

as interrelated as she assumes.  

130 Ibid. 

131 Fredriksen, “Tyconius and the End of the World,” 66.  

132 Ibid, 74-75.  
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Maureen Tilley 

So far, then, what we have seen from those I have called “revisionists” may be 

characterized as an attempt to wrest the Donatist theologian Tyconius from the archaic 

eschatology of an intransigent communion. Neither Bright nor Fredriksen dispute that 

Donatism retained a heavily apocalyptic element, though Fredriksen does attempt to 

normativize it as an expression of a tendency endemic to the wider world of late 

antiquity. Maureen Tilley, on the other hand, argues that Tyconius’ anti-apocalyptic 

exegesis is not an anomaly within his own communion, but rather evidence of a wider 

reinterpretation of apocalyptic texts by Donatist theologians of the late fourth century.    

In Tilley’s view, the “standard portrait” of Donatism dominant among previous 

authors – “a monolithic, apocalyptic community of pure Christians seeking 

martyrdom”133 is quite simply a sign that Caecilianist polemic has been all too successful. 

The polemical role that such a caricature played in the writings of Augustine is well 

appreciated: “Of course it was in the interest of Catholic propagandists... to characterize 

Donatists as intransigent apocalyptic traditionalists”!134 For Tilley, as for Bright and 

Fredriksen before her, terms like “millenarian” or “apocalyptic” are synonymous with 

“fanatical” or “moribund”: to characterize Donatism as an apocalyptic phenomenon 

fatally undermines a dynamic, adaptive interpretation of the movement.  

In interpreting Donatist apocalypticism in this way, Tilley is dependent upon the 

three previous approaches to the North African movement we have covered thus far. 

From Augustine’s accusation of insania to the characterization of Donatist eschatology as 

                                                 
133 Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 8.  

134 Ibid, 53 (Italics mine).  
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“archaic” or “pre-Constantinian” in scope, the Donatist interaction with eschatology has 

been construed as evidence of a stolid attachment to the norms of an earlier era, of a 

movement incapable of coping with, to use the title of one of Tilley’s chapters, “new 

times, new ecclesiologies.” Even the socio-economic approach, which, as we have seen, 

emphasizes the tactical significance of eschatological exegesis within the Donatist 

narrative, still characterizes the appeal to apocalypticism as in some way anachronistic. In 

order to offer a new portrayal of the Donatist movement as an adaptive, dynamic 

movement, such characterizations must be jettisoned. In her work The Bible in Christian 

North Africa, Tilley therefore claims that her portrait of Donatism “is not the traditional 

one of a static, martyr-bound, millennialist movement, but one that shows the movement 

responding to the larger world in a variety of ways over the course of its history.”135 

She accomplishes this task in two ways. First, The Bible in Christian North Africa 

is narrated chronologically rather than by theme in order to show that Donatist theology 

evolved significantly throughout the years of its existence: any initial apocalyptic 

sympathies, Tilley claims, “faded in intensity” as the Donatist church realized that its 

experience of intermittent persecution was part of a long-term reality, not a short and 

bitter struggle.136 Donatist primary sources such as the Passio Maximiani et Isaac 137 or 

                                                 
135 Ibid, 175.  

136 Cf. Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 63: “Eschatological language, which had figured so 

heavily in the pre-Donatist martyr stories, faded in intensity. Donatists quickly learned that persecution by 

Christians was a different beast from the oppression of the pre-Constantinian era.” A similar statement 

appears on page 54: “Eschatological motifs employed the Bible to support the martyrs’ perseverance before 

312. But now that Donatists no longer expected a speedy end to persecution, these motifs faded, as 

Donatists learned how to deal with long-term persecution.” 

137 A point that has engendered some controversy. In Bible in Christian North Africa, Tilley 

claims that martyrdom narratives such as the Passion of Maximian and Isaac or the Martyrdom of 

Marculus deliberately downplay apocalyptic motifs: “By this time, it must have been clear to the Donatists 

that the state had been and was going to continue to be allied with the Catholic party for some time to 

come. Under these circumstances, it is no wonder that eschatology played an even smaller role in the 
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the Liber genealogus138 are thus purged of their alleged apocalyptic implications. Instead, 

Donatism adopted a theme more suitable for a communion that no longer expected 

imminent vindication: the motif of the gathered assembly or “collecta” of Israel, “the 

people of God travelling in a strange land in which they were tempted to idolatry.”139 

In order to narrate such a development, Tilley turns, like Bright and Fredriksen, to 

the “immanent apocalyptic” exegesis of Tyconius. Unlike her predecessors, however, she 

contends that his exegetical strategy is representative of Donatist hermeneutics as a 

whole. The use of “the language of eschatological terror to apply to the present” or the 

reorientation of apocalyptic texts to reflect an immanent rather than imminent apocalypse 

is thus characterized as “a very Donatist way” to exegete the Bible.140 Whatever rift 

divided the maverick theologian Tyconius from Parmenian, primate of the Donatist 

movement throughout the second half of the fourth century, it did not hinge upon a 

                                                                                                                                                 
Donatist stories of 346 through 348 than it had in the period leading up to 321. Unlike the stories from the 

earlier part of the century, these did not present models of suffering and death or of champions who looked 

forward to the Last Days.” In his review of Tilley’s translation of these acta, however, Mark Humphries 

criticizes such an approach: “There are occasional lapses on points of detail. In the Passio S. Marculi, T. 

seems to have missed the tone of the narrative, which is deeply imbued with biblical, indeed, apocalyptic 

imagery.” (“Review of Donatist Martyr Stories: The Church in Conflict in Roman North Africa by M. A. 

Tilley” in The Classical Review 49.1 (1999), 85).  

138 Tilley’s interaction with the apocalyptic motifs permeating Liber genealogus is complex. On 

the one hand, she portrays its Donatist editors as making a conscious choice to minimize eschatological 

speculation: “during the period from 405 to the Vandal invasion, Donatist chroniclers could differentiate 

‘real persecution,’ the formative events of their history, from later oppression. There should be no mistake: 

the recording of current events as the precursors of the eschaton was definitely over. Even in the face of 

imperial proscription under the Edicts of Unity in 405, amid the persecution after the Conference of 

Carthage, and in the face of the Vandal invasion, the editors did not add to the horrors of the chronicle nor 

did they succumb to the temptation of apocalyptic millennialism” (Bible in Christian North Africa, 144). 

On the other hand, she does admit on page 153 that the edition of 438 “took more seriously Victorinus’ 

other possible referents for the beast, including Antemus, perhaps a Romanized version of Anthemos, the 

praetorian prefect who persecuted John Chrysostom; and Genseric, that is, Gaiseric, the leader of the 

Vandals. Since the Vandals were moving across Mauretania and Numidia toward Carthage as the text was 

being re-edited, the interpretation was a most attractive one,” adding the illuminating caveat, “even the 

Catholics might have resorted to millennialist interpretations of the invasion.” 

139 Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 65.  

140 Ibid, 108.  
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fundamental difference in eschatological interpretation. Parmenian himself appears as a 

practitioner of the type of typological exegesis characteristic of Tyconius; indeed, Tilley 

claims, it was Parmenian, not Tyconius, who first “supplied a reason why people should 

join the growing Donatist movement immediately. Although Catholics pushed judgment 

and, consequently, the hour of decision far into the future, to the end of the world, 

whenever that might be, under Parmenian, Donatists insisted that the present was of 

prime importance by applying eschatological texts to the present.”141  

Seen in this light, Tyconius becomes the premier example of an immanentizing 

tendency already present within the Donatist communion rather than an idiosyncratic 

outlier.142 Only if Donatist theology is systematically cleansed of any trace of an appeal 

to an immanent apocalypticism can it be taken seriously as an adaptive, progressive 

movement.  

 

Conclusion 

Aside from the Augustinian portrayal of Donatist apocalyptic exegesis as a kind 

of insania, each of the approaches surveyed above offer helpful insights for my project. 

What I have called the “archaic” approach, for instance, emphasizes the fact that 

eschatological expectations were more central to the Donatist communion than 

previously supposed, while the socio-economic interpretation rightly recognized the 

Donatist appeal to apocalyptic vindication as a successful polemical tactic. The 

                                                 
141 Ibid, 111-112. Tilley offers several examples of what she considers an “immanentizing” 

exegetical technique in Parmenian’s writings on pages 107-112. We shall assess the validity of such an 

interpretation in Chapter Five.   

142 Tilley credits him with furnishing “a way for Donatists to justify the application to the present 

of texts that their opponents would relegate to the end of the world. He kept the movement from falling 

over the flat edge of the world of millennialism.” Indeed, it becomes rather difficult in this reading to 

understand the circumstances of Tyconius’ ultimate excommunication from the Donatist communion.  
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revisionists, on the other hand, remind us that Donatism was a dynamic, adaptive 

phenomenon. Nevertheless, all of the approaches discussed above are united by a 

common assumption: that the existence of a vibrant apocalyptic theology within 

Donatism betrays an element of anachronism inherent to the North African communion. 

Ironically, this presupposition may be traced back to Augustine himself. For the bishop of 

Hippo, all appeals to an imminent end of the world were evidence of an unbalanced or 

credulous mind143 – but Augustine is idiosyncratic in the world of late antiquity. As we 

shall discuss in the next chapter, Donatist eschatological trajectories are not unparalleled 

in the wider world. In fact, specific referents aside, a vibrant expectation of an 

apocalyptic end is precisely what we should expect from a movement that fully 

participated in the wider theological currents of late antiquity. 

We should not, then, make the mistake of automatically identifying eschatological 

elements within the Donatist communion as evidence of anachronism or credulity. Still 

less should we attempt to redirect them into a more acceptable “immanentist” approach if 

this is not warranted by our primary sources. Instead, we should instead ask how 

apocalypticism functioned within the movement. If Donatism was indeed every bit as 

adaptive as its Caecilianist counterpart, the question we must address is how the presence 

of apocalyptic motifs within the North African communion contributed to its 

effectiveness. To answer this question, we must delve into the portrait of Donatist 

apocalypticism as narrated by its own primary sources – the subject of our next three 

chapters. 

                                                 
143 Note Augustine’s self-depreciating yet firm dismissal of the apocalyptic propositions of the 

Dalmatian bishop Hesychius in Letter 199 and his warnings to his congregation against putting their faith 

in an imminent end (Sermon 81.8-9, Sermon 93.8, Sermon 296.6-11).  
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

“Antichrist Comes, but Christ is Coming After Him”:  

The Roots of Donatist Eschatology 

 

 

Introduction 

If we wish to properly contextualize the Donatist apocalyptic impulse, we cannot 

afford to ignore the already-ancient North African eschatological tradition that 

undergirded it.1 By the time the parties that would later be known as “Donatists” and 

“Caecilianists” first clashed over the issue of traditor bishops in the aftermath of the 

Diocletianic persecution, apocalyptic exegesis in North Africa had flourished for over a 

century. In this chapter, I shall examine four figures from the third and early fourth 

centuries whose eschatological speculations will help us to establish a basic framework 

for interpreting later Donatist apocalypticism.  

Tertullian (c. 170-2122), is at once the founder of the North African apocalyptic 

tradition and an important witness to an even earlier form: what we might call an 

“Irenaean Synthesis” originating out of Asia Minor. In this section, we will examine 

Tertullian’s transmission of this early synthesis and the way in which it influenced later 

North African exegetical parameters.  

The account of Perpetua (d. 203) and other pre-Donatist martyrologies, on the 

other hand, are useful for clarifying the literary relationship between classical martyr 

                                                 
1 Excellent introductions to the pre-Constantinian North African tradition and its continuity with 

Donatist thought may be found in Frend, Donatist Church, 76-140 and Brisson, Autonomisme et 

christianisme, 33-121.  

2 Following the revised chronology offered by Timothy Barnes, Tertullian: A Historical and 

Literary Study (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), 58. 
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accounts and the “new martyrs” of the Donatist communion, such as Maxentius, 

Marculus, or the anonymous bishops of Siciliba and Avioccala. As we shall see, they also 

problematize the assertion that pre-Constantinian martyrological acta are inherently more 

inclined towards apocalyptic narrations than their Donatist counterparts.  

While it is difficult (though certainly possible) to overestimate the influence of 

Cyprian (c. 200-258) on the dissident communion, the extent to which his own theology 

and practice were driven by an apocalyptic element is often unappreciated. In this 

section, I will argue that the Cyprianic theology later appropriated by Donatist 

theologians was in fact produced within a highly eschatological context.  

Our final figure, Lactantius (c. 250-325) might seem an odd choice for inclusion. 

Like Augustine an émigré from the North African hinterland to the Imperial residence in 

Nicomedia – he is likely to have identified with the Caecilianist communion in the 

aftermath of the Constantinian revolution. Nevertheless, as an avid connoisseur of his 

North African literary predecessors,3 Lactantius is a witness both to the continued 

strength of the Irenaean Synthesis and to the presence of alternate apocalyptic scenarios 

which now coexisted uneasily alongside it – including several strands later taken up by 

the Liber genealogus and related Donatist texts.4  

 

 

 

                                                 
3 Cf. Lactantius, Divinae institutiones, 5.1.22-28; 5.4.3-8  

4 I am omitting consideration of other pre-Constantinian North African Christians, such as 

Minucius Felix or Arnobius, due to the lack of substantial interaction with apocalyptic theology in their 

writings.  Despite his North African provenance, the enigmatic Latin poet Commodian will not be 

considered here due to the unsettled nature of the debate over his date, but cf. Appendix B: “Was 

Commodian a Donatist?”  
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A New Synthesis: Tertullian 

Tertullianus Afer, as he is known to Jerome,5 or Septimus Tertullianus, as he calls 

himself in De virginibus velandis,6 was well-known among fourth-century North 

Africans, Donatist and Caecilianist alike. He was fondly remembered by Optatus of 

Milevis as one of the “champions of the catholic church” whose writings helped stem the 

flood of ancient heresies.7 To Augustine, however, he was always a heretical 

“Cataphrygian,”8 his acknowledged importance to the North African theological tradition 

notwithstanding.9 Tertullian is never explicitly referenced in those documents of the 

Donatist communion which have come down to us.10 Nevertheless, his influence appears 

to have been as pervasive among the Donatist communion as it was among its 

Caecilianist rivals – we find implicit references to the Tertullianic corpus (and in some 

                                                 
5 Cf. Jerome, Chronica, 16.23-24 

6 De virginibus velandis 17; cf. the discussion of Tertullian’s name in David Wilhite’s Tertullian 

the African: An Anthropological Reading of Tertullian’s Context and Identities (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 

2007), 18.  

7 Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam, 1.9 (Edwards, 8): “Tertulliano Carthaginensi et ab 

aliis adsertoribus ecclesiae catholicae” (CSEL 26.11)  

8 Cf. Augustine, De haeresibus, 86 in WSA 1.18, 54: “Hence, Tertullian did not become a heretic 

on those grounds [of asserting that God has a body], but because he joined the Cataphrygians, whom he had 

earlier attacked, and began to condemn second marriages as immoral, contrary to apostolic teaching.” 

(CCSL 46.339: “Non ergo ideo est Tertullianus factus haereticus, sed quia transiens ad Cataphrygas, quos 

ante destruxerat, coepit etiam secundas nuptias contra apostolicam doctrinam tamquam stupra damnare.”) 

Augustine’s explicit discussions of Tertullian are usually negative, in contrast to Optatus (cf. De Genesi ad 

litteram 10.25.41, Letter 190.14, Contra adversarium legis et prophetarum 9.32, and De anima et eius 

origine 2.5.9). An excellent overview of Augustine’s attitude towards Tertullian is found in Augustine 

Through the Ages, ed. Allan Fitzgerald (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999), 822-824 s.v. “Tertullian.”   

9 As implied when Augustine contrasts the witness of Tertullian and Cyprian against Mani in his 

debate with Faustus (Augustine, Contra Faustum, 13.4). Jerome, in fact, classified Tertullian as “first of the 

Latin writers after Victor and Apollonius” (De viris inlustribus 53, (FOTC 30.74)) and included him in the 

ancestral North African literary triumvirate “Tertullian, Cyprian, and Lactantius” in his letter to Aurelius 

(Letter 27*.3).  

10 Although David Wilhite, Tertullian the African, 26 states that “The Donatists claimed Tertullian 

as their spiritual ancestor in their dispute against the Roman led Catholic Church,” I have been unable to 

find any explicit appeal to Tertullian among surviving Donatist texts.  
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cases, clear echoes of his distinctive phrasing) in the writings of Parmenian,11 Petilian,12 

the recently converted ex-Donatist Vincent Victor,13 and possibly the Liber genealogus.14  

Tertullian’s effect on the North African theological tradition was thus widespread, 

embedded in the collective memory of Donatist and Caecilianist alike.15 It is not, 

therefore, surprising that his eschatological portrait – the earliest recorded in the region – 

would remain the dominant expression of North African apocalypticism throughout the 

fourth and into the fifth centuries. Influential as he was in popularizing his distinctive 

vision of the end, however, it was not a creation of his own making. Tertullian’s 

eschatology was, in fact, a regional adaptation of a very early transmarine apocalyptic 

                                                 
11 Among the heretics referred to in Parmenian’s heresy list mentioned above, for instance, are 

“Praxeas” and the fictitious heretic “Scorpianus” – easily traceable to Tertullian’s tracts Adversus Praxean 

and Scorpiace (Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 4.5). Parmenian’s distinctive catch-phrase, 

“What have Christians to do with kings? Or what have bishops to do with the palace?” quoted in Optatus, 

Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 1.22 (CSEL 26.25: “Quid christianis cum regibus? Aut quid episcopis 

cum palatio?”), and Donatus’ similar statement “What has the church to do with the emperor?” quoted in 

Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 3.3 (CSEL 26.73: “Quid est imperiori cum ecclesia?”) are both 

likely echoes of Tertullian’s famous dictum, “What has Athens to do with Jerusalem?” in De 

praescriptione haereticorum,7.9 [CCSL 1.193: “Quid ergo Athenis et Hierosolymis?”]) 

12 Cf. the echo of Apologeticum 50 implicit in Petilian, Epistla ad Presbyteros et Diaconos 49 (in 

Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani, 2.90.196): “Therefore I say that he [Christ] decreed that we must 

endure death for our faith, as we must be willing to do for our communion – for Christianity advances by 

its deaths.” (OSA 30.466: “Ergo, inquam, mortem pro fide subeundam constituit quam cuiquam pro 

communione faciendam. Christianitas enim mortibus proficit.”) 

13 Vincent Victor is clearly dependent on Tertullian for his view of the origin of souls, and cites 

him often without explicit attribution: cf. Augustine, De anima et eius origine, 1.18.29; 2.5.9; 3.4.4; 

4.12.18; 4.18.26; and 4.20.33. 

14 In his article “Early Chronicles of the Western Church, (Church Quarterly Review, Oct. 1892), 

145, Cuthbert Turner claims that the Liber genealogus’ description of the emperor Domitian is “obviously 

derived from Tertullian’s Apology.” This may indeed be the case, though a more indirect influence seems 

more likely to me.  

15 It is illuminating that despite Augustine’s studied hostility toward his North African 

predecessor, his sermons are peppered with phrases ultimately traceable to Tertullian, above all the phrase 

“the blood of Christians is seed,” by now a proverb. Cf. Sermon 116.7; Sermon 280.6; Sermon 341A.1; 

Enarrationes, Psalm 39.1, 26; Psalm 58(1).5; Psalm 70(2).4; Psalm 88(1).10; Psalm 118(32).6; Psalm 

140.20. 
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strain found in the writings of Irenaeus of Lyons.16 What we might reasonably call the 

“Irenaean Synthesis” – or, as Jerome somewhat grandiosely called it, “the traditional 

interpretation of all the commentators of the Christian Church”17 – was a grand 

coalescence of originally-discrete eschatological motifs originating out of the Christian 

apocalyptic traditions of Asia Minor and dependent in turn on even older Jewish strata.18 

Tertullian’s rendition of this transmarine synthesis provided his North African successors 

with an authoritative framework within which they would situate their apocalyptic 

claims.19  

Often cited, never systematized, Tertullian’s many references to the end of the 

world and the return of Christ are scattered throughout his corpus.20 As Jaroslav Pelikan 

notes, however, “though he never writes a treatise specifically on the topic, the frequency 

of eschatological terms and expressions in Tertullian’s writings indicates the prominence 

                                                 
16 Cf. Brian Daley, The Hope of the Early Church (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1991), 34 and A. J. Visser, “A Bird’s-Eye View of Ancient Christian Eschatology,” in Numen 14.1 (March 

1967), 13. Tertullian is clearly familiar with Irenaeus’ Adversus haereses, in which the bishop of Lyons’ 

eschatological system is contained, mentioning the work by name in Adversus Valentinianos 5. Indeed, 

Adversus Valentinianos is in many ways a paraphrase of the Adversus haereses (cf. Mark Riley, Q. S. Fl. 

Tertulliani Adversus Valentinianos: Text, Translation, and Commentary (Ph.D. Diss, Stanford University, 

1971), 7-26).  

17 Jerome, Commentariorum in Danielem 2.7.8 in Archer, 77 (CCSL 75A.844: “omnes scriptores 

ecclesiastici tradiderunt”).  

18 While my coining of the term is to my knowledge original, I am dependent for the basic concept 

on Daley, Hope of the Early Church, 28 and Jean Daniélou, The Theology of Jewish Christianity, trans. 

John Baker (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1977 [orig. pub. 1964]), 399.  

19 But cf. Jean Daniélou, The Origins of Latin Christianity, trans. David Smith and John Baker 

(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1977), 140-145 for the ways in which Tertullian both adapted and 

rejected what Daniélou calls the “Judaeo-Christian” themes of his predecessors.  

20 The treatise De anima, however, comes close to a systematic treatment of the subject, and the 

lost work De spe fidelium appears, from descriptions by Jerome (De viris inlustribus, 18; Commentariorum 

in Ezechielem 36.1) and Tertullian himself (Adversus Marcionem 3.24) to have contained a detailed 

description of Tertullian’s views on apocalyptic – indeed, millenarian – themes.  
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of eschatology in his thought.”21 Because of this, it is possible for us to reconstruct 

Tertullian’s general eschatology through a series of mutually-buttressing passages. 

At its heart, Tertullian’s appropriation of the Irenanean Synthesis was an attempt 

to locate the timing of the end. It would not come without warning: as Paul had reassured 

his nervous readers in 2 Thessalonians 2.6-7, Antichrist would not rise until someone or 

something – “that which now restrains him,” to quote the enigmatic phrase – was taken 

out of the way. One of the distinctive elements of Irenaeus’ grand synthesis was its ability 

to combine previous speculation about the apocalyptic destiny of the Roman Empire – 

long regarded by Jews and Christians as the prophesied final “Kingdom of Iron” of 

Daniel 2.40-4322 – with this passage in order to create a new synthesis: Rome was the 

entity which now “held back” the coming end. In effect, Rome served as the proverbial 

canary of the apocalypse: only upon the dissolution of the Empire would Antichrist 

ascend to power.23 For Tertullian, this was a crucial distinction: as he would point out in 

his Apologeticum, “We realize that the tremendous force which is hanging over the whole 

world, and the very end of the world with its threat of dreadful afflictions, is arrested for 

                                                 
21 Cf. Jaroslav Pelikan, “The Eschatology of Tertullian,” in Church History, 21.2 (January 1952), 

111. 

22 Cf. 2 Esdras 11.33, 2 Baruch 36-40; Josephus, Antiquitates Iudaice, 10.209-210.  

23 Referenced in Irenaeus, Adversus haereses, 5.25-26. Tertullian would write in De resurrectione 

mortuorum 24: “Don’t let anyone deceive you in any way, for unless the removal comes first – obviously, 

this particular kingdom – and the man of sin is revealed – that is, the Antichrist, the son of perdition... For 

even now the secret of iniquity is stirring, but is held back until that which now holds it is taken out of the 

way – but what could this be besides the Roman state, whose removal and dismemberment by the ten kings 

will pave the way for Antichrist to succeed them?” (CCSL 2.952.12-18: “Ne quis uos seducat ullo modo, 

quoniam nisi ueniat abscessio primo, huius utique regni, et reueletur delinquentiae homo, id est 

antichristus, filius perditionis… Iam enim arcanum iniquitatis agitator; tantum qui nunc tenet, donec de 

medio fiat, quis, nisi Romanus status, cuius abscessio in decem reges dispersa antichristum superducet?”)  
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a time by the continued existence of the Roman Empire. This event we have no desire to 

experience, and, in praying that it may be deferred, we favor the continuance of Rome.”24 

Tertullian’s portrait of Rome, however, is more ambivalent than the Apologeticum 

implies. In his synthesis, Irenaeus had achieved the peculiar result of leaving Rome’s 

status as apocalyptic whore, “drunk with the blood of the saints,”25 intact, yet, in effect, 

de-eschatologizing the empire. Shorn of its glory prior to the rise of Antichrist, Rome 

would play little, if any, role in the actual apocalypse. Among those communities actively 

undergoing persecution, whether in the third century or the fifth, such an assertion often 

rang false. Tertullian himself, while remaining within Irenaean strictures, is noticeably 

subversive when discussing the fate of Rome. When addressing the pagan audience of the 

Apologeticum or the proconsul Scapula, Tertullian waxes eloquent upon the contribution 

of Christians to the welfare of the Empire: “A Christian is an enemy of no one, much less 

of the emperor. Since he knows him to be appointed by his own God, he must love, 

reverence, honor, and wish him well, together with the whole Roman Empire, as long as 

the world shall last. For, so long the Roman Empire itself will last.”26 Yet when 

addressing an internal audience – the target of his tracts De oratione and De 

resurrectione carnis, for instance – he will proclaim the opposite: “how is it that some 

ask for an extension of time, as it were, for this world, since the kingdom of God—for the 

                                                 
24 Tertullian, Apologeticum, 32.1 in FOTC 10.88 (CCSL 1.143: “Qui uim maximam uniuerso orbi 

imminentem ipsamque clausulam saeculi acerbitates horrendas comminantem Romani imperii commeatu 

scimus retardari. Itaque nolumus experiri et, dum precamur differri, Romanae diuturnitati fauemus.”) 

25 Revelation 17.6. 

26 Tertullian, Ad Scapulum 2.6, in FOTC 10.151-161 (CCSL 2.1128: “Christianus nullius est 

hostis, nedum imperatoris: quem sciens a Deo suo constitui, necesse est ut et ipsum diligat, et reuereatur, et 

honoret, et saluum uelit, cum toto Romano imperio, quousque saeculum stabit: tamdiu enim stabit.”]. 
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coming of which we pray—tends toward the consummation of the world?”27 Tertullian is 

not here renouncing his belief that Rome’s fall is chronologically prior to the rise of 

Antichrist, but he is encouraging Christians to pray “maranatha” for the collapse of the 

Empire. Centuries later, Petilian would face a similar dilemma. In his public encyclical 

Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos, influential enough to be quoted by the second 

edition of the Liber genealogus thirty years later,28 he would shy away from directly 

implicating the emperors in the recent persecutions,29 preferring instead to accuse his 

Caecilianist opponents of misleading them:  

He himself warns kings with these sayings, so that they will not out of ignorance 

or lack of knowledge try to persecute Christians – and perish themselves! O if 

only we had the chance to teach them the full import of these sayings, of which 

they are clearly unaware! You, of course, could easily teach them these things, if 

you really wanted them to live... The first Psalm of David could have persuaded 

every single one of them to live and reign as Christians, these kings whom you 

wickedly deceive even as they put their trust in you.30 

                                                 
27 Tertullian, De oratione, 5.1, in FOTC 40, 157-188 (CCSL 1.260: “quomodo quidam protractum 

quemdam saeculi postulant, cum regnum Dei, quod ut adveniat oramus, ad consummationem saeculi 

tendat?”). Cf. De resurrectione mortuorum, 22.2: “our prayers are directed towards the end of the world” 

(CCSL 2.947: “uota nostra suspirant, in saeculi huius occasum”). It does not seem likely that these 

diametrically opposite positions reflect a change in Tertullian’s thinking, as their dates interlace. According 

to Timothy Barnes (Tertullian, 55), the above-quoted works are ordered as follows: Apologeticum (c. 197), 

De Oratione (c. 198-203), De resurrectione mortuorum (c. 206-207), and Ad Scapulum (212). The pro-

Roman quotes are from the first and last writings. 

28 The Liber genealogus follows the order of Petilian’s persecution list in Epistula ad presbyteros 

et diaconos 56 (quoted in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani, 2.93.202) – Nero, Domitian, Trajan, Geta, 

Decius, Valerian, Diocletian-Maximian, immediately followed by the traditors Marcellinus of Rome, 

Mensurius and Caecilian of Carthage (Liber genealogus, 614-626 in MGH 9.194-196). The odd mention of 

“Geta” as a persecutor, rather than the more commonly-named Severus, is only found in Petilian and the 

Liber genealogus, as is the traditor trifecta of Marcellinus-Mensurius-Caecilian. 

29 In the above-quoted heresy list, Petilian abruptly switches after Diocletian to more local 

persecutors: Ursacius and Macarius rather than Constantine and Constans. For more concerning Ursacius 

and Macarius, see The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire Volume 1: A.D. 260-395, ed. A. H. M. 

Jones, J. R. Martindale, and J. Morris (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 984 and 524-525.  

30 Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos, 55 (quoted in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani, 

2.93.202): “Ipsosque idem reges, ne quasi ignari uel nescii persequi cuperent christianos, his praeceptis 

admonuit, ne perirent. Quae illos praecepta, quia nesciunt, utinam doceremus, aut certe uos illis sine dubio 

ostenderetis, si uelletis ut uiuerent... Primus Dauiticus psalmus illis omnino suaderet, ut christiani uiuerent 

et regnarent. Quos quidem male decepistis, dum uobis sese committunt.” (OSA 30.472-474) 
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Donatist martyr narratives, on the other hand, show no such compunction: in a dream-

vision found in the Passio SS. martyrum Isaac et Maximiani, for instance, the martyr 

Isaac actually tears out the eye of the emperor Constans.31 Like Tertullian, the Donatist 

church would walk a fine line when dealing with a persecuting empire.  

Once the Empire had disintegrated, the Irenaean eschatological system dictated 

that its remnants would be divided into ten kingdoms.32 These kingdoms, however, were 

destined to be little more than a short lacuna between the fall of Rome and the rise of 

Antichrist, who would quickly incorporate them into his kingdom through a combination 

of diplomacy and terror.33 Tertullian does not give any hints as to the identity of this 

apocalyptic enemy, the dread “beast” of Revelation 13. Irenaeus, on the other hand, 

inserts at this point an extended enquiry into the numerological significance of his 

number – 666 in Irenaeus’ text, 616 in Latin manuscripts known to Irenaeus and utilized 

by Donatist exegetes.34 He proposes names like “Evanthas,” “Lateinos” (“a likely name, 

since this word also stands for the final kingdom”) and “Teitan” (“of all those which we 

have encountered, most worthy of belief”) as possible cognomina of Antichrist.35 Such 

numerological speculations would prove irresistible to future commentators, and it is 

from one of them that the Donatist editors of the Liber genealogus would include the 

                                                 
31 Cf. Passio Maximiani et Isaac, 8-10.  

32 Cf. Irenaeus, Adversus haereses, 5.25-26.  

33 Cf. Tertullian, De resurrectione mortuorum, 25, echoing Irenaeus, Adversus haereses, 5.25-26 

and 5.30.2.  

34 Cf. Irenaeus, Adversus haereses, 5.30.1. For Donatist use of the variant number 616, see 

Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 4.46 and the editors of the Liber genealogus (all recensions), 614-615.  

35 Irenaeus, Adversus haereses, 5.30.3 (SC 153.380, 382: “ΕΥΑΝΘΑΣ enim nomen habet 

numerum de quo quaeritur… Sed et ΛΑΤΕΙΝΟΣ nomen habet sexcentorum sexaginta sex numerum, et 

valde verisimile est, quoniam novissimum regnum hoc habe vocabulum: Latini enim sunt qui nunc 

regnant… Sed et TEITAN… omnium nominum quae apud nos inveniuntur magis fide dignum est.”)  
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term “Teitan” alongside “Diclux” and (tellingly) “Genseric” among their apocalyptic 

calculations.36  

From his capital in Jerusalem Antichrist would rule for three and a half years – 

the final era of the world. Opposed by two divinely-appointed witnesses – for Tertullian, 

they are Enoch and Elijah37 – he would unleash one final climactic pogrom against the 

righteous before being annihilated by the returning Christ and his saints. Tertullian 

summarizes: “The world must drain the plagues poured out upon it... then the city of 

whoredom must receive its appropriate end at the hands of the ten kings, then the beast 

Antichrist with his false prophet must enter into battle against the church.”38 

Easily the most controversial aspect of the Irenaean Synthesis as transmitted by 

Tertullian during the late fourth-early fifth centuries, on the other hand, was its emphasis 

on what would occur after the defeat of Antichrist. Following Irenaeus’ precedent, he 

proclaimed “a kingdom on earth which is promised to us – before heaven, but in another 

state – which will come into being after the resurrection of a thousand years in the 

                                                 
36 I.e., Jerome’s revised and heavily edited edition of Victorinus of Poetovio’s In Apocalypsin 

13.18; compare with Liber genealogus (Florentini) 614-620. The tradition is also found in the third-century 

writer Hippolytus (De Christo et Antichristo, 50) and Andrew of Caesarea (In Apocalypsin, 38).  

37 Cf. Tertullian, De anima, 50.5: “Enoch and Elijah were taken there without having met death, 

though it was of course only delayed – death is still appointed for them, so that they might quench 

Antichrist with their blood.” (CCSL 2.856: “Translatus est Enoch et Helias nec mors eorum reperta est, 

dilate scilicet; ceterum morituri reseruantur, ut antichristum sanguine suo extinguant.”) Like many later 

sources, the Donatist Liber genealogus 31-32 will also identify the two witnesses as Enoch and Elijah: 

“From him was born Enoch, whose name in Latin means “renewal,” because God will renew the world 

through him in those days when Antichrist will lay waste to many things: at that time he, alongside Elijah, 

will prophesy for 1260 days, and then Antichrist will kill them.” (MGH 9.162: “De ipso natus est Enoch 

cuius nomen Latina lingua renovatio interpretatur, quia deus per ipso renovaturus est mundum in illis 

diebus, quando Antichristus multa faciet vastationem: tunc ipse et Helias simul profetabunt mille ducentos 

sexaginta diebus, et interficiet eos Antichristus.”) 

38 Tertullian, De resurrectione mortuorum, 25.1 (CCSL 2.953: “orbis… plagis suas ebibat… et 

prostitute illa ciuitas a decem regibus dignos exitus referat, et bestia antichristus cum suo pseudopropheta 

certamen ecclesiae inferat.”)  
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divinely-built city of Jerusalem, which will come down from heaven.”39 Despite 

opposition by Jerome and Augustine,40 it is clear that such a millenarian paradigm was 

widespread among the North African populace far into the fifth century.41 Such an 

assertion must come with a minor caveat, however: although it is likely that Donatist 

congregations would have embraced chiliastic beliefs quite as much as their Caecilianist 

counterparts, we find no evidence of millenarian speculations within the extant Donatist 

corpus. Indeed, the only mention of the “thousand years” within the Donatist communion 

comes from Tyconius, whose dramatic subversion of the trope quickly, as we have seen, 

assumed a commanding position within post-classical apocalyptic exegesis.  

Such was the system that Tertullian bequeathed to his successors. The broad 

outlines of the Irenaean Synthesis would become a commonplace throughout the Latin 

West, and in North Africa, the default hermeneutical lens for interpreting biblical 

eschatology.42 We must be careful, however, when assessing Tertullian’s direct impact 

upon the Donatist communion, eschatological or otherwise. Despite alleged 

compatibilities in terms of “rigorism” or a willingness to “secede” from the established 

                                                 
39 Tertullian, Adversus Marcionem, 3.24.3 (CCSL 1.542: “Nam et confitemur in terra nobis 

regnum promissum, sed ante caelum, sed alio statu, utpote post resurrectionem in mille annos in ciuitate 

diuini operis Hierusalem caelo delatum”).  

40 Cf. Augustine, De civitate dei, 20.7.1; De haeresibus, 8. Denunciations of millenarianism are 

common in Jerome: see John O’Connell, The Eschatology of Saint Jerome (Mundelein, IL: Seminarii 

Sanctae Mariae Ad Lacum, 1948), 64-67 for details.  

41 As Paula Fredriksen notes in “Apocalypse and Redemption,” 156, “an uncomplicated 

millenarianism figured prominently in this culture. Late fourth century North African Christians, as 

Christians elsewhere, continued to look forward to the approaching Kingdom of God on earth.”  

42 Among the many examples which could be cited from the fourth and fifth centuries, note Martin 

of Tours (Dialogi 1.41); Sulpicius Severus (Chronica 2.3), and, after shearing away its millenarian aspect, 

Jerome (Commentariorum in Danielem 2.40, 7.7-8). Among North African writers, see Julius Quintus 

Hilarianus (De Cursu Temporum 17), Quodvultdeus (Promissiones et Predicationes Dei D.7.4; 2.34.74), 

and the Lucensis recension of the Liber genealogus (439-442). Even Augustine would grant a limited 

respectibility to the Irenaean identification of Rome as the “thing which holds back” (De civitate dei 

20.19).  
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church (both problematic and increasingly challenged assumptions43), Tertullian was not, 

as is often proposed, the “grandfather of the Donatist communion.”44  As we have seen, 

Donatist texts do not cite him as an authority – indeed, “Cataphrygians” are condemned 

multiple times within surviving Donatist documents,45 and while they do not mention 

“Tertullianists,”46 Tertullian’s alleged breach with the Carthaginian communion of his 

own day would likely have been condemned alongside what the amateur Donatist 

                                                 
43 Such an approach is problematic on two levels. First, it is a far too simplistic vision of Tertullian 

himself, whose alleged secession from the Carthaginian church has been increasingly challenged in recent 

years. In Geoffrey Dunn’s words, “the notion that Tertullian’s Montanism meant that he ever left the 

church is one that does not seem sustainable today” (Geoffrey Dunn, Tertullian (New York: Routledge, 

2004), 4). See also Douglas Powell, “Tertullianists and Cataphrygians,” in Vigiliae Christianae 29 (1975), 

33-54; Barnes, Tertullian, 258-259; and David Rankin, Tertullian and the Church (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1995), 27-33).  

Moreover, casting Donatism as Tertullian redivivus recalls more Caecilianist rhetoric than actual 

Donatist theology. Donatists did not claim to have “separated” from an impure mass of psychoi, as 

Caecilianist polemicists often claimed. Rather, they viewed their opponents as having separated from them, 

eventually dragging the transmarine provinces down with them. Note, for instance, the Donatist narrative 

found in the Sermo de Passione Ss. Donati et Advocati, 2-3 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 54-55: “The 

people whom he [the devil] long ago publically humiliated could have been brought back by penance to 

Him who they had denied. The Lord himself does not wish the death of the one who is perishing but rather 

that that person should return and live. He was ready to receive the confession of those who were sorry... 

So the enemy of salvation concocted a more subtle conceit to violate the purity of the faith. ‘Christ,’ he 

said, ‘is the lover of unity. Therefore, let there be unity.’ Those people who were already fawning on him 

and were deserted by God came to be called ‘Catholics.’ By prejudice in favor of the name, those who 

refused to communicate with them were called ‘heretics.’” (PL 8.753-754: “illos quos iamdudum publica 

strage deiecerat, ad eum quem negaverunt reverti per poenitentiam posse, ipsumque Dominum ad 

suscipiendam dolentium exomologesim promptum utpote non volentem mortem morientis, quantum ut 

revertatur et vivat...Tamen insatiabilis praedo moleste ferens quod non omnes hac arte possederit, subtilius 

argumentum ad violandum fidei sinceritatem invenit salutis inimicus. Christus, inquit, amator unitatis est, 

unitas igitur fiat: ante plebem nimis sibi semper obsecutam, ideoque a Deo desertam, Catholicam vocans ut 

de praejudicio nominis, qui communicare noluerunt, haeretici dicerentur.”) 

44 Frend, Donatist Church, 124. See also Matthew Gaumer, “The Evolution of Donatist Theology 

as Response to a Changing Late Antique Milieu,” in Augustiniana 58.3-4 (2008), 207.  

45 “Cataphrygians” are listed alongside Marcion, Valentinus, and others in Parmenian’s heresy-list 

quoted by Optatus in Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 1.9, while the Donatist tract Prophetiae ex omnibus 

libris collectae condemns them for their pretentious claims: “Montanus, Ammia, Priscilla and Maximilla, 

whose beliefs are called “Cataphrygian,” prophesied in a way that appeared similar to that found in the Old 

and new Testaments. But they stupidly claimed that the Holy Spirit had fallen from heaven upon them 

alone. Continuing in this wilful blindness, they obliviously went astray from the faith.” (PLS 1.179-180: Ad 

hanc formam prophetarum testamenti veteris et novi prophetaverunt Montanus, Ammia, Priscilla et 

Maximilla, quorum doctrinam Catafryges complectuntur. Adserunt enim insulse, tantummodo de caelo 

spiritum sanctum cecidisse. In hac voluntate perseverantes caeci, a fide lapsi sunt ignorantes.”) 

46 Mentioned only in Augustine (De haeresibus, 86) and the properly anonymous author of the 

Praedestinatorum Haeresis (1.86). 
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polemicist Cresconius classified as the “heresy” of Novatianism.47 Nevertheless, a 

Tertullianic substratum underlies much of what is distinctive about North African 

theology in both its Caecilianist and Donatist variants. The broad outlines of his 

apocalyptic expectations would become almost reflexive presuppositions among later 

exegetes. 

 

The Memory of Martyrs: Perpetua 

We turn now to the Passio Perpetuae et Felicitas. Executed in 203 “on the 

occasion of the emperor Geta’s birthday,”48 Perpetua, Felicitas, and their compatriots 

would become, alongside Cyprian, the premier martyrs of the North African tradition. 

Both the Donatist church and its Caecilianist opponents would claim Perpetua as their 

own.49 More relevant to our interests, however, is the Passio’s influence on the 

subsequent North African literary milieu. Later martyrological accounts – the Passio 

Mariani et Iacobi or the Passio Montani et Lucii, for instance – often deliberately model 

their architectural framework upon its contours.50 Like Perpetua or Saturus, these later 

                                                 
47 Cresconius classifies “Novatians” as heretics alongside “Manichaeans, Arians, and Marcionites” 

in the text quoted by Augustine in Contra Cresconium 2.3.4. It is important to remember that Donatists 

viewed earlier divisions within the church as illegitimate – as heirs of Cyprianic theology, they could 

hardly have believed otherwise.  

48 Passio Perpetuae 7 (Musurillo, 116: “natale tunc Getae Caesaris”) Cf. Thomas Heffernan, The 

Passion of Perpetua and Felicity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 68-78 for a discussion of the 

significance of “Geta” in the passio. The mention of “Geta” in the passio appears to have led later Donatist 

writers to substitute the boy-emperor among the great persecutors of the Christian faith in place of the more 

often-cited Severus, under whom the events actually occurred (cf. Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et 

diaconos 56 in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.93.202; Liber genealogus 623).  

49 Cf. Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 56 in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 

2.93.202 and Liber genealogus 623. On the Caecilianist side, see Augustine’s sermons on the significance 

of Perpetua and Felicitas (Sermons 280-282, 394); and discussions in Sermon 159A.11 and Enarrationes, 

Psalm 47.13.  

50 Cf. Cées Mertens, “Les premiers martyrs et leurs rêves: cohesion de l’histoire et des rêves dans 

quelques ‘Passions’ latins de l’Afrique du Nord,” in Revue d’histoire ecclesiastique 81 (1986), 5-46 and 

Kitzler, “Passio Perpetuae,” 4. For further parallels between the three accounts, see Rex Butler, The New 
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martyrs are prone to a host of supernatural revelations relating to their impending death, 

their alleged first-person narratives recorded for posterity by adoring devotees. 

An appreciation of the formative role that the Passio Perpetuae played in shaping 

the pre-Constantinian martyrological tradition is crucial if we wish to understand the 

literary background of Donatist acta. Like their pre-schism predecessors, the majority of 

Donatist martyrologies maintain significant literary parallels with the Passio.51 Unlike 

their Caecilianist counterparts, Donatists continued to suffer periods of prolonged 

Imperial persecution – suppressive measures under Constantine, the bitter “Macarian 

Persecution” under Constans, sustained repressions throughout the reigns of Honorius 

and Valentinian III. Their subsequent martyr accounts, such as the Sermo de passione 

sanctorum Donati et Advocati, the Passio SS. martyrum Isaac et Maximiani or the Passio 

benedicti martyris Marculi, are the only representatives of the genre in North Africa 

during the century between the Edict of Milan and the Vandal invasions.52 In order to 

properly assess the significance of apocalyptic elements within such Donatist 

martyrologies, we must first examine their literary exemplar. 

                                                                                                                                                 
Prophecy and “New Visions”: Evidence of Montanism in The Passion of Perpetua and Felicitas 

(Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 2006), 122-126.  

51 Cf. Maureen Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories: The Church in Conflict in Roman North Africa 

(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1996), 61 n. 3. 

52 Caecilianists, of course, revered their martyrs quite as much as their Donatist counterparts – but 

they had no new martyrs to memorialize. Christian martyrs are often extolled in Augustine’s  homilies: see 

Sermon 273 (honoring the Iberian martyrs Fructuosus, Augurius, and Eulogius), Sermons 274-277A (the 

Iberian martyr Vincent), Sermons 280-282 (the noted African martyrs Perpetua and Felicitas), Sermon 284 

(the North African martyrs Marian and James), Sermon 285 (Castus and Aemilius, martyred in Carthage 

under the Decian persecution), Sermon 286 (the recently “discovered” Italian martyrs Protase and 

Gervase), Sermons 299D-299F (the Scillitan martyrs, the first-known Christians to die for the faith in North 

Africa), Sermons 302-305A (the Roman martyr Lawrence), Sermons 306-306A (commemorating 

anonymous Utican martyrs executed under Valerian in 258), Sermons 306B-306D (associated with the 

Utican martyrs), Sermons 308A-313F (a whole suite of sermons dedicated to the arch-martyr Cyprian), and 

Sermon 313G (the Iberian martyr Eulalia), along with a host of sermons preached on the feast-days of 

martyrs whose identities are less certain: Sermons 325-335J.  
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The Passio Perpetuae et Felicitas has often been defined as an apocalyptic text.53 

But we must be careful when assessing its value as an exemplar for later Donatist 

eschatology. Despite the initially-promising editorial assertion that the recent events 

“should be considered the greater, being later than those of old, a consequence of the 

extraordinary graces promised for the last stage of time,”54 the Passio is not a text in 

which the imminent end of the world is emphasized. The anonymous editor, for instance, 

is clearly writing with a view towards posterity: “These [deeds] too will one day become 

ancient and needful for the ages to come, even though in our own day they may enjoy 

less prestige because of the prior claim of antiquity.”55 The opponents of Perpetua and 

Saturus are not “servants of Antichrist”, as we find in the later Passio of the Donatist 

martyr Marculus56; their visions do not include forecasts of imminent eschatological 

retribution, unlike those of the Donatist martyr Isaac.57 Indeed, as Eliezer Gonzales notes, 

“although the editor refers to living in the ‘last days,’ in Perpetua and Saturus’ sections 

there is arguably no concept of a future end of the world, or of resurrection, or even of 

judgment for the righteous in Perpetua at all.”58 Instead, “the temporal, transcendent, and 

saving reality in Perpetua is in fact death, which in the case of Perpetua and her 

                                                 
53 Cf. Gonzales, “Passion of Perpetua and Felicitas,” 34-61; Frankfurter, “Early Christian 

Apocalypticism,” 430; William Farina, Perpetua of Carthage: Portrait of a Third-Century Martyr 

(Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2008), 70-78. 

54 Passio Sanctarum Perpetuae et Felicitas 1.3 (Musurillo, 106-107: “maiora reputanda sunt 

nouitiora quaeque ut nouissimora secundum exuperationem gratiae in ultima saeculi spatial decretam.”) 

55 Ibid, 1.2 (Musurillo, 106-107: “Uel quia proinde et haec uetera future quandoque sunt et 

necessaria posteris, si in praesenti suo tempore minori deputantur auctoritati propter praesumptam 

unerationem antiquitatis.”) 

56 Passio Marculi 1. 

57 Passio Maximiani et Isaac, 10. We shall discuss apocalyptic elements within the Donatist 

martyrologies in Chapter Four.  

58 Gonzales, “Passion of Perpetua and Felicitas,” 43.  
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companions, is through martyrdom.”59 Later pre-Constantinian acta reflect this pattern. 

The visions experienced by their confessors and martyrs, like those of Perpetua or 

Saturus, give meaning to their present circumstances, hope of a paradise waiting beyond 

the amphitheater.60 They do not promise an imminent end to the political powers of the 

age.  

The Passio Perpetuae, then, may be defined as an apocalyptic work in the sense 

of genre; indeed, Gonzales argues, as a type of “revelatory literature with a narrative 

framework, in which a revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to a human 

recipient” (in this case, through ecstatic communion with previous martyrs), which 

“discloses a transcendent reality” – the paradisiacal garden of Passio 4 and 11 – the text 

is compatible with the morphological definition of apocalyptic genre offered by the 

journal Semeia as discussed in Chapter One.61 It is not, however, an apocalyptic text in 

the theological sense proposed by Paul Hanson and others.62 Indeed, when compared to 

their Donatist successors, pre-Constantinian North African acta are noticeably more 

reticent to contextualize their narratives within an apocalyptic paradigm.  

We do, however, at times catch fleeting glimpses of two eschatological 

trajectories which will become more pronounced in the Donatist martyrologies. On the 

one hand, pre-Constantinian acta may interpret the overarching persecution itself as an 

apocalyptic portent. This may be indirect – the mere fact that persecution is on the rise is 

                                                 
59 Ibid.  

60 “Paradise” imagery is a common motif in Perpetua and these other accounts: cf. Passio 

Perpetuae et Felicitas, 4, 11; Passio Mariani et Iacobi, 6, Passio Montani et Lucii, 11.  

61 Cf. Collins, “Apocalypse: Towards the Morphology of a Genre” in Semeia 14 (1979), 3 

62 Hanson, “Apocalypticism,” 29-30. See also Koch, Ratlos vor der Apokalyptik, 24-31, Stone, 

“Lists of Revealed Things,” 439, and Barr, “Jewish Apocalyptic,” 14-16. 
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a sign of the world’s old age – or more overt: the persecution may be identified as the 

vengeance of Antichrist upon the people of God. Traces of the former perspective may 

undergird the anonymous editor’s portrayal of the “last stage of time” in the Passio 

Perpetuae, although strictly speaking the engine that drives this construct is not the 

persecution proper, but the renewal of supernatural visions.63 We will see something 

similar to this construct in the Donatist division of time between the present “Age of 

Sorrows” and the future “Age of Glory.”64 The latter option is not as common among pre-

Constantinian martyrologies, though it figures prominently in the writings, if not the acta, 

of the martyr-bishop Cyprian.65 Donatist martyrologies on the other hand, routinely 

denounce their opponents as “ministers of Antichrist”66 and apocalyptic “beasts.”67 

Alternatively, the martyr herself may be viewed as a type of seer to whom hidden 

supernatural realities are “unveiled.”68 The prominent visions attributed to Perpetua and 

later martyrs, such as Marian, James, and Montanus are examples of this tendency, “a 

                                                 
63 Cf. Passio Perpetuae 1.4. 

64 Cf., for instance, the anonymous Donatist homily Sermo in natali sanctorum innocentium, 5; 

Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 49, quoted in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani, 2.90.106; 

Gaudentius, Letter 2 to Dulcitius, quoted in Augustine, Contra Gaudentium, 1.20.22; Donatist bishops at 

the 411 Conference at Carthage cited by Augustine in Breviculus collationis 3.10.20; and the Liber 

Genealogus, 43 (MGH 9.163). 

65 We shall discuss the apocalyptic theology of Cyprian in the following section. The Acta 

Proconsularia Sancti Cypriani (whether in its primary recension (in Musurillo 168-175) or the version 

found in Donatist collections (in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 1-5), do not include any trace of 

apocalypticism.  

66 Sermo de Passione Ss. Donati et Advocati 1 (Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 52); cf. Passio 

Dativi, Saturnini et Sociorum 22 (Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 47). 

67 Cf. Passio Marculi 3 (Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 79).  

68 Cf. Niels Christian Hvidt, Christian Prophecy: the Post-Biblical Tradition (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2007), 106-107. 
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new kind of grace” which “the Lord has chosen for his martyr.”69 While most visions 

tended to cluster around exhortations to martyrdom or assurance of the martyr’s swift 

reception into paradise,70 martyrs were also known to predict future retribution against 

the persecuting populace. Marian, for instance, “filled with the spirit of prophecy,”  

Foretold that the blood of the just would soon be avenged, and as though he were 

speaking already from heaven’s heights he threatened various temporal scourges, 

such as epidemics, enslavement, famine, earthquakes, and the torment of 

poisonous flies.71 

 

 An allusion to the signs preceding the end of the world, perhaps? The parallels with 

Matthew 24.4-9 make it likely, but the reference is oblique. As we shall see, Donatist 

martyrologies constructed in Perpetua’s shadow will continue the tradition of martyr-as-

prophet, albeit within a more explicitly apocalyptic paradigm. The martyr Isaac, for 

example, leaves little room for misinterpretation: “Woe to you, world, for you are 

perishing!”72 In case we still doubt, the Donatist narrator assures us that “he had 

prophesied annihilation for the world – and we all know he was not lying.”73  

Such general observations leave us with a distinct impression: despite their 

classification within the “apocalyptic” literary genre, the Passio Perpetuae and related 

pre-Constantinian martyrologies are less concerned with the end of the world than their 

antiquity would seem to imply. The Donatist communion did not inherit a martyrological 

                                                 
69 Passio Mariani et Iacobi, 7.8 (Musurillo, 204-205: “nouo genere gratiae martyri suo dominus… 

elegit.”) 

70 Cf. Passio Perpetuae 4, 10, 11-13; Passio Mariani et Iacobi 6, 7; Passio Montani et Lucii 7-8. 

71 Passio Mariani et Iacobi, 12.7 (Musurillo 210-211: “Marianus, prophetico spiritu iam 

repletus… praedicabat proximam iusti sanguinis ultionem, uariasque saeculi plagas uelut de caeli iam 

culmine minabatur, luem, captiuitates, famem, terraeque motus et cynomiae uenena crucianta.”) 

72 Passio Maximiani et Isaac 9 in Tilley, 70 (Maier 1.268: “Vae tibi, saeculum, quia peristi.”) 

73 Ibid, 10 in Tilley, 70 (Maier 1.269: “quod mundo prophetauit interitum, quod eum omnes 

siquidem scimus non fuisse mentitum.”) 
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genre filled with apocalyptic expectations, pre-Constantinian appeals to the eschaton 

which the dissident communion would minimize in its own acta. Rather, Donatist 

martyrologies tend to amplify the incipient eschatological trajectories of their 

predecessors.  

 

“The Storms of this Restless Age”: Cyprian 

In later years, Donatists would venerate the third-century bishop Cyprian of 

Carthage as the true founder of their communion.74 In contrast to their silence about 

Tertullian, surviving Donatist writings are replete with appeals to Cyprian and his views 

concerning the identifying marks of the true church, on rebaptism, on the necessity of 

separation from fallen communions.75 Donatist compendia containing Cyprianic writings 

on various subjects have been found, arranged in defense of the North African 

communion’s core principles,76 and the rhetoric of Donatist theologians is filled with 

literary allusions to their illustrious predecessor.77  

                                                 
74 Begrudgingly attested to by Augustine on multiple occasions, as in Contra Cresconium 2.31.39: 

“Why do you insist we must acknowledge that the blessed Cyprian is the author of your schism?” (OSA 

31.240: “quid, quod etiam beati Cypriani mentionem facere audetis, uelut ille auctor sit uestrae 

diuisionis?”); Contra Gaudentium 2.2.2: “First of all, you rely on the testimony of St. Cyprian to claim that 

you, rather than we, are Catholics” (OSA 32.642: “Nunc interim, quoniam uos potius esse catholicos 

testimonio beati Cypriani affirmare conatus es”), or Sermon 313E.2 in WSA 3.9, 110: “The Donatists, who 

falsely boast that Cyprian belongs to them…” (PLS 2.616: “Donatistae, qui se ad Cyprianum falso iactant 

pertinere...”) 

75 Note, for instance, Contra Cresconium 1.38, 2.7, 2.40; Contra Gaudentium 2.7; Letter 93.10.35; 

and Augustine’s account of the third session of the 411 Conference at Carthage in Breviculus Collationis 

3.30 – a representative, but by no means exhaustive,  sketch of the Donatist appeal to Cyprianic precedent. 

For further discussion of the Donatist communion’s debt to Cyprian, see Monceaux, Histoire Litteraire, 

4.153-155 and Brisson, Autonomisme et Christianisme, 178-188.  

76 Cf. the Donatist collection of selected Cyprianic and pseudo-Cyprianic material identified by 

Richard Reitzenstein, “Ein Donatistisches Corpus Cyprianischer Schriften” in Nachrichten von der 

Königlichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaft zu Göttingen, phil.-hist. Klasse 2.4 (Berlin, 1914) and partially 

transcribed by his student Karl Mengis, Ein Donatistisches Corpus Cyprianischer Briefe (Freiburg, 1916). 

The contents of this collection are as follows: first, the Passio Cypriani (translated by Maureen Tilley in 

Donatist Martyr Stories, 1-5); second, Letter 67; third, Letter 6; fourth, Letter 4; fifth, the anonymous tract 

De Centesima, Sexagesima, et Tricesima, attributed here to Cyprian; sixth, an otherwise unknown letter; 

and seventh, Letter 10. In addition to this collection, the Donatist Compendium of 427 includes within its 
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The Donatist communion was therefore deeply indebted to Cyprian. This is not to 

say that Donatism retained a monopoly on Cyprianic thought during the fourth and fifth 

centuries. All of North Africa (and indeed, the western Mediterranean basin) revered 

“blessed Cyprian, glorious with the crown of martyrdom.”78 But Caecilianists had a more 

difficult time integrating the third century bishop and martyr into their anti-Donatist 

narratives.79 Augustine, frustrated with Cyprian’s insistence on the necessity of baptizing 

converted schismatics – often quoted by Donatist theologians in support of “rebaptizing” 

Caecilianist converts – would be forced to concede that “blessed Cyprian,” for all his 

theological acumen, had in fact erred80 – unless perhaps, he darkly intimated, “Cyprian 

                                                                                                                                                 
collection a stichometric list of Cyprian’s treatises and 38 of his letters (including several pseudonymous 

texts). Cf. Richard Rouse and Charles McNelis, “North African literary activity: A Cyprian fragment, the 

stichometric lists and a Donatist compendium,” in Revue d’histoire des textes 30 (2000), 212-217. For the 

text of the Donatist stichometry, see Theodor Mommsen, “Zur Lateinischen Stichometrie,” in Hermes 21 

(1886), 144-148.  

77 Donatist allusions to Cyprian are routine. For instance, De unitate alone is paraphrased by 

Parmenian (Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 1.10 = De unitate 4 and 4.9 = De unitate 11), 

Petilian (Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.74.163, 79.173 = De unitate 9 and 2.38.90 = De unitate 12), 

the Donatist opponents referenced in Augustine’s Epistula ad Catholicos 13.33 (= De unitate 6), Petilian 

and Habetdeum at the 411 Conference at Carthage (Gesta 3.248 = De unitate 10), and the Liber 

genealogus, 546 (= De unitate 7).  

78 The title is from Augustine, Contra duas epistulas Pelagianorum, 4.8.21 in WSA 1.24, 201 

(CSEL 60.543: “beatissimum, corona etiam martyrii gloriosissimum Cyprianum”). He continues: “well 

known, not merely to African and Western churches, but also to the Eastern churches, since his reputation 

is filled with praise and spreads his writings far and wide” (“nec africanis atque occidentalibus tantum, 

uerum et orientalibus ecclesiis fama praedicante et scripta eius longe lateque diffundente notissimum”).  

79 Hence the assertions by Robert Markus in “Christianity and Dissent,” 30 that “the central strand 

of African ecclesiological tradition had been discernable in Donatist rather than Catholic theology.” See 

also W. H. C. Frend, Saints and Sinners in the Early Church (Wilmington, DE: Glazier, 1985), 102: 

“Behind Cyprian’s ideas lay two generations of puritanical teaching extending back to Tertullian and 

beyond. Donatus was the heir to this tradition. It might even be maintained that his opponents, the 

Catholics, were the true schismatics.”  

80 Cf. Augustine, Contra Cresconium 2.32.40: “If I find something in Cyprian’s letters that differs 

from the Scriptures, I can condemn it without anathematizing its author… Since the quotations you’re 

offering me aren’t canonical, I can use the freedom that the Lord gives us to condemn the opposing view of 

this man to whom I am not equal in merit, whose letters are infinitely superior to all my writings, whose 

genius enchants me, whose eloquence excites me, whose love I admire, whose glorious martyrdom I revere. 

I don’t agree with Cyprian’s views on the rebaptism of heretics and schismatics precisely because this 

doctrine is rejected by the same Church for which Cyprian shed his blood.” (OSA 31.242: “Quod in eis 

diuinarum scripturarum auctoritati... non congruit cum pace eius respuo... Nunc uero quoniam canonicum 
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did not hold this view, but it was made up and attributed to him by bold liars.”81 

Donatists, however, did not need to appeal to conspiracy in order to claim the Cyprianic 

mantle. On crucial matters vis-à-vis the Caecilianists, it was Cyprian who undergirded 

their claim to antiquity, Cyprian who provided them with a link to the apostolic tradition 

of the church. 

Inherent to this Cyprianic connection, however, was a surprisingly strong 

apocalyptic element. Cyprian’s conversion, as related in the Ad Donatum, was 

precipitated by a deep disillusionment with “storms of this restless age” and a need to 

find a safe harbor that transcended them.82 The concept of the world’s senescence, or 

senectus mundi, featured prominently in his writings. “The world has grown old,” he tells 

the proconsul Demetrianus in the apologetic tract Ad Demetrianum, “and does not 

flourish with the same vigor and strength with which it formerly prevailed.” 83 Originally 

                                                                                                                                                 
non est quod recitas, ea libertate, ad quam nos uocauit dominus, eius uiri, cuius laudem adsequi non ualeo, 

cuius multis litteris mea scripta non conparo, cuius ingenium diligo, cuius ore delector, cuius caritatem 

miror, cuius martyrium ueneror, hoc quod aliter sapuit non accipio, non accipio, inquam, qui baptizandis 

haereticis et schismaticis beatus Cyprianus sensit, quia hoc ecclesia non accipit, pro qua beatus Cyprianus 

sanguinem fudit.”) The statement is echoed in Letter 93.10.38. 

81 Augustine, Letter 93.10.38, in WSA 2.1, 399 (CCSL 31A.195: “Quamquam non desint qui hoc 

Cyprianum prorsus non sensisse contendant, sed sub eius nomine a praesumptoribus atque mendacibus 

fuisse confictum.” Cf. also Letter 108.3.9 in WSA 2.2, 73: “By his authority you occasionally try to support 

the repetition of baptism, although that council or those writings, if they are really his and are not, as some 

think, written under his name and attributed to him, contain his great love for unity.” (CCSL 31B.72: “cuius 

auctoritate aliquando repetitionem baptismi confirmare conamini, cum illud concilium uel illa scripta, si 

uere ipsius nsunt et non, sicut aliqui putant, sub eius nomine conscripta atque conficta, ipsa contineant, 

quantum dilexerit unitatem.”) While this is clearly a bid for rhetorical dominance, Augustine is not 

necessarily unjustified in raising the possibility of pseudo-Cyprianic writings. Donatist forgeries of Cyprian 

were not unknown; cf. the pseudonymous Cyprianic tract “Letter to the People of Carthage” in CSEL 

3.3.273-274.  

82 Cf. Cyprian, Ad Donatum, 14. 

83 Cyprian, Ad Demetrianum, 3 in FOTC 36.169 (CCSL 3A.36: “Senuisse iam mundum, non illis 

uiribus stare quibus prius steterat.”) 
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rooted in Stoic cosmology,84 senectus mundi is in Cyprian’s writings thoroughly grafted 

into the fabric of Christian apocalypticism. The decay of the world is no purely-natural 

phenomenon: “you should know that this was predicted, that in the last days evils are 

multiplied... with the approach of the day of judgment more and more is the censure of an 

indignant God roused to the scourging of the human race.”85 “Since the end of the world 

is now at hand,” he warns Demetrianus, “turn your mind to God.”86  

A vibrant apocalyptic current thus deeply scores the contours of Cyprianic 

theology, with important implications for his Donatist successors. For the purposes of this 

project, I wish to focus on three particular ways in which Cyprianic apocalypticism 

would come to affect later Donatist theology. The first has to do with the way in which 

Cyprian interpreted the persecutions of his own era as eschatological portents. As we 

have seen, Cyprian viewed the general vicissitudes of the third century – failing harvests, 

exhausted mines, political instability – as evidence of the world’s old age.87 But the 

concept of senectus mundi could be also be extended into a new arena: the ongoing 

experience of persecution by the people of God.  

We read in later Donatist writings, such as the anonymous Sermo in natali 

sanctorum innocentium, that the present is an “Age of Sorrows,” a vast continuum 

between Abel and Antichrist:  

                                                 
84 For a discussion of the role of senectus mundi in Cyprian’s writings, see Jean Danielou, Origins 

of Latin Christianity, 250-258 and Allan Brent, Cyprian and Roman Carthage (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2010), 96-113.  

85 Cyprian, Ad Demetrianum, 5 in FOTC 36.171 (CCSL 3A.37: Scias esse praedictum in 

nouissimis temporibus multiplicari mala... iam iudicii die magis ac magis in plagas generis humani 

censuram Dei indignantis accendi.”) 

86 Ibid, 23 in FOTC 36.188 (CCSL 3A.48: “Quia iam mundi finis in proximo est ad Deum 

mentes... conuertite.”) 

87 Cf. Cyprian, Ad Demetrianum, 3. 
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For the innocent have always been oppressed for the truth in the present age, 

because from the very beginning of the world they have been the objects of 

enmity by the Devil, who lies in wait for them.88 

 

It is a motif that resurfaces throughout Donatist history. The Donatist bishops Petilian and 

Gaudentius, for instance, insist that the present lot of all true Christians is to be 

persecuted to the end of the age,89 while the editors of the Liber genealogus speak of a 

“City of Blood,” founded on Abel’s body, “which even now pours out the blood of 

Christians.”90 This is a division of time that presupposes a basic disconnect between the 

present “Age of Sorrows” and a future “Age of Glory,” one predicated upon the 

experience of persecution. Donatist exegetes at the Council of Carthage, for instance, will 

claim “that the times must be distinguished: between the present, in which all the 

righteous must die as Christ himself died – and the time to come, in which they will rise, 

and, dying no more, will live with him who has already risen”91: there will be no 

cessation of persecution until the end of time. 

This is a way of dividing time fundamentally at odds with the Caecilianist 

insistence that the age of persecutions was long past.92 It is a stance at once rooted in 

                                                 
88 Sermo in natali sanctorum innocentium, 5 (PLS 1.290: “Semper enim innocentia pro veritate in 

saeculo laboravit, quia inter ipsa initia mundi inimicitias cum diabulo insidiatore suscepit.”) 

89 Cf. Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 49, quoted in Augustine, Contra litteras 

Petiliani, 2.90.106; Gaudentius, Letter 2 to Dulcitius, quoted in Augustine, Contra Gaudentium, 1.20.22. 

90 Liber genealogus, 43 (MGH 9.163: “Hoc est civitas sanguinis, quae et nunc effundit sanguinem 

Christianum.” A similar theme is prominent within Sermons 4, 6, 7 and 55 of the newly-discovered 

Donatist Vienna Homilies, which we will examine in Chapter Four.  

91 Cited by Augustine in Breviculus collationis 3.10.20 (OSA 32.180: “Sed tempora esse 

discernenda dixerunt, praesens uidelicet, quo moriuntur omnes sancti, sicut mortuus est ipse Christus, et 

futurum,, quo resurgent et nullo morituro uiuent cum illo qui iam resurrexit.”) 

92 Augustine is our best example of the Caecilianist division of time: the present era is “Christian 

time,” he insists to his Rogatist opponent in Letter 93.3.9; where once kings persecuted the faith, they now 

protect it. In his Enarrationes in Psalmos, Augustine refers multiple times to the different temporal 

dispensations. While he agrees with his Donatist opponents that “persecution never ceases,” he argues that 

only in earlier ages did Christians experience “open persecution.” During the tempora Christiana, 
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lived experience and biblical exegesis93 – but above all, it is an appropriation of 

Cyprian’s belief in the senectus mundi. The idea of an ongoing Age of Sorrows itself is, 

as David Robinson notes, Cyprianic in origin.94 In his letter to Fortunatus, Cyprian 

introduces a catena of proof-texts with the title: “That it was formerly predicted that the 

world hold us in hatred, and that it would stir up persecutions against us, and that nothing 

new happens to the Christians, since from the beginning of the world the good have 

labored and been oppressed, and the just have been slain by the unjust.” He continues:  

These are not new or sudden things which are now happening to Christians, since 

the good and the just, who are always devoted to God by the law of innocence and 

by the fear of the true religion, always walk through afflictions, and injuries, and 

the sever and manifold punishments of attackers in the difficulty of a narrow road. 

Thus at the very beginning of the world, the just Abel is the first to be killed by 

his brother, and Jacob is sent into exile, and Joseph is sold...”95 

 

Moreover, for Cyprian the theme of ongoing persecution is intimately connected to the 

apocalyptic concept of senectus mundi: in a world grown old, there is little conceptual 

space for the tempora christiana of Caecilianist exegesis.96 The theme of senectus mundi, 

which guides the genealogy of persecution offered by Cyprian and so beloved by later 

                                                                                                                                                 
persecution is more subtle, consisting of the deceptive rhetoric of the heretics. Only at the time of 

Antichrist will physical persecution begin again (cf. Psalm 39.1; Psalm 103(2).7-9; Psalm 109.10-11). 

93 Cf. John 15.18-20; John 16.2-4; Matt. 24.9-12.  

94 David Robinson, Mystic Rules of Tyconius, 63.  

95 Cyprian, Ad Fortunatum, 5.11 in FOTC 36.317-318 (CCSL 3.201, 203-204: “Ante praedictum 

esse quod nos mundus odio habiturus esset et quod persecutiones adversum nos excitaret et quod nihil 

nouum christianis accidat, quando ab initio mundi boni laborauerint et oppressi adque occisi sint iusti ab 

iniustis... Nec noua aut repentina haec sunt quae nunc accidunt christianis, cum boni semper et iusti et Deo 

innocentiae lege ac uerae religionis timore deuoti per praessuras et iniurias et graues ac multiformes 

infestantium poenas angusti itineris difficultate gradiantur. Sic in origine statim mundi Abel iustus a fratre 

primus occiditur et Iacob fugatur et Ioseph uenundatur.”) The list of those persecuted for their faith 

continues: David, Elijah, Zachariah, Ananias, Azarias, Misahel, Daniel, Tobias, and the Maccabee martyrs. 

A similar template recurs throughout Cyprian’s writings; cf. De lapsis 7; Letter 58.6. 

96 This would certainly hold true for Cyprian. We should note, however, that Augustine is at times 

willing to accept the broad outline of senectus mundi: cf. Sermon 81.9; Sermon 296.10. 
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Donatist exegetes,97 introduces a new level instability into the system: the present age of 

persecution is not static. It is getting worse, inexorably heading towards a final 

confrontation between the righteous and the wicked, between Christ and Antichrist. 

Persecutions are not merely perennial manifestations of an antipathy as old as Cain. They 

represent a series of birth-pangs heralding an impending day of judgment.  

In his letter to the laity of Thibaris, for instance, Cyprian connects “that world 

[that] is dying” with Christ’s prediction of apocalyptic persecution: “No one should feel 

surprised that we are being harried by constant persecution and hard pressed by incessant 

affliction and anguish, since the Lord has already foretold that these things would be so in 

the very last days.”98 The same emphasis reappears in his letter to Fortunatus: the 

scriptural catena mentioned above is dominated by a recitation of Matthew 24.4-31 

entire.99 Cyprian’s intent in formulating these twin divisions of time is thus inherently 

eschatological. When Donatist sources like the Sermo in natali or the Liber genealogus 

draw upon Cyprianic categories in order to formulate their own genealogies of 

persecution or reiterate the division between the present Age of Sorrows and the future 

Age of Glory, they are utilizing an inherently apocalyptic paradigm.  

                                                 
97 Cf. Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 51 (in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 

2.93.202); the anonymous Donatist opponents in Augustine’s Epistula ad Catholicos 13.33; and the Liber 

genealogus 39:  “For his [Cain’s] name in the Latin language means “increase”: because this name had 

been taken because up until the advent of the Lord the Sons of Cain and those like him will slaughter those 

Christians following in the footsteps of Abel his brother” (MGH 9.163: “Nam nomen eius lingua Latina 

interpretatum crescens dicitur ideo enim hoc nomen acceperat, quoniam usque ad aduentum domini filii 

Kainan eiusque consortes occisuri erant Christianos vestigia Abel fratris eius sequentes”). 

98 Cyprian, Letter 58.2.1-2 in ACW 46.61 (CCSL 3C.321: “saeculo iam moriente... Nec quisquam 

miretur persecutionibus nos adsiduis fatigari et pressuris angentibus frequenter urgari, quando haec futura 

in nouissimis temporibus dominus ante praedixerit.”) 

99 Cyprian, Ad Fortunatum, 11. 
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But Cyprian’s interaction with apocalyptic themes could at times be far more 

overt. When discussing the significance of pre-Constantinian martyrological acta, I 

mentioned that persecution by the Roman Imperium could be contextualized within an 

eschatological paradigm in one of two ways: either as an element within the broad 

cacophony of “signs” which would proliferate as the world wound down, or more directly 

as the prophesied tribulation under Antichrist. The idea of senectus mundi fits well with 

the first scenario: persecution is a general sign of the nearness of the end, but not strictly 

an indication that it has already begun. Cyprian, for instance, would interpret the 

repression of Christians which took place under the emperor Decius beginning in 250 

within the general category of senectus mundi100: while the persecution was certainly a 

sign that the end was nearer now than ever before, Decius was not himself the Antichrist, 

and the events of 250-251 were merely praecursores to the final persecution.101  

The repression under Decius, however, opened up a new and terrifying chapter in 

Christian-Imperial interaction. By 252 Carthage was rife with rumors of an impending 

renewal of persecution under the emperor Trebonianus Gallus.102 We begin to detect a 

corresponding change in Cyprian’s eschatological assumptions.103 The impending 

persecution is now considered as belonging to an entirely different order: “Neither should 

                                                 
100 Cf. Patout Burns, “Cyprian’s Eschatology: Explaining Divine Purpose,” in The Early Church in 

Its Context, edited by Abraham J. Malherbe, Frederick W. Norris, and James W. Thompson (Boston: Brill, 

1998), 61-62. 

101 Cf. Cyprian, Ad Demetrianum, 22 in FOTC 36.186: “How great the things which meanwhile 

are being done here for us! Something is given as an example that the wrath of God may be known. But on 

the other hand there is the day of judgment which holy Scriptue announces.” (CCSL 3A.? Et quanta sunt 

quae istic pro nobis interim fiunt. In exemplum aliquid datur, ut Dei uindicis ira noscatur. Ceterm retro est 

iudicii dies quem scriptura sancta denuntiat.”)  

102 Cf. Michael Sage, Cyprian (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Patristic Foundation, 1975), 265. 

103 Sage, Cyprian, 270-271 and Patout Burns, Cyprian the Bishop (London: Routledge, 2002), 66-

67. 
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we regard what is coming as in any way comparable with what has already been – the 

battle that now looms over us is more serious and savage by far,” Cyprian warns the laity 

of the inland city of Thibaris.104 What was coming was not merely a sign of the world’s 

old age. It was nothing less than the final tribulation under Antichrist: “You have to 

realize, you have to be utterly convinced, you have to hold as certain that the day of 

affliction is now dawning overhead: the demise of the world and the time of Antichrist 

are nigh.”105  

The tensely awaited Gallian persecution never came to pass, despite the ominous 

atmosphere. Cornelius, bishop of Rome, and his successor Lucius were banished from the 

Imperial city – but Gallus was gone by 253, overthrown by a minor usurper who quickly 

suffered a similar fate under the victorious emperor Valerian.106 The intense apocalyptic 

expectation that had begun to color Cyprian’s writings, however, did not subside. In a 

letter to the Roman church celebrating the return of Lucius, he waxes typological: “Just 

as John, by his coming as Christ’s precursor and forerunner, preached that the Christ had 

come, so now it becomes evident by the bishop’s returning as the Lord’s confessor and 

high priest that the Lord, too, is now making his return.”107 These are days “when 

                                                 
104 Letter 58, 1.2 in ACW 46.60 (CCSL 3C.320: “Nec putemus talia esse quae ueniunt qualia 

fuerunt illa quae transierunt. Grauior nunc et ferocior pugna imminet.”) 

105 Ibid (“Scire enim debetis et pro certo credere ac tenere pressurae diem super caput esse 

coepisse et occasum saeculi atque antichristi tempus adpropinquasse.”) 

106 Sage, Cyprian, 284; see also Burns, “Eschatology,” 68.  

107 Letter 61, 4.1, in ACW 46.94 (CCSL 3C.383: “Quomodo Iohannes prraecurso reius et praeuius 

ueniens praedicauit Christum uenisse, sic nunc episcopo confessore domini et sacerdote redeunte appareat 

et dominum iam redire.”) 
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Antichrist is at hand”; Lucius must exhort his people “to take up the arms of confession 

and become martyrs.”108 

For the first time in our extant North African sources, then, we find clear evidence 

indicating an expectation of an imminent eschaton. The feared persecution under Gallus, 

the one which eventually came to pass under Valerian – these are not mere signs of a 

world in decline, they are the long-awaited tribulation of Antichrist. In his letter to the 

Thibarian laity, Cyprian warns against accepting the “mark of the beast” and offers 

comfort in the face of the final persecution: “Antichrist comes, but Christ is coming after 

him.”109  

This shift marks a definite point of divergence between Cyprianic eschatology 

and the apocalyptic paradigm espoused by Irenaeus and Tertullian. Tertullian, to be sure, 

believed that the end of the world was very near110; nevertheless, the apocalypse would 

be preceded by a definite sequence of events. Martyrs, like his contemporary Perpetua, 

are not participants in the final persecution. Rather, they are precursors to the end: the 

“souls of the martyrs under the altar” of Revelation 6.9-11. Tertullian is very clear:  

In John’s apocalypse the temporal succession of those events which “souls of the 

martyrs which are under the altar” seeking vengeance and judgment are told to 

await is laid out for us: first, the world must drain the plagues poured out upon it 

by the vials of the angels; then the city of whoredom must receive its appropriate 

end at the hands of the ten kings; then the beast Antichrist with his false prophet 

must enter into battle against the church.111 

                                                 
108 Ibid, 2.3 (CCSL 3C.381: “inminente antichristo... ad confessionis arma sumenda et facienda 

martyria.”) 

109 Cyprian, Letter 58.7.1 in ACW, 46.65 (CCSL 3C.329: “Venit antichristus, sed superuenit 

Christus.” Compare to Ad Fortunatum, 3.  

110 Cf. Tertullian, Ad uxorem 5.1 and De fuga in persecutione 12. 

111 Tertullian, De resurrectione mortuorum 25.1 (CCSL 2.953: “In Apocalypsi Iohannis ordo 

temporum sternitur, quem martyrum quoque animae sub altari ultionem et iudicium flagitantes sustinere 

didicerunt, ut prius et orbis de pateris angelorum plagas suas ebibat, et prostituta illa civitas a decem 

regibus dignos exitus referat, et bestia antichristus cum suo pseudopropheta certamen ecclesiae inferat.”)  
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In Cyprian’s later writings, however, we find no trace of such a timetable.112 It is not 

necessary for Rome to fall in order that Antichrist might rise; in fact, Antichrist may well 

masquerade as a Roman emperor.113 

The lesson was not lost on Cyprian’s heirs within the Donatist communion. 

Donatist martyrologies, in particular, will instinctively adopt a Cyprianic lens when 

attempting to contextualize their own interaction with Imperial repression. The Macarian-

era acta of Marculus, for instance, will denounce the emperor Constans as 

“Antichrist”114; more gruesomely, the Donatist martyr Isaac will pluck out the emperor’s 

eye in a dream-vision on the eve of his martyrdom.115  

Finally, the apocalyptic presuppositions that undergird Cyprianic theology offer 

us a new perspective on a topic of critical importance to Donatist-Caecilianist divide: the 

treatment of apostate bishops.  Like his Donatist successors, Cyprian regarded bishops 

who had betrayed the church during times of persecution as unworthy of their post. “God 

hears not a sinner,” Cyprian argued: they must resign from the bishopric and repent in 

                                                                                                                                                 
Perpetua and her fellow martyrs are explicitly included among these martyrs in De anima 55 in FOTC 

10.xx: “How is it, then, that the region of Paradise, which as revealed to John in the Spirit lay under the 

altar, displays no other souls as in it besides the souls of the martyrs? How is it that the most heroic martyr 

Perpetua on the day of her passion saw only her fellow-martyrs there, in the revelation which she received 

of Paradise?” (CCSL 2.xx:  “Et quomodo Iohanni in spiritu paradisi regio reuelata, quae subicitur altari, 

nullas alias animas apud se praeter martyrum ostendit? Quomodo Perpetua, fortissima martyr, sub die 

passionis in reuelatione paradisi solos illic martyras uidit?”) 

112 It is not as though he is unfamiliar with the synthesis: we have it on Jerome’s word that 

Cyprian read the writings of his predecessor Tertullian “daily” (Jerome, De viris inlustribus, 53) and hints 

of its contours can be found throughout his exegetical works (cf. Ad Quirinum 3.89, 93, 118; Ad 

Fortunatum, praef, 2). 

113 Cf. Michael Fahey, Cyprian and the Bible: A Study in Third-Century Exegesis (Tübingen: 

Mohr, 1971), 547; Burns, “Cyprian’s Eschatology,” 66-67. 

114 Passio Marculi 1, 3.  

115 Cf. Passio Maximiani et Isaac 8-10. We shall examine the Donatist martyrological acta in 

detail in Chapter Four.  
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dust and ashes.116 Those who refused to resign were considered to have separated 

themselves from the church: their congregations must either disassociate with them or 

share in their sin.117 

A significant foreshadowing of the Donatist case against Caecilian may be found 

in Cyprian’s letter to the Spanish congregations of Legio-Asturica and Emerita. Their 

bishops, Basilides and Martialis, were libellatici – they had obtained certificates of 

compliance during the recent persecution, and had been deposed and replaced in the sight 

of their congregations by bishops Sabinus and Felix.118 Basilides, however, refused to 

accept his deposition and appealed to bishop Stephen of Rome for reinstatement. The 

result resembled Caecilianism in embryo, at least from a Donatist perspective, for 

Stephen ruled in favor of the lapsed bishop, restoring him to his congregation.119 Sabinus 

and Felix, meanwhile, appealed to Cyprian and the North African bishops assembled in 

council.  

Cyprian, for his part, would rebuke Basilides and Martialis as “a gang of traitors 

and fellow travelers who are now endeavoring to rise up against the Church from within 

the Church and to undermine faith as well as truth.”120 Like Novatian or Felicissimus, 

                                                 
116 Cyprian, Letter 67.2.2 in ACW 47.22 (CCSL 3C.449: “Deus peccatorem non audit [John 

9.31].”) 

117 Cyprian, Letter 67.3.1 in ACW 47.22: “And the faithful are not to beguile themselves with the 

notion that, while they are in communion with a bishop who is a sinner and acquiesce in their church 

leaders’ wrongful and unlawful exercise of episcopal powers, they can remain themselves untouched by the 

infection of his offense.”(CCSL 3C.449: “Nec sibi plebs blandiatur quasi inmunis esse a contagio delicti 

possit cum sacerdote peccatore communicans et ad iniustum atque inlicitum praepositi sui episcopatum 

consensum suum commodans.”) 

118 Letter 67.6.1. Martialis, in fact, is said to have actually denounced Christ (6.2).  

119 Ibid, 5.2-4. 

120 Ibid, 8.3 in ACW 47.26 (CCSL 3C.459: “praeuaricatorum numerus uel proditorum qui nunc in 

ecclesia contra ecclesiam surgere et fidem pariter ac ueritatem labefactare coeperunt.”) 
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they were schismatics who dared to break the bond of unity. The condemnation, however, 

is couched in apocalyptic rhetoric. Schisms are for Cyprian yet another sign of the 

senectus mundi, a symptom of the nearness of Antichrist.121 Comforting the demoralized 

Spanish congregations, Cyprian assures them that such things are only to be expected in 

light of the world’s old age:  

All these things, it has been predicted, are to happen at the end of time; it has been 

foretold by the utterance of the Lord as well as by the testimony of the apostles 

that when the world begins to decline and the Antichrist makes his approach, 

everything good will also begin to fail, but all that is evil and wicked will 

flourish.122  

 

A similar theme haunts the De unitate, directed against the schism of Novatian:  

This evil, most faithful brethren, began long ago, but now the dangerous 

destruction of the same evil has increased, and the venomous plague of heretical 

perversity and schisms has begun to rise and to spread more, because even so it 

was to be at the decline of the world.123 

 

As Allen Brent points out, schismatics quite as much as persecutors become barometers 

of the apocalypse in Cyprian’s writings.124 They are signs of a swiftly-coming end, 

emissaries of Antichrist sent to disrupt the Ark of the Church prior to the final 

persecution.125 A century later, we find Donatist partisans characterizing their opponents 

                                                 
121 Cf. Allen Brent, Cyprian and Roman Carthage, 108.  

122 Cyprian, Letter 67.7 in ACW 47.26 (CCSL 3C.458: “Praenuntia sunt haec futura in saeculi fine 

et domini uoce atque apostolorum contestatione praedictum est deficiente iam mundo atque adpropinquante 

antichristo bona quaeque deficere, mala uero et aduersa proficere.”) 

123 Cyprian, De unitate 16 in FOTC 36.111 (CCSL 3.207: “Malum hoc, fidelissimi fratres, iam 

pridem coeperat sed nunc creuit eiusdem mali infesta clades, exsurgere ac pullulare plus coepit haereticae 

peruersitatis et schismatum uenenata pernicies, quia et sic in occasu munde oportebat.”) 

124 Brent, Cyprian and Roman Carthage, 112. 

125Ibid, 296-297. Cf. Cyprian, Letter 69.1.3 (ACW 47.33): “The conclusion is plain: all men are 

adversaries of the Lord and antichrists if it is established that they have withdrawn from charity and from 

the unity of the catholic church.” (CCSL 3C.471: “Unde apparet aduersarios domini et antichristos omnes 

esse quos constet a caritate atque ab unitate ecclesiae catholicae recessisse.”) In Letter 59.3.3 (ACW 

46.71), Cyprian characterizes the schismatic Felicissimus as having “Antichrist in his heart.” (CCSL 

3C.341: “utrum Christum in corde suo an uero antichristum habeat.”) 
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in similar terms: Caecilianists are “ministers of Antichrist,”126 who under the name of 

“Christian” do the works of the apocalyptic enemy.127 

Significantly, Cyprian even resorts to a type of “remnant motif” in order to 

explain the multiplication of schisms and heresies. Faith will dwindle at the end of the 

world, he assured his congregation, quoting precisely those scriptures which would be 

utilized by the Donatists a century later: “So has the vigor of faith withered in us; so has 

the strength of believers languished. And therefore the Lord, looking upon our times, says 

in his Gospel: ‘When the Son of Man comes, do you think that he will find faith on the 

earth?’ We see that what he foretold is coming to pass.”128 The rise of schisms are 

inevitable in the shadow of the end: “For thus it will be at the end of the world, as has 

been foretold by our apostle and forewarned by the Holy Spirit. In the last days, he says, 

troubling times will come.”129 In 427, an anonymous Donatist compiler would echo his 

words: “But know this, he says, that troubling times will come in the last days... This 

prophecy is clearly speaking about our own times.”130 When writing to the Spanish 

                                                 
126 Sermo de Passione Ss. Donati et Advocati 1 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 52 (PL 8.753: 

“ministros Antichristi”).  

127 Vienna Homily 39, Cavete a pseudoprophetis (Leroy, “Les 22 inédits,” 261: “Nomen tuum 

christianum sonat sed facta antichristum monstrant.”) 

128 Cyprian, De unitate, 26 in FOTC 36.120 (CCSL 3.267: “Sic in nobis emarcuit uigor fidei, sic 

credentium robur elanguit, et idcirco Dominus, tempora nostra respiciens, in euangelio suo dicit: ‘Filius 

hominis cum uenerit, putas inueniet fidem in terra? Uidemus vieri quod ille praedixit.”) A caution is in 

order: as Augustine correctly points out, Cyprian will often contrast the world-wide church against the 

circumscribed communions of the heretics (Cyprian, De unitate 5; Letter 67.28; cf. Augustine, Contra 

Cresconium 2.39, Letter 108.3.9, Sermon 313E.2). Nevertheless, Cyprian’s broader point in this passage 

stands; even if the church would become a numerical minority in a sea of heretics, it would still remain the 

true church. Catholicity for Cyprian is defined by faithfulness, not geographic extent.  

129 Cyprian, De unitate, 16 (CCSL 3.261: “Quia et sic in occasu mundi oportebat, praenuntiante 

per apostolum nobis et praemonente Spiritu sancto: In nouissimis, inquit, diebus aderunt tempora 

molesta.”) 

130 Prophetiae ex omnibus libris collectae, found in the Donatist Compendium of 427 (PLS 1.179: 

“Hoc autem scito, inquid, quoniam in novissimus diebus aderunt tempora molesta... Nostris quoque 

temporibus haec prophetia manifestius declarata est.”) 
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congregations, Cyprian uses what will become a very Donatist typology when he praises 

Elijah for remaining faithful “when the Jews, faltering in spirit, wandered far from the 

practice of the true religion,” Daniel alone among the Babylonians resisting idolatry, 

Mattathias standing firm “when all others succumbed or gave way.”131 Even though 

Cyprian will quickly qualify that ‘the majority in the Church do still retain sincerity of 

heart,”132 the stage is set for Donatist appropriation of these motifs.  

Later Donatists would venerate Cyprian as an apocalyptic seer, elevating his 

beliefs concerning the senectus mundi to the status of inspired prophecy.133 When 

Donatist writers cited Cyprian in support of their communion, they were appealing to a 

theological position formed within an intensely apocalyptic milieu. This does not mean 

that the eschatological underpinnings of Cyprian’s theology were necessarily made 

explicit whenever Donatists appealed to their third-century exemplar. Petilian, for 

instance, is almost certainly paraphrasing the Ad Demetrianum in his Epistula ad 

presbyteros et diaconos134 yet there is little of the apocalyptic to be found in his letter. 

                                                 
131 Cyprian, Letter 67.8.2 in ACW 47.26 (CCSL 3C.459: “Helian Iudaeis deficientibus atque a 

religione diuina recedentibus stetisse et certasse sublimiter... succumbentibus licet et cedentibus ceteris 

Mattatian legem dei uindicasse fortiter.”) Cf. Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 51 (in 

Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.93.202); the anonymous Donatist opponents in Augustine’s Epistula 

ad Catholicos 13.33; and the Liber genealogus 39, 40, 546.  

132 Cyprian, Letter 67.8.3 in ACW 47.26 (CCSL 3C.459: “Permanet apud plurimos sincera 

mens.”) 

133 Prophetiae ex omnibus libris collectae, in the Donatist Compendium of 427: “In a similar way 

St. Cyprian bishop and martyr also prophesied, saying: ‘The farmer in the field declines and fades away; so 

too the sailor in the sea, the soldier in the camp, the innocent in the forum, justice in judgment, harmony in 

friendships, skill in the arts, and discipline in morals.’” (PLS 1.179: “Itaque sanctus Cyprianus episcopus 

quoque et martyr prophetavit dicens: Decrescit (ac deficit) in arvis agricola, in mari nauta, miles in castris, 

innocens in foro, justitia in judicio, in amicitiis concordia, in artibus peritia, in moribus disciplina.”)  

134 Compare, for instance, the likely echoes of Ad Demetrianum 13 with Petilian’s Epistula ad 

presbyteros et diaconos 58, found in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.96.218 and Ad Demetrianum 12 

with 2.93.202.  
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Nevertheless, because of the unique recursive nature of such texts,135 the Cyprianic 

appeal to eschatology was always capable of reactivation. 

 

New Trajectories: Lactantius 

 As I mentioned above, our final consideration is something of an outlier. Actively 

caught up in the same swirl of events which would ultimately culminate in schism 

between Donatist and Caecilianist, Firmianus Lactantius was no predecessor to the 

Donatist communion. Lactantius, like Augustine after him, found fame in the early fourth 

century as a master rhetorician, a student, if Jerome can be trusted, of Arnobius of Sicca 

Veneria.136 It is possible that he had already converted to Christianity before taking up 

the coveted position of professor of Latin rhetoric at the court of the emperor Diocletian 

in Nicomedia.137 Forced out two years later amid rising anti-Christian hostility, he 

appears to have made his way to the western provinces – living, as Eusebius intones, “in 

poverty” before being invited by Constantine to tutor his doomed son Crispus in Trier.138  

Lactantius soon proved to be a vocal supporter of Constantine. “It was not wrong 

of the Lord and Ruler of the world,” he tells his patron, “to pick you out above all others 

through whom to re-inaugurate his holy religion, because you were the only one to 

                                                 
135 In the Compendium mentioned above, stichometric lists are given for the Old and New 

Testaments – and the writings of Cyprian.  

136 Jerome, De viris inlustribus, 80.  

137 Cf. Anthony Bowen and Peter Garnesy, Lactantius: Divine Institutes, “Introduction” 

(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2003), 2, and Bernard McGinn, Apocalyptic Spirituality (Mahwah, 

NJ: Paulist Press, 1979), 17. We must be cautious, however: Lactantius does not give a date for his 

conversion. 

138 Cf. Eusebius, Chronica, 312. Though often inferred, it is not at all clear that the reference to 

“poverty” is connected directly to the persecution.  
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demonstrate special qualities of virtue and holiness.”139 Indeed, he was more than a mere 

admirer: as recent scholarship has emphasized, Lactantius may rightly be called an 

“architect” of the Constantinian religious settlement.140 A conspicuous – and, in terms of 

our narrative, ominous – example of Constantine’s indebtedness to Lactantian political 

theology comes across clearly in the emperor’s letter to the Council of Arles in 314.141 In 

the letter, Constantine characterizes the recalcitrant Donatist bishops as partisans who 

indulge their “hateful desires... to continuously have the upper hand in everything” – 

terms which in their larger context echo Book 1.1.6 of Lactantius’ Divinae 

institutiones.142 As Elizabeth Digeser notes: “The two passages show parallel thoughts 

despite their different contexts... in both instances the opposition was ‘wandering’ in 

‘darkness’: in both instances ‘God’ has not permitted their error to continue.”143  

                                                 
139 Lactantius, Divinae institutiones 7.26.10e (L. Caecilius Firmianus Lactantius: Divinarum 

Institutionum Libri Septem, fasc. 4: Liber VII, ed. Eberhard Heck and Antonie Wlosok (Boston: De 

Gruyter, 2011), 731: “Nec immerito rerum dominus ac rector te potissimum delegit, per quem sanctam 

religionem suam restauraret, quoniam unus ex omnibus extitisti qui praecipua uirtutis et sanctitatis exempla 

praeberes.”) The paragraph is in a later recension of the text.  

140 Cf. Elizabeth Digeser, The Making of a Christian Empire: Lactantius and Rome (Ithaca, NY: 

Cornell University Press, 2000); H. A. Drake, Constantine and the Bishops: The Politics of Intolerance 

(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000); Timothy Barnes, Constantine and Eusebius 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1981), 73-75; and Charles Odahl, “God and Constantine: 

Divine Sanction for Imperial rule in the First Christian Emperor’s Early Letters and Art,” in Catholic 

Historical Review 81.3 (July, 1995), 338-341.  

141 Contained in Appendix 5 of Optatus’ Contra Parmenianum Donatistam (Edwards, 189). 

142 Compare: “Aeterna et religiousa incomprehensibilis pietas dei nostri nequaquam permittit 

humanam condicionem diutius in tenebris oberrare neque patitur exosas quorumdam uoluntates usque in 

tantum praeualere ut non suis praeclarissimis liminibus denuo pandens iter salutare eas det ad regulam 

iustitiae conuerti” (Constantine, “Letter to the Catholic bishops”) with “Quod quia fieri non potuit ut 

homini per se ipsum ratio diuina notesceret, non est passus hominum deus lumen sapientiae requirentem 

diutius errare ac sine ullo laboris effectu uagari per tenebras inextribiles: aperuit oculos eius aliquando et 

notionem ueritatis munus suum fecit, ut et humanam sapientiam nullam esse monstraret et erranti ac uago 

uiam consequendae inmortalitatis ostenderet.” (Lactantius, Divinae institutiones 1.1.6). The English 

translation comes from Elizabeth Digeser, “Lactantius and Constantine’s Letter to Arles: Dating the Divine 

Institutes” in Journal of Early Christian Studies 2 (Jan 1, 1994), 35 note 7.  

143 Digeser, “Constantine’s Letter to Arles,” 36.  
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This is not the only time Lactantian principles were mobilized against the 

incipient threat of Donatism. Indeed, T. D. Barnes argues that Book Four of the 

Institutiones likely contains a veiled condemnation of the recent events in North Africa: 

There have been some among us either less firm in their faith, or less 

knowledgeable or less careful, who caused a split in our unity and sent the church 

different ways. There were some people who, despite a dodgy faith, pretended 

they knew God and worshipped him; by building up their resources and 

concentrating on office they tried to gain the top priesthood. When put down by 

people more powerful, they then preferred to withdraw with their supporters 

rather than have over them the people they had wanted to dominate themselves.144 

 

To reiterate: unlike Tertullian, Cyprian, and the pre-Constantinian martyrs, 

Lactantius is not an ancient predecessor to the Donatist communion. He is not 

sympathetic to the early Donatist movement or its foundational claims.145 Well versed, 

well-travelled, he may not have ever returned to North Africa after leaving in 303 to take 

up his position in Nicomedia.146 So why include him in our study at all? The answer is 

that Lactantius, for all his seeming incompatibility, is a unique witness to the contours of 

North African eschatology at the dawn of the Donatist-Caecilianist schism. We find in his 

writings the earliest traces of apocalyptic motifs which will become prominent by the end 

of the century among both sides – alternate currents which, while sometimes compatible 

                                                 
144 Lactantius, Divinae institutiones 4.30.4-5 in Bowen, 279 (Heck, fasc. 2, 432: “Fuerunt quidam 

nostrorum uel minus stabilita fide uel minus docti uel minus cauti, qui discidium facerent unitatis et 

ecclesiam dissiparent. Sed ii quorum fides fuit lubrica, cum deum nosse se et colere simularent, augendis 

opibus et honori studentes adfectabant maximum sacerdotium, et a potioribus uicti secedere cum 

suffragatoribussuis mluerunt quam eos ferre praepositos quibus concupierant ipsi ante praeponi.”). Cf. 

Timothy Barnes, Constantine and Eusebius, 291, note 96. 

145 In particular, his De mortibus persecutorum, with its lurid depictions of imperial destruction, 

likely influenced Petilian’s tirade against the persecutors of his own day; cf. Petilian, Epistula ad 

presbyteros et diaconos, 56 (contained in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.93.202). 

146 Timothy Barnes postulates that Lactantius spent the years in exile from Nicomedia in Africa 

(Barnes, Constantine and Eusebius, 291, note 96), but Bowen discounts the idea as “unlikely,” preferring 

instead to situate him in Italy instead (Bowen, “Introduction,” 3, note 11).  
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with the broad outlines of the Irenaean Synthesis, are also witnesses to new and different 

trajectories. 

We should be careful, nevertheless, about uncritically claiming Lactantius as an 

expression of a uniquely North African Christian theology. For one thing, Lactantius is 

eclectic, cosmopolitan. Integral to his apologetic goal is to convince the pagans of the 

truth of Christian claims using their own oracles: the Divinae institutiones is therefore 

replete with allusions to the Sibyls, Hermes Trismegistus, Hystaspes.147 Later Donatist 

and Caecilianist writers do not follow him; oracles of pagan gods and visions of Persian 

prophets had little polemical value in their fratricidal struggle.148 

Nevertheless, Lactantius’ primary Christian sources are named for us, and they 

are all North African. “Among those known to me in this capacity,” Lactantius mentions, 

“one notable advocate was Minucius Felix... Septimius Tertullian also had skill in every 

sort of writing... Cyprian won himself considerable fame as a professor of rhetoric.”149 

Lactantius is not uncritical of his predecessors, but he is clearly familiar with their 

writings.150 It is also evident that he was heavily influenced by their apocalyptic 

                                                 
147 Cf. Lactantius, Divinae institutiones 5.1.1-28. 

148 Only once will Augustine directly refer to Sibylline prophecies positively (De civitate dei 

18.23; but cf. 10.28) and then he is explicitly following Lactantius. More often, Augustine’s allusions come 

in the context of Manichaean attempts to synergize the Sibyl: his references here are dismissive at best (cf. 

Contra Faustum 13.15).  

149 Lactantius, Divinae institutiones 5.1.22-24 in Bowen, 283-284 (Heck, fasc. 3, 440: “noti sunt 

Minucius Felix… Septimus quoque Tertullianus fuit omne genere litterarum peritus… Cyprianus, quoniam 

et magnam sibi gloriam ex artis oratoriae professione quaesierat.”) 

150 Minucius Felix’ work Octavius “makes plain how good a vindication of truth he could have 

made if he had devoted himself totally to the subject” (Divinae institutiones 5.1.22 (Heck, fasc. 3, 440): 

“Declarant quam idoneus ueritatis adsertor esse potuisset, si se totum ad id stadium contulisset”); 

Tertullian’s Apologeticum demonstrates that “there is a difference between merely responding to attacks, 

when defence and denial is the sole form, and setting up something new – which is what I am doing” (5.4.3 

(Heck, fasc. 3, 451): “Tamen quoniam aliud est accusantibus respondere, quod in defensione aut negatio 

sola positum est, aliud instituere, quod nos facimus”); and Lactantius sees himself as “developing in full 

material which Cyprian failed to develop in the speech where he tried to refute Demetrianus ‘barking and 
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framework. Although we should not discount an eastern influence derived from his stay 

at Nicomedia,151 Lactantius’ vision of an Empire that wards off the end by its very 

existence – “The circumstances themselves make it clear that the slide into ruin will come 

soon, except that no part of it seems fit to fear as long as Rome is intact”152 – appears to 

be lifted from Tertullian’s Apologeticum,153and his grim descriptions of “the extreme old 

age of a world exhausted and collapsing”154 echo Cyprian’s articulation of the senectus 

mundi.155 

Lactantius thus provides evidence for the continued vitality of the Irenaean 

apocalyptic synthesis in North Africa at the dawn of the schism. The fifty years that 

separate Lactantius from Cyprian, however, have taken their toll. New influences from 

the transmarine world have entered the African apocalyptic vernacular. For the first time 

in North African literature (excluding the ever-enigmatic witness of Commodian156), we 

hear references to a “double Antichrist” tradition. After disintegrating into the prophesied 

                                                                                                                                                 
barracking,’ as he put it, ‘against the truth.’” (5.4.3 (Heck, fasc. 3, 451): “Ut implerem materiam, quam 

Cyprianus non est exsecutus in ea oration, qua ‘Demetrianum’ sicut ipse ait ‘oblatrantem’ atque 

‘obstrepentem’ ueritati redarguere conatur.”). Cf. Stefan Freund, Laktanz, Divinae institutiones, Buch 7: De 

vita beata: Einleitung, Text, Übersetzung und Kommentar. Berlin/New York:  Walter de Gruyter, 2009, 45-

50. 

151 Cf. Vincenzio Loi, Lattanzio nelle Storia del Linguaggio e del Pensiero teologico Pre-Niceno 

(Zurich: Pas-Verlag, 1970), 274-278. 

152 Lactantius, Divinae institutiones 7.25.6 in Bowen, 437 (Heck, fasc. 4, 727): “Etiam res ipsa 

declarant lapsum ruinamque rerum breui fore, nisi quod incolumi urbe Roma nihil istius uidetur esse 

metuendum.”) 

153 Cf. Tertullian, Apologeticum 32.  

154 Lactantius, Divinae institutiones 7.14.16 in Bowen, 421 (Heck, fasc. 4, 696: “Fatigati et 

dilabentis mundi ultimam senectutem.”) 

155 Cf. Cyprian, Ad Demetrianum, 3. 

156 As we shall see in Appendix A, placing Commodian in his temporal context has proven 

notoriously difficult. For the purposes of this chapter, however, the issue is immaterial: if Commodian’s 

two poems precede Lactantius, this simply reveals an earlier North African apocalyptic influence. If they 

do not, the above assertions stand without qualification. 
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ten kingdoms, Rome’s demise is now reversed by “an enemy of great power,” who will 

“suddenly rise up against them from the furthest bounds of the north” – reuniting the 

fallen empire under his own name to the “confusion and ruin of the human race.”157 But 

this is not the Antichrist. “A second king will arise in Syria, born of an evil spirit, the 

wrecker and destroyer of the human race, who will wipe out the remnants of previous evil 

together with himself.”158 It is his destruction which will bring the world’s old age to a 

close and usher in the millennium.159 

The concept of a “double Antichrist” is not found in Irenaeus; nevertheless, it was 

widespread by the fourth century. Besides Lactantius, we find it also in the Gallic axis of 

Martin of Tours and Sulpicius Severus160 and the late fourth-century North African Julius 

Quintus Hilarianus.161 Embedded in the Gallic mythos is the idea that the first Antichrist 

would arise in the west (Lactantius’ “north”) and would be none other than a revivified 

Nero himself, “released at the end of the age so that he may foster the mystery of 

iniquity.”162 Lactantius is aware of the Nero redivivus legend and its allegedly Sibylline 

provenance, though he will ultimately reject it as incompatible with his narrative in De 

                                                 
157 Lactantius, Divinae institutiones 7.16.104 in Bowen, 424 (Heck, fasc. 4, 701: “Tum repente 

aduersus eos hostis potentissimus ab extremis finibus plagae septentrionalis orietur… confusion ac 

perturbation humani generis consequetur.”) 

158 Ibid, 7.17.2 in Bowen, 426 (Heck, fasc. 4, 704: “Alter rex orietur e Syria malo spiritu genitus 

euersor ac perditor generis humani, qui reliquias illius prioris mali cum ipso simul deleat.”).  

159 Ibid, 7.19.6-9. 

160 Martin of Tours, quoted in Sulpicius Severus, Dialogi, 1.41; Sulpicius Severus, Chronica, 2.28. 

161 Julius Quintus Hilarianus, De Cursu Temporum, 17.  

162 Sulpicius Severus, Chronica 2.29 (CSEL 1.84: “sub saeculi fine mittendus, ut mysterium 

iniquitatis exerceat.”) Cf. also Martin of Tours, preserved in Sulpicius Severus, Dialogi, 1.42 (McGinn, 

52): “Nero will rule in the western region after subduing the ten kings... then Nero himself will be 

destroyed by the Antichrist so that the whole world and all ntions may be drawn under his power.” (CSEL 

1.197: “Neronem in occidentali plaga subactis decem regibus imperaturum... ipsum denique neronem ab 

Antichristo esse perimendum, atque ita sub illius potestate uniuersum orbem cunctasque gentes esse 

redigendas.” 
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mortibus persecutorum.163 It is a very old meme indeed, appearing in Sibylline oracles 

and Jewish-Christian apocalypses of the second century – and, as we shall see, among 

both Donatist and Caecilianist communities of the fifth.164  

More provocatively, Lactantius is a witness to another post-Irenaean development 

found in the Liber genealogus and related Donatist literature: the anno mundi or AM 

dating system. Anno mundi chronology – the art of calculating the number of years since 

the creation of the world – was an ancient endeavor, an effective apologetic buffer 

against pagan claims to antiquity.165 The anno mundi system that dominated the third 

through fifth centuries, however, had another, more explicitly apocalyptic goal in mind: 

to calculate the time remaining until the return of Christ.  

In its general framework, this apocalyptic dating system dates back at least to the 

anonymous second-century Epistle of Barnabas. For the virulently anti-Jewish writer, the 

story of the six days of creation found in the first chapter of Genesis had a deeper 

meaning:  

Observe, children, what ‘he finished in six days’ means. It means this: that in six 

thousand years the Lord will bring everything to an end, for with him a day 

signifies a thousand years... Therefore, children, in six days – that is, in six 

thousand years – everything will be brought to an end.166 

                                                 
163 Lactantius’ purpose in De mortibus persecutorum is to show how previous oppressors of 

Christianity met with terrible deaths; Nero’s alleged preservation would undermine the narrative. Cf. 

Lactantius, De mortibus persecutorum, 2.8-9 (SC 39.81: “Unde illum quidam deliri credunt esse translatum 

ac uiuum reseruatum, Sibylla dicente: Matricidam profugum a finibus terrae esse uenturum, ut quia primus 

persecutus est, idem etiam nouissimus persequatur et antichristi praecedat aduentum – quod ne fas est 

credere – sicut duos prophetas uiuos translatos in ultima tempora ante imperium Christi sanctum ac 

sempiternum, cum descendere coeperit, quidam nostrorum pronuntiant: eodem modo etiam neronem 

uenturum putant, ut praecursor diaboli ac praeuius sit uenientis ad uastationem terrae et humani generis 

euersionem.”) 

164 Cf. the Ascension of Isaiah 4.1-3; Sibylline Oracles 4.119-124 and 5.28-34. 

165 Cf. Theophilus of Antioch, Ad Autolycum 3.28; Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis, 1.21.   

166 Epistle of Barnabas, 15.4 (in Michael Holmes, The Apostolic Fathers, 3rd ed. (Grand Rapids, 

MI: Baker Academic, 2007), 427-428: “προσέχετε, τέκνα, τί λέγει τὸ συνετέλεσεν ἐν ἓξ ἡμέραις. τοῦτο 
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It is our first record of a cosmic “world week,” the idea that just as six days were 

encapsulated in the world’s creation, six thousand years would mark its duration. 

Barnabas is not quite a dating system yet: although it is clear that its author expects an 

imminent end,167 he nowhere provides the crucial key to the riddle: precisely where in the 

six thousand years is the present time?  

It was Irenaeus who, adapting and refashioning the apocalyptic expectations of 

earliest Christianity into a coherent eschatological structure, provided the first hint as to 

the answer. Christ, he claimed, “went to his Passion on the day before the Sabbath – that 

is, the sixth day of creation in which humanity was formed.” 168 For Irenaeus, Christ’s 

suffering was cosmic in scale, “recapitulating all of humanity, from beginning to end, in 

himself.”169 It was only fitting, then, that Christ, in recapitulating the history of creation, 

would incarnate and suffer in the sixth age of the world – the day of humanity’s creation 

and fall. He would return for his church on the six thousandth year anno mundi: the 

cosmic Sabbath.170 

                                                                                                                                                 
λέγει, ὅτι ἐν ἑξακισχιλίοις ἔτεσιν συντελέσει κύριος τὰ σύμπαντα· ἡ γὰρ ἡμέρα παρ’ αὐτῷ σημαίνει χίλια 

ἔτη... οὐκοῦν, τέκνα, ἐν ἓξ ἡμέραις, ἐν τοῖς ἑξακισχιλίοις ἔτεσιν συντελεσθήσεται τὰ σύμπαντα.”) 

167 Ibid, 4.3 “The last stumbling block is at hand, concerning which the scriptures speak, as Enoch 

says. For the Master has cut short the times and the days for this reason, so that his beloved might make 

haste and come into his inheritance.” (Holmes, 387: “τὸ τέλειον σκάνδαλον ἤγγικεν, περὶ οὗ γέγραπται, ὡς 

Ἐνὼχ λέγει. Εἰς τοῦτο γὰρ ὁ δεσπότης συντέτμηκεν τοὺς καιροὺς καὶ τὰς ἡμέρας, ἵνα ταχύνῃ ὁ ἠγαπημένος 

αὐτοῦ καὶ ἐπὶ τὴν κληρονομίαν ἥξῃ.”) 

168 Irenaeus, Adversus haereses, 5.23.2 (SC 153.292: “venit ad passionem pridie ante sabbatum, 

quae est sexta conditionis dies, in qua homo plasmata est.”  

169 Ibid (SC 153.290-292: “Recapitulans enim universum hominem in se ab initio usque ad finem.”  

170 Cf. Irenaeus, Adversus haereses, 5.28.3: “For the world will be brought to completion in as 

many thousand years as the days in which it was made... for the day of the Lord is like a thousand years, 

and in six days all things that were made were brought to completion – therefore it is clear that their 

completion will occur on the six thousandth year.” (SC 153.358: “Quotquot enim diebus hic factus est 

mundus, tot et millenis annis consummator… Si enim dies Domini quasi mille anni, in sex diem diebus 

consummata sunt quae facta sunt, manifestum est quoniam consummatio ipsorum sextus millesimus annus 

est.”   
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But even here we lack precision. Christ had been born sometime in the sixth 

epoch of the world: but when? Some, like Cyprian, believed his advent had occurred 

almost at the close of the age. “Almost six thousand years are now being fulfilled since 

the devil first attacked man,” Cyprian says in his letter to Fortunatus: “the end and the 

consummation of the world, the hostile time of Antichrist, has already begun to draw 

near.”171 Cyprian’s position, however, proved untenable. Already an intriguing 

alternative had been formulated by Hippolytus of Rome, Tertullian’s contemporary. In 

his Commentarii in Danielem, Hippolytus, clearly dependent on Irenaeus for the basic 

structure of his argument,172 argued that Christ had in fact been born precisely in 5,500 

AM:  

When the times from the foundation of the world and from Adam are reckoned, 

they furnish this matter quite clearly to us who seek an answer. For the first 

advent of our Lord in the flesh, when he was born in Bethlehem, was eight days 

before the Kalends of January, on the fourth day, while Augustus was in his forty-

second year, but from Adam, five thousand and five hundred years.173 

 

The argument was buttressed by typological evidence, “models and images of spiritual 

mysteries.”174 The ark of Moses, for instance, was “five and a half cubits” when its 

                                                 
171 Cyprian, Ad Fortunatum, 2, 1 in FOTC 36.314, 313 (CCSL 3.183: “Sex milia annorum iam 

paene conplentur, ex quo hominem diabolus inpugnat... in fine adque in consummatione mundi antichristi 

tempus infestum adpropinquare iam coepit.”) 

172 Cf., for instance, De Christo et Antichristo 26, in which Hippolytus refers to Irenaeus’ 

distinctive recapitulatio theory of Christ, or 50, which repeats the Irenaean list “Titan,” “Eventhas,” and 

“Latinus” as possible names of Antichrist. 

173 Hippolytus, In Danielem 4.23.2-3 in T.C. Schmidt, Hippolytus of Rome: Commentary on 

Daniel (2010), 140, who notes that the precise date would therefore be Wednesday, December 25, 5500 

AM (SC 14.306: “Οἱ γὰρ χρόνοι ἀπὸ καταβολῆς κόσμου καὶ ἀπὸ Ἀδὰμ καταριθμούμενοι εὔδηλα ἡμῖν 

παριστῶσι τὰ ζητούμενα. Ἡ γὰρ πρώτη παρουσία τοῦ κυρίου ἡμῶν ἡ ἔνσαρκος, ἐν ᾗ γεγέννηται ἐν 

Βηθλεέμ, ἐγένετο πρὸ ὀκτὼ καλανδῶν ἰανουαρίων, ἡμέρᾳ τετράδι, βασιλεύοντος Αὐγούστου 

τεσσαρακοστὸν καὶ δεύτερον ἔτος, ἀπὸ δὲ Ἀδὰμ πεντακισχιλιοστῷ καὶ πεντακοσιοστῷ ἔτει.”) 

174 Ibid, 4.24.2 in Schmidt, Hippolytus of Rome, 141 (SC 14.309: “τύποι καὶ εἰκόνες τῶν 

πνευματικῶν... μυστηρίων.”) 
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measurements were added together, symbolizing the duration of the world until the 

coming of Christ in the “ark” of human flesh.175  

If the Savior had been born in 5,500 AM, then the eschatological puzzle was 

solved: the end of the sixth age could, in theory, be calculated down to the year. In his 

Chronica, Hippolytus did precisely this: “therefore all the years from Adam up until this 

day are 5,738 years.”176 The end would come, at latest, 268 years in the future.  

The Hippolytan chronology, which Richard Landes calls “AM I” in order to 

distinguish it from later anno mundi dating systems, reigned supreme over the course of 

the fourth and fifth centuries.177 We find it influencing the writings of Victorinus of 

Poetovio, Hilary of Poitiers, and Sulpicius Severus alongside anonymous chronographies 

such as the Cologne Prologue and the Chronicle of 452.178 Jerome, while postulating an 

alternate chronology, would acknowledge its popularity.179 

Lactantius, however, is our first witness to the presence of the AM I dating system 

in North Africa. He agrees with Irenaeus: there is a correlative sympathy between the six 

days of creation and the cosmic week of the world’s duration. “Since all God’s works 

                                                 
175 Ibid, 4.24.3. 

176 Hippolytus, Chronica, 20.1 in T. C. Schmidt and Nick Nicholas, The Chronicon of Hippolytus, 

2010, 54. 

177 Hippolytus was not the only third century author to calculate the birth of Christ at c. 5500 AM. 

The Paschale Campanum, for instance, notes that “Iulius Africanus, whose five volumes on chronology are 

in circulation, established in his writing 5500 years from the first man to the incarnation of the Lord.” 

(“Iulius Africanus, cuius quinque de temporibus extant volumina, a primo homine usque ad domini 

incarnationem annos VD stilo terminavit.”) in Iulius Africanus Chronographie: The Extant Fragments, ed. 

Martin Wallraff (Hawthorne, NY: Walter de Gruyter, 2011), 274-275, and the earlier authors Clement of 

Alexandria (Stromateis, 1.21) and Theophilus of Antioch (Ad Autolycum 3.28) heavily imply a similar date. 

None of these authors, however, explicitly situate these calculations within an apocalyptic framework.  

178 Cf. Victorinus of Poetovio, De Fabrica Mundi; Hilary of Poitiers, In Mattheum 17.2 and 20.6; 

Sulpicius Severus, Chronica, 1.2, 2.9; Cologne Prologue, 5 (in Bruno Krusch, Studien zur Christlich-

Mittelalterlichen Chronologie der 84 Jährige Ostercyclus und Seine Quellen (Leipzig: Verlag, 1880), 232-

233); Chronicle of 452, 70 (MGH 9.153).  

179 Cf. Jerome, Commentariorum in Matheum 20.1-2. 
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were done in six days, the world is bound to abide in its present state for six periods of 

time; six thousand years, that is,” Lactantius claims in the Divinae institutiones: “Just as 

God labored for those six days at his great work of creation, so his religion and his truth 

must labor these six thousand years while evil is present and dominant.”180 Like Irenaeus, 

he regards Rome as the fulcrum of the apocalypse: “I shudder to say this, but I will say it 

even so, because it will happen so – the name of Rome will be razed from the earth, 

power will return to Asia, and once again East will be master and West will be 

servant.”181 

But when would Rome fall? Here, Lactantius moved beyond Irenaeus, utilizing 

the AM I dating system first postulated by Hippolytus. His answer is worth relating in 

detail:  

Someone may now ask when these things will happen which we have spoken of. I 

have already pointed out that the change should occur at the end of six thousand 

years, and that the supreme day of final conclusion is already approaching... The 

timing of it is set forth by those who have written upon timing; they have 

searched in holy literature and in various histories for the number of years gone 

by since the beginning of the world. They differ; their numbers vary somewhat; 

nevertheless, the universal expectation appears to be for a maximum of two 

hundred years more.182 

                                                 
180 Lactantius, Divinae institutiones, 7.14.9-10 in Bowen, 420 (Heck, fasc. 4, 695: “Ergo quoniam 

sex diebus cuncta dei opera perfecta sunt, per saecula sex id est annorum sex milia manere in hoc statu 

mundum necesse est... et sicut deus sex illos dies in tantis rebus fabricandis laborauit, ita et religio eius et 

ueritas in his sex milibus annorum laboret necesse est, malitia praeualente atque dominante.”) 

181 Ibid, 7.15.11 in Bowen, 422 (Heck, fasc. 4, 698: “Horret animus dicere, sed dicam, quia 

futurum est – tolletur e terra et imperium in Asiam reuertetur ac rursus oriens dominabitur atque occidens 

seruiet.”) 

182 Ibid, 7.25.3-5 in Bowen, 437 (Heck, fasc. 4, 727: “Fortasse quispiam nunc requirat, quando ista 

quae diximus sint futura. Iam superius ostendi completis annorum sex milibus mutationem istam fieri 

oportere et iam propinquare summum illum conclusionis extremae diem... Quando tamen compleatur haec 

summa, docent ii qui de temporibus scripserunt, colligentes ex litteris sanctis et ex uariis historiis, quantus 

sit numerus annorum ab exordio mundi. Qui licet uarient et aliquantum numeri eorum summa dissentiant, 

omnis tamen expectatio non amplius quam ducentorum uidetur annorum”). Lactantius continues in 7.25.8: 

“Rome is the city which has kept everything going so far, and we must pray to God in heaven with due 

adoration – if, that is, his statutes and decisions can be deferred – that the awful tyrant does not come 

sooner than we think...” (Heck, fasc. 4, 727: “Illa, illa est ciuitas quae adhuc sustenat omnia, precandusque 
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Unlike Tertullian or Cyprian, Lactantius neither expects nor desires an imminent end. By 

grafting AM I calculations onto the traditional Irenaean world week, Rome’s fall can be 

deferred for another two hundred years.183   

As we shall see in the next chapter, Lactantius’ apocalyptic calculations would 

cast a long shadow. AM I chronology was still viable among the Caecilianist communion 

struggling to adapt to the chaos of the Vandal invasions a century later184; by then, 

Lactantius’ rosy predictions had shifted “from delaying technique to countdown.”185 

Contemporary Donatist leaders were worried as well. While most surviving Donatist 

apocalyptic writings from the fourth century tend to sympathize with Cyprianic 

imminence (Tyconius, who explicitly adheres to a cosmic world week chronology, is a 

significant exception186), the few literary remnants we possess from the fifth century 

                                                                                                                                                 
nobis et adorandus est deus caeli, si tamen statuta eius et placita differri possunt, ne citus quam putamus 

tyrannus ille abominabilis ueniat”) 

Embedded in this quote is an assumption widely held among proponents of the AM I dating 

system which allowed them to reconcile their precise calculations of the world’s end with Christ’s 

admonition in Matthew 24.36 that no one could predict “the day nor the hour” of his coming: ultimately, 

such calculations only referred to the latest possible date that the end could take place. As Lactantius makes 

clear, however, God could choose to bring about the fall of Rome and the rise of Antichrist at an earlier 

time. The fifth-century Salonan bishop Hesychius, replying to Augustine’s critiques, offered exegetical 

support for this position: “For in vain do either those who seek them or those who criticize them seek to 

calculate the days and the years, because scripture says, And if those days were not cut short, no flesh 

would be saved, but those days will be shortened on account of the elect. It is certain that the time cannot be 

calculated that the Lord, who has established all times, will shorten, but it is certain his coming has drawn 

near.” (Hesychius, Letter 198.5 in WSA 2.3, 325 (CSEL 57.239: “Na frustra, aut qui quaerunt aut qui 

calumniantur, dies et annos in computo comprehendere quaerunt, cum scriptum sit, quia: Et nisi adbreuiati 

fuissent dies illi, non fieret salua omnis caro; sed propter electos breuiabuntur dies illi. Certum est tempus 

carere computum, quod breuiandum est a domino, qui tempora constituit; adpropinquasse autem 

aduentum.”)  

183 Cf. Landes, “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled,” 147-148. 

184 Note, for instance, Quintus Julius Hilarianus, De Cursu Temporum 17 (c. 397); Quodvultdeus 

of Carthage, Liber promissionum et praedictorum Dei D.4.6 (c.450); and the Carthaginian Computus of 

455, 1.2.  

185 Landes, “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled,” 148. 

186 Cf. Tyconius, Liber regularum, 5 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 91: “The world’s age is six days; 

i.e., six thousand years. In what is left of the sixth day, i.e., of these 1000 years, the Lord was born, suffered 

and rose again. Similarly, what is left of the 1000 years is called the thousand years of the first 
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show a different trend. As I shall discuss in Chapter Four, AM I genealogical data are 

prominently featured in the Donatist Compendium reconstructed by Richard Rouse and 

Charles McNelis187 and the various recensions of the Liber genealogus.188 Lactantius’ 

vision of an end sometime in the fifth century would continue to reverberate within North 

African communities, Donatist and Caecilianist alike, until the dread date had passed.189  

 

Conclusion 

As has been observed about other aspects of Donatist belief and practice,190 the 

Donatist communion’s apocalyptic visions did not arise in a vacuum. The chronological 

speculations of the Liber genealogus may be traced to an AM I chronology first 

promulgated in the third century by Hippolytus, appropriated in fourth century North 

Africa by Lactantius, and still current among Caecilianists living under Vandal repression 

like Quodvultdeus. The antipathy towards the emperors witnessed to by the Passio 

Marculi, the eschatological prophecies of the Donatist martyr Isaac – “Woe to you world, 

for you are perishing!” – these are not apocalyptic pronouncements unprecedented in 

North African eschatology. In many ways, Donatist apocalypticism reflected the natural 

evolution of a trajectory inherited from their pre-Constantinian predecessors, a set of 

                                                                                                                                                 
resurrection.” (Babcock, 90: “Sex dies sunt mundi aetas, id est sex milia annorum. In reliquiis sexti diei, id 

est M annorum, natus est Dominus, passus et resurrexit. Idem reliquiae M annorum dictae sunt mille anni 

primae resurrectionis.”) See also the Expositio Apocalypseos, 7.15 (Gryson, 202). 

187 Cf. Rouse and McNelis, “North African Literary Activity,” 211-218. 

188 Cf. Landes, “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled,” 153. We will be discussing the Sangallensis 

recension of the Liber genealogus in detail in the next chapter.  

189 A 463 recension of the Liber genealogus (Lucensis) is our latest North African witness to an 

explicitly AM I dating system. The next known North African chronology, that of Victor of Tunnuna, dates 

to 567 and utilizes Jerome’s revised AM II dating system (Landes, Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled, 210).   

190 Cf. Brisson, Autonomisme et Christianisme, 33-122; Frend, Donatist Church, 112-140 for 

continuities between Donatist theology and previous North African thought.  
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eschatological motifs mirrored by their Caecilianist opponents and, indeed, the wider 

Mediterranean world. And yet they were not the same. To discover the interplay between 

inherited tradition and the Donatist experience, between synchronicity and idiosyncrasy, 

we must look at the phenomenon of Donatist apocalypticism itself: the subject of our next 

two chapters.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

“Woe to You, World, for You are Perishing!”  

The Donatist Church and the End of the Age 

 

 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we approached the phenomenon of Donatist 

apocalypticism by examining its second and third-century North African antecedents, 

concluding that the eschatological topography of the Donatist church exhibited 

substantial continuities with the apocalyptic exegesis of its predecessors, particularly in 

the writings of Cyprian. But the appeals to apocalyptic vindication which we find within 

the Donatist narrative were not merely fourth-century recapitulations of a fundamentally 

pre-Constantinian mentality, a view which I identified in Chapter Two as the “Archaic” 

approach. Nor was apocalyptic theodicy a strategy which receded in importance as the 

dissident North African communion matured, an approach favored by some revisionist 

accounts of the movement.1 

                                                 
1 Note especially the portrait offered by Maureen Tilley in Bible in Christian North Africa, 63: 

““Eschatological language, which had figured so heavily in the pre-Donatist martyr stories, faded in 

intensity. Donatists quickly learned that persecution by Christians was a different beast from the oppression 

of the pre-Constantinian era.” In Tilley’s narrative, the Donatist appeal to apocalyptic vindication quickly 

cooled as the movement adapted to life as a dissident communion, inversely paralleled by the rise of 

collecta imagery, the Donatist self-perception as the gathered assembly of Israel in the midst of Gentile 

nations (cf. Tilley’s 1997 article, “Sustaining Donatist Self-Identity: From the Church of the Martyrs to the 

‘Collecta’ of the Desert” in Journal of Early Christian Studies 5.1 (Spring, 1997): 21-35). It is true that the 

image of “a people of God traveling in a strange land in which they were tempted to idolatry (Bible in 

Christian North Africa, 65) played a notable role in late fourth-early fifth century Donatism. I would like to 

submit, however, that perhaps the relation between collecta and eschaton is less opposed than it appears at 

first glance: every journey, after all, has an expected end in sight. As we shall see, the rise of collecta 

imagery does not appear to correspond with a decline in apocalypticism within the Donatist communion. 

As we shall see in Chapter Five when discussing the phenomenon of Donatist “remnant theology,” the 

appeal to collecta imagery may in fact be a corollary effect of Donatist apocalyptic exegesis.  
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In the next two chapters of my project, I shall argue that Donatist apocalypticism 

instead functioned as an adaptive, polemical phenomenon fully in line with the spirit of 

the age. As I mentioned in Chapter One, the late fourth and fifth centuries were 

characterized by eschatological speculation throughout the Mediterranean basin. 

Donatists participated in this conceptual world. Indeed, the interaction went both ways: in 

Tyconius’ Expositio Apocalypseos, we have a Donatist document which significantly 

influenced the course of Latin apocalyptic exegesis.2 Donatists were tied to the wider 

world of late antiquity, and the wider world to them. 

In the present chapter, therefore, I intend to follow the ways in which Donatist 

theologians utilized apocalyptic exegesis throughout the century and a half in which we 

may reliably trace it – from the acta of the Abitinian martyrs to the last echoes of the 438 

recension of the Liber genealogus, concentrating on the ways in which the North African 

communion both typified and diverged from the wider apocalyptic milieu of the Latin 

Christian communities of the Mediterranean world. Chapter Four will proceed according 

to a broadly chronological narrative, broken up into four broad themes.  

                                                 
2 For further interaction between the Donatist and Latin transmarine worlds, we may cite the 

evidence of the fifth-century Gallic historian Gennadius of Marseille and the literate society he represented; 

among the Donatist writings they are familiar with are not only Tyconius’ apocalypse commentary, but also 

Vitellius Afer’s De eo quod odio sint mundo servi Dei (“which, if he had only refrained from calling us 

‘persecutors,’ would have been a work of excellent doctrine” [Richardson, Texte und Untersuchungen 

14.62: “In quo si tacuisset de nostro velut persecutorum nomine, egregiam doctrinam ediderat”]) and 

Macrobius’ Ad confessores et ad virgines (“a work reinforced with lines well-suited to the preservation of 

one’s chastity” [Richardson, Texte und Untersuchungen 14.63: “praecipue ad custodiendam castitatem 

aptissimis valde sententiis communitum”]). Donatists as well were known to have read the works of their 

transmarine contemporaries. The Rogatist bishop Vincent of Cartenna, for example, was familiar enough 

with Hilary of Poitier’s work De synodis to quote it against Augustine (cf. Augustine, Letter 93.6.21, 9.31-

32); and while the Donatist compilers of the 438 edition of the Liber genealogus claimed to be drawing 

from the Apocalypse commentary of the impeccable martyr Victorinus of Poetovio, the passages they cite 

were in fact dependent upon Jerome’s anti-millennial revision of the text (cf. Liber genealogus (Florentini) 

614-620 in MGH 9.194-195).  
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We shall begin the story by discussing the significance of the various Donatist 

martyrologies which cover the period between the outbreak of schism and the Macarian 

persecution. The four acta here under discussion – the Passio sanctorum Dativi, 

Saturnini Presbyteri et aliorum from the time of the Diocletianic persecution (the famous 

“Abitinian martyrs”), the Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati from the 

period of the Constantinian repression, and the Passio benedicti martyris Marculi and 

Passio SS. martyrum Isaac et Maximiani from the Macarian persecution – provide for us 

an illuminating glimpse into the ways in which Donatists contextualized their ongoing 

experience of persecution within an apocalyptic paradigm. 

The age dominated by Parmenian and Tyconius, bracketed by the cessation of the 

Macarian repression on one end and the 411 Conference at Carthage on the other, will 

allow us to discuss the contours of apocalyptic exegesis during the period of Donatist 

ascendancy. I should note that while the basic character of Tyconius’ eschatology will be 

discussed in this chapter, substantial interaction with the apocalyptic trajectory portrayed 

in the Expositio Apocalypseos will be delayed until Chapter Five. Furthermore, I will not 

discuss the alleged millenarianism of the “Circumcellion” movement active around this 

time period in this chapter. Despite their critical importance to the socio-economic 

interpretation surveyed in Chapter Two, we simply do not possess sufficient primary 

source evidence of Circumcellion apocalypticism to warrant their inclusion here. Instead, 

their case will be discussed in Appendix B. 

The bitter experience of the Donatist movement in the aftermath of the 

Conference forms the background to our third section. Here we shall examine the witness 

of Donatist exegetes like Fulgentius and Gaudentius in order to determine how the 
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experience of renewed Imperial repression spurred new efforts to contextualize the 

contemporary situation within an apocalyptic framework. Chronologically, this post-

Conference experience overlaps with our fourth section, in which I will analyze the 

evidence found in two late Donatist writings: the Donatist Compendium of 427 and its 

attendant documents, and the various recensions of the Liber Genealogus, the latest of 

which extends into the Vandal period. Both of these texts are chronographical in nature, 

portrayals of the broad sweep of human history. By examining these last literary remains 

of the Donatist communion, we can effectively chart the evolution of the Donatist appeal 

to the apocalyptic throughout the roughly sesquicentennial years of its literary existence.  

The resulting portrait will not, of course, be uniform in content: to say nothing of 

the temporal evolution of Donatist eschatology, we must always remember that we are 

not dealing with a single, unified narrative, but rather a constellation of eschatological 

motifs related to each other more in tone than tune. We should not expect internal 

consistency on all points. There is, nevertheless, something distinctive about Donatist 

apocalypticism, a set of related concerns and motifs which infuses each of its dissonant 

varieties. During the late fourth century, in fact, we will find such themes coalescing into 

a coherent trajectory: a loose vision of the end which served as both theodicy and 

polemic for the dissident North African communion. We shall analyze these broad 

commonalities in further detail in Chapter Five.  

 

Donatist Martyr Narratives 

Perhaps the most glaring difference between the Donatist communion and the 

broader western Mediterranean world occurs in the realm of martyrological acta. For the 

Caecilianist and transmarine communities, the age of open persecution ended with the 
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rise of Constantine. Despite sometimes heated conflict with pro-Homoian emperors and 

the brief lapse into paganism under Julian, there were no post-Diocletianic martyrs to 

commemorate, no acta to record.3 In contrast, the Donatist church would continue to 

produce martyrological accounts recalling events as late as the 340s – repressions that 

lived on in Donatist memory in the Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati, the 

Passio benedicti martyris Marculi, or the Passio SS. Martyrum Isaac et Maximiani. 

Martyrological acta such as these provide us with some of our earliest internal portrayals 

of the Donatist movement and its interaction with apocalyptic motifs.  

 

Passio sanctorum Dativi, Saturnini presbyteri et aliorum 

The opening skirmish in the Donatist-Caecilianist dispute orbited around an 

incident that occurred during the opening days of the Diocletianic persecution, an 

incident immortalized in the Passio sanctorum Dativi, Saturnini presbyteri et aliorum. 

There were in fact two versions of the event circulating around fourth-century North 

Africa. Caecilianist reverence for the martyrs from Abitene has been preserved for us in 

an edition of the acta referenced by Augustine at the 411 Conference: it is a conventional 

martyrology, and its villains are Diocletian, Maximian, and the proconsul Anulinus.4 But 

a Donatist recension of the same account has survived which paints a much darker 

picture.5 Diocletian et al. recede into the background narrative: it is the traditor church 

                                                 
3 Cf. Alan Dearn, “The ‘Passio S. Typasii Veterani’ as a Catholic Construction of the Past” in 

Vigiliae Christianae 55.1 (2001), 86-98.  

4 Cf. Passio sanctorum Dativi, Saturnini presbyteri et aliorum in PL 8.705-715. Augustine 

references the work in Breviculus Collationis cum Donatistas 3.17.32. 

5 The Donatist edition is preserved in Maier 1.57-92. As Brent Shaw notes (Sacred Violence, 70, 

note 18), we are not dealing here with a contemporary account of the events in question, but rather a 

Donatist memory of the past.   
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and its collusion with the persecutors that our anonymous editor condemns. Caecilian is 

“more ruthless than the tyrant, more bloody than the executioner,”6 and the Abitinian 

martyrs damn his memory: “If anyone communicates with the traditores, that person will 

have no part with us in the heavenly kingdom.”7 Tellingly, this incipient false church of 

the traditores is contrasted with the true church of the martyrs in apocalyptic terms: the 

two are as far apart from each other as “light is to darkness, life to death, a holy angel to 

the devil, Christ to Antichrist.”8 

 

Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati 

Such a characterization of the traditor church is likely formulaic, oppositional 

rather than properly apocalyptic language. But the characterization of the fallen 

Caecilianist communion as being in some way allied with the forces of “Antichrist” was 

not a passing slur. The motif reappears, for instance, in a fiery sermon preached in the 

aftermath of the Constantinian repression of 317-321,9 the awkwardly-titled Sermo de 

passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati.10 “Memory preserves the name of the 

                                                 
6 Passio sanctorum Dativi, Saturnini presbyteri et aliorum 20 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 

45-46 (Maier 1.87: “Caeciliano saeuiente tyranno et crudeli carnifice.”). 

7 Ibid, 21 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 46 (Maier 1.88: “Si quis traditoribus communicauerit, 

nobiscum partem in regnis coelestibus non habebit.”) 

8 Ibid, 22 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 47 (Maier 1.89: “lux tenebris, uita morti, sanctus 

angelus diabolo, Christus antichristo.” 

9 On the date of this sermon, see Knut Schäferdiek, “Der Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et 

Advocati als donatistisches Selbstzeugnis” in Oecumenica et Patristica: Festschrift für Wilhelm 

Schneemelcher, ed. Damaskinos Papandreou, Wolfgang Bienert and Knut Schäferdiek (Stuttgart: 

Kohlhammer, 1989), 175-198.  

10 Nearly everything about this title is problematic. The text does not mention martyrs by the name 

of Donatus or Advocatus; Tilley conjectures that the former came about due to the early attribution of this 

sermon to Donatus of Carthage, while the latter is a confusion of the place-name Avioccala, the hometown 

of one of the martyred bishops (Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 51).  
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persecution as Caecilianist until the end of time,”11 the Donatist preacher proclaims: 

while the Caecilianists claim to be “Catholic,” lovers of “unity,”12 they are instead “liars 

who use the name of Christ,” “wolves in sheep’s clothing,” “ministers of Antichrist.”13 

The three terms are closely related. A great deceit is being perpetuated in the name of 

unity, and in the face of it, the impassioned orator can only appeal to texts predicting a 

coming apostasy. “We are eager not to exact vengeance on our enemies,” he demurs, “but 

to free the souls of these miserable people from the jaws of the ravenous wolf, indeed 

from the very mouth of the Dragon.”14 Taken together, these two tropes are almost 

certainly apocalyptic in nature. In Matthew 7.15, Christ warns of “ravenous wolves,” 

false prophets who, under the guise of sheep, will rend the church apart.15 Such prophets 

are later spoken of as harbingers of apocalyptic apostasy, workers of signs and wonders 

who will be able, “if possible, to deceive even the elect.”16 It is this image that the 

Donatist preacher likely intends us to recall when he invokes the “mouth of the dragon.” 

Revelation 13 speaks of a beast raised up by the devil with “two horns like a lamb” but 

the voice of a dragon, who “performs great signs” by which it “deceives the inhabitants 

                                                 
11 Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati 8 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 57 

(Maier 1.208: “et illic ex titulationibus nominum persecutionis etiam caecilianensis usque in finem 

memoria prorogatur.”) 

12 Cf. Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati 3. 

13 Ibid, 1 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 53, 55 (Maier 1.202: “ministros Antichristi”). 

14 Ibid, 5 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 56 (Maier 1.205: “Utpote qui non uindictam de 

inimicis studeamus exigere, sed miserorum animas de lupi rapacis faucibus et de ipso iam pene draconis 

ore liberare.”) 

15 Cf. Matthew 7.15, Acts 20.29.  

16 Matthew 24.24 (NRSV).  
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of earth.”17 In context, the dragon and the wolf are signs of apocalyptic deception; those 

who receive their mark will be damned.18 A passing reference, certainly: but one of 

crucial significance for later Donatist apocalyptic polemic against the fallen traditor 

church. 

 

Passio benedicti martyris Marculi 

Sic parvis magna: from small beginnings come great things. Like their pre-

Constantinian exemplars, we hear little more than hints of an apocalyptic outlook from 

the earliest Donatist martyrologies. A dramatic shift in emphasis and tone marks the 

Donatist acta which come out of the dark days of the Macarian persecution. The 

repression under the Imperial commissioners Paul and Macarius was different in kind 

from what had come before it, a determined attempt by the Roman Imperium to 

                                                 
17 Cf. Revelation 13.11-15 (NRSV). The Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati is not 

the only Donatist writing to make the connection between the “ravenous wolf” and the dragon: in his 

commentary Expositio Apocalypseos 4.39, Tyconius claims that the beast “looks like a lamb in order to 

inject the venom of the dragon surreptitiously. For it would not after all, resemble a lamb, if it spoke openly 

like the dragon. It disguises itself like a lamb in order to more easily infiltrate. It addresses itself to God in 

order to to divert those who wish to follow God from the voice of the truth. This is why the Lord said, 

guard against false prophets, who come to you like lambs, but are instead ravening wolves.” (CCSL 

107A.184: “Agnum praefert, quo draconis uenena latenter inserat; agni enim similis non esset, si aperte ut 

draco loqueretur. Nunc agnum fingit, quo agnum securum inuadat; ad deum loquitur, quo deum quaerentes 

a uia ueritatis auertat. Propterea dominus dixit Cauete a pseudoprophetis, qui ueniunt ad uos in uestitu 

ouium, intrinsecus autem sunt lupi rapaces.”) 

18 Those who listen to the beast with the “voice of the dragon” in Revelation 13 will bear his mark 

upon their right hands or foreheads. In Expositio Apocalypseos 4.46, Tyconius emphasizes the deceptive 

nature of the mark: it is in fact the traditor church’s way of masquerading under the title of the true church. 

“‘Its number,’ he says, ‘is 616.’ Let us write it in the manner of the Greeks, especially since he wrote to 

Asia: I am, he says, the Alpha and the Omega. 616 is written thus: XIς. When separated, these characters 

are a number; but when reunited in order to form a monogram, they are at the same time a mark and a name 

and a number: in the sign  one recognizes Christ and the Church that honors the truth is represented, and 

it is this that the adverse power seeks to resemble by applying it to itself.” (CCSL 107A.187: “‘Numerus’ 

inquit ‘eius est DCXVI.’ Quem faciamus secundum Graecos, maxime quia ad Asiam scribit: Ego, inquit, 

sum A et ω. Sexcenti ergo et sedecim sic fiunt: Xiς. Quae notae solutae numerous est, redactae autem in 

monogramma et notam faciunt et nomen et numerum. Hoc signo  Christus intellegitur et ipsius ostenditur 

similitude, quem in ueritate colit ecclesia, et cui se simile facit aduersitas.”) 
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permanently end the schism in North Africa.19 The Donatist church was suppressed, its 

bishops apostate or in exile, for a period of nearly 15 years: an event not easily forgotten 

– or forgiven – by later adherents.  

In many ways, the repression formed a watershed between early and later 

Donatism. Donatus was cast into exile, never to return; by the end of the repression, the 

communion would be led by Parmenian. The transmarine response to the repression was 

long remembered: according to the Donatist bishop Fortunius, the overseas churches lost 

their legitimacy “when they consented to the shedding of the blood of those who suffered 

the persecution of Macarius.”20 For their part, Caecilianists were henceforth known as the 

“pars Macarii,”21 their rapturous praise of the Imperial commissioners in the 348 Council 

of Carthage coming back to haunt them.22 

The Macarian repression took place during the last years of the emperor Constans, 

hailed by western pro-Nicenes for his staunch support of Athanasius against his “Arian” 

opponents.23 He was remembered in a different light by contemporary Donatists. While 

                                                 
19 The best account in English is still Frend’s Donatist Church, 177-187. See also Shaw, Sacred 

Violence, 490-496. 

20 Augustine, Letter 44.3.5 in WSA 2.1, 176: “He answered that the churches of the regions across 

the sea long remained innocent until they consented to the shedding of the blood of those who, he said, 

suffered the persecution of Macarius.” (CCSL 31.189: “Respondit tam diu transmarinarum partium 

ecclesias mansisse innocentes, donec consensissent in eorum sanguinem, quos Macarianam persecutionem 

pertulisse dicebat.”) 

21 Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 28 (in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 

2.39.92); see also Augustine, Letter 49.3 and Letter 87.10. 

22 Cf. the acta of the 348 Council of Carthage: “Thanks be to God omnipotent and Christ Jesus, 

who has made an end of wicked schisms and cared for his Church, in order that he might raise the scattered 

limbs together to his lap. He commanded the most religious emperor Constans in order that he might make 

a vow of unity and send agents of holy works, Paul and Macarius, the servants of God.” (CCSL 149.3: 

“Gratias deo omnipotenti et Christo Iesu qui dedit malis schismatibus finem et respexit ecclesiam suam ut 

in eius gremium erigeret uniuersa membra dispersa; qui imperauit religiosissimo Constani imperatori u 

uotum gereretunitatis et mitteret ministros operis sancti, famulos dei Paulum et Macariam.”) 

23 Cf. R. P. C. Hanson, The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God (Edinburg: T & T Clark, 

1988), 293-294, 307-308. The earliest version of the pro-Nicene Tiburtine Sibyl, in fact, appears to portray 
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the Donatist bishop Petilian would later attempt to shield Constans and succeeding 

emperors from direct collusion with the Macarian repression,24 the author of the Passio 

Marculi had no such compunctions.25 Like the Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et 

Advocati, the narrative quickly brands the apostate Caecilianist communion as “traditores 

who were serving the Antichrist.”26 But more than Caecilianists are condemned in this 

work: “Suddenly,” the author intones, “vicious rumblings of the Macarian persecution 

thundered forth from the tyrannical home of King Constans and from the pinnacle of his 

palace. Two beasts were sent to Africa, viz., the same Macarius and Paul. In short, an 

accursed and detestable war was declared against the Church.”27 This is not merely 

rhetorical effect: it is apocalyptic exegesis. “Two beasts” is an unsubtle reference to 

Revelation 13, in which two beasts rise out of the sea and earth at the behest of the 

Dragon to force the world into union with Antichrist:  

It was allowed to make war on the saints and to conquer them. It was given 

authority over every tribe and people and language and nation, and all the 

inhabitants of the earth will worship it, everyone whose name has not been written 

                                                                                                                                                 
Constans as the “last good emperor” prior to the rise of Antichrist; cf. Wilhelm Bousset, “Beiträge zur 

Geschichte der Eschatologie” in Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte 20 (1899), 277-278. Text and 

commentary available in McGinn, Visions of the End, 49-50. 

24 Cf. Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 51, in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani, 

2.93.202. 

25 Marculus, the famous bishop of Thamugadi treacherously murdered during the opening phase of 

the Macarian persecution, would be long remembered among the Donatist communion. Augustine attempts 

(unconvincingly) to prove that his death was a suicide, not an execution, in Contra litteras Petiliani 2.20.46 

and Contra Cresconium 3.54. At the Conference at Carthage in 411, the Donatist bishop of Nova Petra, 

where Marculus had been killed, would proudly proclaim “I do not have a [Caecilianist] rival, because this 

is the place of the lord Marculus, whose blood God will exact on the Day of Judgment.” (CCSL 149A.137: 

“Aduersarium non  habeo, quia illic est domnus Marculus, cuius sanguinem Deus exiget in die iudicii.”) 

26 Passio benedicti martyris Marculi 1 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 78 (Maier 1.277: 

“Traditorum… Antichristo serviens.”) 

27 Ibid, 3 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 79 (Maier 1.278-279: “Ecce subito de Constantis regis 

tyrannica domo et de palatii eius arce pollutum Macarianae persecutionis murmur increpuit: et duabus 

bestiis ad Africam missis, eodem scilicet Macario et Paulo, execrandum prorsus ac dirum Ecclesiae 

certamen indictum est.”) 
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from the foundation of the world in the book of life of the Lamb that was 

slaughtered… Here is a call for the endurance and faith of the saints.28 

 

This is the same imagery previously encountered in the Sermo de passione sanctorum 

Donati et Advocati, albeit more fully fleshed out. “Two beasts” – Macarius and Paul – are 

sent forth by the “Dragon” – Constans himself, it appears – to compel the true church into 

a false unity with the traditores. Indeed, as Tilley notes, the Dragon is present among 

them: in the Passio Marculi unity is effected by “the unsheathed swords of soldiers, by 

signals given by the standard bearers” – or more literally, “draconum signis,” the 

“standards of the Dragon.”29 In a later section Macarius himself is characterized as “the 

forerunner of Antichrist,”30 though whether we should interpret the reference as 

prefigurative (i.e., Macarius is a “type” of the Antichrist who will come) or temporal (i.e., 

Macarius, like John the Baptist, will “prepare the way” for an Antichrist already present) 

is left unclear.   

The Passio Marculi thus invites us into an apocalyptic world only hinted at in the 

earlier Donatist martyrologies, a world in which both traditor church and tyrannical 

empire fulfill the eschatological roles marked out for them centuries before. It is a way of 

navigating the immense theodicean difficulties entailed by the apparent success of the 

Caecilianist communion and its Imperial allies. The Donatist martyrologies decisively 

reject the idea that the Caecilianist ascendency implied that God was on the side of the 

                                                 
28 Revelation 13.6-10 (NRSV), describing the activities of the first beast. The second beast is like 

it: “Then I saw another beast that rose out of the earth; it had two horns like a lamb and it spoke like a 

dragon. It exercises all the authority of the first beast on its behalf, and it makes the earth and its inhabitants 

worship the first beast” (Revelation 13.11-12, NRSV).  

29 Passio Marculi 3 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 79 (Maier 1.279), who notes that while 

“draconum signis” is properly a description of the legionary standard, the term “would remind those who 

heard the story of the intimate association of the traitors and the Draco, the Devil” (Tilley, Donatist Martyr 

Stories,79 note 10).  

30 Ibid, 4 (Maier 1.280: “praecursoris Antichristi”). 
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traditor communion. Apocalyptic exegesis allows them to construct a counter-narrative 

in which the domination of their rivals is subverted: the success of the Caecilianist 

communion is a sign of its allegiance to the beast.31  

 

Passio SS. martyrum Isaac et Maximiani 

Such an interpretation is nowhere more pronounced than in the Passio SS. 

Martyrum Isaac et Maximiani, the other of the two surviving martyrologies from the 

Macarian era. During the course of the narrative, the martyr Isaac boldly defies the 

emperor’s edict, crying out in the presence of the hostile proconsul, “Come, traditores, 

recover your insane ‘unity.’”32 While languishing in prison, Isaac, like Perpetua or 

Marian before him, has a vision. He dreams of a battle, a struggle against “the assistants 

of wickedness who were fighting him under orders from the king.”33 Overcoming them, 

he is startled to see “the emperor himself also approaching.”34 The incident is best told in 

the narrator’s words:  

                                                 
31 Such an apocalyptic interpretation of the Macarian persecution would prove so influential that 

twenty years after its end Tyconius would still interpret it as a substantial foreshadowing of the final 

persecution under Antichrist: “He says to all the churches: I will preserve you from the hour of testing 

which is coming upon the whole world, and that the final persecution will be according to the same genus. 

As we have already seen in Africa, it is necessary that the Antichrist in the same way will appear openly 

throughout the whole world and that he will be defeated by the Church everywhere in the same way as he 

has been defeated by it in this part of the world in order to show what the final one will be like.” (Expositio 

Apocalypseos 1.41 [CCSL 107A.126: “Omni ecclesiae dicit ‘seruabo te ab hora temptationis quae in 

uniuerso orbe uentura est’, et hoc esse nouissimae persecutionis genus. Sicut enim in Africa factum est, ita 

oportet in toto mundo reuelari antichristum et eodem modo ab ecclesia ubique superari, quo ab ea in parte 

superatus es ad ostendendum nouissimi certaminis modum.”])  

32 Passio SS. Martyrum Isaac et Maximiani 6 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 67 (Maier 1.265: 

“Traditores, uenite, saluate uestrae unitatis insaniam.”) 

33 Ibid, 8, in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 69 (Maier 1.267: “ministros nequitiae cum 

iussionibus regis.” Tilley calls attention to the repeated Donatist appellation of “king” rather than 

“emperor” to describe Constans: “Naming Constantine as ‘king’ rather than ‘emperor’ or ‘augustus’ adds to 

the opprobrium, as the title ‘king’ was used from the time of the Roman republic as the designation for a 

tyrannical ruler.” (Donatist Martyr Stories, 79) 

34 Ibid (Maier 1.267: “ipsum quoque imperatorem… uenientem.”) 
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While he was being urged by the emperor to follow his order, he denied the 

authority of the sacrilegious order and of the fierce torture threatening him. With 

repeated threats, the dreadful man also promised that he would pluck out his eyes 

too. Since they had fought each other savagely for a long time in these battles, 

Isaac would not countenance simply being declared the winner, but laying hold of 

the emperor aggressively, he ended the delay to his threats. Violently jerking up 

the eye, he emptied the socket, leaving behind a face bereft of its eye... Then the 

enemy, driven by strong vexation, ordered Isaac to be tortured with savage 

torment so that he might take revenge for his own torment. But already the victor, 

Isaac perceived that he was carried upward by the hands of bearers and that he 

was lifted up, flying more quickly to the heights of heaven. While he was happily 

on his way, he heard a voice from above, like that of an old man, shouting, ‘Woe 

to you, world, for you are perishing!’35 

 

A rich tradition of apocalyptic exegesis underlies this passage. Isaac’s struggle 

with the emperor and his escape by “flying more quickly to the heights of heaven” is 

thematically similar to the sequence of events in Revelation 12, in which a “woman 

clothed with the sun,” pursued by the Dragon, escapes on “two wings of the great 

eagle.”36 In fury, the dragon then proceeds “to make war on the rest of her children, those 

who keep the commandments of God and hold the testimony of Jesus”37 and a loud voice 

from heaven proclaims, “Woe to the earth and the sea, for the devil has come down to 

you with great wrath, because he knows that his time is short!”38 A telling parallel occurs 

in Isaac’s vision of an “old man shouting, ‘Woe to you, world, for you are perishing!’” 

That we should take this woe in an eschatological sense is confirmed by the narrator, who 

                                                 
35 Ibid, 8-9, in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 69-70 (Maier 1.267-268: “Qui cum ad complendam 

iussionem ab eodem cogeretur, fortiori refutabat sacrilegiae iussionis imperium et minantis saeua supplicia. 

Ipse quoque oculum se illi pariter eruturum frequenti comminatione terribilis promittebat. Cum his diu 

certationibus inter semet ipsos ferocius dimicarent, non passus est tantum se differri uictorem, sed iniecta 

fortiter manu moram suae comminationis irrupit et oculum uiolenter eliciens uiduata facie sedem luminis 

euacuauit… Tunc hostis uehementi dolore compulsus iussit eum poenis saeuientibus laniari, ut quasi 

poenam suam posset ulcisci. Sed ille iam uictor cernebat se gestantium minibus ad superior subduci et 

uolantem celerius ad caelorum sublimia subleuari. Quo cum laetus ascenderet, senis cuiusdam uociferantis 

audiebat uocem desuper dicentem: “Vae tibi, saeculum, quia peristi.”) 

36 Revelation 12.1, 14 (NRSV).  

37 Ibid, 12.17 (NRSV).  

38 Ibid, 12.12 (NRSV).  
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claims, “Only this has yet to happen: he had prophesied annihilation for the world, and 

we all know he was not lying.”39 

The emperor Constans, then, appears to play a familiar role within the 

martyrology. He is an apocalyptic persecutor: foiled in his attempt to seduce Isaac, it is 

implied that he will now reveal himself openly as the Dragon of Revelation 13. A hint as 

to his true identity may underlie the curious episode in Isaac’s dream in which the martyr 

graphically plucks out the emperor’s eye. Several fourth century commentaries on 

Zechariah pinpoint Zechariah 11.17 as a reference to the coming Antichrist:  

Oh, my worthless shepherd, who deserts the flock! 

May the sword strike his arm and his right eye! 

Let his arm be completely withered, his right eye utterly blinded!40 

 

Jerome comments: “It is hardly doubtful that the foolish and ignorant shepherd is the 

Antichrist, who, it is said, will arise at the end of the world,”41 whose eye “the sword of 

the Lord” would strike so that “his knowledge, which was promised to him under a false 

name, will be forgotten in eternal darkness.”42 By ripping out the emperor’s eye, Isaac 

may be revealing Constans for who he truly is, warning the true church of the deceit of 

the Dragon. 

 

                                                 
39 Passio Isaac et Maximiani 10 in Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 70 (Maier 1.269: “Hoc solum 

plane de dictis eius adhuc usque restitisse cognoscitur, quod mundo prophetauit interitum, quod eum omnes 

siquidem scimus non fuisse mentitum.”) 

40 NSRV.  

41 Jerome, Commentariorum in Zachariam Prophetam 3.11.15 (CCSL 76A.859: “Pastor stultus, et 

imperitus, haud dubium quin Antichristus sit; qui in consummatione mundi dicitur esse venturus.”) Cf. also 

Didymus the Blind, In Zachariam 11 (FOTC 111.284). The trope would reach its zenith in the Islamic 

legend of al-Dajjal, the one-eyed Antichrist figure whose coming is a sign of the world’s end (cf. The 

Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1953), s.v. “Al-Dadjdjal.”). 

42 Ibid (PL 25.1508): “Propterea autem gladius Domini… super oculum dextrum illius erit: ut… 

scientia, quam sibi falso nomine promittebat, aeternis tenebris obscuretur.” 
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Parallels 

There is much in these Donatist martyrologies that is in continuity with the past. 

Isaac’s dream-vision, for instance, fits well with the experience of Perpetua and the other 

pre-Constantinian acta we examined in Chapter Three.43 The Cyprianic emphasis on the 

imminence of the end is also reflected in the Donatist martyr accounts. Like Cyprian, the 

Donatist acta come very close to directly identifying a reigning emperor as Antichrist; 

they too view the rise of schismatics (in this case, Caecilianists) in apocalyptic terms.  

Such substantial links to their third-century predecessors, however, do not thereby 

expose an anachronistic streak within Donatist eschatology. To be sure, the very 

production of martyr-narratives mark the Donatist communion as asynchronous with the 

broader age, but this merely reflects the continuing reality of Imperial repression, not 

archaism. We find, however, surprising parallels to Donatist eschatological epithets 

among the pro-Nicene party in the western Mediterranean world, dark insinuations that a 

reigning emperor is an agent of Antichrist – or perhaps the dreaded figure himself. Only 

the names have changed: in their struggle against Homoian trinitarianism, it was not the 

solidly pro-Athanasian Constans “of blessed memory” who was denounced by the Nicene 

faction,44 but his brother and eventual successor Constantius II, the pro-Homoian ruler of 

the united empire from 353-361.  

In his invective work Contra Constantium Imperatorum, for instance, the exiled 

pro-Nicene bishop Hilary of Poitiers will identify the emperor in no uncertain terms: 

“today we fight an insidious persecutor, an enemy who flatters, the Antichrist 

                                                 
43 We should note that Marculus is also the recipient of visions, albeit not apocalyptic in content: 

cf. Passio Marculi 8.  

44 So characterized by Ossius of Cordoba in his 356 letter to Constantius II contained in 

Athanasius’ Historia Arianorum 6.44 (PG 25.745: “μακαρίτης... Κώνστας”).  
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Constantius.”45 This is not mere oppositional language. Hilary is aware of the apocalyptic 

nature of his claim: “Some may think me rash when I say that Constantius is the 

Antichrist.”46 Nevertheless, he claims, “now is the time to speak”:  

The time for silence is long past. Christ’s coming is anticipated, for the Antichrist 

is victorious… Let the false prophets show themselves in peace, because the elect 

are revealed through heresy and schism. Let us bear up suffering such as has 

never been seen since the world’s creation, but let us realize that its days have 

been shortened because of God’s elect.47 

 

While Hilary is willing to mitigate his claim and hold out hope to the apostate emperor 

(“If you really continue with this, you are the Antichrist, Constantius!”48), his appeal to 

Matthew 24.22 allows us to locate his rhetoric within the same type of apocalyptic trope 

we have already encountered among the Donatist martyrologies. 

A similar caricature infuses Hilary’s invective against the western Homoian 

bishops. Admittedly, pro-Nicene polemicists were able to identify their opponents with 

Antichrist with more exegetical ease than the Donatist acta. They had, after all, the words 

of 1 John 2.22 to guide them: “This is the antichrist, the one who denies the Father and 

the Son.”49 Pro-Nicene bishops were therefore furnished with a ready-made epithet which 

                                                 
45 Hilary of Poitiers, Contra Constantium Imperatorum 5, in Hugo Rahner, Church and State in 

Early Christianity, trans. Leo Davis (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1992), 91 (PL 10.581: “Nunc 

pugnamus contra persecutorem fallentem, contra hostem blandientem, contra Constantium antichristum.”). 

Cf. Richard Flower, Emperors and Bishops in Late Roman Invective (Cambridge, NY: Cambridge 

University Press, 2013), 113 and D. H. Williams, Ambrose of Milan and the End of the Arian-Nicene 

Conflicts (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), 44-45.  

46 Ibid, 6, in Rahner, Church and State, 91 (PL 10.582: “Sed temerarium me forte quisquam 

putabit, quia dicam Constantium antichristum esse...”) 

47 Ibid, 1, in Rahner, Church and State, 89-90 (PL 10.577: “Tempus est loquendi: quia iam 

praeteriit tempus tacendi. Christus exspectetur: quia obtinuit antichristus... Manifestentur in pace sua 

pseudoprophetae: quia in haeresi et schismate manifestabuntur probati. Sustineatur tribulatio, qualis non 

fuit a constitutione mundi: sed intelligantur breuiandi dies propter electos Dei.”) 

48 Ibid, 11 (PL 10.589: “si vero tu peragis, antichristus es.”) 

49 NRSV. Cf. Ilona Opelt, “Hilarius von Poiters als Polemiker” in Vigiliae Christianae 27.3 (Sept. 

1973), 203-217 for further examples of this meme in late antiquity.  
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Hilary hurls with great rhetorical effect: “So let’s all listen to what is said about this 

teacher. For it is stated, “He is Antichrist, who denies the Father and the Son.” What will 

you say to that, you patron of the creature, creator of a new and non-existent Christ? 

Realize that this is the name you claim, if you hold to your assertion.”50 Indeed, one of 

Hilary’s most pervasive descriptions of his Homoian opponents is strikingly similar to the 

Donatist acta: they are “praecursores” of Antichrist, “prophets and forerunners of his 

coming.”51 Moreover, when faced with the prospect of forced unification with the false 

church of an “imminent” Antichrist, Hilary will turn as abrasive as the martyr Isaac:  

Now it’s true that “peace” is a beautiful term, and that the idea of “unity” is 

attractive: but who would dispute that the type of “peace” and “unity” desired can 

only be found in the Church and gospel which is of Christ? … We won’t be made 

partakers or supporters with these servants preparing the way, who deserve the 

sins of our times and those of the imminent Antichrist, who by their “peace,” that 

is, by their unity in impiety, throw themselves out, since they’re acting not as 

bishops of Christ, but as priests of Antichrist.52 

 

Perhaps the most spectacular example of apocalyptic denunciation of a reigning 

emperor and the apostate church he patronized appears in the jeremiadic writings of 

Lucifer, the sharply dissenting bishop of Calaris who would in later years argue so 

vehemently against reunion with those who had supported the Homoian cause.53 In his 

                                                 
50 Hilary of Poitiers, De Trinitate 6.42 (CCSL 62.246: “Et audiamus omnes, quid sit hic doctor 

Dictum namque est: Hic est Antechristus, qui negat Patrem et Filim. Quid agis tu, adsertor creaturae et de 

non extantibus Christi nouus conditor? Si professionem tenes, profitentis nomen recognosce.”) 

51 Ibid, 6.46 (CCSL 62.252: “Aduentus sui prophetas ac praeuios ipse ille”). Cf. Contra Auxentium 

1.5.12: “Loquitur haec interim, loquitur plane per aduentus sui prophetas ac praeuios ipse ille, qui postea 

erit in antichristo locuturus.” 

52 Hilary of Poitiers, Contra Auxentium 1 (PL 10.609: “Speciosum quidem nomen est pacis, et 

pulcra est opinio unitatis: sed quis ambigat eam solam Ecclesiae atque Evangeliorum unitatem pacem esse, 

quae Christi est? … Hujus ipsius nos fieri vel participes vel auctores, nec temporis nostri peccata 

meruerunt, nec imminentis antichristi praevii ministrique sunt passi: qui pace sua, id est, impietatis suae 

unitate se iactant, agentes se non ut episcopos Christi, sed antichristi sacerdotes.”) 

53 An excellent overview of Lucifer’s life and writings may be found in Mark Gustafson’s 

dissertation Lucifer of Cagliari and Constantius II: A Study in Religious and Political Power in the Fourth 

Century (Ph.D. diss., University of Minnesota, 1994), 85-176.  
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pugnaciously-titled treatise De non conveniendo cum haereticis, written c. 356,54 Lucifer 

treats the prospect of unification with the Homoians in terms strikingly reminiscent of the 

Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati: “How could we have anything to do 

with you and yours, the soldiers of God with the soldiers of Antichrist, since the Holy 

Spirit, according to the teaching of the holy apostle, does not grant you salvation?”55 Like 

Hilary, Lucifer is unafraid to damn Constantius as an apocalyptic usurper who seeks to 

“establish your heresy everywhere under your rule, and destroy the true Catholic faith.”56 

Lucifer’s almost-reflexive title for Constantius is “praecursor Antichristi” – “forerunner 

of Antichrist,” the one who prepares the way57 – but there are times when even this slight 

degree of disassociation is not enough: in the work De non parcendo in Deum 

delinquentibus, written c. 359-360,58 Lucifer transcribes Daniel’s dream-vision of the 

four apocalyptic beasts in its entirety.59 “Who is more similar to these beasts?” he asks, in 

bitter condemnation.60 “It is no great leap, Constantius, to call you the Antichrist, for you 

never stop devouring the servants of God with your iron teeth.”61 In words similar to the 

                                                 
54 Gustafson, Lucifer of Cagliari, 111, 117.  

55 Lucifer of Calaris, De non conveniendo cum haereticis 13 (CCSL 8.188: “Quomodo fieri 

potuerat ut nos tecum atque cum tuis essemus, dei milites cum militibus antichristi, quandoquidem nec 

salutari uos permiserit sanctus spiritus, dans haec praecepta per beatum apostolum?”) 

56 Lucifer of Calaris, Quia absentem nemo debet iudicare nec damnare 1.36 (CCSL 8.60-61): 

“toto in regno tuo posset fundari haeresis tua, destrui uero fides catholica.” 

57 Cf. Quia absentem nemo debet iudicare nec damnare 1.27, 36;  2.7, 11, 14, 19; De non 

parcendo in Deum delinquentibus 6, 11, 21, 22, 30; Moriundum esse pro Dei Filio 1, 11. 

58 Gustafson, Lucifer of Cagliari, 111, 120. 

59 Lucifer of Calaris, De non parcendo in Deum delinquentibus (CCSL 8.252-254), citing Daniel 

7.1-27.  

60 Ibid, “CCSL 8.254): “Cuinam sis similis bestiarum” 

61 Ibid (CCSL 8.255): “Non minor est, Constanti, incredulitate ab antichristo; nam dentibus ferreis 

dei seruos deuorando non desinis.” 
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Donatist accusation against Constans from the previous decade, Lucifer concludes: “You 

bear the likeness of the fourth beast, who desires that you fulfill all those things which 

have been predicted about it – and it is clear that they are about to be fulfilled.”62 

 

Implications 

Seen through this lens, the apocalyptic overtones of the Donatist martyr stories do 

not seem like the work of a hopelessly-outdated millenarian sect: rather, they parallel the 

cutting edge of fourth-century pro-Nicene invective. Names and immediate causes are 

different: for the pro-Nicenes, Arians are already “antichrists” because they deny the 

Father and the Son; apocalyptic imagery follows naturally. For Donatists, Caecilianists 

are more closely tied to Antichrist’s deceptive enticements, his attempts “to lead astray, if 

possible, even the elect.”63 For both, however, the opposing side is a fallen communion, a 

harbinger of the end. Unity with such apostates – whether traditor or Homoian – is 

impossible, and efforts by the emperors to enforce it exposes their role as the apocalyptic 

Dragon. Contrary to the common narrative of a decline in apocalyptic tendencies among 

both Constantinian Christians and Donatists alike,64 the fourth century is instead witness 

to some of the most extreme cases of apocalyptic invective. “Woe to you, world, for you 

are perishing!” is more than a Donatist catch-phrase: it is the language of the era. 

                                                 
62 Ibid, 31 (CCSL 8.254): “Ceterum quartae illius bestae te gerere similitudinem, te haec implere 

esse cupientem quae illa praedictum est quod esset impletura manifestum est.” 

63 Matthew 24.24 (NRSV).  

64 Cf. Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 54: “Eschatological motifs employed the Bible to 

support the martyrs’ perseverance before 312. But now that Donatists no longer expected a speedy end to 

persecution, these motifs faded, as Donatists learned how to deal with long-term persecution.” The 

paradigmatic assessment of an overall decline in apocalypticism by the fourth century may be found in 

Adolf von Harnack, History of Dogma I, 169, note 200: “A history of the gradual attenuation and 

subsidence of eschatological hopes in the II.-IV. centuries can only be written in fragments... if I may say 

so they only gave the smoke, for the course was pointed out by the abiding elements of the Gospel, trust in 

God and the Lord Christ, the resolution to a holy life, and a firm bond of brotherhood.” 
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Donatism Ascendant 

So what became of this vibrant Donatist apocalyptic impulse during the post-

Macarian era, the dissident church’s own “little peace” from the 360s to the 390s? On the 

one hand, the era after Macarius seems to have been a time of diplomatic circumspection. 

Much of the Donatist literature which survives from this age is apologetic in nature, 

intended for external as well as internal consumption. Though we find hints of 

apocalyptic discourse embedded in these documents, open identification of the emperors 

with Antichrist is a thing of the past.65 At the same time, the age between Macarius and 

Augustine is also witness to the most extensive interaction with apocalyptic exegesis ever 

attempted within the Donatist communion: the Expositio Apocalypseos of Tyconius. We 

will discuss the contours of this truly fascinating glimpse into a fully-fledged Donatist 

apocalyptic trajectory (albeit one at odds with the mainstream movement) in the next 

                                                 
65Petilian, for instance, conspicuously side-steps the question of imperial involvement in the recent 

Donatist repressions by strategically switching to local persecutors after the (pagan) emperor Maximian: 

“How many emperors and judges belonging to your side have died while persecuting us! I’ll leave Nero, 

who was the first persecutor of Christians, behind; Domitian died in almost exactly the same way. The 

same with Trajan, Geta, Decius, Valerian, Diocletian; Maximian also died... Macarius died, Ursacius died, 

along with all those “counts” of yours who perished together according to the vengeance of God.” (Epistula 

ad presbyteros et diaconos 56 in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani, 2.93.202 [OSA 30.474: “Imperatores 

quam plures ac iudices uestros persecutionem nobis faciendo perisse. Ut relinquam Neronem, qui primus 

persecutus est chrisianos, Domitianum similiter Neronis maximam partem, Traianum Getam Decium 

Valerianum Diocletianum, perit etiam Maximianus... Perit Macarius, perit Vrsatius cunctique comites 

uestri dei pariter uindicta perierunt”]).  

In his reply, Augustine catches the shift in blame: “You promise that you’ll relate “how many of 

our emperors and judges belonging to our side” have died while persecuting you, and then, passing over 

“emperors” in silence, you offer two names, who were neither judges nor counts!... Why didn’t you recall 

our emperors – the emperors of our communion? Could it be because you are afraid that you’ll be charged 

with insulting the dignity of the emperors?” (Contra litteras Petiliani 2.92.208: “Promittis quam plures 

imperatores ac iudices nostros te commemoraturum qui uos persequendo perierint, et tacitis imperatoribus 

nominas duos uel iudices uel comites... Cur ergo imperatores nostros, id est nostrae communionis, non 

commemorasti? An timuisti, ne reus maiestatis accusareris?”). Similarly, in his letter against Tyconius, the 

Donatist leader Parmenian will transfer blame for the Constantinian persecution of 321-325 from 

Constantine to “the Spaniard Ossius” (cf. Parmenian, Epistula ad Tyconium in Augustine, Contra epistulam 

Parmeniani 1.13).  
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chapter; for now, we will simply overview the broad apocalyptic contours of the post-

Macarian era.  

 

Sermo in natali sanctorum innocentium 

The Donatist sermon In natali sanctorum innocentium will provide us with an 

introduction to the post-Macarian apocalyptic trajectory. Likely dating either to the era of 

the persecution itself or slightly after its end, the properly anonymous sermon has been 

attributed to Tyconius, the Donatist bishop Macrobius, or even the renegade bishop 

Donatus of Thamugadi.66 Its importance to us, however, lies not in its authorship, but in 

its content: the Sermo in natali provides us with some of our earliest evidence for a 

Donatist framework of history which, while not explicitly apocalyptic in se, undergirds 

much of what is unique about the eschatology of the Donatist communion.  

To set the scene: by the late fourth century, the Caecilianist communion 

(alongside much of the wider Mediterranean world) tended to divide the period that 

began with the ascension of Christ – the so-called “church age” – according to a three-

stage historical framework. In his Chronica, the Gallic writer Sulpicius Severus 

articulated its contours. The early Christian church was born amid the age of pagan 

persecution, when the gospel message struggled to survive and expand in the face of 

determined opposition: Severus counts nine persecutions. The accession of Constantine 

marked the second stage: the age of the Christian emperors, during which Christianity 

                                                 
66 For Tyconius: Eugenio Romero-Pose, “Ticoni y el sermone ‘In natali sanctorum innocentium’ 

(Exeg. De Matt. 2),” in Gregorianum 60 (1979), 129-140. Macrobius: Alberto Pincherle, “Un sermone 

donatista attribuito a s. Ottato di Milevi,” in Bilychnis 22 (1923), 134-148. Optatus of Thaugadi: Francesco 

Scorza Barcellona, “L’interpretazione dei doni dei magi nel sermone natalizio de [Pseudo] Ottato di 

Milevi,” in Stui Storico Religiosi 2 (1978), 129-140. While provocative, none of these proposed 

identifications is sufficiently persuasive to definitively assign an author, as Tilley notes in Bible in 

Christian North Africa, 86-89. 
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would spread to the ends of the earth. “From then on we have enjoyed peace and calm,” 

Severus concludes: “Nor do I believe that there will be any other persecution save one: 

that which Antichrist will initiate just before the end of the world.” – the third stage, the 

age of final persecution heralded by the collapse of the Roman Empire.67 It is a version of 

the Irenaean synthesis discussed in Chapter Three, updated to reflect the current reality of 

the Constantinian age.68  

The Sermo in natali, on the other hand, reflects a different weltanschauung. There 

is only one stage in all of Christian history, and it has continued from the beginning of the 

world:  

The innocent have always been oppressed for the truth in the present age, because 

from the very beginning of the world they have been the objects of enmity by the 

Devil, who lies in wait for them... Therefore this state of rivalry, this state of 

enmity pours out the blood of saints from the beginning of things. Indeed, Abel 

the just and innocent was immediately murdered by his brother; he who had 

pleased God was butchered by a cruel wound… And from that time on all the just 

and the elect prophets throughout the wide expanses of time and the descent of the 

ages have been oppressed, put to flight, and killed by wicked despots. No one has 

been immune to it, there has been no one who has not poured out holy blood or 

holy tears or uttered heavy groans or cruel sorrows.69 

                                                 
67 Sulpicius Severus, Chronica, 2.33 (CSEL 1.87: “Exinde tranquillis rebus pace perfruimur: 

Neque ulterius persecutionem fore credimus, nisi eam, quam sub fine iam saeculi Antichristus exercebit”). 

68 For the popularity of this three-stage framework within North African Christianity, cf. Brent 

Shaw, Sacred Violence, 598. Augustine’s own interpretation is more dour: the first stage was the “age of 

the lion,” in which the devil persecuted Christians openly. The present age is the “age of the snake,” in 

which Satanic forces (heavily implied to be Donatists) no longer persecute openly, preferring to seduce the 

elect into abandoning the faith. When Antichrist comes, he will unite both lion and snake together: 

“Nothing is more dangerous than this because it will be both violent and deceitful: he will be violent in the 

exercise of power, deceitful in the miracles he performs.” Cf. Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 9.27 in WSA 

3.15, 155 (CCSL 38.70: “Prima enim persecutio ecclesiae uiolentia fuit, cum proscriptionibus, tormentis, 

caedibus, christiani ad sacrificandum cogerentur; altera persecutio fraudulenta est, quae nunc per 

cuiuscemodi haereticos et falsos fratres agitur; tertia superest per antichristum uentura, qua nihil est 

periculosius, quoniam et uiolenta et fraudulenta erit. Vim habebit in imperio, dolum in miraculis”). 

Nevertheless, for Augustine the same assumption holds true: open persecution has ceased in this age, 

allowing the gospel to “go forth into all the world.” 

69 Sermo in natali sanctorum innocentium, 5 (PLS 1.290: “Semper enim innocentia pro veritate in 

saeculo laboravit, quia inter ipsa initia mundi inimicitias cum diabulo insidiatore suscepit… Haec ergo 

aemulationis, haec inimicitiarum condicio ab initio rerum sanctum sanguinem manat. Denique statim Abel 

iustus innocens a fratre necatur, et qui deo placuerat crudeli vulnere trucidatur… Inde iam omnes iusti et 
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This is the classic description of what would become a Donatist shibboleth, a common 

presuppositional axis shared by Parmenian and Tyconius70 regardless of their common 

antipathy. We find it entrenched within the sharp polemic of Petilian and Gaudentius,71 a 

dominant theme among the anonymous Vienna Homilies, Donatist sermons from the 

following century,72 and present even in the last echoes of the Liber genealogus73 – the 

entire Donatist tradition is shot through with this distinctive vision of an Age of Sorrows 

terminated only by the eschatological Age of Glory.74 It is a dark vision, even when 

compared to Augustine: in this deconstruction of ages, Severus’ “Age of Persecution” 

never ended. It will continue, ever worsening, until it spirals into the age of Antichrist.  

We do not see this portrayal of history paralleled among Caecilianist or 

transmarine writers, even among skeptical pro-Nicenes like Hilary or Lucifer. 

Nevertheless, the Donatist communion is not unique in its dour dream of an ongoing age 

of persecution; a similar division of time can be found among the late fourth century 

Homoian community which produced the work known as the Opus imperfectum in 

                                                                                                                                                 
electi prophetae per tractus temporum et decursiones aetatum impiis dominantibus oppressi, fugati, necati 

sunt, ut nemo eorum habeatur inmunis, qui non aut sanctum sanguinem aut pias lacrimas fuderit vel graves 

gemitus aut indignos dolores ediderit.”) 

70 Parmenian: Epistula ad Tyconium in Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani 3.29; Tyconius: 

Expositio Apocalypseos 2.21, 4.12. 

71 Petilian: Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 49 in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.89.194; 

Gaudentius: Letter 2 to Dulcitius, in Augustine, Contra Gaudentium Donatistarum Episcopum 1.26.29.  

72 Cf., for instance, Vienna Homily 45, In natali innocentium (PL 95.1176-1177).  

73 Liber genealogus, 39 (MGH 9.163).  

74 In The Bible in Christian North Africa, 142-145, Maureen Tilley provides an excellent overview 

of this motif.  
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Matheum. Again we find the depiction of a world in which the true church is always 

persecuted by the false,75 illustrated in a series of contrasts from Abel to Antichrist:    

So elsewhere he says, “Truly I say to you, this generation will not pass away till 

all these things take place,” that is, until the whole mystery of the calling of the 

saints is fulfilled. For example, Cain persecuted Abel and died. The Giants arose 

and persecuted the children of Seth. Cain passed away, but his generation 

remained. The giants perished in the flood, but the Canaanites and the other 

nations that persecuted the children of Shem were born of Ham… The Canaanites 

were partly wiped out by the children of Israel, as we read, and from them were 

born the foreigners who persecuted the Jews. They too passed away, but their 

generation remained. At last some Gentiles were converted to Christ; the 

treacherous Jews arose against the Christians after the time of Christ, having in 

turn that generation as far as their soul was concerned that those Gentiles had, 

which had earlier persecuted the Jews. Then all the Gentiles believed, but the 

Jews failed, who persecuted the church, and from the very church heretics arose, 

who persecuted the church, but that generation remained… But soon also the 

heretics will pass away, so that they will not be as they now appear to be, and 

there will be future Gentiles, the peoples of the Antichrist, and when they pass 

away the generation of the righteous will remain. For concerning the generation 

of the righteous, also that which is said is fulfilled: “This generation will not pass 

away till all these things take place.”76 

 

                                                 
75 Cf. Opus Imperfectum in Matheum, Homily 46, 23.35 in Ancient Christian Texts: Opus 

imperfectum in Matheum (Opus Imperfectum), Volume 2, trans. James Kellerman (Downers Grove, IL: IVP 

Academic, 2010), 364: “But the very action of people, running down from generation to generation, is 

sufficient witness to the truth as to who are the children of the prophets, apostles, and martyrs, who always 

bear persecution, and who are the children of the Jews or Gentiles who are always persecuting. What need 

is there to test what category you belong to, when the very matter says it?”  (PG 56.893: “Ipse enim actus 

hominum per singulas generationes decurrens sufficit ad testimonium ueritatis, qui sunt filii prophetarum, 

et apostolorum, et martyrum, persequutionem patientium semper, et qui sunt filii Iudaeorum atque 

gentilium persequentium semper. Quid opus est uerbis ad probationem generis uestri, cum res ipsa 

loquatur?”) 

76 Ibid, Homily 46, 23.36, in Kellerman, Opus imperfectum in Matheum II, 364 (PG 56.894: “Ideo 

alibi dicit: Amen dico vobis, non transibit generatio haec, donec omnia fiunt: id est, donec impleatur omne 

mysterium uocationis sanctorum. Utputa Cain fuit persequutor Abel, et mortuus est: facti sunt gigantes 

persequentes filios Seth. Ecce Cain Transiit, sed generatio ipsa stetit. Perierunt gigantes in diluvio, sed nati 

sunt ex Cham Chananaei, et ceterae gentes persequentes filios Sem... Interempti sunt Chananaei ex parte a 

filiis Israel, sicut legimus, et ex eis facti sunt alienigenae, qui persequerentur Iudaeos. Ecce et illi 

transierunt, sed generatio eorum stetit. Postmodum conuersae sunt gentes quaedam ad Christum, 

surrexerunt perfidi Iudaei post Christm aduersus Christianos, ipsa uice habentes ipsam generationem 

quandum ad animam, quam habuerunt gentes illae, quae prius persequebantur Iudaeos. Deinde gentiles 

quidem crediderunt omnes, Iudaei autem defecerunt, qui persequebantur Ecclesiam: et ex ipsa Ecclesia 

surrexerunt haeretici, qui persequebantur Ecclesiam, sed generatio ipsa stetit... Postmodum autem et 

haeretici transituri sunt, ut non sint secundum quod modo esse uidentur, et futuri sunt gentiles et populi 

Antichristi, et ranseuntibus istis, generatio iustorum stabit in illis. De generatione enim iustorum erant 

etiam illi qui fuerunt, et impletur quod dictum est: Non transibit generatio isti, donec omnia fiant.”)  
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Put more succinctly, “There is one generation of all the wicked and persecutors and 

murderers, from Cain to the end.”77 Such a division of time is therefore not unique to 

Donatism, even if by the fifth century it is limited in practice to other similarly-

persecuted minority communions.  

 

Parmenian 

We find a similar account of what believers should expect from the world in the 

fragmentary remains of Parmenian’s letter to Tyconius preserved for us by Augustine: 

“At the end of his letter,” Augustine tells us, “he urges Tyconius to remain in the party of 

Donatus and endure persecution to the end.”78 This is an indirect citation of Matthew 

24.13, which in context warns against the coming of deceivers at the time of the end: 

“And many false prophets will arise and lead many astray. And because of the increase of 

lawlessness, the love of many will grow cold. But the one who endures to the end will be 

saved.”79 We are given fleeting glimpses of passages elsewhere in Parmenian’s surviving 

material which seem to hint at an eschatological narrative underlying his condemnation 

of the Caecilianists. Optatus tells us, for instance, that Parmenian believed the 

eschatological prophecy in 2 Timothy 3.1-5 applied to the traditor church: “In the last 

                                                 
77 Ibid (PG 56.894: “Omnium enim iniquorum, et persequutorum, et homicidarum a Cain usque ad 

finem una generatio est.”) 

78 Parmenian, Epistula ad Tyconium in Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani 3.6.29 (OSA 

28.470: “In fine epistulae suae exhortatur Tychonium, ut in parte Donati permaneat et persecutiones 

perferat.”) 

79 Matthew 24.11-13 (NRSV). And indeed, Parmenian’s letter ends with a warning to Tyconius 

“not to rejoin of his own free will those with whom they did not unite even under the compulsion of 

persecution.” (Epistula ad Tyconium in Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani 3.6.29) (OSA 28.470: 

“non se debere uoluntate coniungi eis quibus persecutione cogente non iuncti sunt”). As we shall see in the 

next chapter, Parmenian is almost certainly not referring to reunification with the Caecilianists, whom 

Tyconius himself condemns as forerunners of Antichrist in his apocalypse commentary, but rather the 

transmarine provinces. 
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days distressing times will come,”80 the passage begins. Optatus continues: “It was not, as 

you urge, about us, but about you, that the most blessed apostle Paul said, There will be 

people who love themselves, glorying in themselves, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, 

ungrateful, vicious, not preserving peace, without affection, slanderers, cruel, without 

kindness, etc.”81 Such a line of apocalyptic condemnation, as we saw in Chapter Three, is 

consistent both with Parmenian’s predecessor Cyprian82 and the anonymous Donatist 

editor who compiled the Compendium of 427: “But know this, he says, that troubling 

times will come in the last days... This prophecy is clearly speaking about our own 

times.”83 Elsewhere, Parmenian characterizes the Caecilianist communion as an 

apocalyptic beast which “feeds on bloody morsels and battens on the blood and flesh of 

the saints,” imagery clearly invoking the recent events of the Macarian persecution 

commemorated in the Donatist acta.84 

                                                 
80 2 Timothy 3.1 (NRSV) 

81 Parmenian, Adversus ecclesiam traditorum, in Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 7.4 in 

Edwards, 144 (CSEL 26.176: “Igitur non de nobis, ut disputatis, sed de uobis dixisse beatissimum Paulum 

apostolum: erunt, inquit, homines se ipsos amantes, cupidi, gloriantes sibi, superbi, blasphemi, parentibus 

non oboedientes, ingrati, scelesti, pacem non custodientes, sine adfectu, detractores, inmites, sine 

benignitate, et cetera.”) 

82 Cf. Cyprian, De unitate, 16: “For thus it will be at the end of the world, as has been foretold by 

our apostle and forewarned by the Holy Spirit. In the last days, he says, troubing times will come.” (CCSL 

3.261: “Quia et sic in occasu mundi oportebat, praenuntiante per apostolum nobis et praemonente Spiritu 

sancto: In nouissimis, inquit, diebus aderunt tempora molesta.”) 

83 Prophetiae ex omnibus libris collectae, found in the Donatist Compendium of 427 (PLS 4.179: 

“Et ad Timotheum secunda: Hoc autem scito, inquid, quonium in novissimus diebus aderunt tempora 

molesta... Nostris quoque temporibus haec prophetia manifestius declarata est”). 

84 Parmenian, Adversus ecclesiam traditorum, in Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 2.14 

in Edwards, 42 (CSEL 26.48: “cruentis morsibus pascitur et sanctorum sanguine et carnibus opimatur”). 

Both Brent Shaw (Sacred Violence, 597) and Pamela Bright (The Book of Rules of Tyconius, 165) comment 

on the apocalyptic tone of this passage. Intriguingly, Shaw claims that “In saying this, Parmenian was 

comparing the Catholic Church to a traditional view of the State. By definition, the state was ‘not a church’ 

precisely because its cruel actions, archived in the public memory of the true church, had shown that it was 

not such. There was a pervasive image of the state among African Christians: a bloody beast that had 

savaged the body of Christ. As a bloody beast, it was another precursor of the Antichrist.”  
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There is, therefore, a subtle eschatological current which surfaces at times among 

the scattered fragments of Parmenian’s writings.85 But we should be careful: apocalyptic 

condemnation is not a dominant theme for the Donatist bishop of Carthage. Optatus and 

Augustine will, in fact, at times accuse Parmenian of confusing ecclesiology with 

eschatology. “Blind man!” Augustine fumes: “To believe that his communion is not only 

the true Church, but that it is now what the holy Church will be only after the final 

                                                 
85 I suspect, but cannot conclusively prove, one further reference to a Donatist eschatological 

system lurking within Optatus’ polemic in Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 3.8. In the course of 

defending the Caecilianist communion against Parmenian’s charges of violent suppression during the time 

of Macarius, Optatus counters with a strange exegetical trajectory. “For nothing was done or heard” during 

the Macarian era, he tells Parmenian, “of the sort that is usually heard and done in a Christians’ war, which 

is called persecution, and was carried on by two beasts of the four that Daniel saw rising from the sea.” 

Optatus is referring to the apocalyptic vision of the four beasts found in Daniel 7.2-28; an odd topic to raise 

during the current discussion. He continues: “The first was like the lion [Daniel’s first beast]: this was the 

persecution under Decius and Valerian. The second was like the bear [Daniel’s second beast]: at which 

time there were also impious judges waging war against the Christian name. Among them, a little more 

than sixty years ago, was Anulinus in the proconsular province, and Florus in Numidia.” (in Edwards, 75; 

CSEL 26.90: “Non enim tale aliquid factum aut auditum est, quod in bello christianorum dici aut fieri 

solitum est, quod bellum persecutio dicitur, quae operata est sub duabus bestiis ex illis quattuor, quas 

Daniel de mari ascendes aspexit prima fuit ut leo: haec erat persecutio sub Decio et Ualeriano; secunda ut 

ursus: alia persecutio, quae fuit dub Diocletiano et Maximiano, quo tempore fuerunt et inpii iudices bellum 

christiano nomini inferentes, ex quibus in prouincia proconsulari ante annos sexaginta et quod excurrit 

fuerat Anulinus, in Numidia Florus”). This particular interpretation of the four beasts of Daniel 7 is, to my 

knowledge, unparalleled within the Caecilianist communion, or anywhere else, for that matter. This scrap 

of information, however, is all that we receive of Optatus’ unique exegetical construction: we are never 

given the identity of the third beast (the leopard) or the fourth (an indescribable animal). Why not? Even if 

we would accept that, according to Optatus’ interpretation, the fourth beast likely stands for the final 

persecution under Antichrist, that still leaves the third unaccounted for. Optatus requires one further 

persecution to substantiate his exegetical parallelism; but it is missing in his narrative. It is unlikely that one 

exists: in 1.13, for instance, he tells us that it has been “sixty years ago and more” since the time of the last 

persecution – that of the “bear” under Diocletian and Maximian. The present time is a “time of peace” 

during which the Donatists alone of “all the other provinces in which the established church is established” 

suffered (3.10; Edwards, 80). It is possible that he is referring to the reign of Julian, but this seems unlikely, 

given that Optatus has already accused the Donatists of profiting from the “apostate” Julian’s decision to 

allow their exiled bishops to return to Africa (2.16). If he intended Julian to stand for the apocalyptic 

“leopard,” it is likely he would have emphasized it in this passage to further condemn his opponents for 

allying with an apocalyptic beast.  

In light of these observations, I submit that it is at least possible that the odd bit of apocalyptic 

flotsam that Optatus brings up and then immediately neglects is in fact Donatist in origin, co-opted by 

Optatus in order to deprive it of its sting. The equation of the “four beasts” with periods of persecution is 

not found elsewhere among Donatist literature – but, as we have seen, that is also true about Caecilianist or 

transmarine exegesis. Unlike Optatus, however, Donatists could indeed add a persecution to the list: that of 

Macarius, already described as a “beast” by the Donatist martyrologies. In the aftermath of the great 

suppression, it would make sense to add Macarius (or Constans) the “leopard” to Diocletian/Maximian “the 

bear” and Decius/Valerian “the lion.” Under this reckoning of time, the only persecution yet unaccounted 

for would lie in the immediate future: that under the coming Antichrist. 
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harvest!”86 Likewise Optatus: “What is that part of your treatise about the heavenly 

wedding where, cutting off hope of future things, you have made everything rest on the 

present time?”87 These are standard Caecilianist objections to the Donatist insistence 

upon a Church which was, in Parmenian’s words, “a closed garden, a sealed font – 

paradise, the garden in which God plants his trees.”88  

Before attempting to find evidence of an “immanentized” eschatology on the 

basis of these passages, however, we should remember that these accusations come from 

a Caecilianist perspective. As we saw in Chapter Two, however, in their own 

interpretation of the parable of the wheat and weeds (the context of Augustine’s “final 

harvest”89), the Donatist interlocutors at the 411 Conference at Carthage would 

emphatically deny that they have improperly immanentized the parable’s eschatological 

context: 

It is not in the Church, therefore, but in the world, that the good are kept along 

with the bad until the harvest, that is, until the Divine judgment. The Lord’s 

interpretation cannot be distorted! For if the apostles, companions of the Lord 

himself, hadn’t learned that the tares in the Church, that is, the children of the 

devil who were sprouting up, should be renounced by the community of the 

                                                 
86 Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani 3.17 (OSA 28.434: “persuaderet hominibus caecis 

communionem Donatistarum non solum ecclesiam ueram esse, sed etiam talem iam hoc tempore qualis 

post ultimam uentilationem ecclesia sancta futura est”). 

87 Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam, 5.10 in Edwards, 113 (CSEL 26.140: “Qualis est 

illa pars tractatus tui de caelestibus nuptiis, ubi spem amputans futurorum totum in praesenti tempore 

posuisti dicendo a societate uestra proiectum esse eum?) Cf. Pamela Bright’s discussion of the passage in 

The Book of Rules of Tyconius, 19.  

88 Cf. the fragments of Parmenian’s treatise Adversus ecclesiam traditorum in Optatus, Contra 

Parmenianum Donatistam 2.13, 11 (Edwards, 41-42): “saying that your own is the closed garden and the 

sealed font… you have declared the church to be paradise (which is undoubtedly true), the garden in which 

God plants his trees.” (CSEL 26.48, 46: “dicendo quia ipsa est hortus conclusus et fons signatus... 

ecclesiam paradisum esse dixisti (quae res sine dubio uera est) in quo horto deus plantat arbusculas.”) 

89 Compare Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani 3.17, 1.21, 2.3: while Parmenian is 

technically citing a passage from Jeremiah 23.28, Augustine immediately correlates it to the parable of the 

wheat and weeds from Matthew 13.24-30. 
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righteous, they would never have cast out Simon, Erastus, Philetus, Alexander, 

Demas, Hermogenes, and others like them from the threshold of the Church.90 

 

A similar caveat is provided at the Conference concerning the parable of the heavenly 

wedding. According to bishop Habetdeum, the parable is indeed to be interpreted 

eschatologically – but its proper reference is not to open apostates, but rather to “the 

hidden sinner who had crept about, deceiving the priests” on earth: only at the eschaton 

would his sins be revealed.91 When defending his communion’s right to “cast out… the 

person who deceived [his] doormen and agents,”92 therefore, Parmenian is not revealing 

himself as a proponent of immanentized eschatology, but rather as a careful shepherd of 

his flock. While there will always be hidden sinners among the faithful whose true nature 

will only be unmasked at the end of time, the true church is required to excommunicate 

open offenders at the present, not at the eschaton. 

 

Tyconius 

As I mentioned earlier, I will defer in-depth consideration of Tyconius’ 

apocalyptic vision until the next chapter. In order to lay the foundation for it, however, 

                                                 
90 Gesta conlationis Carthaginiensis 2.258 (SC 224.1200: “Non ergo Ecclesia, sed mundus in quo 

boni simul et mali usque messem, id est, usque ad diuinum iudicium reseruantur. Quia nec potest a Domino 

interpretata homo corrumpere quoniam, si apostoli ipsius Domini comites in Ecclesia zizania, id est filios 

diaboli pullulantes, in sanctorum communione dimittendos esse didicissent, numquam Simonem, Erastum, 

Filetum, Alexandrum, Deman, Hermogenem, ceterosque consimiles ecclesiae liminibus eiecissent.”) 

91 Ibid, 2.258 (SC 224.1202: “sicut Dominus in Euangelio de latenti reo qui per obreptionem 

sacerdotes fefellerat per figuram loquitur dicens: Intrans, inquit, rex uidere recumbentes uidit illic hominem 

non habentem uestimentum nuptiale…”) A similar interpretation holds for the parable of the fishing net. At 

the Conference, the Donatist bishop Habetdeum claims that the Caecilianists are the ones who fail to 

distinguish times, “saying that the good and bad fish are enclosed and taken together in the same net to the 

shore, just as the just and the unjust are until the end of the world, not seeing that this was said about 

hidden sinners.” (SC 224.1202: ““Pisces etiam bonos et malos uno retiaculo usque ad litus, id est iustos et 

iniustos usque in finem saeculi simul contineri et protrahi confirmant, non intuentes hoc de reis latentibus 

dictum”) 

92 Parmenian, Adversus ecclesiam traditorum in Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 5.10 

in Edwards, 113 (CSEL 26.140: “proiectum esse eum, qui ianitores et ministros fefellerit uestros.”) 
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we must determine whether it is permissible for us to call Tyconius an apocalyptic 

exegete at all – at least in our sense, for there is some disagreement on this point.  

Some historical background is in order. As we have seen in Chapter Two, 

Tyconius’ earliest interpreters recognized that the Donatist exegete, in Bede’s words, had 

boasted that the sufferings of his communion “were foretold in the Apocalypse.”93 In his 

introduction to the first critical edition of the Liber regularum in 1894, Francis Burkitt 

argued for a date of composition just prior to the 380s. He defended his decision by 

appealing to a passage from Tyconius’ Fifth Rule, on the proper interpretation of 

“Times”:  

Likewise one day sometimes represents a hundred years, as when it is written of 

the church  that ‘for three and a half days, it will be left for dead ‘in the city 

where’ its ‘Lord, too, was crucified,’ and that ‘the Son of Man must go to 

Jerusalem, and suffer many things at the hands of the elders and chief priests and 

the scribes, and be killed, and rise again after three days, for the Lord himself 

arose on the third day.94 

 

Burkitt comments: “the ‘Son of Man,’ by which expression Tyconius here understands 

the Church, not Christ, will come to the end of the long struggle in three days and a half – 

that is 350 years – after the Crucifixion. This brings us to 383 AD at latest: therefore it 

would seem that Tyconius wrote before 383 AD.”95 The hypothesis proved attractive: in 

                                                 
93 Bede, Epistola ad Eusebium de Expositione Apocalypsis (Weinrich, 113): “Martyria uocans has 

in eadem gloriatur Apocalypsi fuisse praedictas.” (CCSL 121A.231) 

94 Tyconius, Liber regularum, 5 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 99, 101 (Babcock, 98, 100: “Item 

unus dies aliquando centum anni sunt, sicut de Ecclesia scriptum est iacere in civitate ubi et Dominus eius 

cruci fixus est tres dies et dimidium, et: Oportet filium hominis Hierusalem ire, et multa pati a senioribus et 

princibus sacerdotum et scribis, et occidi, et post tres dies resurgere; ipse enim tertio surrexit.”) 

95 Francis Burkitt, The Book of Rules of Tyconius (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1894), 

xvii. Burkitt was not, in fact, the first to make this assertion: Charles Maitland in 1849 had already posited 

that “Tychonius revives the Jewish theory rejected by Justin, that a time may signify a century. By such 

methods he attempts to fix even the time of the end: ‘A day sometimes means a hundred years, as it is 

writen of the Church, They shall lie in the city where their Lord was crucified, for three days and a half.’” 

(Apostles’ School of Prophetic Interpretation, 247) 
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their own interaction with the Liber regularum, Paul Monceaux, Wilhelm Kamlah, and 

Gerald Bonner all repeated the assumption that Tyconius expected the outbreak of the 

final persecution in 383.96 Traugott Hahn, in his detailed turn of the century assessment 

of Tyconius, would modify the date to 380, but otherwise supported Burkitt’s 

conclusions.97 

In her 1982 article “Tyconius and the End of the World,” however, Paula 

Fredriksen subjected Burkitt’s dating system to intense criticism. It was incongruous, she 

argued, to simultaneously claim that Tyconius, who “so liberated Revelations [sic] from 

literal interpretation,” was also a date-setter: “These propositions appear to stand in some 

tension, if not directly to contradict each other.”98 Furthermore, if Tyconius truly 

expected an imminent end, he would have mentioned it far more frequently than the three 

times the “350” date actually appears in the Liber regularum.99 Instead, the problematic 

numbers ought to be read either as symbols of a “spiritual” reality that does not 

                                                 
96 Cf. Monceaux, Histire Littéraire de l’Afrique Chrétienne 5.170, citing Burkitt as his source; 

Kamlah, Apokalypse und Geschichtstheologie, 71; Gerald Bonner, St. Bede in the Tradition of Western 

Apocalyptic Commentary (Newcastle upon Tyne: J. & P. Bealls, 1966), 5, citing Kamlah.  

97 Hahn, Tyconius-Studien, 5-6: “A more precise dating may be permitted by the often-reiterated 

calculation present in his two main writings that the history of the Church will last for 350 years – from the 

life of Christ until the separation within the Church at the dawn of the final persecution. Tyconius believed 

that the latter event was imminent (Liber regularum 31,4) – but according to Beatus, S. 182, 14-16 [the 

fragments of Tyconius’ Apocalypse Commentary preserved in Beatus of Liébana’s Commentaria Expositio 

Apocalypseos], Christ’s ministry lasted for one year, so he died around the year 31. Therefore, Tyconius 

expected the last persecution to come in the 381st year after Christ.” (“Eine noch festere Datierung gestattet 

die in den 2 Hauptschriften immer wiederholte Berechnung der Geschichte der Kirche auf 350 Jahre, vom 

Leiden (6) Christi bis zur Scheidung in der Kirche bei Anbruch der letzten Verfolgung. Letzteres Ereignis 

erwartet Tyconius als nahe bevorstehend, cf. z. B. RS 31,4.  Nach Beatus S. 182, 14-16 aber hat Christus 1 

Jahr gewirkt, starb also 31 jährig. Somit erwartete Tyconius die letzte Verfolgung für das Jahr 381 nach 

Christi Geburt.”) 

98 Fredriksen, “Tyconius and the End of the World,” 60. The argument is reasserted in 

Fredriksen’s 1991 article “Apocalypse and Redemption in Early Christianity: From John of Patmos to 

Augustine of Hippo” in Vigiliae Christianae 45: 151-183.  

99 Ibid, 63: “If then Tyconius’ point in mentioning the 350 years in the course of this discussion is 

to calculate the time left till the End, his presentation is extremely diffuse.” 
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correspond to any fixed date at all, or as indeed referring to a “crucial date in Church 

history,” but not “ipso facto an eschatological date.”100 

Within the context of the article, it is the first option that seems initially more 

appealing. As we mentioned in Chapter Two, Fredriksen was among the first to argue 

that Tyconius practices an “immanentist” rather than “imminentist” reading of the 

apocalypse, utilizing typology to reinterpret eschatological passages as present calls to 

repentance rather than warnings of future events.101 Indeed, Fredriksen argues that the 

noticeable preponderance of eschatological passages which come under consideration in 

the Liber regularum is, in part, a deliberate attempt by Tyconius to undermine the 

unthinking millenarianism of his compatriots,102 and she decries Burkitt et al. for 

resurrecting the old misunderstanding.103 Ultimately the 350 year date, if it refers to 

anything in particular, describes a much more prosaic event than the dawn of the final 

persecution:  

Surely, the raising of the Son of Man, the peace of the Church after 350 years of 

struggle, may have finally come. But for Tyconius, this event might indicate not 

the End of Time, but the fortuitous accession of a sympathetic Roman official in a 

                                                 
100 Ibid.  

101 Ibid, 65: “These events refer to the life of the Church in the world, as do the apostasy and the 

revelation of the man of sin, the unrighteous. And this must occur not only in Africa, but per orbem. 

Further, these events in themselves do not presage the End... All these great events bind together salvation 

history; they describe not a future End, but the present earthly life of the Church and the believer.” As we 

mentioned earlier, Maureen Tilley then takes this portrait of Tyconius and extends it to Parmenian in Bible 

in Christian North Africa, 107-112.  

102 Fredriksen, “Tyconius and the End of the World,” 66: “In sum, then, Tyconius’ citations of 

eschatological passages in Scripture should not necessarily be taken as prima facie evidence of a personal 

enthusiasm. Exegetically, he has them serve quite a different end, and in so doing very often exorcises their 

original eschatological content. Indeed, this could be one of his major purposes for citing them.” 

103 Ibid, 74. See also Fredriksen, “Apocalypse and Redemption,” 176, note 43: “Modern scholars 

have nonetheless held both that Tyconius was the source of the later catholic antimillenarian apocalypse 

commentaries and that he himself expected the end in his own lifetime. This fundamentally incoherent 

interpretation seems to have begun with F. C. Burkitt.”  
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period of severe anti-Donatist legislation. In any case, it would not occasion 

millenarian calculations.104 

 

 Fredriksen’s anti-apocalyptic interpretation of Tyconius has proved influential, 

influencing later authors such as Bernard McGinn, Pamela Bright, and Maureen Tilley.105 

It is, however, more problematic than it first appears. Even without the 350 year dating 

system, we can infer much about Tyconius’ views on Christian chronology. We know, 

for instance, that Tyconius, while rejecting millenarianism, nevertheless subscribes to the 

traditional “world week” scenario present in the western Mediterranean from Irenaeus 

onwards. “The world’s age is six days, i.e., six thousand years,”106 he states in one 

passage; in another, “Just as he made the world in six days, so he makes the spiritual 

world, which is the church, in the course of six thousand years; and he will stop on the 

seventh day, which he has blessed and made eternal.”107 We also know that, in common 

with Irenaean chronology, Tyconius believes that Christ was born during the sixth – and 

                                                 
104 Ibid, 73. Elsewhere this “sympathetic Roman official” is identified: “Anti-Donatist legislation 

in 376 and 377 had very little impact once Flavian, himself a Donatist, became the senior Imperial official 

in Africa. If we can assume that Tyconius followed Tertullian (Adv. Iud. 8) and Lactantius (Div. Inst. IV.x, 

18) in dating the year of Christ’s death to the consulship of Rubellius and Fufius Geminus, the equivalent 

A.D. date would be the year 29. Thus the year of Christ’s death plus 350 years would bring us to c. 379 

A.D. – a nice coincidence with Flavian’s tenure of office.” (93, note 69). Fredriksen repeats this claim in 

her 1991 article “Apocalypse and Redemption in Early Christianity,” 177, note 48: “the 'peace of the 

church' 350 years after the Passion (which occurred, according to N. African Christian chronology, in A.D. 

29) refers not to an expectation that the Parousia would occur in 379 but, more likely, to the accession of 

Flavian, himself a Donatist, as senior Imperial officer in Africa following a period of severe anti-Donatist 

legislation.” 

105 Cf. Bernard McGinn, Antichrist: Two Thousand Years of the Human Fascination with Evil 

(San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1994), 75-76: Tyconius “did not deny the reality of the last events, 

but he eschewed any attempts to determine their imminence, and he reinterpreted apocalyptic symbols in 

terms of the present life of te church and the inner moral experience of souls.” See also Pamela Bright, 

Book of Rules of Tyconius, 9-10 and Maureen Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 122-124. 

106 Tyconius, Liber regularum, 5 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 91 (Babcock, 90: “Sex dies sunt 

mundi aetas, id est sex milia annorum.”  

107 Ibid, in Babcock, Book of Rules, 101 (Babcock, 100: “Sicut enim mundum istum sex diebus 

operatus est, ita mundum spiritalem, qui est Ecclesia, per sex milia annos operatur, cessaturus die septmo 

quem benedixit, fecitque aeternum.”  
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last – age of the world: “In what is left of the sixth day, i.e., of these 1000 years, the Lord 

was born, suffered and rose again.”108 The all-important question thus becomes: does 

Tyconius ever provide us with a date for Christ’s birth?  

To answer it, we must turn to another witness: the Expositio Apocalypseos of 

Tyconius. Fredriksen’s hypothesis relies almost exclusively on an analysis of the Liber 

regularum for support; very little attention is given to the extant fragments of Tyconius’ 

other work then available.109 This is an unfortunate oversight, for even in its fragmentary 

state the Expositio offered resources for adjudicating the question of chronology.110  

Roger Gryson’s recent reconstruction of the Expositio,111 therefore, offers us an 

independent means of assessing the validity of Fredriksen’s hypothesis. 

We find when perusing the reconstructed commentary that the 350 year 

calculation alluded to in the Liber regularum is crucial to Tyconius’ vision of the end: in 

fact, it undergirds his anti-millenarian exegesis. For Tyconius, the “thousand years” 

mentioned in Revelation 20.4 are not an anumerical metaphor for the church age as 

posited by later anti-millenarian exegetes. Instead, “The thousand years of which he 

speaks is the ‘part signified by the whole,’ that is to say the rest of the thousand years of 

                                                 
108 Ibid, in Babcock, Book of Rules, 91 (Babcock, 90: “In reliquiis sexti dei, id est M annorum, 

natus est Dominus, passus et resurrexit.”  

109 Cf. Fredriksen, “Tyconius and the End of the World,” 61 note 10. While she was aware of the 

existence of the Apocalypse Commentary, its fragmentary nature dissuaded Fredriksen from appealing to it 

in her article.  

110 Traugott Hahn, for instance, bolstered his claims about Tyconius’ apocalyptic expectations by 

appealing to the fragments from the Commentary published by Johannes Haussleiter in Zeitschrift für 

kirchliche Wissenschaft (Leipzig, 1886), 239-257. 

111 Tyconii Afri Expositio Apocalypseos in CCSL 107A, trans. Roger Gryson (Turnhout: Brepols, 

2011).   
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the sixth day, in the course of which the Lord was born and suffered.”112 This parallels 

nicely with a passage in the Liber regularum:  

Similarly, what is left of the 1000 years is called the thousand years of the first 

resurrection. For just as what was left of the sixth day of the week, i.e., three 

hours, is reckoned as a whole day – one of the three that the Lord was in the tomb 

– so what is left of the greater sixth day on which the church rose from the dead is 

reckoned as a whole day, i.e., 1000 years.113 

 

Tyconius is of course aware that the Church has not reigned for “a thousand years.” 

Instead, the millennium refers to the remaining days of the world’s sixth age.  

How long, then, is this “part for the whole,” the time between Christ’s passion 

and the end of the world? The answer, for Tyconius, is precisely 350. The Expositio 

Apocalypseos abounds in references to this prophetic number. It is to be found in 

references to the “time, times, and half a time” (Tyconius tells us: “‘A time and times and 

half a time’ signifies the time between the passion of the Lord and the end of the 

world”114), to the 1260 days (“The Church… is nourished by heavenly teaching until the 

end of the 1260 days, that is to say from the birth of Christ until the end of the world”115), 

                                                 
112 Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 7.15 (CCSL 107A.218: “Mille annos dixit partem a toto, id 

est reliquias mille annorum sextie diei, in quo natus es dominus et passus.”) 

113 Tyconius, Liber regularum, 5 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 91 (Babcock, 90: “Itidem reliquiae M 

annorum dictae sunt mille anni primae resurrectionis. Sicut enim reliquiae sextae feriae, id est tres horae, 

totus dies est, unus ex tribus sepulturae Domini, ita reliquiae sexti diei maioris quo surrexit Ecclesia totus 

dies est, id est M anni.”) 

114 Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 4.21 (CCSL 107A.180: “‘Tempus et tempora et dimidium 

temporis’ tempus a passione domini dicit usque ad finem mundi.”) Cf. also 4.30. 

115 Ibid, 4.15 (CCSL 107A.178: “Ecclesia... pascitur caelesti doctrina, donec finiantur dies mille 

ducenti sexaginta, id est a natiuitate Christi usque ad finem mundi.”). Cf. 3.64. Notice that Tyconius 

sometimes alternates between the “birth” of Christ and his passion as a starting point for the 350 year 

calculation. I am not sure what to make of the discrepancy.  
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or even the 42 months.116 Again, this accords well with Tyconius’ argument in the Liber 

regularum:   

Sometimes, in virtue of the number ten, a day represents 100 days, as in the 

Apocalypse: ‘1260 days.’ For 160 times 100 equals 126,000 days, which makes 

350 years with months of thirty days each. In the same place, by the number ten, 

one month represents a hundred months, as in: ‘they will trample on the holy city 

for 42 months.’ For 42 hundreds equals 4200 months, which makes 350 years. A 

time is either a year or a hundred years, as in ‘for a time and times and half a 

time,’ which is either three and a half years or 350 years. Likewise one day 

sometimes represents a hundred years, as when it is written of the church that, ‘for 

three and a half days,’ it will be left for dead ‘in the city where’ its ‘Lord, too, was 

crucified.’117 

 

If 350 years thus signifies the “part for the whole,” the period between Christ and the end 

of the world, that would imply that Christ was born approximately 650 years after the 

beginning of the sixth age.118 And, conceding “part for the whole” inclusiveness again, 

                                                 
116 As far as I am aware, Tyconius is unique in utilizing the “time, times, and half a time” 

reference to calculate the date of the end. His calculations are not, however, completely unprecedented. 

Justin Martyr claims in Dialogus cum Tryphone Iudaeo 32.3-4 that his Jewish opponents believe that 

Antichrist will reign 350 years, based on the same century ratio Tyconius appeals to (FOTC 6.195-196): 

“Thus were the tmes being fulfilled, and he whom Daniel foretold would reign for a time, times, and a half, 

is now at the doors, ready to utter bold and blasphemous words against the Most High. In ignorance of how 

long he will reign, you hold a different opinion, based on your misinterpretation of the word ‘time’ as 

meaning one hundred years. If this is so, the man of sin must reign at least three hundred and fifty years, 

computing the holy Daniel’s expression of ‘times’ to mean two times only.” (M. Marcovich, Iustini 

Martyris Dialogus cum Tryphone (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1997), 122-123: “τῶν χρόνων 

συμπληρουμένων καὶ τοῦ βλάσφημα καὶ τολμηρὰ εἰς τὸν ὕψιστον μέλλοντος λαλεῖν ἤδη ἐπὶ θύραις ὄντος, 

ὃν καιρὸν καὶ καιροὺς καὶ ἥμισυ καιροῦ διακαθέξειν Δανιὴλ μηνύει. καὶ ὑμεῖς, ἀγνοοῦντες πόσον χρόνον 

διακατέχειν μέλλει, ἄλλο ἡγεῖσθε· τὸν γὰρ καιρὸν ἑκατὸν ἔτη ἐξηγεῖσθε λέγεσθαι. εἰ δὲ τοῦτό ἐστιν, εἰς τὸ 

ἐλάχιστον τὸν τῆς ἀνομίας ἄνθρωπον τριακόσια πεντήκοντα ἔτη βασιλεῦσαι δεῖ, ἵνα τὸ εἰρημένον ὑπὸ τοῦ 

ἁγίου Δανιήλ, καὶ καιρῶν, δύο μόνους καιροὺς λέγεσθαι ἀριθμήσωμεν.”) The sixth-century commentator 

Andrew of Caesarea, on the other hand, mentions a minority opinion which asserted that the “thousand 

years” of Revelation 20.1-6 refer to the 3 ½ years of Christ’s ministry on earth, after which the Devil would 

be loosed upon humankind – an interpretation with some genetic similarity to Tyconius’ project (Andrew 

of Caesarea, Commentarius in Apocalypsin 21.63).  

117 Tyconius, Liber regularum, 5, in Babcock, Book of Rules, 99 (Babcock, 89: “Aliquando dies 

denario numero C dies sunt, sicut in Apocalypsi: Dies M CCLX, nam milies ducenties centies et sexagies 

centeni centumviginti sex milia dies sunt, qui fiunt anni CCCL mensibus tricenorum dierum. Ibidem, unus 

mensis denario numero centum menses sunt, ut Civitatem sanctam calcabunt mensibus XLII, nam XLII 

centeni IIII et CC menses sunt, qui sunt anni CCCL.”) This is the full context of the passage which Burkitt 

cited above in part. 

118 Tyconius is not unparalleled in his use of this exegetical tactic; in the next century 

Quodvultdeus of Carthage would use a similar “part for the whole” chronology to calculate an approximate 

date for the end. Daniel Van Slyke (Quodvultdeus of Carthage: The Apocalyptic Theology of a Roman 
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this is exactly what we find in the Expositio Apocalypseos: “seven hundred years and 

those God wants to add to them” make up the chronology of the sixth age.119  

Tyconius, like his fellow North Africans Lactantius before him and Julius Quintus 

Hilarianus and Quodvultdeus after him, therefore indeed predicts a date for the end: 

approximately 350 years after the Lord’s resurrection.120 The claim that “350 years” is a 

merely symbolic number or a thoroughly de-eschatologized date is untenable.121  

                                                                                                                                                 
African in Exile (Strathfield, NSW, Australia: St. Pauls Publications, 2003), 136-141) explains it well: 

“Exactly how soon does Quodvultdeus believe these events are to be fulfilled? Surprisingly, an answer can 

be discerned in the text of the Liber, for it contains a subtle prediction of the end times that indicates 

Quodvultdeus believed their date could be calculated to within a few decades. His prediction hinges on two 

important scripture passages and a highly interpolated reading of Jerome’s commentary on the book of 

Daniel... Quodvultdeus... believes that he knows the true meaning of the seventy weeks. This becomes clear 

when he later appeals to the same passage in Daniel in order to explain the thousand years the devil is said 

to be bound in Revelation 20.2. Quodvultdeus first mentions that these thousand years may be interpreted 

as the whole taken from the part, ‘as the apostle Peter says’... Quodvultdeus holds that seventy weeks of 

years, or 490 years, extend from the time Michael and his angels defeat and chain the devil until the coming 

of the Lord. He then applies Daniel 9.24 to the thousand years during which the devil is bound in 

Revelation 20.2... Thus the first 490 years of the thousand have passed by the nativity of the Lord. From 

that point, Quodvultdeus implies, 510 years of the thousand remain before the devil is unchained and the 

dimidium temporis begins. Thus he believes that the devil is to be unchained around 510 – that is, about 

sixty years after he is writing.”  

119 Cf. Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 7.23: “And when the thousand years are ended, Satan 

will be loosed from his prison. He said that they will be ‘ended’ in terms of “part for the whole,” for when 

Satan will be loosed, there will remain three years and six months of the last war. But apart from this figure 

of speech, there is reason to say that the time is completed. It should not be considered, indeed, as a very 

short remainder, since the apostle spoke of seven hundred years and of those that God wants to add to them 

as an ‘hour.’” (CCSL 107A.220: “Et cum finiti fuerint mille anni, soluetur satanas de custodia sua. Finitos 

dixit a toto partem; nam sic soluetur, ut supersint anni tres et menses sex nouissimi certaminis. Sed praeter 

hunc tropum recte dicitur finitum tempus; non enim computandae sunt tam exiguae reliquiae, cum 

septingenti et quot deus uoluerit anni ‘hora’ ab apostolo appellati sunt.”) Tyconius is explaining here that 

the 3 ½ years of final persecution (which mirrors the 3 ½ centuries of Satan’s binding) may be added onto 

the 6,000 years without damaging the chronology. In passing, he mentions that the “seven hundred years 

and those God wants to add to them as an ‘hour,’” a reference to the sixth millennium, as is made clear in 

Liber regularum 5 (Babcock, 91: “Moreover, just as the whole time is reckoned in the first part of any time 

period, so also the ‘last hour’ is reckoned as a whole day, or what is left of a thousand years is reckoned as 

a thousand years. The world’s age is six days; i.e., six thousand years. In what is left of the sixth day, i.e., 

of these 1000 years, the Lord was born, suffered and rose again.” (Babcock, 90: “Sicut autem in prima 

parte cuiusque temporis totum tempus est, ita et nouissima hora totus dies est, aut reliquiae mille annorum 

mille anni sunt. Sex dies sunt mundi aetas, id est sex milia annorum. In reliquiis sexti die, id est M 

annorum, naus est Dominus, passus et resurrexit.”). As we have seen, “what is left of the sixth day” is the 

350 years of the Church, meaning that the “700 years” of the first passage refer to the time prior to Christ’s 

passion.  

120 Cf. Lactantius, Divinae institutiones, 7.2.3-5; Hilarianus, De Cursu Temporum 17; and 

Quodvultdeus, Liber promissionum et praedictorum Dei D.4.6. Tyconius diverges from the standard AM I 

system in his claim that Christ was born around AM 6560. While Tyconius is the only exegete to my 
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So why the opposition to Burkitt’s hypothesis? In part, I believe the difficulty has 

to do with the temptation to interpret Tyconius’ well-known anti-millenarian exegesis as 

evidence for an underlying anti-apocalyptic bent. This is certainly Fredriksen’s 

understanding of the issue: “So long as scholars see Tyconius as anticipating the 

imminent End of the World, on the one hand, while creating precisely that hermeneutic 

which served to quiet such expectation in subsequent Latin Christianity, on the other, 

they miss the full measure of the man.”122 But it is simply untrue that anti-millenarianism 

necessarily correlates with hostility to an imminent end. Jerome, for instance, is strongly 

opposed to millenarian expectations, but nevertheless believes that the end of the world is 

quite close.123 What most concerned early opponents of millenarian theology such as 

Tyconius and Jerome was not its belief in an imminent end, but its materialistic 

descriptions of the saints’ future reign.124 To assume that Tyconius de-eschatologizes the 

                                                                                                                                                 
knowledge to calculate from such a starting point, both Martin of Tours and Sulpicius Severus in Gaul are 

known to have expected a date c. 423 (Sulpicius Severus, Dialogi 1.41: writing around 400, Severus claims 

that “seven years ago” Martin of Tours had related to him that Antichrist “had already been born... and will 

take over the empire when he comes of age,” presumably at the age of thirty), much earlier than standard 

AM I chronology would allow.  

121 This is clear even from the Book of Rules: cf. Liber regularum 5 (Babcock, 107): “The number 

four in particular represents the time from the Lord’s passion to the end. Moreover, it is the number four 

whenever it appears in full or as part of a fourth after three, for example, 350 or three and a half.” Given 

this evidence, the idea that the 350 year date could refer to the accession of a “sympathetic Roman official” 

is absurd.  

122 Fredriksen, “Tyconius and the End of the World,” 74.  

123 Despite numerous passages condemning millenarianism (collected by John O’Connell, The 

Eschatology of Saint Jerome, 64-65), Jerome clearly expects an imminent end in his letters to the Gallic 

matrons Algasia (Letter 121.11) and Ageruchia (Letter 123.16).  

124 As John O’Connell writes, “An examination of the texts in which Jerome describes and rejects 

millenarist eschatology reveals that all his descriptions center on one aspect of this eschatlogy; scil., the 

reign of a thousand years, and rarely speak of the events that precede and follow the millennium. All the 

emphasis is on the felicitous state during the thousand years.” In De civitate dei 20.7, in fact, Augustine 

was willing to allow a circumscribed millenarianism a seat at the exegetical table as long as it abstained 

from carnal excess: “This opinion would be tolerable enough if it involved the belief that the joys of the 

saints in that Sabbath were to be spiritual ones, arsing from the presence of the Lord. Indeed, I myself once 

held this opinion. But there are some who assert that those who rise again then will spend their rest at 
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apocalypse on the basis of his anti-millenarian exegesis is to confuse the Donatist 

theologian with Augustine. It is Augustine, not Tyconius, who speaks of the thousand 

years as a “symbolic number,” explicitly denying Tyconius’ interpretation:  

Now the thousand years, as it seems to me, can be interpreted in two ways. First, 

it may mean that these things are coming to pass now, in the final thousand years; 

that is, in the sixth millennium, which is, as it were, the sixth day. The last hours 

of this day are now passing… Thus, using that figure of speech whereby a part is 

signified by the whole, John uses the expression ‘a thousand years’ to denote the 

last part of this millennium – or ‘day’ – which remains before the end of the 

world. Alternatively, he may have intended the thousand years to represent the 

whole number of years during which this world has been in existence, signifying 

the fullness of time by a perfect number.125 

 

Such a willingness to conflate Tyconius’ apocalyptic vision with Augustine’s illustrates 

one of the primary issues that I am seeking to address in this project. The appeal to an 

imminent apocalypticism such as the one we have encountered above does not mark the 

Donatist communion (or its Caecilianist counterparts, for that matter) as “anachronistic” 

or “crude.” The fact that the end did not, in fact, occur in the early 380s does not make 

Tyconius’ ingenious calculations any less exegetically intricate, nor does his 

overwhelming focus on the final persecution of Antichrist and the dramatic “separation” 

                                                                                                                                                 
immoderate carnal feasts. These feasts are to be provided with quantities of food and drink which not only 

do not remain within the limits of moderaton, but which also surpass belief itself.” (trans. Dyson, The City 

of God Against the Pagans (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 979 [CCSL 48.709: “Quae 

opinio esset utcumque tolerabilis, si aliquae deliciae spiritales in illo sabbato adfuturae sanctis per Domini 

praesentiam crederentur. Nam etiam nos hoc opinati fuimus aliquando. Sed cum eos, qui tunc resurexerint, 

dicant inmoderatissimus carnalibus epulis uacaturos, in quibus cibus sit tantus ac potus, ut non solum 

modestiam teneant, sed modum quoque ipsius credulitatis excedant”]).  

125 Augustine, De civitate dei, 20.7, trans. Dyson, 980; italics mine (CCSL 48.710: “Mille autem 

anni duobus modis possunt, quantum mihi occurrit, intellegi: aut quia in ultimis annis mille ista res agitur, 

id est sexto annorum miliario tamquam sexto die, cuius nunc spatia posteriora uoluuntur… ut huius miliarii 

tamquam dei nouissimam partem, quae remanebat usque ad terminum saeculi, mille annos appelauerit eo 

loquendi modo, quo pars significatur a toto; aut certe mille annos pr annis omnibus huius saeculi posuit, ut 

perfecto numero notaretur ipsa temporis plenitudo.”) In citing the “the figure of speech by which the whole 

stands for the part,” Augustine is clearly referring to Tyconius’ apocalyptic interpretation of the end. See 

also Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 89.5, Letter 199, 6.17, and Sermon 93.8.  
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between true church and false which it will inaugurate – the topic of our next chapter – 

diminish his stature.  

 

Donatism after the Conference 

The late 390s-410s witnessed the revitalization of the Caecilianist church of North 

Africa under the united efforts of Augustine, bishop of the coastal city of Hippo Rhegius 

in Numidia, and Aurelius, bishop of Carthage. Alongside a host of well-placed allies in 

the Numidian heartland, these leaders of the Caecilianist resuscitation would succeed by 

411 in forcing a Conference in Carthage which they hoped would witness the final 

confrontation between the rival churches.126 In contrast, the 390s were a time of turmoil 

for the Donatist communion. Donatism had been torn by schism after the death of 

Parmenian in 391/392, its elected leader contested by Maximian, a relative of Donatus 

whose sensational allegations of ritual contamination and violent suppression drew nearly 

a fourth of the North African communion to his side.127  Council clashed with council, 

opposing ultimata crossed the Numidian countryside: throughout most of the 390s the 

Donatist church was riven by internal dissension. 

Much of our surviving Donatist literature from this period comes in the form of 

polemical writings directed against the Caecilianist communion such as Petilian’s 

Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos128 and its defense by the lay theologian Cresconius 

                                                 
126 For an excellent narration of the intricate political negotiations on the part of the African 

bishops which led ultimately to the Conference at Carthage, see Brent Shaw, Sacred Violence, 490-543. 

127 Frend, Donatist Church, 213-220, gives an excellent narration of the events.  

128 Substantially reconstructed by Paul Monceaux in Histoire Littéraire de l’Afrique Chrétienne, 

Vol. 5: Saint Optat et les premiers écrivains Donatistes (Paris, 1920), 311-328. 
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against Augustine’s pointed critiques.129 Both are vitally aware of the need for 

circumspection.130 While we do find substantial evidence for a continued Donatist 

apocalyptic trajectory among the anonymous Donatist opponents of Augustine’s Epistula 

ad Catholicos de secta Donatistarum, to be discussed in the next chapter, neither Petilian 

nor his advocate Cresconius provide us with much insight into Donatist eschatology.   

 The same cannot be said about post-Conference Donatism, a period of sustained 

repression against the dissident communion which lasted until the Vandal incursions of 

the 430s. We may divide post-Conference Donatism into two distinct periods: the era of 

Caecilianist repression and the era of Vandal hegemony. We will concentrate first on 

instances of apocalyptic rhetoric which appear during the Caecilianist repressions of the 

410s-430s.  

 

Cavete a pseudoprophetis 

The general tone of post-Conference Donatism has been preserved for us by the 

Vienna Homilies, a recently-discovered series of sixty Donatist sermons composed by an 

anonymous Donatist preacher during these tumultuous years.131 Familiar themes pepper 

                                                 
129 While we cannot reconstruct Cresconius’ letter, we can get a sense of its major themes from 

Augustine’s numerous quotes in Contra Cresconium Grammaticum Donatistam. 

130 As we have seen in Petilian’s deliberate turn from emperors to more local persecutors in 

Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 56 (in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.93.202). For his part, 

Cresconius will devote a section of his defense towards denouncing Augustine’s use of dialectic (Contra 

Cresconium 4.2).  

131 Cf. the series of articles published by François Leroy: “Complements et retouches à la 3e 

édition de la Clavis Patrum Latinorum: L’homilétique africaine masquée sous le Chrysostomus Latinus, 

Séverien de Céramussa et la catéchèse Donatiste de Vienne,” in Revue d’Histoire Ecclesiastique 99 (2004), 

425-434; “Les 22 inédits de la catéchèse donatiste de Vienne. Une édition provisoire,” in Recherches 

Augustiniennes 31 (1999), 149-234; “L’homélie donatiste ignorée du Corpus Escorial (Chrysostomus 

Latinus, PLS IV, sermon 18),” in Revue Benedictine 107 (250-262); and “Vingt-deux homélies africaines 

nouvelles attribuables à l’un des anonymes du Chrysostome Latin (PLS 4) [Vienne O.N.B. Ms. Lat. 4147],” 

in Revue Benedictine 104 (1994), 123-147. The sermon series is a composite collection retrieved from 

several manuscript sources, including the Morin, Arsenal and Escorial manuscripts, recently supplemented 

by the Vienne corpus. Despite its composite nature, the sermon series is unified by overlapping sermons in 
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the sermons: the just have been persecuted since the beginning of the world and can 

expect to be persecuted until the End132; the true church is proved by its patient 

endurance of suffering133; one must be on guard against the “ravenous wolves” and “false 

prophets” of the false church who seek to lure the sheep away from the fold.134 Only one, 

however, explicitly characterizes the opponents of the true church as traditores, the 

“smoking gun,” as it were, that points to the collection’s true Donatist origins: Sermon 

39, provocatively entitled Cavete a pseudoprophetis. 135 It is fitting, then, that it is 

Sermon 39 which provides us with an example of the collection’s few apocalyptic tropes, 

one which hearkens back to the Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati or the 

Abitinian martyrs in the stark simplicity of its condemnation: 

You call yourselves by the name of “Christian” in vain, you who persecute Christ 

in his servants! You lay claim to a title which is built on lies! You are called by 

                                                                                                                                                 
each collection; a similar style, themes, and concerns pervade the corpus as a whole. As James Alexander 

notes in his excellent overview of the sermon series, “Criteria for Discerning Donatist Sermons” in Studia 

Patristica 38 (2001), 5, the sermon series is suffused with characteristic Donatist concerns, such as the 

necessity of remaining faithful in persecution, the devil’s attempt to subvert the true church by the false, 

and the need for separation from sinners as the only way to avoid contamination.  

Alden Bass has recently completed a detailed analysis of the Vienna Homilies in Fifth-Century 

Donatist Catchesis: An Introduction to the Vienna Sermon Collection ÖNB M.LAT. 4147. (Ph.D. Diss.: Saint 

Louis University, 2014). Bass interprets the homilies as catechetical in nature. Other relevant interactions 

with the Vienna corpus include Dossey, Peasant and Empire, 162-167, and Shaw, Sacred Violence, 419-

420.  

132 Cf. Vienna homilies 4 (PLS 4.671-673), 7 (PLS 4.677-680), 17 (in François Leroy, “Les 22 

inédits,” 175-178); 55 (Leroy, “Les 22 inédits,” 215-217).  

133 Cf. Vienna homilies 16 (PL 39.1851-1853), 39 (Leroy, “Les 22 inédits,” 259-262), and 45 (PL 

95.1176-1177). 

134 Cf. Vienna homilies 28 (Leroy, “Les 22 inédits, 188-191), 29 (PL 65.947-949), 37 (PLS 4.705-

707), and 42 (PLS 4.717-720). 

135 Why the rest of the sermons are not as obviously Donatist in nature remains an open question. 

Leroy and Alexander believe that an explicitly dissident bias has been edited out of the remaining texts; 

indeed, Leroy considers Sermon 39 to be a “calling card” left behind by an ex-Donatist preacher 

unwillingly integrated into the Caecilianist church after the 411 Conference at Carthage, a trace hint of the 

original Donatist origin of his sermon collection (“L’homélie donatiste,” 257). Brent Shaw, on the other 

hand, argues that the sermons reflect the actual conditions of the Donatist-Caecilianist divide: with the 

exception of polemical warfare, very little would in fact have distinguished Donatist sermons from their 

Caecilianist counterparts (Sacred Violence, 420).  
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the name of “Christian,” but your works are those of Antichrist… what was once 

hidden by you has now appeared openly.136 

 

 

Fulgentius   

We are thus back to the old characterization of Caecilianists as “ministers of 

Antichrist,” as bitter a slur among post-Conference Donatists as it had been in the old 

martyrologies. A surprisingly robust variation on this theme occurs in the anonymous 

Caecilianist source Contra Fulgentium, the first half of which preserves the polemical 

letter of an eponymous, but otherwise unknown, Donatist cleric.137 The exegetical context 

is crucial: at its heart, Fulgentius’ letter is a defense of the “one baptism” of the true 

church. Let the Caecilianists insist upon the viability of heretical or schismatic baptisms, 

the better to condemn the Donatist communion for “rebaptizing” its converts. Fulgentius 

knows better: “The scriptures speak for themselves: “For God himself proclaims the 

uniqueness of this baptism… as he has proved through Solomon: ‘an enclosed garden, 

my sister, my bride, a sealed fount, a well of living waters.’”138 Taking aim at a sore 

subject, he mocks his opponents’ alleged acceptance of Manichaean baptismal rites: 

                                                 
136 Vienna Homily 39, Cavete a pseudoprophetis (Leroy, “Les 22 inédits,” 260-261: “Unde frustra 

tibi christianum nomen imponis, qui Christum in eius seruis persequeris. Adfectas uocari quod operum 

simulatione mentiris. Nomen tuum christianum sonat sed facta antichristum monstrant... qui proditus es 

quod latebas.”) 

137 Contra Fulgentium is a composite work, the second part of which contains a fabricated 

altercation between “Fulgentius” and “Augustine.” While the second half contains much that is of value for 

understanding the Donatist-Caecilianist divide, it is not directly grounded on an exant Donatist text like the 

first part of the work.  

138 Fulgentius, On Baptism, in Contra Fulgentium Donatistam 1.6 (Maier 2.246: “Hinc sibi deus 

unicum baptismum esse proclamat… Deo per Salomenem probante: ‘Hortus conclusus, soror mea, sponsa 

mea, fons signatus, puteus aquae uiuae, paradisus cum fructu pomorum.’”) 
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“Only a den of traditores,” Fulgentius claims, “would have the audacity to boast of 

possessing a ‘multitude of waters’!”139 

The reference to a “multitude of waters” is not incidental: for Fulgentius, it is a 

telling revelation as to the true identity of his Caecilianist opponents. In Revelation 17.1-

7, the apostle John speaks of “a great prostitute, who sits above ‘many waters’: it is she 

who has inebriated the inhabitants of earth with the wine of her prostitution.”140 “I ask 

you,” says Fulgentius,  

What are these “many waters,” if not your many baptisms? Who is this harlot, if 

not the den of the traditores, she who guiltily submits to the pleasures of the kings 

like a slave, she who drinks from the bowl of their persecution, and who, blinded 

by her drunkenness, stirs up the people and drives those upon whom her waters 

reach into madness?141  

 

In this apocalyptic reimagining of the Caecilianist communion, three tell-tale signs 

identify the apostate church as the “great prostitute” of John’s vision. First, she sits above 

“many waters” – the polluted baptismal rites of all those whom the Caecilianist church 

welcomes, not the least her own. “It is therefore clear,” Fulgentius tells us, “that among 

the traditores there are indeed a ‘multitude of waters,’ where lie the many seeds of 

schism, the multivalent plagues of the heretics, the filthy dregs of the Manichaeans.”142 

Second, she kneels in slavish submission “to the pleasures of the kings,” prostituting 

herself for the slightest whim of Imperial favor. Finally, the apocalyptic Whore will not 

                                                 
139 Ibid, 1.12 (Maier 2.251: “Utique traditorum spelunca est, quae aquarum multitudine 

extollitur.”) 

140 Ibid, quoting Revelation 17.1-2 (Maier 2.251: “meretricis magnae sedentis super aquas multas 

et inebriati sunt omnes inhabitants terram a vino fornicationis eius.”) 

141 Ibid (Maier 2.251-252: “Rogo quae sunt aquae multae nisi plura baptismata? Quae mulier 

fornicaria nisi traditorum spelunca quae regum uoluptatibus seruit obnoxia, a quibus persecutionis poculum 

bibens ebria caecitate populis miscet et in amentia quos rigauerit ducit?”) 

142 Ibid, 1.13 (Maier 2.253: “Claret ergo apud traditores esse multitudinem aquarum, ubi diuersa 

schismatum semina, ubi haereticorum multimodas pestes, ubi manichaeorum detestanda sodium.”)  
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tolerate Christ’s Bride: whenever she can, she will drive the kings to persecute her foe, 

“stirring up the people… into madness.” 

Such an exegetical strategy so naturally complements the standard Donatist 

portrait of the Caecilianist communion that one would expect to encounter it often. This 

is not the case, however; in fact, Fulgentius’ identification of Caecilianism with the 

apocalyptic “whore of Babylon” is almost unparalleled within the Donatist communion. 

The only other possible allusion to this trope is a fleeting reference embedded in 

Augustine’s triumphal speech at the city of Caesarea in the recently reclaimed basilica of 

its Donatist bishop, Emeritus: “I read in the Psalm, I will persecute those who silently 

slander their neighbor. If it’s good for me to ‘persecute’ those who ‘silently slander their 

neighbor,’” Augustine gleefully asks Emeritus, “isn’t it also good for me to persecute 

those who publically blaspheme the Church of God, who say ‘this isn’t it,’ who say ours 

has ‘turned aside to the part,’ who say ‘she is a whore’?”143  

Even if we interpret this passing allusion as a reference to the apocalyptic whore 

of Revelation, the question remains: why was the trope not utilized more often by 

Donatist writers? Perhaps it is because the “many waters” are given a rather 

straightforward interpretation in Revelation 17.15: “The waters you saw, where the 

prostitute sits, are peoples, multitudes, nations and languages” – not baptismal fonts.144 

For most apocalyptic commentators both prior to and following Fulgentius, such an 

explanation implied that the imagery of woman and waters found its referent in the 

                                                 
143 Augustine, Sermo ad Caesariensis Ecclesiae Plebem 8 (OSA 32.440: “Psalmum lego: 

detrahentem proximo suo occulte, hunc persequebar. Si recte persequor occulte proximo detrahentem, non 

rectius persequor dei ecclesiam publice blasphemantem, quando dicit ‘non est ipsa,’ quando dicit nostra est 

‘quae in parte est,’ quando dicit ‘illa meretrix est’?” 

144 NRSV.  
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universal dominion of the Roman Empire, which would be destroyed by Antichrist upon 

his coming.145 Augustine, in fact, will often utilize the identification of “waters” with 

“people” in this passage to undermine other Donatist proof-texts involving aquatic 

imagery.146  

Fulgentius’ peculiar exegetical strategy is therefore all the more innovative for its 

rarity.147 He has in effect offered a counter-interpretation which buttresses the traditional 

Donatist tendency to interpret “water” typologically as a reference to baptism148:  The 

“multitude of waters,” he says, does indeed refer to “people, multitudes, nations, and 

languages” – but by virtue of their diverse baptismal rites, not their universality. 

“Manichaeans, Arians, Marcionites, Novatianists,” to quote Cresconius: these form the 

blasphemous kaleidoscope of heretical baptisms which the fallen Caecilianists deign to 

                                                 
145 Cf. Tertullian, De Cultu Feminarum 2.12; Aduersus Iudaeos 9; Hippolytus; De Christo et 

Antichristo 36; Victorinus of Poetovio, In Apocalypsin  8.3; 14/17.2; paralleled in the Hieronymian 

recension; Quodvultdeus, Liber promissionum et praedictorum Dei D.7.13-14. 

146 Cf. Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani 2.10.22; Contra litteras Petiliani 2.102.235, 

3.33.38; Contra Cresconium 2.23.28; Epistula ad Catholicos 23.64. 

147 We do find a possible affinity in Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 6.1-7. While Tyconius 

interprets the waters traditionally as referring to “numerous people, as he himself explains: The water that 

you see, where the woman has her throne, these are people and crowds and nations and tongues” (CCSL 

107A.203: “Aquae multi populi sunt, sicut ipse exponit dicens: Aquam quam uides, ubi mulier sedet, populi 

et turbae sunt et gentes et linguae”), he prefers to interpret the apocalyptic whore herself as the false church 

spread throughout the world: “the prostitute, the beast, the desert – these are all the same thing… the body 

opposed to the lamb.” (CCSL 107A.203-204: “Meretrix, bestia, heremus unum sunt… corpus aduersum 

agno”). Cf. also Liber regularum 7 (Babcock, Book of Rules, 139): “For in the Apocalypse, too, the whore, 

i.e., the enemy body, is adorned with ‘purple, scarlet and gold’” (Babcock, 138: “Nam et in Apocalypsi 

meretrix, id est corpus aduersum, purpura cocco et auro et argento… ornatur.”) 

148  Cf. Parmenian, Epistula ad Tyconium (in Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani 2.10.20); 

Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 62 (in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani, 2.103.234); 

Cresconius (in Augustine, Contra Cresconium 2.23.28); anonymous Donatist opponents in Augustine, 

Epistula ad Catholicos 23.64-66. Biblical texts cited include Proverbs 5.15 (“Drink water from your own 

cistern, flowing water from your own well”); Jeremiah 2.12-13 (“For my people have committed two evils: 

they have forsaken me, the fountain of living water, and dug out cisterns for themselves”); and Jeremiah 

15.18: “Truly, you are to me like a deceitful brook, like waters that fail.” [NRSV]).  
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accept, the “many waters” upon which they sit.149 “Solomon forbids us to approach her,” 

Fulgentius concludes: “Abstain, he says, from strange waters, and do not drink from 

strange wells, so that you may live long, and the years of your life will be lengthened…. 

The only one who lacks a ‘private well’ is one who possesses a ‘multitude of waters’ – 

thanks to a prostitute!”150   

 

Gaudentius 

We have already mentioned the letters which the Donatist bishop Gaudentius sent 

to the tribune Dulcitius in 419 as he and his congregation prepared to barricade 

themselves in the great basilica of Thamugadi – and Augustine’s own interpretation of 

their contents – in Chapter Two. In this chapter, however, I wish to evaluate Gaudentius’ 

allegedly apocalyptic rhetoric: is he the apocalyptic fanatic that Augustine makes him out 

to be? Like Fulgentius, it is important to keep Gaudentius’ original setting in sight, for 

Augustine is in a certain sense hijacking a letter originally intended for the eyes of the 

Roman official Dulcitius. Any traces of apocalyptic exegesis would, therefore, have been 

written in the context of an official communiqué from a dissident bishop to a Roman 

official, not a tractate for theological debate.  

In his polemical work Contra Gaudentium, Augustine reproaches the recalcitrant 

bishop for appealing to eschatological passages on two separate occasions. The first 

                                                 
149 Cf. Augustine, Contra Cresconium 2.3.4 (OSA 31.158: “Manichei, Arriani, Marconitae, 

Nouatiani.”) 

150 Fulgentius, On Baptism, in Contra Fulgentium Donatistam 1.12 (Maier 2.252: “Cuius 

accessu… Salomon interdixit: Ab aqua, inquit, aliena abstine te et de fonte alieno ne biberis ut longum 

uiuas tempus, et adicientur tibi anni uitae tuae… Solus ergo priuatum non habet fontem, qui ui meretricis 

aquarum possidet multitudinem.”  
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occurs in the context of Matthew 10.23: “You counsel me to flee, as if the law would 

permit it,” says Gaudentius to Dulcitius: 

But where are those places which, in this storm of persecution which hounds us 

on all sides, may serve as safe harbors for bishops, according to the words of the 

Lord: If they persecute you in that city, flee to another? At that time the apostles 

were able to flee to safety, because the Emperor had not commanded that anyone 

who sheltered them would be proscribed. Now, however, those who would harbor 

Christians are deterred by the dread of proscriptions.151 

 

As we have seen, Augustine is quick to characterize this scriptural allusion as an 

apocalyptic appeal: “But how can you be a follower of Christ? For Christ promises his 

listeners, that is, his followers, that there will always be cities to which they can flee 

when persecuted – up until the end of the world.”152 He is likely correct in this 

interpretation: the passage which Gaudentius cites is part of a larger apocalyptic 

narrative, a narrative which Petilian, for instance, will quote in its proper context:  

Our Lord Christ commands us: when people persecute you in this city, flee to 

another; and if they persecute you there, flee somewhere else. Verily, I tell you: 

you will not have finished going through the cities of Israel before the Son of Man 

comes. If he warns us about the Jews and pagans, then you, who call yourselves 

Christians shouldn’t imitate the horrific acts of the Gentiles.153 

 

                                                 
151 Gaudentius, Letter 2 to Dulcitius, in Augustine, Contra Gaudentium Donatistarum Episcopum 

1.16.17; 18.19 (OSA 32.534, 540: “Fugam mihi, inquit, quasi ex lege persuades… Deinde, inquit, quae 

loca erunt, quae in hac persecutionis procella undique perturbatos tranquillitati seruandos quamquam in 

portum recipient sacerdotes, quando dominus dixerit: cum uos persequi coeperint in hac ciuitate, fugite in 

aliam. Tute tunc fugiebant apostoli, quia neminem pro eis proscribe iusserat imperator. Nunc uero 

christianorum receptores proscriptionibus territi pericula formidantes.”) 

152 Augustine, Contra Gaudentium, 1.18.19 (OSA 32.540: “Quomodo enim es auditor Christi, cum 

ille suis auditoribus, hoc est sectatoribus, promittat usque in finem saeculi, quandocumque persecutionem 

passi fuerint, non defuturas ad quas confugiant ciuitates.”) 

153 Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 13, in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.19.42 

(OSA 30.270-272: “Iubet nobis dominus Christus: cum uos persecuti fuerint homines in ciuitae ista, fugite 

in alteram; quodsi in ea uos persequentur, fugite in aliam. Amen enim dico uobis, non consummabitis 

ciuitates Israhel, donec ueniat filius hominis. Si de Iudaeis et paganis nobis praemonit, tu qui christianum te 

memoras dira facta gentilium non debes imitari.”) 
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Petilian is claiming that when faced with Caecilianist persecution, the true church has two 

options: flight or endurance. That Gaudentius does not believe the former option possible 

is noteworthy.  

If Gaudentius indeed intends to subtly identify the present persecution as 

apocalyptic in nature, his use of Matthew 10.23 to buttress his contention is not 

idiosyncratic. In the Consultationes Zacchaei et Apolloni, a late fourth-century apologetic 

dialogue between the pagan “Apollonius” and the Christian “Zacchaeus,” the latter has 

this to say about the final persecution under Antichrist:  

He will compel the ignorant by his signs, the indecisive by his bribes, and the 

saints by his tortures, to impugn themselves by worshipping in suppliant adoration 

the images of the abomination of desolation and the faces bearing death. Nowhere 

will be safe for fugitives to flee, no hiding place in desolate places, since those 

who hide will be betrayed by their families and those who flee will die of 

starvation.154 

 

Certainly, other schools of thought existed in the transmarine world of late antiquity – 

Jerome, for instance, speaks of the “deserts of Edom” as a place of refuge for the 

faithful155 – but it is significant that Gaudentius’ fears are shared by apocalyptic exegetes 

beyond the Donatist tradition. 

Augustine’s second apocalyptic accusation is more problematic, though not 

necessarily unwarranted. Given the fact that there is nowhere for his congregation to flee, 

Gaudentius’ answer to the tribune Dulcitius soon takes a theodicean turn. He is reminded 

of Christ’s words to his apostles: “Blessed are you, he says, when they speak ill of you, 

and accuse you of all sorts of crimes because of the Son of Man. Rejoice and leap for joy, 

                                                 
154 Consultationes Zacchaei et Apolloni, 3.9 (SC 402.215: “ad huiusmodi facinus ignaros signis, 

praemiis inconstantes, sanctos suppliciis coartabit infaustae abominationis imagines uultusque mortificos 

supplici adoratione uenerari. Nusquam secura cedentibus fuga, nullaque ut celet in abditis latebra, cum et a 

proximis prodantur latentes, et fugientes inedia consumantur.”) 

155 Jerome, Commentariorum in Danielem 11.40, 41. 
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for your reward is great in heaven.” “If these words applied only to the apostles,” 

Gaudentius asks, “what benefit then would it be for those believers who came after them? 

It is therefore evident that this passage applies to everyone.”156 More provocatively, he 

cites Revelation 6.9-11 to support his argument:  

If persecution ever subsided, how would the number of the martyrs be completed? 

John testifies: I saw under the altar of God the souls of the martyrs, who cried, 

how long, Lord, will it be until you judge and avenge our blood against those who 

inhabit the earth? And they were each given a white robe, and told to wait a little 

while, until the number of their brothers who would be put to death like them was 

complete. Is this not a persecution, this plight which has packed so many 

thousands of innocent martyrs off to death?157 

 

We should be careful here. Gaudentius nowhere explicitly states, as Augustine heavily 

implies,158 that the “number of martyrs” will be made complete by his death or that his 

congregation will serve as apocalyptic martyrs. Rather, Gaudentius is operating under a 

characteristically Donatist presupposition: the true church will undergo suffering and 

martyrdom until the end of the world.159 The present crisis is merely another eruption 

along this long continuum, its precise proximity to the end left unstated, though given 

                                                 
156 Gaudentius, Letter 2 to Dulcitius, in Augustine, Contra Gaudentium Donatistarum Episcopum 

1.20.22; (OSA 32.550: “Felices, inquit, eritis, cum uos persecute fuerint homines et maledixerint et dixerint 

aduersus uos omne nequam propter filium hominis. Gaudete et exultate, qui amerces uestra multa est in 

caelis… si tantum solis apostolis dictum est… et quid proderat postea credituris? Une constat omnibus 

dictum.” 

157 Ibid, 1.27.30, 28.32 (OSA 32.574, 578: “Sed etsi persecutio conquiescat, inquit, unde martyrum 

numerus adimpletur, Iohanne dicente: uidi, inquit, animas occisorum sub ara dei exclamantium et 

dicentium: quamdiu, domine, non iudicas et uindicas sanguinem nostrum de iis qui habitant super terram? 

Et acceperunt singuli stolas albas, et dictum est eis, ut requiescerent adhunc paucum tempus, donec 

impleatur numerus fratrum ipsorum qui incipiunt interfici sicut et ipsi. An non ista, inquit, persecutio est, 

quae tot milia innocentium martyrum artauit ad mortem?”) 

158 Augustine, Contra Gaudentium Donatistarum Episcopum 1.27.31: “How absurd it is to believe 

that this prophecy, which announces a large number of martyrs in the future, has been accomplished among 

the Donatists!” (OSA 32.576: “Quid est autem stultius quam quod putatis prophetiam istam de martyribus, 

qui futuri praedicti sunt, non nisi in Donatistis esse completam?”) 

159 An exegetical interpretation of Revelation 6.9 paralleled in Vienna Homily 49, In Natali 

Innocentium (PL 95.1176: “Nec novum quid dicitur, ut innocens sanguis aut Deo referat laudes, aut suas 

indicet passiones, cum Abel sanguis clamet ad coelum, aut occisorum animae ab altari vociferentur ad 

Deum.”) 
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Gaudentius’ previous flirtation with apocalyptic exegesis, Augustine’s extrapolations are 

at least understandable.  

The precise nature of the embattled bishop of Thamugadi’s appeal to 

eschatological texts must therefore be left tantalizingly indeterminate. There are strong 

hints that Gaudentius harbors a more apocalyptic interpretation of his current 

circumstances than he is willing to admit to Dulcitius, but they are never fleshed out. 

Regardless of whether Gaudentius and his congregation viewed the coming storm as the 

predicted final tribulation of Antichrist or not, however, they did believe themselves to be 

in continuity with the forces of the true church extended throughout the whole of time, a 

line which stretched back to the protomartyr Abel and would continue until “the number 

of their brothers who would be put to death like them was complete.” 

 

Donatist Chronologies 

 Although it is the final polemical writing against the North African communion 

listed in Augustine’s Retractationes, Contra Gaudentium is not our last glimpse of the 

Donatist church. During the period immediately preceding the Vandal invasion of 429 

and continuing far into the fifth century, anonymous Donatist writers continued to 

produce pastoral handbooks and annual chronologies which supported the distinctive 

apocalyptic presuppositions of their communion. While we do find outside references to 

the survival of Donatism beyond the Vandal era,160 these writings constitute the final 

written relics of the Donatist communion in North Africa.  

 

                                                 
160 For an excellent overview of references to “Donatism,” or something like it, in the fifth and 

sixth centuries, see Isola, “Note sulle eresie,” 245-248. Cf. also in Monceaux, Histoire Littéraire 4.97-109 

and Frend, Donatist Church, 308-313.  
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A Donatist Compendium 

 In an article published in 2000 in the journal Revue d’histoire des textes, Richard 

Rouse and Charles McNelis identified a late antique sermon handbook, preserved among 

the flotsam of North African texts which ended up on transmarine shores amid the 

general disarray of the Vandal period and beyond, as Donatist in origin.161 This 

Compendium, which dates to 427, or two years prior to the Vandal incursions, consists of 

a collection of eleven texts. Some, like the Liber genealogus or Liber generationis, are 

long chronologies which take the reader from Adam First-formed (“Protoplastus”) to the 

date of the work’s compilation. Others are little more than enumerations of famous 

biblical prophecies, or the meanings of Hebrew names, or the writings of Cyprian.162  

Such texts were common throughout the Mediterranean world of late antiquity, 

immensely practical guides to scriptural interpretation and chronological calculation. 

Apocalyptic speculation appears as a natural extension of this landscape in several of the 

writings collated in the Compendium, offering us a glimpse into the exegetical 

assumptions and concerns of the fifth century Donatist church. It is to these texts that we 

shall now turn.  

 

 Prophetiae ex omnibus libris collectae. The second document contained in the 

Compendium is an anthology of prophecies straightforwardly titled “Prophecies 

assembled out of all the books,” or Prophetiae ex omnibus libris collectae. Although the 

work is primarily concerned with collating biblical predictions, Cyprian’s writings also 

                                                 
161 Cf. Rouse and McNelis, “North African Literary Activity,” 211-224. The Compendium is 

preserved in its entirety in two manuscripts: St. Gall Stiftsbibliothek 133.299-522, digitized online at 

http://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/csg/0133/299, and Vitt. Em. 1325.1-47, located in the Biblioteca 

Nazionale Centrale Vittorio Emanuele II collection in Rome.  

162 On pgs. 212-217, Rouse and McNelis offer brief synopses of each sub-text.  

http://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/csg/0133/299
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come under consideration. The Prophetiae shows clear evidence of its Donatist 

provenance, particularly in its interaction with Pauline eschatology. In Acts 20.29, for 

instance, the apostle warns the elders of Ephesus against “savage wolves,” “men speaking 

perverse things to draw away the disciples after them.”163 “We recognize,” says the 

anonymous interpreter,” that he is speaking about this region: he is openly warning us 

about the traditores.”164 Like Parmenian, the Donatist writer applies the warning of 2 

Timothy 3.1-5 to the present age: Paul’s prophecy about the “last days” “is also clearly 

speaking about our own times.”165 Important as the Caecilianist apostasy is to this author, 

the traditores are not the only enemies of the true church. A passage from 1 Timothy 

condemning those who will “depart from the faith” in the latter days, “turning aside to 

doctrines of demons,” “forbidding to marry, abstaining from foods which God has 

created” seems to have an obvious referent: “It is extremely clear that this prophecy 

reproaches the Manichaeans.”166 The list of prophecies is capped not by a vision of the 

golden city of Revelation but by the sayings of Cyprian, revered as a prophet in sharp 

                                                 
163 Prophetiae ex omnibus libris collectae, in PLS 4.179: “lupi graves… viri perversa loquentes ad 

detrahendos post se discipulos retrorsum.”  

164 Ibid: “Hoc loco ut intellegi datur, quemadmodum traditores apertius adnunciauit.”  

165 The passage in context: “And in Second Timothy: But know this, he says, that troubling times 

will come in the last days. Men will be self-pleasers, loving themselves alone, greedy, wanton, boastful, 

prideful, blasphemus, undmindful of their parents, ungrateful, impious, irreligious, intemperate, fierce, not 

loving the good, treacherous, frivolous, loving their own pleasures more than God, having a form of piety, 

but denying its power, etc. This prophecy is also clearly speaking about our own times.” (PLS 4.179: “Et ad 

Timotheum secunda: Hoc autem scito, inquid, quoniam in nouissimus diebus aderunt tempora molesta. 

Erunt homines sibi placentes, se tantummodo amantes, auari, cupidi, gloriosi, superbi, blasphemi, 

parentibus indicto audientes, ingrati, impii, inreligiosi, intemperati, indomiti, bonum non amantes, 

priditores, procaces, uoluptates suas magis quam deum amantes, habentes formationem pietatis, 

potestatem autem eius abnegantes etc. Nostris quoque temporibus haec prophetia manifestius declarata 

est.”) 

166 Ibid: “Haec prophetia manifestissime Manichaeos obiurgat.” 
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contrast to the ravings of the “Cataphrygians.”167 Fittingly for such an apocalyptic 

compilation, it is Cyprian’s belief in the senectus mundi which has been preserved: “In a 

similar way St. Cyprian bishop and martyr also prophesied, saying: The farmer in the 

field declines and fades away; so too the sailor in the sea, the soldier in the camp, the 

innocent in the forum, justice in judgment, harmony in friendships, skill in the arts, and 

discipline in morals.”168  

 

 Liber generationis. After a short list enumerating the miracles performed by 

Elijah and Elisha169 and the Inventiones nominum, described by Rouse and McNelis as 

“an attempt to list all the appearances in the Old and New Testaments of two or more 

people with the same name and to distinguish between them,”170 we come to the “Book 

of Generations,” or Liber generationis. Situated at the midpoint of the Compendium, the 

Liber generationis is a microcosm of the work as a whole, less a unified text than a series 

of lists as diverse as the names of male and female prophets and the throne-reigns of 

Jewish and Samaritan kings.  

                                                 
167 Ibid: “Montanus, Amnia, Priscilla and Maximilla, whose doctrines the Cataphrygians 

embrace… they foolishly assert that the Holy Spirit has fallen from heaven upon them only. Blindly 

continuing in this wish, they don’t realize that they’ve fallen from the faith.” (PLS 179-180: 

“prophetaverunt Montanus, Ammia, Priscilla et Maximilla, quorum doctrinam Catafryges complectuntur. 

Adserunt enim insulse, tantummodo de caelo spiritum sanctum cecidisse. In hac voluntate perseverantes 

caeci, a fide lapsi sunt ignorantes.”) 

168 Ibid, 179: “Itaque sanctus Cyprianus episcopus quoque et martyr prophetavit dicens: Decrescit 

(ac deficit) in arvis agricola, in mari nauta, miles in castris, innocens in foro, justitia in judicio, in amicitiis 

concordia, in artibus peritia, in moribus disciplina.” The quote is from Ad Demetrianum 3, discussed in 

Chapter Three. 

169 Contained in PLS 4.915-917. Cf. F. Dolbeau and E. Poirot, “Sur les miracles d’Eie et d’Elisée 

(CPL 1155e) in Sacris Erudiri: Jaarboek 34 (1994): 135-164. 

170 Rouse and McNelis,” North African Literary Activity,” 214. The text is contained in PLS 

4.907-915. 
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The Liber generationis is not, in fact, Donatist in origin. Based, as Rouse and 

McNelis tell us, “on a lost chronology in Greek, once thought to have been compiled by 

Hippolytus,”171 it was adapted into Latin around 334, then substantially augmented by an 

anonymous North African author around 365 before finally being incorporated into the 

Compendium in 427.172 The ecclesial identity of the c. 365 redactor is unknown: while it 

is certainly possible that the Liber’s later inclusion into the Compendium may hint at an 

original Donatist milieu, the text itself is devoid of any of the characteristic identifying 

marks of the North African communion. Therefore, the first time we may be sure of its 

use by the Donatist church dates from its assumption by the Compendium in 427.173  

The Liber generationis is important to our project, however, not because of its 

specifically Donatist content (or lack thereof) but because of the chronological 

calculations it contains. The opening statement of the Liber quickly clues us in to its 

wider purpose: “These are the reckonings of the times and years since the beginning of 

the world, which have been sought after for a long time by various means.”174 In other 

words, the Liber intends to frame its chronological tables within an anno mundi system. 

From Adam to the Flood, for instance, there were “2,242 years”175; from Adam to the 

                                                 
171 Rouse and McNelis, “North African Literary Activity,” 207. Due to the difficulty in separating 

Donatist and Caecilianist recensions of the critical edition of the text found in MGH 9.89-140, I will be 

relying directly on the manuscript witness St. Gall Stiftsbibliothek 133.454-484, available online at 

http://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/csg/0133/454.  

172 Rouse and McNelis, “North African Literary Activity,” 207-208.  

173 Ibid, 210. 

174 Liber generationis 1 (St. Gall Stiftsbibliothek 133.454: “Haec sunt diutissime per diuersa 

quaesita sic dinumeratio temporum et annorum a generatione saeculi”) 

175 Liber generationis, 39 (St. Gall Stiftsbibliothek 133.456: “Fiunt ergo ab Adam usque ad 

diluuium generaciones usque ad Sem, numero X, annorum MMCCXLII annorum.”) 

http://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/csg/0133/454
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time of the prophet Samuel, 4,427.176 These figures situate the Liber generationis 

squarely within the AM I chronology associated with Hippolytus and Lactantius in the 

previous chapter. The Donatist community which incorporated the document into the 

Compendium of 427, therefore, appears to have held to an AM I dating system. Indeed, 

the apocalyptic dawn of the seventh millennium was just around the corner: “from Adam 

up until the consulates of Valentinian and Valens,” the Liber tells us, “there have been 

5,928 years.”177 

In its continued adherence to the AM I dating system, the Liber generationis was 

not alone. Lactantius was widely read throughout fourth and fifth century North Africa,178 

and his apocalyptic calculations flourished among its Christian population. Augustine 

gives us some indication of their popularity among Caecilianists in his exposition of 

Psalm 89: “People have taken it upon themselves to define the limits of this age: it can be 

finished in six thousand years, they say, as though in six days.” “They should have been 

warned,” he continues, “against being deluded over the uncertainty of time.”179 

Augustine’s concerns are valid: by the fifth century, what Lactantius, like Hippolytus, 

                                                 
176 Ibid, 138 (St. Gall Stiftsbibliothek 133.473: “Fiunt ergo ab origine mundi usque ad Samhuelem 

prophetam et sacerdotem sed et Iudicem annorum MMMMCCCCXXVIII.”) 

177 Liber generationis, 1 (St. Gall Stiftsbibliothek 133.454: “ab Adam usque in consulatum 

Valentiniani et Valentis anni sunt V DCCCCXXVIII.” The “consulates of Valentinian and Valens” refer to 

the 365 recension. A different date appears later in the text: “The sum of the years up to the consular year 

of Eusebius and Tipasus (AD 359) comes to 5,962” (St. Gall Stiftsbibliothek 133.476: “Usque in annum 

consulis Eusebi et Tipasi omnes annorum VM DCCCCLXII”). When the Liber generationis was 

incorporated into the Compendium, its chronology was not updated to reflect the 427 date.  

178 Cf. Augustine, De civitate dei 10.28, 18.23, for instance.  

179 Augustine, Enarrationes in Psalmos 89.5 in WSA 3.18, 306 (CCSL 39.1247: “Et tamen ausi 

sunt homines praesumere scientiam temporum… et definierunt hoc saeculum sex annorum millibus, 

tamquam sex diebus posse finiri… eos maxime debuit admonere, ne temporum luderentur incerto.” Cf. 

Augustine’s further pronouncements on the subject in Sermon 93.8 and Letter 199.17-18, written to 

Hesychius.  
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seems to have proposed as a delaying tactic had turned into a countdown.180 Quintus 

Julius Hilarianus, one of Augustine’s North African contemporaries, had already updated 

Lactantius’ calculations for a new era: in his words, “There remain 101 years to complete 

the six thousand – but they will not be completed before the ten kings first go forth into 

the world near its End and remove from the midst of the world the daughter of Babylon 

who now stands firm.”181 Amid the turmoil of Vandal invasion and persecution, 

Caecilianists as well as Donatists would take note of the increasing proximity of the AM 

6000 mark: bishop Quodvultdeus of Carthage, writing in exile in the 440s, would once 

again rely upon a modified form of AM I to posit an apocalypse some sixty years in the 

future;182 some fifteen years later, the anonymous Carthaginian Computus of 455 would 

posit a similar date. 183 

 

 Liber genealogus (Sangallensis). Beyond its incorporation of AM I chronology, 

however, the Liber generationis betrays few other signs of an eschatological orientation. 

But the Compendium was also home to another chronographical work: the first Donatist 

recension of the Liber genealogus, commonly called Sangallensis after the provenance of 

                                                 
180 Landes, “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled,” 148. 

181 Julius Quintus Hilarianus, De Cursu Temporum 17 in Carl Frick, Chronica Minora collegit et 

emendavit, vol. 1 (Leipzig: Teubner, 1892): “Restant itaque anni 101 ut consummentur anni 6000, qui anni 

6000 non ante complentur, nisi prius prope ultimum reges decem exierint in mundum; et filiam Babyloniae 

quae nunc obtinet, de medio mundi tulerint.” 

182 Cf. footnote 118.  

183 Carthaginian Computus of 455, 2.8: “There were, therefore, from the firstmade Adam to the 

sixteenth year of Tiberius Caesar, that is, to the day when the Lord underwent his Passion, 5,500 years, and 

from the Lord’s Passion up to the tenth year of King [Geiseric] 420 years” (Bruno Krusch, Studien zur 

Christlich-Mittelalterlichen Chronologie der 84 Jährige Ostercyclus und Seine Quellen (Leipzig: Verlag, 

1880), 289: “Fiunt ergo a protoplasto Adam in anno sexto decimo Tiberii Caesaris, id est in passionis 

domini die, anni V milia quingenti ,et a passione domini usque ad annum decimum regis anni quadringenti 

viginti.”) Cf. Alden Mosshammer, The Easter Computus and the Origins of the Christian Era (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2008), 217-218.  
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the manuscript within which it is contained: the Abbey of Saint Gall in Switzerland. 184 

Unlike later recensions of the Liber genealogus, which flourished independently, 

Sangallensis is closely associated with the Compendium. As the opening title of the 

Donatist handbook, it serves, in Rouse and McNelis’ words, as “the Compendium’s 

cornerstone, giving a purpose to the works which follow it.”185 Indeed, Rouse and 

McNelis speculate that it was produced specifically for the purpose of anchoring the 

Compendium,186 and it is from the Liber genealogus (Sangallensis) that we derive the 

date of the Compendium as a whole: AD 427, the date of the “consuls Hierius and 

Ardaburius,” is the final date listed.187   

The Sangallensis recension of the Liber genealogus leaves us with little doubt as 

to its Donatist origin. Unlike the Liber generationis, it is not content to list the intervals 

of time between patriarchs and kings, prophets and emperors. Instead, Sangallensis is 

didactic in nature, offering a running commentary on the events of the past. The “schism” 

between Jeroboam, first king of Israel, and Rehoboam, the true heir of the Davidic line, 

for instance, reminds the writer of the current division “between true Christians and false 

‘catholics.’”188 More tellingly, the Liber genealogus pauses when it reaches the 

                                                 
184 Available online at http://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/csg/0133/299.  

185 Rouse and McNelis, “North African Literary Activity,” 212.  

186 Rouse and McNelis acknowledge the presence of what appears to be an earlier version of the 

Liber genealogus which survives in Codex Taurinensis IB. II.27, but point out that the Taurinensis 

chronicle’s failure to record events after the life of Christ make it difficult to date.  Arguing that “there is no 

evidence that T represents the earliest version of the Liber genealogus; it is simply the earliest surviving 

manuscript, and the shortest version,” Rouse and McNelis posit instead that Taurinensis may in fact be a 

redacted form of Sangallensis (“North African Literary Activity,” 220-221).  

187 Liber genealogus (Sangallensis), 628 (MGH 9.196). 

188 Ibid, 546. The passage in full: “Hic Hieroboam regnavit in Samaria annis XXIII et fecit scisma 

inter Roboam filium Salomonis et Hieroboam filium Nabath: et proelium fuit inter eos omnibus diebus vite 

eorum, sicut et nunc inter uiros Christianos et falsos catholicos.”  (MGH 9.192). A similar complaint occurs 

in the Sermo de Passione Donati et Advocati 3. 

http://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/csg/0133/299
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Diocletianic persecution to record the birth narrative of the traditor church: “Mensurius 

of Carthage, Strathon and Cassianus, deacons of the church, and Caecilian… publically 

burned frankincense and the gospels in the Capitol.”189 More than a mere chronicle, this 

first recension of the Donatist Liber genealogus is punctuated by a staccato defense of the 

true church.  

But it is not merely the vindication of the Donatist communion which permeates 

the Liber genealogus. The tone of the work is heavily apocalyptic: indeed, it offers us a 

more sustained vision of the looming eschaton than any other Donatist writing outside of 

Tyconius’ Expositio Apocalypseos. Like earlier texts, the Liber genealogus presents the 

present age as part of a vast continuum: the Age of Sorrows, which will culminate in the 

madness of Antichrist. Cain, the first fratricide, becomes a symbol of persecutors 

throughout time, his very name, which “in the Latin language,” means “ever-increasing,” 

signifying the dominance of the false church over the true until the second advent of 

Christ.190 Cain’s “mark” is linked exegetically with the apocalyptic mark of the beast: 

“After Cain had been cursed by God, he obtained a sign of evil so that no one would kill 

him – which, if anyone now accepts it on his forehead or on his right hand, he too will 

drink of the wine of the wrath of God mixed in the bowl of his wrath.”191 In this context, 

                                                 
189 Ibid, 626 (MGH 9.196: “Mensurius Karthaginis, Strathon et Cassianus diaconi urbis 

Cecilianus… publice in Capitulo tura et euangelia concremauerunt.”) 

190 Ibid, 39: “He received his name for this reason: that up until the appearing of Christ the sons of 

Cain and his partners will slaughter those Christians who follow in the footsteps of Abel his brother.” 

(MGH 9.163: “Ideo enim hoc nomen acceperat, quoniam usque ad Christi aduentum filii Cain eius 

consortes occisuri essent Christianos uestigia Abel fratris eius sequentes.”) 

191 Ibid, 38, quoting Revelation 14.9-10 (MGH 9.162-163: “Post quam enim Cain a deo maledictus 

fuisset, ut nec quisquam eum occideret, signum adeptus est malum, quem nunc si quis acceperit in fronte 

sua aut in manu dextera, bibet et ipse de vino irae dei mixto in pocolo irae eius.”) 
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Caecilianists are seen as “sons of Cain,” their baptismal symbol a sign of their 

communion with Antichrist. As we have seen, this is a very prevalent Donatist image.  

Elsewhere, we find fascinating insights into the topography of the final era. The 

antediluvian patriarch Iared’s son is named “Enoch” – a name which in Latin, the 

commentator assures us, means “renewal,” because 

God will renew the world through him in those days when Antichrist will lay 

waste to many things: at that time he, alongside Elijah, will prophesy for 1260 

days, and then Antichrist will kill them, where also their Lord was crucified.” But 

lest anyone say that he is crucified in Jerusalem, where the Lord Christ was 

crucified, the phrase where also their Lord was crucified actually refers to the 

time of Roman rule.192 

 

Besides alerting us to the fact that the Donatist chronographer believes that the two 

witnesses who will oppose Antichrist during the three and a half years of his rule are 

Enoch and Elijah,193 the passage also has political significance. The Empire appears to 

remain in power at the time of the end. Antichrist, the commentator takes pains to assure 

us, will kill the prophets of God during “the time of Roman rule,” rather than after its 

collapse, a prediction which stands in sharp contrast to most late antique apocalyptic 

                                                 
192 Ibid, 32 (MGH 9.162: “Deus per ipso renovaturus est mundum in illis diebus, quando 

Antichristus multa faciet vastationem: tunc ipse et Helias simul profetabunt mille ducentos sexaginta 

diebus, et interficiet eos Antichristus, ubi et dominus eorum crucifixus est, sed ne quis dicat, quia in 

Hierosolymis crucifiguntur, ubi et dominus Christus crucifixus est, hoc utique dicit, ubi et dominus eorum 

crucifixus est, id est in regno Romano.”) 

193 A point not uncontested in late antiquity: Victorinus of Poetovio, for instance, advocates for 

Elijah and Jeremiah and is aware of other interpretations which place Moses or Elisha alongside Elijah; cf. 

In Apocalypsin 11.3 in Weinrich, 11.3: “Many think that it is either Elisha or Moses who is with Elijah. 

However, both of these died. But the death of Jeremiah was never discovered. Our ancients have handed 

over that he was in every respect Jeremiah.” (CSEL 49.98: “Multi putant cum Helia esse Heliseum aut 

Moysen, sed utrique mortui sunt. Hieremiae autem mors non inuenitur. Per omnes ueteres nostri tradiderunt 

illum esse Hieremiam.”) More prevalent, however, was the identification of the other witness with Enoch 

(cf. Irenaeus, Adversus haereses 5.5.1; Tertullian, De anima, 50.5; Hippolytus, De Christo et Antichristo 

43, 46-47; Ambrose, Commentarii in epistulam I ad Corinthios 4.8; Jerome, Letter 59.3; Augustine, Letter 

193.3.5; Quodvultdeus, Liber promissionum et praedictorum Dei, D.13.22). Cf. Thomas Mackay, “Early 

Christian Millenarianist Interpretation of the Two Witnesses in John’s Apocalypse 11.3-13” in By Study 

and Also by Faith I, ed. John Lundquist and Stephen Ricks (Salt Lake City: Deseret, 1990), 222-331. 
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scenarios, though in continuity with Cyprian’s “imminentist” approach discussed in 

Chapter Three. 

This alternate interpretation of Rome’s apocalyptic importance fits well with the 

dark legends tapped by the chronographer when he describes the political landscape 

which Enoch and Elijah will inhabit. On the twenty-eighth year after the passion of the 

Lord, he tells us, the apostles Peter and Paul went to their deaths during “the first 

persecution under Nero.”194 But Nero’s wretched persecution of the true church did not 

end with his alleged death in 68. “It will happen again,” he says, “at the time of Enoch 

and Elijah: for this is the same Nero whose name John called ‘616’ in the Apocalypse.”195 

“616” – in the Old Latin texts circulating among Donatist and Caecilianist congregations 

of the fourth and fifth centuries, this is the accepted variant of a more common integer: 

“666,” the number of Antichrist.196  

The identification of Nero with Antichrist was not uncommon in the late antique 

Mediterranean world. At the dawn of the fourth century, Victorinus of Poetovio spoke of 

a final king “such as the persecutors and the Jews deserve”197: Nero, ascending from hell 

to wreak havoc upon the people of God once more.198 The Gallic axis of Martin of Tours 

and Sulpicius Severus posited Nero as the first of two “Antichrists” who would succeed 

one another in the period after the Empire’s fall, a claim echoed by the North African 

                                                 
194 Liber genealogus (Sangallensis), 614 (MGH 9.194: “Persecutio enim prima haec fuit Nerones.” 

195 Ibid, 614 (MGH 9.194: “quae iterum future est sub Enoch et Helia.”) 

196 Attested to in late antiquity by Tyconius (Expositio Apocalypseos, 4.46) and the sixth-century 

author Caesarius of Arles (who is, however, dependent on Tyconius): Expositio in Apocalypsin, Homily 11.  

197 Victorinus of Poetovio, In Apocalypsin 13/17.3 in Weinrich, 18 (CSEL 49.120: “regem dignum 

dignis, Iudeis et persecutoribus.”) 

198 For Victorinus, Nero indeed died in the troubles of 68: he will return “when he has been 

brought to life again.” (In Apocalypsin 13/17.3 [CSEL 49.120: “hunc ergo... suscitatum”]) 
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poet Commodian.199 The presence of the meme in early fifth-century North Africa is 

attested to by Augustine, who professed himself “much astonished at the great 

assumption of those who venture such guesses.”200  

Nevertheless, Sangallensis is unique in the way in which it identifies Nero as 

Antichrist. Unlike, for example, Victorinus, who simply states that Nero will “bear 

another name” when he comes again,201 the author of the Liber genealogus believes that 

“Nero” can be derived directly from the apocalyptic gematria itself. The name of the 

beast is simply “Anticristus”: in Latin, “the collected number equals 154.” If one 

multiplies 154 by four – the number of letters in Nero’s name – the total will come to 

616.202 Such a method for calculating the number of Antichrist is, to my knowledge, 

unique; while, as Francis Gumerlock notes, it is a technique glancingly similar to what 

modern New Testament scholars believe formed the original context of the enigmatic 

                                                 
199 Cf. Martin of Tours in Sulpicius Severus, Dialogi, 1.41 and Sulpicius Severus himself in 

Chronica, 2.28; and Commodian, Carmen de Duobus Populis 823-838, Instructiones 1.40.  Bernard 

McGinn provides an excellent overview of the dual Antichrist legend in Antichrist, 64-68.  

200 Augustine, De civitate dei 20.19, in Dyson, City of God, 933: “Others again suppose that Nero 

was not killed, but concealed so he might be believed killed, and that he is still alive in hiding. They think 

that he is still in the vigour of the age he had reached when he was believed to have died, and that he will 

‘be revealed in his time’ and restored to his throne. For my part, I wonder at the presumption of those who 

make such guesses.” (CCSL 48.732: “Alii uero nec occisum putant, sed subtractum potius, ut putaretur 

occisus, et uiuum occultari in uigore ipsius aetatis, in qua fuit, cum crederetur extinctus, donec suo tempore 

reueletur et restituatur in regnum. Sed multum mihi mira est haec opinantium tanta praesumptio.”)  

More contemporary with Sangallensis is the witness of Quodvultdeus of Carthage, who mentions 

“certain people who wish to view him as Nero, so that he himself would be the beast who was and is not 

and will come again.” (Liber promissionum et praedictorum Dei, D.8.16, in SC 102.618: “Antichristum, 

quidam Neronem intelligi uolunt ut ipse sit bestia quae fuit et non est et iterum uentura est.”) 

201 Victorinus, In Apocalypsin 13/17.3 in Weinrich, 18 (CSEL 49.120: “alium nomen afferturus 

est”) 

202 Liber genealogus (Sangallensis) 615 (MGH 9.194: “Hic sapientia vertitur, ut computetur per 

eras nomen illius, quae dicitur: A  N (XIII)  T (XVIIII)  I (VIII)  C (III)  R (XVII)  H (VIII)  I (VIIII)  S 

(XVIIII)  T (XVIIII)  V (XX)  S (XVIII) – ut numerous collectus assis CLIIII: hoc quater facit DCXVI, qui 

est nomen Antichristi.”) Later recensions make the connection between the number four and Nero’s name. 

Cf. Liber genealogus (Florentini) 615: “Multiply by four, since there are four letters in the name “Nero,” 

and it makes 616.” (MGH 9.194: “hace quater ducta secundum litteras IIII nominis Neronis faciunt 

DCXVI.”) 
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passage in Revelation 13.18,203 the specific numerical blueprint is unparalleled in late 

antiquity.204 

All of this, Sangallensis implies – the rise of Antichrist, the emergence of the 

Witnesses, the final struggle between the true church and the false – will occur in the 

imminent future. Unlike the Liber generationis, the 427 chronology is more guarded 

when it comes to dates. We are not, for instance, privy to the precise anno mundi date of 

Christ’s birth. It does appear, however, that Sangallensis holds to an AM I chronology. 

Only one date anno mundi appears in the chronicle: a calculation of the years between 

Adam and the great Flood. This number is significant, for it is here that the various AM 

dating systems tend to diverge.205 However, Sangallensis agrees with the calculations 

posited by the explicitly-AM I Liber generationis: both posit that “from the first-formed 

Adam to Noah, there were… 2,242 years.”206 

Furthermore, the manuscript form of Sangallensis concludes with a passage 

described as a “postscript” by Mommsen207 but likely original to the 427 Compendium 

within which it is embedded:  

These are the number of years which have passed between the passion of the Lord 

and the present consulship [i.e., Hierius and Ardabur in 427] – i.e., as written 

                                                 
203 Cf. Francis Gumerlock, “Nero Antichrist: Patristic Evidence of the Use of Nero’s Name in 

Calculating the Number of the Beast (Rev 13:18)” in Westminster Seminary Journal 68 (2006), 359. 

204 Although Gumerlock, “Nero Antichrist,” 359-361, argues that Irenaeus’ anonymous opponents 

may have been practicing a similar numerical identification. While Gumerlock’s arguments are suggestive, 

the witness of Irenaeus is too tenuous to definitively pronounce an affinity.  

205 Cf. Landes, “Lest the Millennium be Fulfilled,” 151 on the divergences between early AM 

dating systems. 

206 Liber genealogus (Sangallensis), 63 (MGH 9.164: “Fiunt igitur a protoplausto Adam usque ad 

Noe… duo milia ducenti XL duo.” Compare with the Liber generationis, 39 (MGH 9.93: “Fiunt ergo ab 

Adam usque ad diluvium anni duo milia CCXLII.”). 

207 Cf. MGH 9.157-158. Mommsen admits, however, that the “post-script” is also found, with 

minor variations, in Codex Cheltenhamensem, a variant form of the Sangallensis manuscript (MGH 9.158).  
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earlier, 318 years; and thus from the time of Adam in numerical succession up to 

the consulship related above there have been 5,879 years. Here ends the Liber 

genealogus.208 

 

Whether original to Sangallensis or added upon its inclusion into the Compendium, this 

passage demonstrates that the earliest version of the Donatist Liber genealogus was seen 

as an AM I chronology by contemporaries, who viewed the apocalyptic events described 

throughout the text as potentially occurring within the century.  

 

Liber genealogus (Florentini) 

While the Sangallensis recension of the Liber genealogus appears to have been 

produced in conjunction with the Compendium, the apocalyptic chronology proved too 

popular to remain attached to it for long. Two independent recensions survive: one, 

dating from 438, is preserved in two manuscripts which may be found in the Laurentian 

Library in Florence (hence, Florentini209). The other, which gives internal evidence of 

two revisions, the first dating to 455, the second to 463,210 is called Lucensis due to its 

inclusion in the eighth-century manuscript Codex Lucensis 490.211 While the Florentini 

recension retains its Donatist association,212 the Liber genealogus appears to have 

                                                 
208 Liber genealogus (Sangallensis), in St. Gall Stiftsbibliothek 133.396: “hic est numerus annorum 

ex quo dominus Christus passus est usque ad consolatum praesentem, id est supra scriptum anni sunt 

CCCXVIII. Fiunt ergo ab Adam per ordinem dinumerati usque ad consolatum supra memorati annis V 

milia DCCCLXXVIIII. Explicit Liber genealogus.” 

209 Santa Maria Novella 623, folios 122-125. Another copy of this recension may be found in the 

eleventh-century Laurentian manuscript plut. 20 no. 54, folios 24-29, available online at:  

http://teca.bmlonline.it/ImageViewer/servlet/ImageViewer?idr=TECA0000619166#page/52/mode/1up.  

210 The Lucensis manuscript offers two conflicting regnal years for the Vandal king Geiseric. In 

section 499 (MGH 9.188), Geiseric is said to be in his “sixteenth year” (“sextum decimum regis”) – i.e., 

455. But in sections 428 (MGH 9.181) and 628 (MGH 9.196), “today” is said to be “the twenty-fourth year 

of Geiseric’s reign” (“hodie… annum vicesimum quartum regis Geiserici”); i.e., 463.  

211 The Lucensis recension may also be found in PL 59.523-546. 

212 Florentini retains Sangallensis’ condemnation of Mensurius and Caecilian in Liber genealogus 

626 and claims that the repressions under Stilicho were directed against the “Christians” in 627.    

http://teca.bmlonline.it/ImageViewer/servlet/ImageViewer?idr=TECA0000619166#page/52/mode/1up
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overspilled its original boundaries in Lucensis, which is almost certainly a Caecilianist 

gloss.213  

Interestingly, it is Lucensis which tends to be the more apocalyptic of the two 

recensions. The 455 version was written during the same year as the Vandal attack on 

Rome; like Jerome upon hearing the news of Alaric’s 412 breach of the city’s walls,214 

the anonymous editor claims that the invasion is a sign of the imminent end: 

From Gaius Julius Caesar up to the final shipwreck of Valentinian [III]’s life, the 

clay was permitted to be mixed in a pot in the likeness of iron for 508 years, as 

Daniel interpreted the statue of which Nebuchadnezzar dreamed. Let him who 

reads, understand: it is clear that the rule of the Romans has run its course at the 

very approach of the 1,200 years [since its founding], because human pain, 

murder, and suffering have increased throughout the entire circuit of the earth.215 

                                                 
213 Lucensis poinedly deletes the reference to Caecilian burning incense during the Diocletianic 

persecution and substitutes the word “Donatists” for “Christians” when referring to Stilicho’s persecution. 

Compare Sangallensis 626-627 with its counterpart in Lucensis:  

(Sangallensis) “Marcellinus of the City and Mensurious of Carthage, Strathon and Cassianus, 

deacons of the City, and Caecilian, while they were deacons of the True Church, publically burned 

frankincense and the gospels in the Capitol. From these events up to the time of Stilicho’s second 

consulship there have been 103 years and eight months. Persecution broke out against the Christians during 

his consulship…” (MGH 9.196: “Marcellinus urbis et Mensurius Karthaginis, Strathon, et Cassianus 

diaconi urbis Caecilianianus, dum essent ueritates ecclesiae diaconus, publice in Capitulio tura et euangelia 

concremaverunt. Ab ipsis usque ad Stilicone iterum consulibus anni sunt CIII. UIII. Ipso consolato 

persecution uenit Christianis…”)  

(Lucensis) “Mensurius of Carthage and Strano and Cassian, deacons of the City, burned. From 

them up to Stilicho’s second consulship there have been 200 years. Persecution broke out against the 

Donatists during his consulship.” (MGH 9.196 (cf. PL 59.544): “Mensurius Karthaginis, Strano et 

Cassianus diaconi urbis concremauerunt. Ab ipsis usque ad Stiliconem iterum consulem anni sunt centum 

duo. Ipso consulatu uenit persecutio Donatistis.”) 

214 Cf. Jerome, Letter 123.16 (To Ageruchia): “But wait – what am I doing? I’m arguing about the 

cargo while the ship is breaking up! That which holds back is taken from the midst, and we do not 

recognize the aproach of Antichrist!” (PL 22.1057: “Uerum quid ago? Fracta naui de mercibus disputo. Qui 

tenebat, de medio fit, et non intelligimus Antichristum appropinquare.”) Though this letter precedes 

Alaric’s attack on Rome, it illustrates Jerome’s apocalyptic fears well. As we mentioned in Chapter Three, 

Jerome’s reasoning, expressed in the Commentariorum in Danielem 7.8 (Archer, 77), proceeds in this way: 

“We should therefore concur with the traditional interpretation of all the commentators of the Christian 

Church, that at the end of the world, when the Roman Empire is to be destroyed, there shall be ten kings 

who will partition the Roman world amongst themselves. Then an insignificant eleventh king will arise [the 

Antichrist].” (CCSL 75A.844: “Ergo dicamus quod omnes scrptores ecclesiastici tradiderunt: in 

consummatione mundi, quando regnum destruendum est Romanorum, decem futuros reges qui orbem 

romanum inter se diuidant, et undecimum surectum esse paruulum.”) 

215 Liber genealogus (Lucensis), 441-442 (MGH 9.182: “A Gaio vero Iulio Cesare usque ad 

Valentiniani extremum vitae naufragium anni sunt quingenti octo, quibus in similitudine ferri licet argillam 

testo commixtum, tamen divinitus Romanum semper stetit imperium, Danihele statuae illius interpretem, 
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His dire assessment would have resonated with the beleaguered Caecilianist communion 

in post-conquest North Africa. Only a few years prior, bishop Quodvultdeus of Carthage 

had interpreted the repressions instigated by the pro-Homoian Vandal king as the first 

glimmerings of the final persecution under Antichrist.216 Now undergoing exile and 

torture on behalf of their “Catholic” faith, mid-century Caecilianists could easily 

assimilate the Donatist “Age of Sorrows” into their own narrative.217 

The Florentini recension of the Liber genealogus, however, was not written in the 

aftermath of Rome’s breach in 455, but upon the cusp of the 439 Vandal conquest of 

Carthage. In this climate of mounting uncertainty, the Donatist editor counsels the 

dissident church to remain united amidst the rival Caecilianist and Homoian 

communions. Fulgentius had earlier characterized such a profusion as a writing 

“multitude of waters.” The Florentini commentator opts for different imagery: the 

division of languages at the tower of Babel, at which time the primeval tongue of Eden 

was “confined to the house of Heber alone at this time, and from this ‘Hebrew’ language 

came the Hebrews.” “In just such a way,” he continues, relating the moral of the story, 

“the church of Christ, united in faith, perseveres throughout time until the end.”218 Such a 

                                                                                                                                                 
quam Nabuchodonosor somniaverat. Qui legit, intellegat. Et conclusum est in ipso ingressu annorum mille 

ducentorum decursis temporum metis Romaniae regnum: propter quod iam poene per totum ambitum terrae 

mortalium neces et cruciatus accrescunt.”) 

216 Cf. Quodvultdeus, Liber promissionum et praedictorum Dei D.8.16 (SC 102.618), and Daniel 

Van Slyke’s commentary in Quodvultdeus of Carthage, 128-129. 

217 Lucensis 44, for example, claims that the dark “city” of Enoch which Cain built after 

slaughtering his brother “still exists today. This same land signifies those who will persecute the Christians, 

who are called ‘the Faithful,’ up to the end.” (MGH 9.163: “Haec enim civitas in terra Naid fabricate 

cognoscitur et viva est. Ipsa terra interpraetatur, quae in fine usque Christianos persequitur, qui fideli 

vocabulo nominantur.”) 

218 Liber genealogus (Florentini), 161 (MGH 9.168: “Hoc tempore sola Heber domo propria 

loquela remansit, unde et lingua Hebrea dicta est secundum Hebreos… sic ecclesia Christi unitae fidei 

usque in finem perseuerat tempore.”) Significantly, the later Lucensis recension deletes the gloss, as 

Caecilianists did indeed accept the baptism of Homoian converts as valid. Much of Caecilianist polemic 
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passage strongly implies the continued resilience of a Donatist “remnant ecclesiology” 

which we shall examine in the next chapter.  

The redactor of the Florentini recension is often content to follow the exegetical 

constructs given by Sangallensis. When it comes to the identity of Antichrist, however, 

Florentini dramatically diverges from the interpretation offered by his predecessor eleven 

years earlier. Sangallensis had claimed that Antichrist would be a revivified Nero, 

bolstering his exegesis by appealing to an uncomplicated gematric equation based on the 

number 616. The new chronographer is less certain. “But this seems to differ from the 

established calculations that other teachers have written concerning the beast,” he writes: 

before him lies a copy of the third century bishop and martyr Victorinus of Poetovio’s In 

Apocalypsin, an acceptable source of authority dating back to the pre-schismatic era. In 

fact, though he is unaware of it, it was actually a Hieronymian edition heavily modified 

from the original, itself bearing the marks of a recent interpolation by an anonymous anti-

Vandal gloss.219  

“Victorinus” offered a different number: “six hundred and sixty-six.”220 

Furthermore, his commentary claimed that Antichrist would “alter his name” when he 

                                                                                                                                                 
against their Homoian opponents, in fact, focuses on the issue of “rebaptism,” which North African 

Homoians as well as Donatists required of new converts. (cf. Quodvultdeus, De symbolo 1.13, Augustine, 

De baptismo contra Donatistas 3.13.18-16.21).  

219 For a discussion of these various recensions of Victorinus’ apocalypse commentary, see F. F. 

Bruce, “The Earliest Latin Commentary on the Apocalypse” in The Evangelical Quarterly 10 (1938), 354-

355. It is worth noting that the version of Victorinus’ text utilized by the Donatist editor had already been 

infiltrated by a dissident voice: Jerome, when excising Victorinus’ millenarian passages, had replaced them 

with exegetical constructs based on Tyconius. Thus, in a fitting example of circularity, the Donatist editor 

of the Liber genealogus is indirectly dependent on Tyconius’ banned apocalypse commentary.  

220 Liber genealogus (Florentini), 616. The Florentini recension actually states at the outset that 

“the holy bishop Victorinus says that ‘his number, says the Holy Spirit, is the name of a person and the 

number of his name is 616’” (MGH 9.194-195: “ait sanctus Victoinus episcopus: numerus eius, ait spiritus 

sanctus, nomen nominis est et numerus nominis eius DCXVI”). Mommsen’s transcription is not in error 

here: the original manuscript indeed has “DCXVI” rather than “DCLXVI” (cf. 

http://teca.bmlonline.it/ImageViewer/servlet/ImageViewer?idr=TECA0000619166#page/64/mode/1up). 

http://teca.bmlonline.it/ImageViewer/servlet/ImageViewer?idr=TECA0000619166#page/64/mode/1up
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appeared, thus rendering Sangallensis’ gematric calculations based on “Nero” useless.221 

Following the “holy bishop,” therefore, the Florentini editor proposed an alternate 

possibility: “having altered his name, he will come, and will give two names to himself: 

‘Antemus,’ in Greek, and ‘Genseric,’ in Gothic.”222 Adding their values together revealed 

the dread number 666:   

(Antemos) A is one (1), N is fifty (50), T is three hundred (300), E is five (5), M is 

forty (40), O is seventy (70), C is one hundred (100) – which is the number six 

hundred and sixty six in the Greek language.223 

 

(Genseric) Γ (gamma) is 3, E (eta) is 5, N (nu) is 50, C (sigma) is 200, H (eta) is 

8, P (rho) is 100, I (iota) is 10, K (kappa) is 20, O (upsilon) is 70, C (sigma) is 

200. This number, reached via the letters of the name “Genseric” above, will 

display the same calculation.224 

 

The Vandal ruler Geiseric is identified as Antichrist, the Homoian priests as his minions. 

It was not an interpretation unique to Donatism. Aside from the anonymous post-

Hieronymian gloss, whose ecclesial affiliation is not known, we find references to the 

                                                                                                                                                 
This is almost certainly a typographical error on the part of the manuscript copyist, however, for the 

passage explicitly states that Victorinus’ number differs from the calculation offered by Sangallensis, and 

indeed elsewhere the Florentini editor makes it quite clear that Victorinus utilized a calculation based on 

666: cf. Liber genealogus (Florentini), 616-617: “that number, that is, 666”; “all of which calculates to 

666” (MGH 9.194: “numerum illum, id est DCLXVI”; “computi sunt DCLXVI.”) The Hieronymian 

edition of Victorinus’ In Apocalypsin 13/17.3, of course, uses 666 rather than 616: “sexcenti sexaginta sex” 

(CSEL 49.123). Considering the small degree of visual difference that divides DCXVI from DCLXVI, it is 

likely that the Florentini copyist accidentally dropped the middle “L.”  

221 Liber genealogus (Florentini), 616 (MGH 9.195: “In mutato enim nomine ueniet.”) 

222 Ibid (MGH 9.195: “In mutato enim nomine ueniet et duo sibi nomina inponet Antemus Graece 

et Gensericus Gotice, scilicet ut multas gentes seducat.”) 

223 Ibid (MGH 9.195: “A unum est I – N  quinquaginta sunt L – T tricenti sunt CCC – E quinque 

sunt V, M quadraginta sunt XL – O septuaginta sunt LXX – C centum sunt C. Quod est numerus sescens 

sexagies sexies secundum Graecos.”) 

224 Ibid, 618 (MGH 9.195: “Γ gamma III sunt – E eta V sunt – N ne L sunt C simma CC sunt – H 

eta VIII sunt – P ro C sunt – I iota X sunt – K cappa XX sunt – O u LXX sunt – C simma CC sunt. Hic 

numerus per litteras supra scripta Gensericus eundem computum explicabit.”) 
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trope in the transmarine chronicler Hydatius225 and, closer to home, in the apocalyptic 

speculations of Quodvultdeus, the Caecilianist bishop of Carthage exiled by Geiseric in 

439,226 and Victor of Vita.”227 

A tempered rapprochement was still possible between Sangallensis and 

Florentini, however. Victorinus had identified the future Antichrist as Nero himself 

“under another name,” allowing the two traditions to mingle.228 If the Sangallensis 

calculations are immaterial, the ultimate identification of Antichrist still stands. 

“Antichrist,” the Florentini editor tells us, “will come… in the spirit of Nero, and it is 

said that he will come from Saar, a city in the west, where he is imprisoned up until 

now.” As we have seen in Chapter Three, the tradition of a western (often precursor) 

Antichrist figure had long been associated with Nero; moreover, it fit well with the 

trajectory of the Vandal invasion.  

But what is the enigmatic city of “Saar”? “We must profess ourselves at a loss in 

explaining the reference to the city ‘Sar,’” lamented the English ecclesiastical historian 

                                                 
225 Who would write in his entry for the year 439 – the date of the Vandal conquest of Carthage – 

“Geiseric, raised to the heights of wickedness, banished the bishops and clergy of Carthage from him, and 

just as Daniel prophesied concerning the overturning of the holy ministers, turned the Catholic Churches 

over to the Arians.” Hydatius, Chronica 118 (SC 218.136: “Gaisericus, elatus impie, episcopum clerumque 

Carthaginis depellit ex ea et, iuxta prophetiam Danihelis, demutatis ministeriis sanctorum ecclesias 

catholicas tradit Arianis.”) 

226 Cf. Quodvultdeus, Promissionum et praedictorum Dei D.8.16. Quodvultdeus does not consider 

Geiseric to be Antichrist himself, but one of the apocalyptic ten kings who precede him. Cf. Van Slyke, 

Quodvultdeus of Carthage, 120.  

227 Victor of Vita, Historia persecutionis Africanae Provinciae, 3.47. (“They gave them a 

document written in testimony of their perdition… In former times Christ already showed this through a 

revelation to his servant John, when he says, ‘No-one will be allowed to buy or sell anything unless he has 

the branding mark of the beast on his forehead and on his hand.’” [MGH 3.52: “indicium eis perditionis 

scrptura teste tradebant… quam per revelationem seruo suo Iohanni olim iam ostenderat Christus, ubi dicit: 

‘nulli licebat aliquid emere uel uendere, nisi qui habuerit caracterem bestiae in fronte sua et in manu 

sua.”]). Cf. Jonathan Conant, Staying Roman: Conquest and Identity in Africa and the Mediterranean, 439-

700 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 171.  

228 Compare Liber genealogus (Florentini) 620 (MGH 9.195) with the Hieronymian edition of 

Victorinus’ In Apocalypsin 13/17.3 (CSEL 49.121: “aliud nomen afferturus est”). 
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Cuthbert Turner in 1892.229 In his own assessment in 2006, Francis Gumerlock offered 

several possibilities. “Saar” in Hebrew, according to Jerome, meant “singer” – and Nero 

was notorious among his detractors as an aspiring musician. Alternately, the Glossarum 

Gothicae Linguae lists “Saar” as a possible corruption of the Gothic word “Sair” – 

“sorrow,” “affliction.”230 The term remains problematic. Without claiming certainty, 

allow me to offer an alternate explanation which respects the fact that “Saar” is spoken of 

as a “western city.” It is at least possible that the term “Saar” is in fact a corruption of the 

word “Sor,” an ancient name for the Phoenician city of Tyre well-known to ancient 

commentators.231 If so, the correlation reveals yet another link between the Florentini 

edition of the Liber genealogus and the Hieronymian recension of Victorinus of 

Poetovio’s Apocalypse commentary. “I saw a ‘woman is seated on a scarlet beast,’” 

Victorinus quotes:  

This is she who is responsible for murders, and she has the image of the devil. 

And there also are these ‘heads,’ which we have already mentioned and 

explained. Because of the dispensation of the peoples, in the Apocalypse she is 

called ‘Babylon,’ as does Isaiah. However, Ezekiel calls her ‘Sor.’ And if one 

would compare what is said of Sor and what the apocalypse and Isaiah say about 

Babylon, one would discover that they are the same.232 

 

                                                 
229 Cuthbert Turner, “Early Chronicles of the Western Church,” in Church Quarterly Review (Oct. 

1892), 145.  

230 Cf. Francis Gumerlock, “Nero Antichrist,” 372. 

231 Cf. Jerome, Commentariorum in Hieremiam 21.13-14.  

232 The English quotation is from Victorinus of Poetovio, In Apocalypsin 14/17.2 (Weinrich, 19), 

but the Hieronymian recension essentially reproduces Victorinus’ original text here (CSEL 49.132-133, 

alterations from Victorinus in italics: “Actricem homicidiorum, ‘zabuli habet imaginem’ (diaboli imago 

est). ‘Ibi’ (ubi) etiam ‘capita’ haec, de quibus ‘meminimus et tractauimus (supra tractauimus, meminit). 

Hanc quidem “Babylonem” propter diffusionem populorum dicit (et) in apocalypsi et in Esaia, (in) 

Ezechiel autem “Sor” (eam) nominauit. Denique autem si compares, quae ‘de’ (contra) Sor dicta sunt 

‘equae de Babylone Esaias et apocalypsis dixit’ (et Esaias contra Babylonem dicit quaeque apocalypsis 

dicit), unum esse omnia inuenies.”  
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“Sor,” then, can have an apocalyptic as well as geographical meaning (for Victorinus, it 

signifies the city of Rome). But how came the city to be transposed from one end of the 

Mediterranean to another? Again, I cannot claim certitude. But it is at last intriguing that 

Optatus of Milevis, in his diatribe against Parmenian, is more than willing to equate the 

city of “Tyre” with “Carthage” in order to bombard his opponent with the weight of 

prophecy: “Through Ezekiel the Holy Spirit reproaches the Prince of Tyre, that is the 

Prince of Carthage… The first proof that Tyre is Carthage is given by Isaiah, in which we 

read, A vision about Tyre, then follows, Wail, ships of Carthage.”233 If the apocalyptic 

city of “Saar” refers to Tyre, and the city of Tyre is transferred in North African exegesis 

to Carthage, it may be that we are viewing the remnants of a garbled North African 

apocalyptic interpretation concerning a fabled western city somewhere within the old 

Punic territory – perhaps Carthage itself (in which case it is a prophecy in imminent 

danger of fulfillment) or a broader mythos connected with Geiseric’s inverted retracing of 

the ancient empire’s dominions. Either way, if the Florentini author intends for a 

connection to be made here, one is certainly plausible.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
233 Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam, 3.3 in Edwards, 64, citing Ezekiel 28.2 and Isaiah 

23.1 (CCSL 26.75: “Denique per Ezechielem increpat spiritus sanctus principem Tyri, id est principem 

Carthaginis… Tyrum Carthaginem esse primo Esaias probat, in quo legitur uisio super Tyrum et sequitur: 

ululate naues Carthaginis”). The passage continues: “Then secular literature also asserts that Tyre is 

Carthage; and if there is another city which is called by this name, no such deed has been observed in any 

other as is well known to have been committed in Carthage” (CCSL 26.75: “Deinde Tyrum Carthaginem 

esse etiam mundanae litterae protestantur; et si sit alia ciuitas, quae hoc nomine nuncupetur, nihil in ali 

uidetur factum, quod apud Carthaginem constat admissum.”) 
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Conclusion 

With the publication of the Florentini recension, we come to the end of a nearly 

sesquicentennial Donatist narrative.234 And an end did indeed come for the embattled 

Donatist communion, at least in terms of literary production: while archaeological 

evidence and the witness of their opponents suggests that Donatism would endure for 

several centuries more in remnant form, no internal document survives from the post-

Vandal era.  

In conclusion, I wish to contextualize the evidence we have surveyed in this 

chapter. Like their counterparts among the Caecilianist and transmarine communions, 

Donatist theologians engaged in eschatological speculation for a variety of reasons. 

Sometimes it was merely a matter of zeitgeist – amid the ever-increasing desolation of 

                                                 
234 In his seminal work Les Romains chrétiens face à l’histoire de Rome (Paris: Institut d’Etudes 

augustiniennes, 1996), 602-603, Hervé Inglebert proposes that the Florentini manuscript actually attests to 

two Donatist revisions of the text: the first dating to 438, the second to c. 470 – far into the fifth century. 

Florentini ends straightforwardly with the consulates of the Emperor Theodosius II and Faustus in 438. 

Inglebert, however, argues that another, later edition of the text is hinted at in the mention of Antichrist’s 

dual names of “Antemus in Greek and Genseric in Gothic.” (Liber genealogus (Florentini), 616): 

“Antemus,” he argues, refers to the Western emperor Procopius Anthemius, whose reign from 467-472 

overlapped with Geiseric’s. Therefore, the apocalyptic gloss present in Florentini concerning 

“Antemus/Genseric” must be dated to these years.  

This redating of Florentini’s apocalyptic identification of Antichrist does not undermine my larger 

point in this section. I have chosen not to incorporate Inglebert’s revision into the main text, however, 

because of its tentative nature. Inglebert may well be correct in his redating of the text; however, there are 

some difficulties with the identification of “Antemus” with “Anthemius.” First, neither the Liber 

genealogus nor the interpolated edition of Victorinus’ In Apoaclypsin upon which it rests postulate a dual 

Antichrist tradition: for both, there is only one Antichrist, and he will come from the West. If, however, 

Antichrist is both Anthemius, the Western emperor, and Geiseric, the Vandal king, it is difficult to see how 

we can avoid a dual tradition. Second, it is by no means clear that the “Antemus” signified in the text is to 

be identified with Procopius Anthemius. A perusal of the Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire 

Volume 2: A.D. 395-527, ed. A. H. M. Jones and J. R. Martindale (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1980), 93-99 reveals no less than nine relevant individuals by the name of Anthemius, and Maureen 

Tilley postulates that “Antemus” refers instead to the praetorian prefect Anthemius whose exile and 

mistreatment of John Chrysostom led to his death in 407 (Bible in Christian North Africa, 153). A garbled 

apocalyptic interpretation of the events may well have made its way into Florentini’s gematric calculations. 

A further possibility, though less likely, is that the term “Antemos” is not a proper name at all; later authors 

such as Primasius and Bede, for instance, will interpret “Antemos” as a term meaning “contrary to honor” 

(from αντι + τίμος; cf. Primasius, Commentarius Expositio Apocalypseos 13.18 and Bede, Explanatio 

Apocalypsis 13.18. Both may be found in Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture, New Testament XII: 

Revelation, ed. William Weinrich (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2005), 212-213).  
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the empire, AM I chronology and the “classical” apocalyptic synthesis it reflected were 

viable, even sensible, means of discerning the times. On other occasions it served a more 

pointed purpose. By characterizing their Caecilianist opponents as “servants of 

Antichrist” or contextualizing the ever-present threat of persecution within the framework 

of apocalyptic prophecy, Donatist eschatology could take on a more theodicean role. 

Indeed, one chronological insight which we may derive from our panoramic overview is 

that, with the significant exception of Tyconius, most explicit interactions with 

apocalyptic motifs within the Donatist communion follow familiar stress patterns, 

cresting during renewed persecution, Caecilianist or Vandal, fading (though never quite 

disappearing) during periods of de-facto toleration. Contextualizing seeming reverses in 

the light of the swiftly-approaching end (theodicy) and undercutting Caecilianist claims 

via eschatological denunciation (polemic) were central to the Donatist apocalyptic 

narrative. In the next chapter, we shall examine how such themes combined with the 

Donatist appeal to a “remnant ecclesiology” to produce an apocalyptic synthesis capable 

of explaining the apparent rejection of the North African communion by the transmarine 

ecclesial world.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

“Even to the Number of Noah’s Household”:  

The Donatist Church as Eschatological Remnant 

 

 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we examined surviving Donatist literature in order to 

determine what role the appeal to apocalyptic exegesis may have played within the 

dissident North African communion. Several broad conclusions emerged. First, in 

opposition to the general trend in recent portrayals of Donatism which I outlined in 

Chapter Two, it does appear evident that the Donatist communion did indeed possess a 

vibrant eschatological vision, a distinctive way of narrating the end that can be traced 

throughout the recorded history of the schism. Second, the appeal to eschatological 

vindication often served as a way of contextualizing the movement’s ongoing experience 

of persecution, a tactical defense against Caecilianist claims which retained its usefulness 

as a viable theodicy far into the fifth century.  

As we have seen, such appeals to the eschaton are often highly diverse. This is to 

be expected of a North African communion which functioned as the majority church 

within its geographical confines for most of the fourth century. In the present chapter, 

however, I will argue that despite the presence of such diversity, two broadly-coherent 

Donatist apocalyptic trajectories did exist by the late fourth century. Both represent 

attempts to narrate the apocalypse which privileged the Donatist communion as an 

eschatological “remnant,” a chosen people whom the Lord would find “faithful” upon his 

return. In the Expositio Apocalypseos of Tyconius, we find a strikingly-original 
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eschatological vision which interpreted the Donatist experience as a direct precursor to 

the end, a witness and a warning to the transmarine churches of what would take place 

throughout the world in the immediate future. More prominent within traditional 

Donatism, however, was a version of remnant ecclesiology which directly interpreted the 

retreat of the true church to North Africa as an eschatologically-significant sign of the 

coming end. In this chapter, then, I wish to analyze the relation between Donatist 

apocalypticism and remnant ecclesiology in order to demonstrate its importance as a 

polemical weapon in the Donatist-Caecilianist exegetical war.  

 

Setting the Stage 

By the latter years of the fourth century, the Donatist church as a whole was well 

aware that its claims to legitimacy had been largely rejected by the wider world. 

Augustine – not without significant exaggeration – made the dissident church’s failure to 

establish official recognition overseas a centerpiece of his anti-Donatist campaign. “Isn’t 

it clear?” he asked them: “Isn’t it evident? Isn’t there fulfilled what so many years ago 

was promised to Abraham, that in his seed all nations would be blessed?”1 In Augustine’s 

rhetorical portrait, the Donatist “refusal” to commune with the transmarine provinces is 

proof of their exegetical boorishness: “the clouds of heaven thunder their witness that 

God’s dwelling is being constructed throughout the world,” the Donatists are like “frogs 

                                                 
1 Augustine, Tractatus in Epistulam Ioannis ad Parthos 1.13 in WSA 1.14, 35 (PL 35.1988: 

“Nonne aperta est? nonne manifesta? nonne tenuit omnes gentes? nonne impletur quod ante tot annos 

promissum est Abrahae, in semine eius benedici omnes gentes?”). The theme is ubiquitous within 

Augustine’s writings; cf. Contra epistulam Parmeniani 1.2.2; 1.4.6; 2.1.2; 2.13.27; Epistula ad Catholicos 

19.51; 24.70; 25.75; Contra litteras Petiliani 1.23.25; 2.8.20; 2.14.33; 3.50.62; Contra Cresconium 

3.63.70; 4.58.70; 4.61.74; Contra Gaudentium 1.15.16; 1.33.42.    
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croaking from the swamp, ‘We are the only Christians!’”2  When the Psalmist states that 

In the great assembly I will confess you, the Donatists have the audacity to claim that 

“Numidia on its own is the great assembly, the great Church.”3  

But we must proceed cautiously here, for despite what Augustine would wish us 

to believe, there is ample evidence that Donatist exegetes accepted and even emphasized 

those prophecies which promised the spread of the Church to all nations. To take a well-

known example, the Donatist grammarian Cresconius pointedly extolled the fact that “the 

world turns more Christian each day” in his diatribe against Augustine.4 While the 

immediate context of the letter strongly implies that Cresconius viewed such conversions 

as schismatic,5 it is clear that his interpretation of the prophecies concerning the spread of 

the Christian faith throughout the world are not so different from Augustine’s own views. 

At a more popular level, the anonymous Donatist preacher whose sermons are preserved 

                                                 
2 Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 95.11 in WSA 3.18, 433 (CCSL 39.1350: “Intonant nubes 

caelorum per totum orbem terrarum aedificari domum Dei; et clamant ranae de palude: Nos soli sumus 

christiani.”) 

3 Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 21(2).26 in WSA 3.15, 237, 238 (CCSL 38.129: “dicant quia 

magna est ecclesia sola Numidia.”) 

4 Augustine, Contra Cresconium 4.61.74. The passage in full: “Passing over the most distant 

barbarian nations, Persian rites, Chaldean astrologers, Egyptian superstitions, the Magi with their gods, all 

these will be no more, for thanks to the providence of God, the whole world turns more Christian each 

day.” (OSA 31.622: “Omitto gentium barbararum proprias religiones, Persarum ritus, sidera Chaldaeorum, 

Aegyptiorum superstitiones, deos magorum, ut omnia ista non sint, quia prouidentia dei in christianum 

nomen totus cotidie uertitur mundus.”) 

5 Earlier in his letter against Augustine, Cresconius distinguishes between “schism” and “heresy” 

as follows: “Heresies are between those who do not follow the same doctrine; you give the name of 

‘heretic’ to one who embraces a different religion or interprets your own differently: like the Manichaeans, 

Arians, Marcionites, Novatians, and others do who profess views contrary to the Christian faith. But since 

we all believe in the same Christ, who was born, died, and resurrected, in the same religion, the same 

sacraments, the same Christian observances, there can be no question of heresy between us, but rather of 

schism.” (in Augustine, Contra Cresconium 2.3.4; OSA 31.157: “Haereses non nisi inter diuersa sequentes 

fieri solent nec haereticus nisi contrariae uel aliter interpretatae religionis est cultor, ut sunt Manichei 

Arriani Marcionitae Nouatiani ceterique, quorum inter se contra fidem christianam diuersa sententia stat. 

Inter nos, quibus idem Christus natus, mortuus et resurgens, una religio, eadem sacramenta, nihil in 

christiana obseruatione diuersum, schisma factum, non haeresis dicitur… schisma uero idem sequentium 

separatio.”) Under this definition it is indeed possible both for “the world to be turning more Christian each 

day” and for the transmarine provinces to be in schism vis-à-vis the Donatist communion.  
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in the Vienna corpus mentions the spread of the Church to all nations – and the 

subsequent mandate to believe in the Christian faith – in several of his homilies. In a 

sermon on the miraculous works of Elisha, for example, he highlights the fact that the 

Gospel has been preached throughout the world: “There is no nation which is unaware, 

since what was then lacking was afterwards fulfilled by the apostles, as the Scripture 

says: Their sound has gone out into all the world, and their words to the ends of the 

earth. Who can safely be called ‘ignorant,’ when it has already been made clear to all 

nations?”6 

If Augustine therefore exaggerated when he claimed that Donatist exegetes denied 

the idea that the Church would spread to all nations, he stood on firmer polemical ground 

when he asserted that the Donatist failure to receive recognition from the rest of the 

Christian world forced them to deny the validity of the wider church in practice. Despite 

repeated attempts to receive official recognition from the transmarine provinces,7 by the 

late 390s it was abundantly clear that there was little sympathy for the Donatist cause in 

the western regions of Italy, Gaul, and Spain.8 While communion with the Eastern 

                                                 
6 Vienna Homily 24, De Helisaeo et Syrorum insidiis et campo vel detectis (PLS 4.699: “Nulla 

gens est, quae nesciat, quod audivit: ut quod tunc temporis defuit, per apostolos postmodum compleretur, 

dicente scriptura: In uniuersam terram exiuit sonus eorum, et in fines orbis terrae verba eorum. Cui tutum 

est ignorare, quod gentes iam manifestum est nosse?”) 

7 Such as the Donatist appeal to Constantine in 313 recorded in Optatus, Contra Parmenianum 

Donatistam 1.22 and Augustine, Letter 88.2, which resulted in the calling of a council at Rome; a renewed 

appeal late in the same year which resulted in the 314 Council of Arles (cf. Constantine, Constantinus 

Augustus Aelafio, in Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam, Appendix 3); and a third attempt at 

recognition in 315 which came to nothing (cf. Augustine, Contra Cresconium, 3.56.67 and Constantine, 

Epistola Constantini Imperatoris ad episcopos partis Donati, in Optatus, Contra Parmenianum 

Donatistam, Appendix 6). A final attempt to achieve communion with the transmarine churches at the 343 

Council of Philippopolis will be discussed below.    

8 As evidenced by contemporary heresiological notices; cf. Filastrius of Brescia (c. 384), De 

haeresibus 83, 85 (in Franciscus Oehler, Corpus haereseologicum, Tomus 1 (Berlin: Asher, 186), 79-80, 

81); the anonymous “Praedestinatus” (c. 435), De haeresibus 64, 68 (Oehler, Corpus haereseologicum, 

1.246-247; 257-259); Jerome (c. 393-393), De viris inlustribus 93; and Pseudo-Jerome (c. 393-428), 

Indiculus De haeresibus 31-32, 34 (Oehler, Corpus haereseologicum, 1.295-296). While rarer, 
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churches was often a more theoretical than practical claim, the nascent Donatist attempt 

to reach a rapprochement with “Eastern”9 representatives of the Council of Philippopolis 

in 343 was sharply curtailed by the subsequent ascendance of the Nicene cause.10 Indeed, 

when the existence of the Donatist communion is witnessed to at all among Eastern 

writers of the late fourth and early fifth centuries, it is summarily dismissed as a rogue 

species of Novatianism or “Arianism.”11 The Donatist Church of Augustine’s era was a 

                                                                                                                                                 
condemnations of Donatism are found among the eastern provinces of the Empire: cf. Epiphanius (c. 374-

377), Panarion 59.13.6; Theodoret of Cyrrhus (c. 452-453), Haereticarum fabularum compendium 4.6. 

More telling is the Italian response to the Donatist presence in Rome; cf. the encyclical letter preserved in 

Ambrose, Epistula extra collectionem 7 which urges the emperor Gratian to suppress the Roman Donatist 

congregation and the imperial response in Collectio Avellana 13 (in 378). Further imperial rescripts against 

the Roman Donatists occur in Codex Theodosianus 16.6.5 (in 405); 16.5.43 (in 408); 16.5.65.2 (in 428) and 

the Constitutiones Sirmondianae 12 (in 407).  

9 While the term is not historically accurate, the Eastern provenance of the Council was assumed 

in later memory by both Donatists and Caecilianists alike (cf. Augustine, Contra Cresconium 3.34.38 and 

Letter 44.3.6). For an excellent overview of the mutually-opposed councils of Philippopolis and Serdica in 

343, see Hamilton Hess, The Early Development of Canon Law and the Council of Serdica (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2002).  

10 Donatists of Augustine’s era would explicitly associate themselves with Nicene theology. The 

Donatist grammarian Cresconius, for instance, will denounce “Arians” as heretics in Contra Cresconium 

2.3.4, and both Vincent of Cartenna (in Augustine, Letter 93.6.21) and the pseudonymous author of the 

Epistula Pseudo-Hieronymi ad Damasum Papam (PLS 1.303-304) will claim that the alleged “fall of the 

East” into Arianism supports their claim to be the sole true church. Augustine himself will admit that 

Donatists generally adhered to pro-Nicene theology; cf. De haeresibus 69.1 and Letter 185.1.1. 

11 While the belief that “Donatism” was simply a sub-species of Novatianism is understandable, 

Donatism as a type of “Arianism” requires some explanation. Epiphanius of Salamis (Panarion 59.13) and 

Theodoret of Cyrrhus (Compendium 4.6) both make this claim – in Epiphanius’ words, “Arius agrees with 

them and they with him” (trans. Frank Willams, The Panarion of Epiphanius of Salamis, Books II and III 

(Leiden: Brill, 1994), 113). The meme may also be found in Isidore of Seville, Etymologiae 8.51 and John 

of Damascus, De haeresibus 95. It is likely that such a conflation comes from two sources. First, Jerome 

(De viris inlustribus 93) tells us that among Donatus’ “many works” was a book entitled On the Holy Spirit 

– “which was Arian in content” (Ernest Richardson, Hieronymus: Liber de viris inlustribus (Leipzig: 
Hinrichs’sche, 1896), 46: “De Spirito sancto, liber Ariano dogmati congruens”). Augustine clarifies in De 

haeresibus 69.2 (WSA 1.18, 50-51): “There exist writings of his which make it clear that he did not hold 

the Catholic position on the Trinity, but thought that, though they are of the same substance, the Son was 

inferior to the Father and the Holy Spirit inferior to the Son,” though quickly qualifying that “the vast 

majority of Donatists do not take note of this erroneous view which he held concerning the Trinity, nor is it 

easy to find anyone among them who knows that he held this position” (CCSL 46.332: “Exstant scripta 

eius ubi apparet eum etiam non catholicam de trinitate habuisse sententiam, sed quamuis eiusdem 

substantiae, minorem tamen patre filium, et minorem filio putasse spiritum sanctum. Uerum in hunc quem 

de trinitate habuit eius errorem donatistarum multitudo intenta non fuit, nec facile in eis quisquam, qui hoc 

illum sensisse nouerit, inuenitur.”) Second, the Donatist tactical alliance with the anti-Nicene council of 

Philippopolis in 343 would be long remembered (cf. Augustine, Letter 44.3.6; Contra Cresconium 
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self-consciously isolated phenomenon, its attempts at wider recognition having decisively 

foundered a half-century before. Outside of a somewhat coerced defense at the 411 

Council of Carthage, we do not hear of any further active attempts on the part of the 

movement to gain outside recognition.12   

Augustine’s polemical strategy, therefore, struck at an uncomfortable pressure 

point within the Donatist communion. It had, both sides agreed, indeed been prophesied 

that the church would spread throughout all nations prior to the apocalyptic end. And yet, 

despite multiple endeavors to secure recognition, the Donatist movement found itself 

decisively rejected by the wider church.  How then did its continuing experience of 

alienation and even persecution by the transmarine churches fit into an eschatological 

scenario which, both sides agreed, foretold the church’s continuous expansion “even to 

the ends of the earth”?    

 

The Argument 

That there were multiple approaches towards resolving this exegetical difficulty is 

evident from extant Donatist literature. In this chapter, however, I would like to focus on 

one relatively widespread exegetical method which was often deployed to counter 

Augustine’s focus on the universal spread of the true church as a prerequisite to 

catholicity. This particular approach depends on an apocalyptic interpretation of the 

                                                                                                                                                 
3.34.38). While neither Epiphanius nor Theodoret explicitly reference the council, it is likely at the root of 

their identification of Donatism as a species of “Arianism.” 

12 As J. S. Alexander remarks in his assessment of the Donatist case at the 411 Conference at 

Carthage, “Doubtless they were under no illusion that the formal verdict at the Conference might be 

pronounced in their favor.” (The Donatist Case at the Conference of Carthage of A.D. 411 (Ph.D. diss., 

University of St. Andrews, 1970), 78). I take this, and the Donatist assertion at the Conference that they 

would happily unite with the transmarine provinces if vindicated (Gesta conlationis Carthaginiensis 3.99), 

as an essentially defensive posture.  
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Donatist church as a chosen remnant. While I will discuss the contours of this 

eschatological self-perception in more detail below, I may here briefly define what we 

might call an “apocalyptic remnant ecclesiology” as the idea that the rejection of the 

dissident church by the transmarine provinces was itself an apocalyptic sign-post, a 

means of identifying the chosen remnant whom the Son of Man would find faithful upon 

his return, to loosely quote Luke 18.8. Such a counter-argument to Augustine’s often-

repeated manifesto depended on two presuppositions. First, it was believed that the 

prophesied spread of the church to all nations had already occurred by the time that the 

Caecilianist schism had broken out. We can see such a presupposition at work in the 

Vienna homily quoted above: no one can claim the safety of ignorance, since the 

proclamation of the Gospel has already gone out to all nations. Second, Donatist exegetes 

of this persuasion postulated a another prophetic theme overlooked by Augustine and 

those of his Caecilianist contemporaries who insisted that the spread of the church to all 

nations was the only visible signpost of the end13: before the rise of the Antichrist and the 

outbreak of the final persecution, there would be a mass apostasy which would shake the 

church to its foundations. According to these Donatist exegetes, such an apostasy had 

already taken place; the Donatists themselves were the few who remained faithful while 

the rest of the church had fallen away.  

The polemical implications of this “remnant ecclesiology” are obvious. Such a 

counterargument had the potential to completely subvert Augustine’s claims concerning 

the universality of the church: the more the bishop of Hippo insisted that the Donatist 

movement was out of communion with the entire world, the more Donatist exegetes 

                                                 
13 Cf. Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 17.43; 19.51; Contra Cresconium3.64.71; Contra 

Gaudentium 2.5.5; Letter 197.4; Enarrationes, Psalm 101(2).9.  
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could claim that this was precisely what was to be expected, given the parameters of their 

apocalyptic scenario. In this way, the problematic reality of the dissident communion’s 

rejection by the wider churches could be transformed into a polemical virtue.  

 

Objections 

I am aware, however, that my claim concerning the existence of an apocalyptic 

remnant ecclesiology within Donatism is somewhat controversial. This is the case for two 

reasons. First, as we have discussed in Chapter Two, many interpreters of the Donatist 

movement have often viewed an appeal to apocalyptic vindication as evidence of 

anachronism or, worse, fanaticism. If the theological and exegetical coherence of North 

African Donatism is to be rehabilitated, emphasizing the movement’s apocalyptic claims 

thus seems a counter-intuitive way to proceed. As I hope I have demonstrated in the 

previous chapter, however, Donatist use of apocalyptic exegesis is not evidence of faulty 

hermeneutics or a retreat into a pre-Constantinian exegetical world. Instead, it forms an 

exegetically-coherent, potentially devastating riposte to one of Augustine’s most 

ubiquitous attacks. Indeed, as I shall elaborate below, it forced Augustine to substantially 

re-evaluate his own eschatological presuppositions in order to regain rhetorical 

dominance.  

The second objection is more complex. In order to advance the concept of a 

remnant ecclesiology at all, we must take into account the thorny question of Donatist 

parochialism. Were there indeed strains within the Donatist communion that truly 

believed, as Augustine consistently charged, that North Africa was the final bastion of 

true Christianity, that they alone constituted the true church? In the past half-century, 

Donatist scholarship as a whole has largely moved away from such an insular portrait of 
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the movement. Although W. H. C. Frend only hinted at the possibility of a different 

interpretation in his now-classic work The Donatist Church (“the question of territorial 

extent was secondary to that of maintaining the purity of the sacraments”14), later writers 

proved more willing to grant a certain universal dimension to the Donatist self-portrait. In 

a trio of articles concerned with reconstructing the Donatist case at the 411 Council of 

Carthage, Robert Eno, J. S. Alexander, and Maureen Tilley have each called attention to 

the fact that the Donatist bishops attending the council seemed quite willing to enter into 

communion with the transmarine churches if their side proved the victor in the debate. 

Indeed, Augustine’s initial attempt to castigate his opponents for their refusal to 

recognize the overseas churches was curtly rebuffed by the Donatist bishop Emeritus: 

“Your Excellence must understand that we aren’t here to prejudge foreigners or those 

from far-off locations, since this trouble has risen up between Africans. Instead, we 

expect that whichever side is overcome by truthful deliberation will rightly be rejected by 

the world.”15 Eno, observing that the Donatist position expressed at the council “does not 

coincide with Augustine’s claim that the Donatists considered the Catholic Church 

outside Africa as no church at all because it had entered into communion with the African 

traditores,” concludes that Augustine’s habitual denigration of Donatism as inescapably 

parochial is reflective more of Caecilianist misinformation than Donatist self-

                                                 
14 Frend, Donatist Church, 318. In the article “Donatus ‘paene totam Africam decepit’: How?”, 

619, he further states that “Many Donatists there saw their movement not as a schism from the Catholike 

[sic] but as a movement of much needed church reform, with Donatus as a great reformer.” 

15 Gesta conlationis Carthaginiensis 3.99, addressed to the proconsul Marcellinus (SC 224.1060: 

“Intellegit praestantia tua nihil nobis de peregrinis, nihil nobis de longe positis praeiudicare posse, cum 

inter Afros hoc negotium ventiletur; sed magis hoc exspectari ut quicumque ex veridica cogitione fuerit 

superatus, is ab orbe videatur esse reiectus.”)  
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perception.16 In his 1970 dissertation on the Donatist theological agenda at the Council of 

Carthage, J. S. Alexander similarly subjected Augustine’s portrayal of Donatist 

exceptionalism to withering examination. Given that the Donatist position presented at 

the Council of Carthage differed dramatically from Augustine’s own portrayal of a 

narrow-minded sect, Alexander argued that much of Augustine’s larger polemical corpus 

presents a straw man argument, a Caecilianist illusion. In reality, Donatists did not 

condemn the outside world for the sins of the Caecilianist traditores, nor did they wish to 

confine the church to Africa. Rather, their argument was much more modest: they simply 

claimed “to represent the true, Catholic Church in North Africa.”17 

Perhaps the most adamant opponent of Donatist parochialism has been Maureen 

Tilley, who in her 1991 article “Dilatory Donatists or Procrastinating Catholics?” 

succinctly encapsulated Eno and Alexander’s conclusions in the following words:  

The Donatists did not claim that there were no orthodox churches outside North 

Africa and the orbit of the Donatist allies.  They may have even agreed with the 

quotation used by the Catholics on recognizing the true church by its universality.  

They merely stated that it was their opinion that those in communion with the 

Catholics of North Africa were in communion with the wrong party.18  

 

In The Bible in Christian North Africa, Tilley further buttresses her case. Even 

Augustine was aware that Donatists “never categorically denied the possibility of 

orthodox churches outside Africa,”19 despite his consistent denigration of their inability 

to find overseas supporters. Donatists “had a history of amicable correspondence with 

non-Donatists in Asia Minor who recognized them as the true Church,” as well as 

                                                 
16 Robert Eno, “Some Nuances,” 419. 

17 Alexander, The Donatist Case at the Council of Carthage, 78  (italics mine).  

18 Tilley, “Dilatory Donatists,” 17.  

19 Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 114. 
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affiliated congregations in Spain and Rome20; they did not consider the transmarine 

churches apostate for their failure to extricate themselves from communion with the 

Caecilianists.21 If the Donatist sense of “space” or geographic location was preeminently 

North African, this only indicates that their concerns were provincial, not that their 

theology was “deficient.”22  

In this chapter I do not wish to indiscriminately cast aside the well-founded 

suspicion that in characterizing all Donatists as irredeemably parochial, Augustine is 

misrepresenting what in fact was a far more complex internal debate. But I would like to 

highlight the possibility that the Donatist attitude towards the validity of the overseas 

churches is capable of admitting a multiplicity of theological positions. In her 2011 

address at the Sixteenth International Conference on Patristic Studies, entitled 

“Redefining Donatism: Moving Forward,” Maureen Tilley emphasized the need for 

future academic interactions with the Donatist church to recognize the wide degree of 

variety that characterized the movement, to the extent that perhaps what we need to study 

is “not just Donatism but Donatisms.”23 The Donatist communion was by no means a 

monolithic phenomenon. Its members, as Tilley notes, “disagreed among themselves 

                                                 
20 Ibid, 113-114. Tilley cites the pseudonymous letter of Jerome to Pope Damasus (Epistula 

Pseudo-Hieronymi ad Damasum Papam in PLS 1.303-304) in support of the former point, a puzzling 

interpretation as the Donatist forgery is concerned with undermining the orthodoxy of the Eastern churches 

(alongside the rest of the world, as we will see below), not rehabilitating them. The mention of “affiliated 

congregations in Spain and Rome” refers to the Donatist congregations known to be operating in both 

places. These communities were not, however, in communion with the local (transmarine) bishop.  

21 Ibid, 147.  

22 Ibid, 149: “The Donatists did not claim to be the whole Church. In fact, they professed 

themselves to be in communion with churches outside North Africa... Except when questioned specifically 

about their affiliation with overseas churches, Donatists were concerned only with the North African 

situation. The Catholic response, then, that the Donatists condemned the entire world would have been a 

polemically useful overstatement. But it did reflect the provincial attitude of the Donatists.”   

23 Tilley, “Redefining Donatism: Moving Forward” (2011): 25.  
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about a variety of practices including rebaptism, reordination, courting martyrdom, taking 

up arms against the civil authority, and appealing to the same authority”24 – precisely 

what we might expect from a movement that could fully match the Caecilianists bishop-

for-bishop at the 411 Conference despite a decade of increasing proscription and 

harassment.25  

In his polemical writings, Augustine clearly wishes to oversimplify the issue, to 

create an impression of a single overriding Donatist theological position, an ideal type 

which can then be manipulated and undermined. A similar presupposition, however, can 

also come into play when it is asserted without reservation that “the” Donatist 

communion ought to be characterized by a uniform acceptance of the transmarine 

churches. Even when we set Augustine’s polemical spin to one side, we cannot help but 

notice that our primary sources, Donatist and Caecilianist alike, attest to an increasingly 

virulent debate over the validity of the churches outside of Africa, an internal struggle 

that characterized the Donatist communion throughout the latter half of the fourth 

century. Despite the much-needed qualifications afforded by Tilley et al, it does appear 

that there was a strain within the Donatist movement that viewed itself as the sole 

surviving remnant of a once vast communion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
24 Ibid.  

25 See Shaw, Sacred Violence, 569-573 for a detailed analysis of the ways in which both sides 

sought to prove their numerical superiority at the Conference.  
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Donatist Voices 

 

Tyconius. Since, as we have seen, Augustine’s rhetorical flourishes are of limited 

value in this regard,26 let me briefly narrate the topography of this internecine clash 

utilizing only what we can recover from Donatist writers themselves. The writings of 

Tyconius, both in the Liber regularum and the newly-reconstructed Expositio 

Apocalypseos, are perhaps our earliest and best witnesses to such an internal debate 

within the Donatist communion in the years immediately following the Macarian 

persecution.27 Both works, while ostensibly dealing with other topics,28 are pervaded by a 

strong secondary theme: Tyconius’ exegetical battle against opponents whose more 

parochial interpretation of the Scriptures differs from his own universalist theme. In the 

Expositio Apocalypseos, for instance, Tyconius castigates those who “say that the door 

                                                 
26 Although they do alert us that Augustine believes that the claim of Donatist ecclesial 

parochialism is plausible enough to serve as a viable polemical assertion when addressing Donatists 

themselves and not merely his fellow Caecilianists or Imperial officials. For instance, Augustine deploys 

the parochial argument in a private letter to several Donatist laymen early in his career, clearly expecting 

his exegetical proofs of the universal nature of the church to persuade his readers: “Let us, of course, not 

deal with old papers, nor with public archives, nor with judicial or ecclesiastical proceedings. Our book is 

greater – the world; in it I read the fulfillment of the promise I read in the book of God. It says, The Lord 

said to me, “You are my son; this day I have begotten you. Ask of me, and I shall give you the nations as 

your heritage and the ends of the earth as your possession” (Ps 2:7-8). Let whoever does not share in this 

heritage, whatever books he may possess, know that he has been disinherited.” (Letter 43.9.25 in WSA 2.1, 

171 [CCSL 31.185: “Certe non chartis ueteribus, non archiuis publicis, non gestis forensibus aut 

ecclesiasticis agamus, maior liber noster orbis terrarum est. In eo lego completum, quod in libro dei lego 

promissum. Dominus, inquit, dixit ad me: Filius meus es tu, ego hodie genui te; postula a me ad dabo tibi 

gentes hereditatem tuam, et possessionem tuam terminos terrae. Huic hereditati qui non communicat, 

quoslibet libros teneat, exheredatum se esse cognoscat.”]), or further on: “No one wipes out from heaven 

the decree of God; no one wipes out from the earth the Church of God. He promised the whole world; she 

has filled the whole world.” (Letter 43.9.27 in WSA 2.1, 172-173 (CCSL 31.186: “Nemo delet de caelo 

constitutionem dei, nemo delet de terra ecclesiam dei. Ille totum orbem promisit, ista totum orbem 

repleuit”). 

27 Indeed, of one of his lost writings, likely concerning the rift within the Donatist communion, is 

titled De Bello Intestino (On the Internal War); cf. Gennadius, De viris inlustribus 18.  

28 I.e., the proper rules for typologically interpreting the Bible in the former, and the application of 

these rules to the exegetically-thorny book of Revelation, in the latter. For an excellent account of the 

relation between the Liber regularum and the Expositio Apocalypseos, see David Robinson, Mystic Rules of 

Scripture, 126-226.  
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which God has opened to the church throughout the whole world can be enclosed in some 

particular place.”29 Some within his communion have made the exegetical claim that 

Revelation 3.11 refers to the dying out of the church outside of the Donatist communion:  

The great confidence which must be asserted about the continued existence of the 

worldwide church has been directed by us against the objections of our 

adversaries. For they say that because the Lord says ‘hold fast to what you have, 

lest others take your crown,” it can be inferred that the church will be reduced 

even to the number of Noah’s household.30 

 

Elsewhere, Tyconius reminds his readers that “If only Philadelphia, or now 

Africa, kept the divine command to persevere, to whom does he promise later the test that 

will come throughout the world?... For it is not in one place only, as certain people 

believe, that the Antichrist will persecute the church.”31 While we will discuss the 

significance of this alternate apocalyptic interpretation in more detail below, we may 

state here that the existence of a remnant ecclesiology, or at least a more isolationist 

interpretation of John’s Apocalypse than Tyconius would prefer, is strongly implied in 

this passage.  

We find evidence of further exegetical clashes with a more parochial form of 

Donatism in the Liber regularum. Tyconius, for instance, precedes Augustine in 

identifying the apocalyptic “stone cut from the mountain” in Daniel 2.34-35 as a 

reference to the spread of the church throughout the world. He is aware of another 

popular interpretation, however, one which he “cannot report without sorrow”: 

                                                 
29 Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos 1.38 (CCSL 107A.125: “Diceret ostium quod deus aperit 

ecclesiae in toto mundo, aliquem posse uel in parte aliqua claudere.”) 

30 Ibid, 1.42 (CCSL 107A.126: “Magna nobis fiducia adserendi ubique de ecclesiae perseuerantia 

contradicentium inquisitione collata est. Dicunt ecclesiam deficere et ad numerum domus Noe… posse 

deduci, quod dixerit dominus ‘tene quod habes, ne alius coronam tuam accipiat.’”) 

31 Ibid, 1.41 (CCSL 107A.126: “Si sola Philadelphia aut nunc Africa uerbum sustinentiae dei 

seruauit, cui postea in toto orbe promitit temptationem uenturam?... Non enim, ut aliqui putant, antichristus 

uno in loco erit ecclesiam persecuturis.”) 
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It is not that the Lord filled the whole earth with his power rather than with the 

fullness of his body. Some make this claim... to the dishonor of God’s kingdom 

and of Christ’s unvanquished inheritance. They maintain that the world is filled 

by the mountain because a Christian may now rightly offer in every place what 

before was only offered in Zion.32 

 

An alternate exegetical approach appears in Book III. Tyconius’ opponents here 

accentuate the conditional nature of the promise made to Abraham in order to undermine 

the necessary expansion of the church to all nations. Tyconius reports that “there are 

some who know neither the firmness of the promises nor the transgression that stems 

from the law, and they, because they want to preserve free will, claim that God did 

indeed promise all the nations to Abraham, but only if the nations were to keep the 

law.”33 This is not an isolated phenomenon: indeed, an overwhelming emphasis on 

human agency is characteristic of almost all extant Donatist writings.34 We might note 

that a similar emphasis on the crucial importance of free will as the mechanism by which 

                                                 
32 Tyconius, Liber regularum 1, in Babcock, Book of Rules, 5 (Babcock, 4: “non sine dolore 

dico… Non enim – sicut quidam dicunt – sicut quidam dicunt in contumeliam regni Dei inuectaeque 

haereditatis Christi… Dominus totum mundum potestate et non sui corporis plenitudine occupauit. Dicunt 

enim eo monte mundum impletum, quod liceat Christiano in omni loco, quod antea non nisi in Sion licebat 

offerre.”). This alternate view likely derives its from the pericope concerning Jesus and the Samaritan 

woman contained in John 4.7-45 in which Jesus claims that “The hour is coming when you will worship the 

Father neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem... The hour is coming, and is now here, when true 

worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and truth.” 

33 Ibid, 3, in Babcock, Book of Rules, 39 (Babcock, 38: “Dicunt enim quidam, qui promissionum 

firmitatem et quae ex lege est transgressionem nesciunt, promisisse quidem Deum Abrahae omnes gentes, 

sed saluo libero arbitro, si legem custodissent.”) See also 3 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 41: “Then again, 

why was the promise itself later turned into a debt owed, when God said, ‘all the nations of the earth will be 

blessed in you, because you obeyed my voice and, for my sake, did not spare your beloved son?’ Moreover, 

because some find it easy to use this passage to raise doubts even about Abraham’s merit, on the pretext of 

defending free will, God also confirms after Abraham’s death that he is in debt to him.” (Babcock, 40: “Ut 

quid etiam ipsa promissio debitum post modum facta est dicente Deo: Benedicentur in te omnes gentes 

terrae, pro eo quod audisti uocem meam et non pepercisti filio tuo dilecto propter me? Quia autem ex his 

quibusdam facile est et aduersum Abrahae meritum liberi arbirii calumnia strepere, etiam post mortem 

ipsius Abrahae debitorem se eius confirmat Deus.”) 

34 Cf. Augustine, Letter 173.2, 10; Letter 185.6.22; Contra litteras Petiliani 2.85.185; Contra 

Cresconium 3.57; Contra Gaudentium 1.20. 
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the nations fell away from the faith is also encountered in Cresconius’ letter and the 

Epistula ad Catholicos, to be discussed below.35 

 

Parmenian. If in Tyconius we hear one side of a debate raging within the Donatist 

community in the years immediately following the persecution, the fragments of a 

Donatist epistle found in Augustine’s Contra epistulam Parmeniani preserve for us the 

other side. In Contra Parmeniani, Augustine offers us glimpses of the Donatist leader 

Parmenian’s own critique of Tyconius’ distinctive vision. We must, of course, tread 

carefully when evaluating this letter, since it can only be partially reconstructed from the 

polemical context within which it is embedded. Nevertheless, enough direct quotations 

from the letter survive in Augustine’s four-book refutation to allow us to assess some of 

its themes.  

In the fragmentary letter, then, we find Parmenian strongly denouncing Tyconius’ 

claim that the church has survived in all quarters of the earth. Parmenian, for instance, 

asserts that “the Gauls, Spaniards, Italians and their allies should be considered like the 

African traditores due to their traffic in wickedness and guilty society.’”36 It is important 

to note the explicit limitation at this early date: while Augustine glosses “the Gauls, 

Spaniards, Italians and their allies” as a reference “the whole world,” Parmenian does not 

                                                 
35 Cf. Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 9.23: “When you ask them why their predictions could 

not be fulfilled, they answer: ‘Because humans do not want it. Humans are created with free will,’ they say, 

‘and if they will to do so, they believe in Christ; if they do not will this, they do not believe. If they will to 

persevere in the faith, they do; but if not, they fall away. And therefore, although the Church began to grow 

throughout the world, humans did not wish to persevere – and the Christian religion has faded away in 

every nation except the party of Donatus.’”  (OSA 28.560: “Et cum quaeris ab eis, cur haec impleri non 

possint, respondent: ‘Quia homines nolunt. Cum arbitrio quippe libero, inquiunt, homo creatus est, et si uult 

credit in Christum, si non uult non credit; si uult perseuerat in eo quod credit, si non uult non perseuerat. Et 

ideo cum coepisset per orbem terrarum crescere ecclesia, noluerunt homines perseuerare et defecit ex 

omnibus gentibus christiana religio excepta parte Donati.’”) 

36 Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani, 1.2.2 (OSA 28.210: “Quod Gallos et Hisanos et Italos 

et eorum socios… traditoribus Africanis commercio scelerum et societate criminum.” 
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grant him warrant for such an assumption.37 However, Parmenian is no advocate of a 

more universalist expression of Donatism. Most of his letter against Tyconius is spent in 

a sustained attempt to prove that the above-mentioned transmarine regions had been 

fatally compromised by their communion with the traditores. Parmenian’s argument here 

is worth examining in detail, as it affords us some insight into the way that many 

Donatists narrated the origins of the schism.  

For Parmenian, the transmarine provinces stand condemned on two counts. 

Perhaps the more obvious one is the claim that by accepting the legitimacy of the 

Caecilianist communion despite Caecilian’s condemnation by an African council of over 

seventy bishops, the transmarine provinces willfully implicated themselves in his 

apostasy.38 The claim that deliberate communion with apostates or persecutors 

necessarily implies shared culpability is a Donatist commonplace. It is the reason, for 

instance, that the Donatist bishop Petilian will angrily denounce Augustine for leaving 

out the word “knowingly” in his line-for-line response to Petilian’s letter, or why he so 

avidly questions Augustine as to the ecclesial affiliation of his baptizer.39  

                                                 
37 Ibid: “quos utique totum orbem uult intellegi.” 

38 Augustine alludes to this when he states, in Contra epistulam Parmeniani 1.4.6, that “it is 

therefore merely abusive language when Parmenian claims that the transmarine provinces received into 

their holy communion traditores condemned in Africa” (OSA 28.222: “Frustra itaque dicit Parmenianus 

damnatos in Africa traditores in consortium sanctitatis acceptos a prouinciis transmarinis.”) 

39 Cf. Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 3.27.32, 26.31: “Why, therefore, did he add what he 

made such a great fuss about adding – the term “knowingly” – which he has falsely accused me of leaving 

out? For when he objects to the phrase “Anyone who receives his faith from a faithless man gains not faith 

but guilt,” he seems to allow for some hope on the part of one who receives it “unknowingly.”  But when 

you then ask him where the person who is “unknowingly” baptized by a faithless man gains his faith, he 

tells you that he should have examined the person baptizing him… How often he says “if you were 

ignorant,” as if I’d said something that I never did, namely, that I was unaware of the conscience of my 

baptizer. Indeed, there really wasn’t much more to his slanderous accusations than an attempt to prove that 

I had not been unaware of the evils of those among whom I was baptized and with whom I had joined in 

communion. (OSA 30.650, 646: “Quid ergo adiuuit quod pro magno addidit “sciens,” quod me subtraxisse 

calumniatus est? Cum enim noluit ita dici “qui fidem a perfido sumpserit non fidem percipit sed reatum,’ 

uidetur aliquam spem reliquisse nescienti. Nunc uero cum interrogator, unde percipiat fidem qui nesciens 
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We see a similar pattern in Parmenian’s letter. Indeed, the originally transmarine 

leader claimed that his own actions served as a counter-example to the weaknesses of his 

episcopal forbearers.40 In Augustine’s paraphrase: “He offers himself as a model, since he 

did not hesitate to believe the word of some of his co-bishops... For he claims that a 

mission of some of these bishops, whom he calls ‘faithful witnesses,’ were sent to these 

provinces; then a second time these ‘most holy priests of the Lord,’ as he says, clearly 

and truthfully made known what they opposed.”41 The transmarine provinces’ conscious 

rejection of the “faithful witnesses,” therefore, brought about their downfall; in 

Parmenian’s words, while these people knew that “there were two parties in Africa, the 

traditores and the innocent, but they preferred to ally with the traditores rather than the 

innocent.”42 

But Parmenian insinuates much more against the transmarine provinces than a 

mere willful alliance with a fallen bishop. In Parmenian’s dark narration, the bishops who 

assembled at the councils of Rome and Arles were not impartial judges. Rather, the 

councils were marked by a sinister conspiracy: their leaders were themselves apostates, 

                                                                                                                                                 
baptizatur a perfido, respondet eum discutere debuisse baptistam… Quotiens dixit ‘si ignorares,’ quasi ego 

dixerim quod numquam dixi, mei baptizatoris me ignorasse conscientiam, et aliud nihil egisse uisus est ore 

maledico, quam ut me mala eorum, apud quos baptizatus et quorum communion sociatus sum… non 

ignorasse conuincere uideretur.”) 

40 Parmenian’s transmarine background is emphasized in Optatus’ Contra Parmenianum 

Donatistam due to its polemical capital (cf. 2.7; 3.3). Originally hailing from either Spain or Gaul, he 

appears to have been inducted into the Donatist communion during the great Age of Exiles while the 

Macarian Persecution was still going on in North Africa. It is unclear whether Parmenian was a bishop 

prior to his Donatist ordination.  

41 Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani, 1.2.2 (OSA 28.210, 212: “inuitans eum uidelicet ad 

imitationem suam, quia et ipse quibusdam coepiscopis suis… Dicit enim legatione functos quosdam, sicut 

ipse asserit, fidelissimos testes ad easdem uenisse prouincias; deinde geminato aduentu sanctissimorum, 

sicut ipse dicit, domini sacerdotum dilucide plenius ac uerius publicata esse quae obiciunt.”) In context, it 

appears that the Donatist appeals at Rome and Arles are being referred to here.  

42 Ibid, 1.5.10 (OSA 28.230, 232: “Cum duae partes essent in Africa – una, inquiunt, traditorum et 

altera innocentium – traditores sibi quam innocentes adiungere maluerunt.”) 
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practitioners of the crime of traditio. In exonerating Caecilian, they were merely 

recognizing one of their own. Parmenian accuses Miltiades, the bishop of Rome who 

presided over the 313 council that first absolved Caecilian, of having turned over the 

scriptures to the authorities to be burned,43 a claim repeated by later Donatist apologists.44 

The council of Arles in 314 was marked by further irregularities. Parmenian claims that 

Ossius of Cordova, who, in his eyes, strongly influenced the council’s outcome, was 

similarly tainted. He paints a portrait of a man initially condemned by his Spanish 

compatriots, then hastily absolved by the Gauls in time to condemn Donatus at the 

council. As Augustine skeptically narrates:  

As for what they say about Ossius, who was the Catholic bishop of Cordova, they 

must give proof not only that he was what they say, but also show clearly that 

these alleged crimes were known to those with whom he shared communion... 

Even assuming that Ossius was condemned by the Spanish and absolved by the 

Gauls, it’s quite plausible to believe that the Spanish, misguided by false 

accusations and deceived by skillful fraud condemned an innocent man, then in a 

spirit of peace and Christian humility acceded to the decision of their colleagues 

who recognized his innocence.”45 

 

The “alleged crime” is strongly implied to be traditio, and, for Parmenian, it 

explains Ossius’ subsequent actions: Constantine’s suppression of the Donatists is 

supposed to have been suggested by Ossius,46 who “greatly aided Caecilian in order to 

                                                 
43 Ibid.  

44 See, for instance, Augustine’s Breviculis Collationis cum Donatistis 3.18.34; Letter 53.1.3; and 

the Liber genealogus 626.  

45 Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani, 1.4.7 (OSA 28.224: “Quod enim de Ossio dixit 

Cordubensi quondam catholico episcopo, flagitandum est ut probent non solum talem illum fuisse qualem 

dicunt, sed quod talis fuerit manifestum illis fuisse, quibus eum communicasse asserunt… Si tamen Ossius 

ab Hispanis damnatus a Gallis est absolutus, fieri potuisse, ut falsis criminationibus Hispani circumuenti et 

callida insidiarum fraude decepti contra innocentem ferrent sententiam et postea pacifice in humilitate 

christiana cederent sententiae collegarum, quibus illius innnocentia comprobata est.”) 

46 Ibid, 1.8.13: “Parmenian also dares to complain that Constantine ordered “to the battlefield,” 

that is, to torture, those who, already defeated by the ecclesiastical judges, were unable to prove their 

accusations before the tribunal and for this reason fell prey to the sacrilege of schism from the Holy 
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force the multitude of saints and holy ones into their communion – but the servants of 

God stood firm against this impiety.”47  

A unified portrait is beginning to emerge from these disparate accusations. In the 

Donatist narrative of the formative years of their communion as recounted by Parmenian, 

they had been opposed by traditores within and without. If the true church of North 

Africa had expelled the traditores within their midst by condemning Caecilian in a 

council of seventy bishops, the transmarine churches had not followed their lead. There 

was a traditor bishop at the heart of Rome, who established a deliberate communion with 

the false church of North Africa. The Gallic bishops who participated in the council of 

Rome accepted his leadership, just as they later absolved Ossius, the fallen bishop of 

Cordova and allowed him to dictate the course of the council of Arles. If the Spanish had 

initially stood firm in condemning Ossius, they later rehabilitated him, much to their 

censure. In effect, the councils at Rome and Arles condemned themselves as much by 

who they allowed to sit in judgment as by the verdict they gave against the true church in 

Africa.48 No wonder Parmenian could charge that “it is therefore proven that the whole 

world is stained by the crime of traditio and other sacrileges; a number of these crimes 

                                                                                                                                                 
Church. Furthermore, he accuses the Spaniard Ossius for having suggested this (allegedly) inhuman order 

to the emperor. Of course, he’s merely repeating discredited rumors.” (OSA 28.238, 240: “Quin etiam 

conqueri aude Parmenianus, quod eos Constantinus ad campum id est ad supplicium duci iussit, qui uicti 

aput ecclesiasticos iudices nec aput ipsum quae dicebant probare potuerunt et adhuc in sanctae ecclesiae 

praecisiones sacrilego furore ferebantur, et hoc eum tamquam immaniter iussisse Hispano Ossio suggerent 

criminatur, suspicionibus uidelicet suis, sicut semper, damnando inauditos.”) 

47 Ibid, 1.5.10 (OSA 28.230: Ossium adiutorum praestitum Caeciliano, ut ad eorum communionem 

sanctorum et inlibatorum numerus cogeretur, et huic impietati fidem seruorum dei integram restitisse.”) 

48 A similar narrative is offered by the Donatists at the Council of Carthage: cf. Augustine, 

Breviculus Collationis cum Donatistas 3.18.34. 
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were committed in the time of persecution, and yet afterwards these provinces did not 

make any separation within the Christian population.”49  

In Parmenian’s narration, therefore, we are seeing the beginnings of a reaction 

against the status of the transmarine provinces. We should not, however, go beyond the 

witness of the text: despite his clear condemnation of the traditor bishoprics and their 

allies,50 Parmenian does not attempt a systematic evaluation of any region beyond the 

three cited above. Rather, he qualifies that “we do not know whether there may be a 

number of people who are good Christians among the transmarine lands.”51 While hardly 

a ringing endorsement, the quote at least indicates an agnostic attitude towards the world 

beyond the western Mediterranean basin. 

 

Fortunius. We find a similar portrait in Augustine’s records of an early debate 

with Fortunius, the Donatist bishop of Thiave in Numidia. Fortunius’ account is valuable 

both for the way in which it buttresses Parmenian’s narrative and for the way in which his 

own narration of the gradual fall of the western provinces exhibits subtle differences from 

the scenario offered us in Parmenian’s letter to Tyconius. If anything, however, we must 

                                                 
49 Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani, 1.3.4 (OSA 28.216: “probari consceleratum fuisse 

orbem terrarum criminibus taditionis et aliorum sacrilegiorum, quia, cum multa talia fuerint tempore 

persecutionis admissa, nulla postea facta est in ipsis prouinciis separatio populorum.” Such an unequivocal 

condemnation likely explains the well-attested physical presence of a Donatist congregation in Rome (the 

so-called “Montense” community) as well as accounts of a minor colony in Spain: if the transmarine 

bishops were indeed viewed as valid representatives of the Catholic church, these footholds in enemy 

territory would never have been established. Indeed, Parmenian’s own “outsider” status is also a slight nod 

in the same direction: he is unlikely to have accepted a bishopric in Africa unless he held that his own 

region was in error. 

50 The status of the allies of these traditor bishoprics would of course follow similar rules as the 

Caecilianist communion in North Africa: those who accepted the validity of these traditor bishoprics were 

implicated in their fall. By establishing a Donatist congregation in Rome, then, the dissident communion 

was making a very provocative claim against those Italian churches which looked to Rome as their 

overseer.  

51 Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani, 2.2.4 (OSA 28.272: “Nescimus an sint per tot gentes 

terrarum transmarinarum boni christiani.” 
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be more cautious with the material proffered us by Augustine here, for the account is 

written entirely from his own perspective. When Augustine, for instance, asks Fortunius 

why he remains united within the shrunken husk of African Donatism, Fortunius initially 

makes the fascinating claim that “his communion was everywhere on earth.” Augustine, 

however, does not allow us to query the Donatist bishop ourselves. Rather, he swiftly 

asks whether Fortunius could produce “letters of communion,” and when his opponent is 

unable to do so, Augustine claims he “quickly left the point in a confusion of words.”52 

What could Fortunius have meant by claiming a worldwide communion? Does it simply 

mean that there were indeed Donatist communities overseas, such as the congregations in 

Rome and Spain? Or does Fortunius here offer additional support for the idea that many 

Donatists did not view all outside provinces as implicated in the Donatist-Caecilianist 

divide?  

These are important questions. We should note, however, that Fortunius’ 

theoretical acceptance of a wider communion beyond North African shores did not 

extend to the immediate “regions across the sea.” He differs from Parmenian, however, 

over the immediate cause of their fall: rather than emphasizing the duplicity of the 

councils at Rome and Arles, Fortunius singles out the Macarian persecution as the point 

at which the transmarine provinces lost their innocence. Augustine’s objection and 

Fortunius’ response is worth quoting in full:  

I asked how these people had justly separated themselves from the innocence of 

other Christians who preserve throughout the world the order of succession from 

the apostles and are established in the most ancient churches, though they were 

                                                 
52 Augustine, Letter 44.2.3, 4 in WSA 2.1, 175 (CCSL 31.188: “Hic primo asserere conatus ubique 

terrarum esse communionem suam. Quarebam  utrum epistulas communicatorias quas formatas dicimus, 

posset quo uellem dare, et affirmabam, quod manifestum erat omnibus… Sed quia res aperte falsa erat, 

permixtis uerbis cito inde discessum est.”). 
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utterly ignorant about who were traditors in Africa. For they certainly could only 

be in communion with those who they heard held the chairs of bishops. He 

answered that the churches of the regions across the sea long remained innocent 

until they consented to the shedding of the blood of those who, he said, suffered 

the persecution of Macarius.53 

 

In this version of the Donatist remnant legend, it is the complicity of the transmarine 

churches in the death and exile of the dissident bishops that sets in motion their final 

break from the true church.  

Despite our suspicions about Augustine’s rhetoric, it appears that Fortunius is 

serious about this claim. Augustine sees to it that we are aware, for instance, that 

Fortunius dares to deny the communion of Augustine’s hero Ambrose of Milan: “I asked 

him whether he thought Ambrose, the bishop of the Milanese church, a just man and a 

Christian. He was, of course, forced to deny that the illustrious man was a Christian and 

just.”54 On the other hand, the question of the validity of the Eastern provinces raises its 

head in dramatic and unexpected fashion. When, Augustine tells us, he asked whether the 

Donatists could at least produce some evidence that they had remained in communion 

with the transmarine churches before the Macarian persecution,55 Fortunius “brought 

                                                 
53 Ibid, 3.5 in WSA 2.1, 175-176 (CCSL 31.189: “Sed tamen sequestrata isa dubia quaestione 

quaerebam, quomodo se isti iuste separassent ab innocentia ceterorum christianorum, qui per orbem 

terrarum successionis ordinem custodientes, in antiquissimis ecclesiis constituti penitus ignorarent, qui 

fuerint in Africa traditores, qui certe non possent communicare nisi eis, quos sedere in sedibus 

episcopalibus audiebant. Respondit tam diu transmarinarum partium ecclesias mansisse innocentes, donec 

consensissent in eorum sanguinem, quos Macarianam persecutionem pertulisse dicebat.”) 

54 Ibid, 4.7 in WSA 2.1, 177 (CCSL 31.191: “Quaesiui ab eo utrum iustum et christianum putaret 

episcopum Mediolanensis ecclesiae Ambrosium. Cogebatur utique negare quod ille uir christianus esset et 

iustus.”)  

55 We should note here that Augustine never distinguishes between the western transmarine 

provinces and the wider Roman world, unlike, it appears, his Donatist opponents, who seem to have limited 

the term to the immediate western Mediterranean basin. Augustine often elides this crucial distinction. 

Such is the case here, when he subtly conflates the “overseas churches” with the “eastern churches” in 

order to strengthen his case: “But as a shortcut I preferred to ask whether, if the overseas churches lost their 

innocence by the savagery of Macarius from the time when they were said to have consented to it, it is 

proven that the Donatists remained in unity with the Eastern churches and the other parts of the world at 

least up to those times.” (Augustine, Letter 44.3.5 in WSA 2.1, 176 (CCSL 31.190: “Sed de compendiu 
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forth a certain volume in which he wanted to show that the Council of Serdica had issued 

a letter to the African bishops who were in the communion of Donatus.” And indeed, 

“when it was read, we heard the name of Donatus among the other bishops to whom they 

had written.”56 This is the first record we have of the famous Donatist recognition by 

what was by Augustine’s time known as the “Arian” council of Philippopolis, which does 

indeed acknowledge Donatus as the rightful bishop of Carthage.57 Unfortunately, we are 

never allowed to hear more about Fortunius’ own interpretation of the document’s 

significance. Augustine clearly wishes us to understand that even this (tainted, heretical) 

communion only remained in place until the events of the Macarian persecution. On the 

other hand, Fortunius may have brought the document out in order to substantiate his 

previous claim concerning “letters of communion” between his church and the Eastern 

world, thus implicating the Western provinces alone in the sin of traditio.  

 

Cresconius. A further reference to the “council of Serdica” and its alleged support 

for the Donatist communion may be found in the writings of the Donatist grammarian 

Cresconius. In Cresconius’ polemical letter, partially preserved for us in Augustine’s 

near-sequential refutation of the work in the fourth book of Contra Cresconium, the 

                                                                                                                                                 
quaerere malui, si Macarii saeuita, ex quo in eam consensisse dicebantur transmarinae ecclesiae, suam 

innocentiam perdiderunt, utrum saltem probaretur usque ad illa tempora Donatistas cum orientalibus 

ecclesiis ceterisque orbis partium in unitate mansisse.”) 

56 Augustine, Letter 44.3.6 in WSA 2.1, 176 (CCSL 31.190: “Tunc protulit quoddam uolumen ubi 

uolebat ostendere, Serdicense concilium ad episcopos Afros qui erant communionis Donati dedisse litteras. 

Quod cum legeretur, audiuimus Donati nomen inter ceteros episcopos quibus illi scripserant.”). 

57 See Hilary, Liber adversus Valentem et Ursacium 1.2 in Lionel Wickham, Hilary of Poitiers: 

Conflicts of Conscience and Law in the Fourth-century Church (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press), 

20: “Decree of the synod of Eastern bishops on the Arian side at Sardica, sent by them to Africa. 

‘Everlasting salvation in the Lord to Gregory bishop of Alexandria, to Amfion bishop of Nicomedia, 

Donatus bishop of Carthage...” (CSEL 65.48: Gregorio Alexandriae episcopo, Nicomediae episcopo, 

Carthaginis episcopo… Amfioni, Donato.”  Cf. Albert Veer, “Le concile de Serdique et Donat de 

Carthage” in OSA 31, 805-809 (note 34). 
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council serves to buttress the grammarian’s claim that the western provinces were tainted 

by the sin of traditio. This is a scenario very much like Parmenian’s. Cresconius claims 

that the crimes of Caecilian were “witnessed by the whole world.”58 We hear of judges 

influenced by bribery and partisanship to condemn the true church.59 But what is most 

fascinating for our purposes is how the council of “Serdica” (Philippopolis) functions 

here as a way to validate the justice of the Donatist cause: 

[Augustine:] You say that ‘The Easterners’ (whom you concede are on our side) 

‘were not unaware of this crime,’ and as evidence you cite the beginning of a 

letter from the Council of Serdica where we find inserted the name of your 

bishop, Donatus of Carthage. You conclude that the Easterners who wrote this 

letter disapproved of the crime of the traditors and so broke off relations with 

them and entered into communion with your Donatus.60 

 

In Cresconius’ apocryphal narration, the council becomes more than a clash 

between eastern and western bishops over the status of Athanasius and Marcellus. 

Instead, Serdica was called in order to condemn the western traditores and establish 

communion with the true church in North Africa. Such an interpretation is not as absurd 

as it first appears. Indeed, the experience at Serdica could certainly have appeared to 

Donatists as a repetition of their own experience at Rome and Arles. Once again a bishop 

deposed in his own region – this time, Athanasius – had fled to Rome, where his sentence 

was overturned by a Roman bishop (Julius) and he was received into communion. 

                                                 
58 Augustine, Contra Cresconium, 3.33.37 (OSA 31.342: “In hac re testis est… totius orbis paene 

conscientia.”) 

59 Ibid, 3.61.67: “You say that Caecilian bribed the transmarine judges, that some partiality or 

other won over the emperor” (OSA 31.408: “Dicitis etiam transmarinos iudices a Caeciliano esse corruptos, 

ipsum imperatorum nescio qua gratia deprauatum.”) 

60 Ibid, 3.34.38 (OSA 31.344: “Sed orientales, quos modo nostros esse concedis, non latuisse hoc 

facinus dicis atque, ut hoc probes, inseris principium epistulae concilii Serdicensis, ubi Donati Carthaginis 

episcopi uestri nomen inuenitur adscriptum. Quod ideo factum putas et adfirmas, quod uidelicet 

orientalibus, qui de concilio suo haec scripta miserunt, facinus discipluerit traditorum et ab eorum se 

communione retraxerant et propterea Donato uestro communicabant.”) 
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Despite repeated protests, a new council was called – one in which Italian and Gallic 

bishops, led once again by the infamous Ossius of Cordova, sought to force a false bishop 

upon the true church. The bishops assembled at Philippopolis warned the Donatists: do 

not be like Protogenes, bishop of Serdica, “who has condemned himself by his own 

judgment, since he has made himself a partner with him by communing with him,”61 lest 

they too be condemned as “betrayers of the faith and traditores of the divine 

scriptures.”62 They must not “be cajoled into communion with Ossius, Protogenes, 

Athanasius, Marcellus, Asclepius, Paul or Julius... nor with associates of theirs who 

communicate with them either in person or by letters.”63 It would appear that the 

Council’s views of the infectionary power of communion with sinners was not dissimilar 

to the Donatist view.  

Cresconius’ appeal to the council of “Serdica,” like Fortunius before him, thus 

strongly implies that he considered the western provinces to be in schism with the true 

church in Africa. It was not, however, merely the west that had fallen away from the 

Donatist communion. Unlike the somewhat scanty evidence we were able to glean from 

Fortunius, it is clear that Cresconius is aware that after the ascendency of the Nicenes, the 

eastern churches were no longer in communion with the Donatist church:  

[Augustine:] And you raised the question, as if we made the objection “If so, why 

are the Easterners now separated from your communion,” and to which you 

replied that it was because they readmitted us to communion, and therefore 

                                                 
61 Hilary, Liber adversu Valentem et Ursacium 1.2.14 in Wickham, 29 (CSEL 65.58: “Unde 

manifestum est, quia sese ipse sua sententia condemnauit, cum se illi communicando participem fecit.”) 

62 Ibid, 1.2.21 in Wickham, 32 (CSEL 65.62: “proditores fidei traditoresque scripturarum 

diuinarum.”  

63 Ibid, 1.2.24 in Wickham, 33-34 (CSEL 65.63: “Ne quisuesrum ab aliquo circumuentus 

aliquando communicet, id est Ossio, Protogeni, Athanasio, Marcello, Asclepae, Paulo, Iulio… neque sociis 

ipsorum, qui illis siue per se siue per scripta communicant.”)  
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proved incapable of remaining firm with regard to their opinion on a cause 

already condemned.64 

 

A similar acknowledgment and defense occurs when Augustine presses 

Cresconius’ claim that the eastern bishops had initially sided with Cyprian (and the 

Donatists) on the issue of rebaptism:  

So you’ve given us the example of the venerable martyr Cyprian, and a couple of 

Eastern bishops, who agree with you about the baptism of heretics or 

schismatics... As for your forefathers, you gave witness that if they are separated 

from the communion of the Easterners, it’s because the latter went back on their 

earlier judgment... Why can’t we say that on this point these few Eastern bishops 

were corrected, rather than, as you say, “recklessly broke their former 

judgment”?65 

 

In Cresconius, then, we seem to have come across a Donatist who is very much 

aware that the easterners no longer hold communion with the Donatist church. He 

attributes it to a subsequent failure to stand firm in their convictions: another instance of 

the overriding importance of free will we have already seen attested to in Tyconius. Most 

notably, it appears that the issue was brought up by Cresconius himself in his polemical 

letter against Augustine. He is not being coerced into admitting an unpalatable 

implication, but rather incorporating it into his disputation. If Cresconius’ view of the 

outside world is carefully nuanced – he considers the Caecilianists as well as the outside 

churches to be guilty of schism (“the separation of those who profess the same faith”), 

                                                 
64 Augustine, Contra Cresconium, 3.34.38 (OSA 31.346: “Quod tibi proposuisti quaestionem 

tamquam a nobis obiectam: ‘si haec ita sunt, a communione uestrorum quemadmodum orientales postea 

disgregat sunt?’ et respondisti, quod in recipiendis iterum nostris damnatae causae non potuerint seruare 

constantiam.”)   

65 Ibid, 3.1.2, 3 (OSA 31.266, 272: “Quidquid de Cypriani uenerabilis martyris et de quorundam 

orientalium litteris inserendum putasti, quod eis placuerit apud haereticos et schismaticos datum inprobare 

baptismi sacramentum… maiores autem uestri, quibus tale testimonium perhibuisti, quod ab orientalium 

propterea communione discreti sunt, quia illi suum iudicium resciderunt… cur non potius etiam ipsos pacos 

orientales suum iudicium correxisse dicamus, non, ut tu loqueris, rescidisse?”) 
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rather than heresy (“the sect of those who follow different doctrines”),66 it still appears 

that they are not in right communion with the true church, which has by now been limited 

to Africa.67  

 

Other Donatist Voices. I will include two further witnesses in order to round out 

the portrait of a strain within Donatism which pointedly rejected the legitimacy of the 

overseas churches. Vincent, the Rogatist bishop of Cartenna (and thus a dissident vis-à-

vis the Donatist communion itself), offers us a tantalizing glimpse of Donatist polemical 

tactics when he points out that even the pro-Nicene bishop Hilary of Poitiers doubted the 

legitimacy of the eastern churches. Augustine’s indignant reply sets the tone: “You set 

Hilary’s books against me, in order that you may deny the Church, which is growing in 

all nations to the end of the earth!”68 The reference appears to be a passage in Hilary’s 

work De synodis, in which he rather despairingly complains that “With the exception of 

                                                 
66 Ibid, 2.4.6 (OSA 31.162: “schisma [est] uero eadem sequentium separatio,” “haeresis est diuersa 

sequentium secta”). Elsewhere Augustine preserves for us Cresconius’ definition of both in detail: “I can’t 

think of any better way of showing how much better your arguments work in our favor than by quoting 

your own words, as they appear in your letter: “What does he mean,” you say, “by speaking of the ‘error of 

the sacrilegious heretics’?  Heresies are between those who do not follow the same doctrine; you give the 

name of ‘heretic’ to one who embraces a different religion or interprets your own differently: like the 

Manichaeans, Arians, Marcionites, Novatians, and others do who profess views contrary to the Christian 

faith. But since we all believe in the same Christ, who was born, died, and resurrected, in the same religion, 

the same sacraments, the same Christian observances, there can be no question of heresy between us, but 

rather of schism.” (Contra Cresconium 2.3.4, in OSA 31.158: “Quantum nos adiuues satis demonstrare non 

potero, nisi ex epistula tua inseram uerba tua. ‘Quid sibi uult,’ inquis, ‘quod ais: “haereticorum sacrilegum 

errorum?” Nam haereses non nisi inter diuersa sequentes fieri solent nec haereticus nisi contrariae uel aliter 

interpretatae religionis est cultor, ut sunt Manichei Arriani Marcionitae Nouatiani ceterique, quorum inter 

se contra fidem christianum diuersa sententia stat. Inter nos, quibus idem Christus natus, mortuus et 

resurgens, una religio, eadem sacramenta, nihil in christiana obseruatione diuersum, schisma factum, non 

haeresis dicitur.’”) 

67 The distinction between schism and heresy likely underlies Cresconius’ claim that “the world is 

turning more Christian every day.” Because schismatics hold “the same religion, the same sacraments, the 

same Christian observances,” they can still preach the Christian faith while simultaneously being divided 

from the true church.  

68 Augustine, Letter 93.6.21 in WSA 2.1, 390 (CCSL 31A.183: “Hilarii mihi libros opponis, uti 

neges ecclesiam crescentem in omnibus gentibus usque in finem saeculi!”) 
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Eleusius and the few with him, the ten provinces of Asia, where I find myself, do not for 

the most part know God.”69 Augustine’s reply (“Hilary, then, either reprimanded the 

weeds, not the grain, of the ten provinces of Asia or thought that the grain itself, which 

was in danger due to some failing, would be reprimanded with greater benefit the more 

severely he rebuked them”70) is somewhat less than convincing.  

Finally, there is the curious witness of the pseudonymous “Letter of Jerome to 

Pope Damasus,” which boldly reinforces and extends Vincent’s insinuation. The letter 

has been shown to be a Donatist fabrication, likely composed in the turbulent atmosphere 

of the early fifth century.71 Like a slowly-expanding ripple in a lake, the letter proceeds 

along an ever-widening circle of condemnation. “Jerome” begins by offering a sinister 

portrait of the actions of Restitutus, the Caecilianist bishop of Carthage during the time of 

the Macarian persecution and chair of the now widely-condemned council at Rimini: “Is 

it true that the bishop of Carthage, Restitutus, was the teacher of Arius, not just a 

disciple... he who at Rimini forced the whole synod of Africa to denounce the Church of 

God, he who teaches the error that these people have also taught?”72 Not only Restitutus 

but the whole Caecilianist communion alongside him are charged with the heresy of 

“Arianism.”  

                                                 
69 Hilary, De synodis, 63 (PL 10.522: “Nam absque episcopo Eleusio et paucis cum eo, ex maiori 

parte Asianae decem prouinciae, intra quas consisto, uere Deum nesciunt.”)  

70 Augustine, Letter 93.9.31 in WSA 2.1, 396 (CCSL 31A.191: “Hilarius ego decem prouinciarum 

Asianarum aut zizania non triicum arbuebat; aut ipsum etiam triticum quod defectu quodam periclitabur, 

quanto uehementius tanto utilius arguendum putabat.”) 

71 For the argument, see Donatien DeBruyne, “Une lettre apocryphe de Jèrôme fabriquée par un 

Donatiste” in Zeitchrift für neuetestamentliche Wissenschaft 30 (1931): 70-76. Aside from the narrative 

itself, the letter also exhibits distinctively North African literary patterns and condemns Constantine as 

“deranged” – an unlikely epithet for any Nicene writer to make, particularly Jerome.   

72 Ad Damasum Papam (PLS 1.303: “Uerum ne est Restitutum Carthaginiensem episcopum 

magistrum fuisse Arrii, non dico discipulum… ecclesiam dei Ariminensi omnem synodum Africae negare 

conpulerit, eam prauitatem docens quam et illi docuerunt?”) 
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But the letter does not limit itself to Africa. Having built his case for the apostate 

status of the Caecilianist communion on theological grounds, the author now turns to 

Damasus and the Italian provinces themselves:    

New rumors arrive daily to our ears and our minds are paralyzed by grief because 

of what is taught in the churches by almost all of the bishops in your provinces, 

that is to say, in Italy. We’re very surprised that these words have been related to 

us, who live far away, while you have yet to be informed, with the result that we 

suspect something else from your silence.73 

 

Notice that while the specific condemnation found here is the charge of 

“Arianism,” not delivering up the scriptures, the effect is the same: both the African and 

Italian churches stand condemned in the eyes of the anonymous Donatist author.74  

Finally the author springs the trap shut. Just as Vincent had quoted Hilary’s 

doubting words about the “ten provinces of Asia,” so “Jerome” states that “during the era 

of the deranged Constantine Arius was unable to have his wish realized. But what can we 

do if such errors are taught in the church of Ephesus, if we aren’t able to have faith in 

these people? Each time we’ve stayed in this province, they taught those errors; when I 

asked them the rule of faith, each one responded differently... We were afraid even to 

shake their hands.”75 For the anonymous author of the “Letter of Jerome to Pope 

                                                 
73 Ibid: “Rumor aures nostras cotidie pulsat et sensus noster dolore torpescit eo quod et in tuis 

prouinciis, id est in Italia, pene omnes episcopi in ecclesia docent et admiratione tenemur ualde quia, nobis 

longe positis, sermo diuulgatus est et tu praesens conperta habeas nisi quod aliud suspicemur de tuo 

silentio.” 

74 Notice how non-related causes are pulled into the polemical battlefield by these Donatist 

writers. While it may seem odd to us that Fortunius and Cresconius can utilize the witness of a so-called 

“Arian” council to support their case, while Vincent and the anonymous Donatist author can call on the 

witness of stolidly Nicene writers to further theirs, the underlying rationale is the same. From either angle, 

the Caecilianist churches and their transmarine allies stand condemned.  

75 Ad Damasum Papam (PLS 1.303: “Temporibus dementissimi Constantini de Arrio contigerit ut 

uoluntatis suae effectum non haberet. Quid ad nos quoniam Ephesi ecclesiae talia docebant et fides in ipsis 

habitare non potuit. Quotiens accolae fuimus in ipsius prouincia et talia docebant et petii ab eis fidei 

regulam aliud ex alio loquebantur... Eis manus iungere timuimus.”) 
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Damasus,” the entire outside world, not merely the immediate transmarine provinces of 

Italy, Gaul, and Spain, appear to be irredeemably tainted. 

What I hope to have demonstrated through this review of Donatist literature is 

that there did indeed exist a substantial current within the Donatist movement that spoke 

of the transmarine provinces as being out of communion with the true church. This does 

not necessarily imply that the rift was irreversible, nor does it follow that the schismatics 

were no different from heretics. Indeed, as we shall see, the idea that the Caecilianists and 

their allies constituted a “false church” is crucial to Donatist remnant ecclesiology. But 

even if we set Augustine’s polemical caricatures to one side, we are faced with the high 

likelihood that many Donatists did not limit their condemnations to the Caecilianists in 

North Africa alone. The immediate transmarine provinces of Italy, Gaul, and Spain are 

routinely condemned, both for their continued communion with the Caecilianists and for 

their own failure to expel the traditores within their midst. Fortunius reveals to us that 

these provinces were considered by many to be complicit in the actions taken by 

Macarius. Donatist views concerning the eastern provinces are necessarily more 

complicated. Not having been involved in the origins of the schism, the guilt of the 

eastern bishops is far less clear. Nevertheless, a suspicious attitude comes across in 

Parmenian’s account, and the writings of Cresconius, Vincent, and pseudo-Jerome 

provide evidence that at least some Donatists believed the east to be in schism. If 

Augustine’s polemic had forced the dissident communion to acknowledge anything, it 

was that the ties established by the council of Philippopolis no longer held. Rejected by 

the transmarine world as schismatic, certain elements within the Donatist church seem to 
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have returned the favor. Tyconius was not tilting at windmills when he furiously accused 

his colleagues of having “reduced the church... to the number of Noah’s household.”76 

  

The Remnant 

 

Exegetical Background 

If certain elements within the Donatist communion thus appear to have rejected 

the legitimacy of the transmarine churches, how does this tendency intersect with the 

apocalyptic remnant ecclesiology I outlined at the beginning of this chapter? I should 

begin by defining what I mean by the term “remnant” within the context of Donatist 

thought. Maureen Tilley postulates something quite close to this concept in The Bible in 

Christian North Africa when she argues that the Donatist church viewed itself as a 

“collecta,” the typological referent of which was the nation of Israel. As Tilley states, this 

collecta motif served as an effective self-description for a movement which viewed itself 

as a cohesive community “on pilgrimage from the slavery of Egypt to the freedom of the 

Promised Land,” subject to the oppression of pagan outsiders yet resisting assimilation.77 

In order to bring out what I mean by the idea of a “remnant,” however, let me add one 

caveat to Tilley’s insightful thesis: if the premier image undergirding the Donatist 

collecta was the nation of Israel, it was not in fact the undivided kingdom of David and 

Solomon with which the Donatists identified but rather the tenaciously loyal kingdom of 

Judah, which remained faithful to the Davidic monarchy when the majority of the tribes 

fell away. To quote the Donatist editor of the Liber genealogus,  

                                                 
76 Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos 1.42 (CCSL 107A.126: “ecclesiam deficere et ad numerum 

domus Noe.”) 

77 Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 177-179.  
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This Jeroboam reigned over Israel for 24 years. And there was a schism between 

Rehoboam the son of Solomon and between Jeroboam the son of Nabath: and 

there was conflict between them for all the days of their lives, just as there is now 

between true Christians and false ‘catholics.’78 

 

Faithfulness in the face of mass apostasy is a quality inherent to the typological 

predecessors with whom many Donatist writers identify. A common motif was the 

alleged apostasy of the seventy disciples who were sent out by Christ in Luke 10.1. The 

Donatist bishop Donatus of Mutugenna, for instance, claimed to find the ancestors of the 

Caecilianists in “the seventy disciples [who] abandoned the Lord and were left to the 

choice of their evil and impious dissent,” and those of the Donatists in “the other twelve 

who remained.”79 Petilian as well noted the existence of the “sixty apostles who fled in 

apostasy from the faith, leaving only the Twelve behind with the Lord Christ.”80  

Further examples of Donatist identification with a biblical minority collecta are 

not lacking. We find, for instance, accusations by both Tyconius and Augustine that the 

Donatists compared themselves to Noah.81 Perhaps the most sustained appeal to such a 

remnant motif occurs in the Epistula ad Catholicos, in which, as we will see, Augustine’s 

unnamed Donatist opponents offered a veritable menagerie of typological imagery, all 

oriented around the central motif of a faithful minority. Enoch, Noah, Lot, Abraham-

                                                 
78 Liber genealogus (Sangallensis) 546 (MGH 9.192: “Hic Hieroboam regnauit in Samaria annis 

XXIII et fecit scisma inter Roboam filium Salomonis et Hieroboam filium Nabath: et proelium fuit inter 

eos omnibus diebus uite eorum, sicut et nunc inter ueros Christianos et falsos catholicos.”) All three 

recensions of the Liber genealogus contain this gloss.   

79 Quoted in Augustine, Letter 173.10 in WSA 2.3, 128 (CSEL 44.647: “Adtendis enim et saepe 

repeis, sicut audio, quod in euangelium scriptum est recessisse a domino septuaginta discipulos et arbitrio 

suae malae atque impiae discessionis fuisse permissos ceterisque duodecim, qui remanserat.”) 

80 Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 12, in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.18.40 

(OSA 30.268: “Apostoli sexaginta, qui cum domino Christo duodecim derelictis a fide apostatae 

recesserunt).  

81 Cf. Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 1.42, and Augustine, Letter 93.8.27.  
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Isaac-Jacob, the faithful two tribes and the twelve apostles: all examples of a chosen few 

who remained faithful when all around them fell away, the predecessors of the Donatist 

Church as opposed to its Caecilianist and transmarine opponents.82 

Remnant ecclesiology, then, describes the exegetical tendency among Donatist 

theologians to identify their communion as being in continuity with the few rather than 

the many, the faithful minority whose heroic resistance in the face of persecution was 

constantly replayed in the scriptures. While the idea that the transmarine provinces are in 

schism with the true church is not a necessary corollary of the doctrine (Petilian, for 

instance, never explicitly denounces the overseas world as schismatic), it is clearly 

related. We have already mentioned in Chapter Four the Donatist tendency to divide 

human history into two periods: the present Time of Sorrows and the future Age of 

Glory. Remnant ecclesiology may be presented as a further corollary to this temporal 

categorization: if the true church must indeed be defined as “the one which suffers 

persecution, not the one that inflicts it,”83 it only requires a small step to define the true 

church as a persecuted minority. As Cresconius argues, “often truth is found among the 

few, and error among the many.”84  

  

Apocalyptic Implications 

I must caution, however, that the mere existence of a tendency towards remnant 

ecclesiology among certain Donatist theologians is only half my argument. Far more 

                                                 
82 Cf. Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 13.33. 

83 Gesta conlationis Carthaginiensis 3.22 (SC 224.996: “Apud nos est enim uera catholica quae 

persecutionem patitur, non quae facit.”) 

84 Augustine, Contra Cresconium, 3.66.75 (OSA 31.424: “In paucis frequenter est ueritas, errare 

multorum est.”) 
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fascinating is the way in which such an ecclesiology is often found bundled together with 

an apocalyptic perspective in order to produce the coherent, polemically-devastating 

response to Augustine’s frequent accusations of parochialism outlined above. This was 

not a universal characteristic of Donatist theology, nor is it a necessary framework upon 

which to hang remnant exegesis. There is, however, a very natural link between remnant 

ecclesiology and apocalyptic exegesis of the “falling away” predicted in Matthew 24.10, 

a link that was often made in surviving Donatist polemical writings. It was indeed an 

argument which had the potential to subvert Augustine’s constant emphasis on the 

worldwide spread of the gospel, an apocalyptic scenario not nearly as out of step with the 

wider apocalyptic milieu as the bishop of Hippo would have us believe.  

 

Universal Proclamation. The Donatist argument depended for its effectiveness on 

two presuppositions. First, alongside Augustine, they agreed that the scriptures promised 

the spread of the church throughout the world before the onset of the end. But whereas 

Augustine viewed the fulfillment of this prophecy as the only sure sign of the end, many 

of his Donatist opponents detected a second set of predictions which had to be fulfilled 

before the rise of Antichrist, verses in the Bible which indicated a widespread “falling 

away” from the faith. There are, in fact, a number of these signposts which show up in 

Donatist literature, as we shall see: “Because of the increase of lawlessness, the love of 

many will grow cold” (Matt. 24.11-12), for instance, or “When the Son of Man comes, 

will he find faith on the earth?” (Luke 18.8) or “Now the Spirit expressly says that in the 

latter times some will renounce the faith” (1 Tim. 4.1), to offer a catena of the most 
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popular citations.85 Joining these two indications of the end together, Donatist apologists 

created an eschatological scenario in which both preconditions had already been fulfilled. 

The Gospel had already spread to all nations around the time of Constantine or shortly 

thereafter; when the transmarine provinces had subsequently “fallen away” through 

misuse of their free will,86 the Donatist communion necessarily emerged as the 

prophesied eschatological remnant whom the Son of Man would find faithful when he 

returned. 

What I find most intriguing about this two-stage apocalyptic scenario is the fact 

that neither component of the Donatist argument was unique to the North African 

movement. On both counts, the broad contours of the theory, if not, of course, its specific 

application, may be found in the writings of outside contemporaries. The belief that the 

Gospel had been preached to all nations shortly after the inauguration of the 

Constantinian era, for instance, was almost ubiquitous within the larger western world of 

the late fourth and early fifth centuries. Jerome, for example, claims in his 

Commentariorum in Matheum that the “proclamation of the Gospel in the whole world... 

is either already completed or will be completed in a short time. For I do not think any 

nation remains that is ignorant of the name of Christ.”87 The anonymous writer of the 

Consultationes Zacchaei et Apolloni agrees, asking whether “there is, at the present time, 

any place on this inhabited earth that does not know of the name of our religion, or, 

                                                 
85 For the Donatist use of these verses, see Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 15.38-39; 24.70; 

Contra Gaudentium 2.6.6; Letter 76.2; 93.9.33; Sermon 88.21; Enarrationes, Psalm 31(2).11 among others.   

86 Recall Cresconius’ rationale for the failure of the eastern bishops to remain constant.  

87 Jerome, Commentariorum in Matheum, 24.14, in FOTC 117.271 (CCSL 77.225: “euangelium in 

toto orbe... quod aut iam completum, aut in breui cernimus esse complendum. Non enim puto aliquam 

remansisse gentem, quae Christi nomen ignoret.”) 
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what’s more, to whom we haven’t sent believers? We can therefore know that the Gospel 

predictions have already been largely accomplished.”88 Writing to Augustine around 420, 

the Dalmatian bishop Hesychius echoes this shared timetable, asserting that “once the 

emperors became Christian, the gospel of Christ spread everywhere in a short time.”89  

Indeed, in the early years of the controversy Augustine himself invoked the same 

argument against his Donatist opponents. “Because we see that the Church of God that is 

called Catholic is spread throughout the world, as it was foretold that it would be,” he 

writes around 398 to the Donatist bishop Honoratus, “please write back to us in order that 

we may know how it is possible that Christ lost his Church in the whole world and began 

to have it among you alone.”90 In his early anti-Donatist work Contra Parmeniani, 

Augustine alleges that Tyconius himself realized “that the Church of God had spread 

throughout the earth, just as it had been foreseen and foretold so long in advance.”91 Yet 

when facing Donatist counter-arguments which appeal to remnant eschatology, he 

quickly switches tactics:  

Since the Lord says in the Gospel that the end of the world will come when the 

Gospel will have been preached throughout all the nations, how do these 

Donatists contend that all the other nations have defected from the faith and that it 

is only in the Donatist sect that the Church survives? It is apparent that, since this 

sect was cut off from unity, some nations have later embraced the faith, and some 

                                                 
88 Consultationes Zacchei et Apollonii, 3.8.12 (SC 402.223: “Quae nunc igitur portio habitatioque 

terrarium est, quae nomen nostrae religionis ignoret, quae nobis quaedam ex se credentium membra non 

miserit?”).  

89 Cf. Hesychius’ letter to Augustine contained in Letter 198.6 in WSA 2.3, 326 (CSEL 57. “Factis 

regibus Christanis ubique in paruo tempore euangelium Christi penetrauit”). Hesychius’ claim is utilized to 

undergird his expectation of an imminent end.  

90 Augustine, Letter 49.2, 3 in WSA 2.1, 195, 196 (CCSL 31.212, 213: “Quoniam ecclesiam dei 

quae catholica dicitur, sicut de illa prophetarum est…  Dignare ergo rescribere nobis, ut sciamus quomodo 

fieri possit, ut ecclesiam suam Christus de toto orbe perdiderit, et in uobis solis habere coeperit.”) 

91 Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani, 1.1.1 (OSA 28.208: “ecclesiam dei toto terrarum orbe 

diffusam, sicut de illa tanto ante per corda et ora sanctorum praeuisum atque praedictum est.”) 
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still exist that have not yet believed, to whom the Gospel does not cease to be 

preached daily.92 

 

Such a shift is characteristic of Augustine’s exegetical agility depending on the 

needs of the situation. He will continue to switch between condemning the Donatist 

communion for refusing to recognize that “the church is spread everywhere, just as it was 

predicted she would be”93 and decrying their temerity for claiming that the gospel had 

already been preached to all nations: “Do you not see that there are still nations among 

whom the gospel has not been preached?”94 Despite the exigencies of the controversy, 

however, it is clear where the bishop of Hippo’s true sympathies lie. By 420, for instance, 

we find the mature Augustine lecturing Hesychius against naively claiming that the 

church had already spread throughout the world:  

                                                 
92 Augustine, De agone Christiano, 29.31 in FOTC 4.348 (OSA 1.424-425: “Sed tamen cum 

Dominus dicat in euangelio, cum per omnes gentes euangelium fuerit praedicatum, tunc finem esse 

futurum; quomodo isti dicunt quod iam caeterae omnes gentes ceciderunt a fide, et in sola parte Donati 

remansit ecclesia, cum manifestum sit, ex quo ista pars ab unitate praecisa est, nonnullas gentes postea 

credidisse, et adhuc esse aliquas quae nondum crediderunt, quibus quotidie non cessatur euangelium 

praedicari?”) 

93 Augustine, Letter 89.2 in WSA 2.1, 360 (CCSL 31A.148: “ubique diffusa sit ecclesia, sicut 

futura praedicta est”). Cf. also Letter 89.4 in WSA 2.1, 361: “It is enough to recognize the Church in the 

same scriptures in which Christ is recognized as her king. For, wher we find such predictions about Christ 

as we read were fulfilled in the gospel, there we read predictions about the Church that we now see are 

fulfilled throughout the whole world.” (CCSL 31A.150: “Sed sane sufficit… in se uidere compleri quod 

prophetae tanto ante cecinerunt, in eisdem scripturis agnosci ecclesiam, ubi et rex eius Christus agnoscitur. 

Ubi enim de Christo talia praedicta sunt qualia completa in euangelio legimus, illic praedicta sunt de 

ecclesia qualia compleri toto orbe iam cernimus.”) 

94 Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 101(2).9 in WSA 3.19, 69-70: (CCSL 40.1444: “Non uides 

adhuc esse gentes in quibus nondum est praedicatum euangelium?”) Augustine will continue to switch 

between the two exegetical positions for the duration of the controversy. In the following list, for instance, 

[F] indicates that the prophecy in Matthew 24.14 has been fulfilled and [I] indicates that it is still 

incomplete: [F] Letter 49.2, 3 (c. 398); [I] De agone Christiano 29.31; [F] Contra Parmeniani, 1.1.1 (c. 

400); [I] Contra Cresconium, 3.64.71 (401); [I] Epistula ad Catholicos, 17.43 (c. 402); [I] Enarrationes, 

Psalm 101(2).9 (c. 403-408); [I] Enarrationes, Psalm 95.2 (c. 406-407); [I] Letter 93.7.22 (c. 407-408); [F] 

Letter 87.1 (c. 405-411); [F] Letter 89.2, 4 (c. 405-411); [F] Sermon 46.18, 38 (c. 409-411); [I] Letter 

128.1.2 (411); [F] Sermon 99.4 (c. 411); [I] Letter 197.4 (c. 419-420); [I] Letter 199.12.46, 48, 49 (c. 419-

420); [I] Contra Gaudentium, II.6-7 (c. 419-420). While there is a clear trend away from the claim that the 

gospel has already been preached to all nations, Augustine will continue to make the claim until 411.  
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I have established by certain proofs that what Your Reverence thinks was already 

accomplished by the apostles is not the case. For there are among us, that is, in 

Africa, countless barbarian nations where the gospel has not yet been preached... 

How, then, was this preaching completed by the apostles since there are still 

nations – and this is completely certain for us – in which it is now beginning and 

in which it has not yet begun to be completed?95 

 

As can be seen by the skeptical response of his recipient, however, Augustine’s 

distinctive eschatological scenario, forged in the controversy with his Donatist opponents, 

is somewhat idiosyncratic when compared to the apocalyptic presuppositions of his 

western contemporaries.  

 

Falling Away. Augustine is more in line with the majority western apocalyptic 

tradition when he denies a mass apostasy before the apocalyptic end. Most western 

exegetes applied the trio of passages cited above (alongside others) to the rise of the great 

heresies of their own age, above all the “Arians” and Manichaeans”;96 their defections, 

while significant, were not generally expected to turn the universal church into a 

persecuted minority. The Donatist scenario, however, was not altogether unknown in the 

wider western world. In this section, I would like to focus on two transmarine witnesses 

in particular who clearly foresaw the prophecies concerning a “falling away” as 

indications of a future mass apostasy.  

                                                 
95 Augustine, Letter 199.12.46, 49 in WSA 2.3, 350, 351 (CSEL 57.284, 287: “Quod enim putat 

unerabilitas tua iam hoc per ipsos apostolos factum, non ita esse certis documentis probaui. Sunt enim apud 

nos, hoc est in Africa barbarae innumerabiles gentes, in quibus nondum esse praedicatum euangelium ex 

his… Quo pacto igitur ab apostlis est praedicatio ista completa, quando adhuc usque sunt gentes, quod 

certissimum et nobis, in quibus modo coepit et in quibus nondum coepit impleri?”).  

96 Cf. Ambrosiaster, Ad Timotheum Prima 4.1-5; Augustine, Letter 199.8.22, Contra Faustum 

15.10). For other western interpreters, such prophecies were a warning of mass apostasy during the reign of 

Antichrist (cf. Jerome, Commentariorum in Danielem 11.32).  
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In the anonymously-written Consultationes Zacchaei et Apolloni, composed in the 

late fourth or early fifth century,97 the convert-to-be Apollonius raises a rather obvious 

objection to the traditional portrait of the Antichrist’s rise to power: “It doesn’t seem very 

likely to me,” he states, “that those remnants of the devil’s deceit which remain only in a 

tiny minority of people could ever recover their strength again in the face of the Catholic 

laws.”98 The likely fictive pagan Apollonius is aware that the old religion has been fatally 

stricken and is unlikely to rise once again; how could Satan “be able to bring back those 

wars which have been quenched for so many years… after lying prostrate throughout the 

whole world because of the church?”99  

In response, the Christian Zacchaeus shudders, warning Apollonius that “You 

want me to bring to mind savage times, and to tell the story of the final and inevitable 

destruction of the human race.”100 He nevertheless proceeds to answer Apollonius’ 

question: it is the “abandoning of the faith among us and the immensity of our sins which 

will bring these events to pass.”101 Daniel had predicted that the end would come as a 

punishment upon “the vast measure of the evils that are yet to come”; similarly, the Lord 

himself had indicated the paucity of the Christian faith at the time of the end when he 

                                                 
97 On the dating of this anonymous work, cf. SC 401.16-22 and Jean Louis Feiertag, Les 

Consultationes Zacchaei et Apollonii. Étude d’histoire et de sotériologie (Fribourg: Fribourg University 

Press, 1990), 38-125.  

98 Consultationes Zacchei et Apollonii, 3.7.3 (SC 402.208-210: “Mihi enim uerisimile non uidetur 

ut diabolicae fraudis reliquiae uix admodum in paucissimis residentes in legem iterum catholicam 

conualescant”).  

99 Ibid: “ut extincta tot saeculis bella… reducat… perque omnia terrarium loca ecclesiae stratus?”  

100 Ibid, 3.7.4 (SC 402.210: “Saeua in memoriam redigi cupis, et ineluctabilem humani generis 

obtritionem supremorum narration proferri.”) 

101 Ibid: “Haec fieri humanae fidei defection et peccatorum immensitas maturabit.” 
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asked “When the Son of Man comes, do you think he will find faith on the earth?”102 

These “latter days” will mark the fulfillment of the apostle Paul’s warning about 

“perilous times” when the majority of the church would go apostate, thus preparing the 

way for the rise of Antichrist.103  

A more striking parallel may be found in the Opus imperfectum in Matheum. Like 

his Donatist counterparts, our anonymous author claims to be a member of a persecuted 

communion – in this case, however, a western Homoian party.104 A comparison between 

this work and Donatist remnant exegesis reveals startling similarities. Like the Donatists 

at the council of Carthage, the author claims that the true church may be recognized by 

the fact that it “always bears persecution”; its opponents, on the other hand, “are always 

persecuting.”105 Indeed, as we have already noted in Chapter Four, our anti-homousian 

author holds to a form of remnant ecclesiology: the world is, and always will be, divided 

between the majority who persecute and the minority who remain faithful. He even cites 

a genealogy of persecution that takes us all the way from Cain to Antichrist; the parallels 

with the historiography portrayed in the Liber genealogus or the Epistula ad Catholicos 

are remarkable.106  

                                                 
102 Cf. Consultationes Zacchei et Apolloni 3.7.5 (SC 402.210): “Unde et dominus in euangelio de 

abusione humani generis conquerens ait: Cum uenerit filius hominis, putas inueniet fidem super terram?” 

103 Ibid “Apostolus etiam horum temporum iniquitatem increpans ait: Erunt, inquit, in nouissimis 

diebus tempora periculosa.” 

104 For an excellent analysis of the nature and provenance of the Opus Imperfectum, see Joop van 

Banning’s introduction to the as-yet unpublished critical edition of the text in CCSL 87B.  

105 Opus Imperfectum, Homily 46.23.25, in Kellerman, Opus imperfectum in Matheum II, 364 (PG 

56.893 in full: “Sufficit ad testimonium ueritatis, qui sunt filii prophetarum, et apostolorum, et martyrum, 

persequutionem patientium semper, et qui sunt filii Iudaeorum atque gentilium persequentium semper.”) 

106 Compare Opus Imperfectum, Homily 46, 23.36 with Liber genealogus 36-39 and Epistula ad 

Catholicos 13.33. 
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The anonymous author therefore claims that the “little apocalypse” in Matthew 24 

can be interpreted in two different ways: historically, as referring to the physical 

destruction of the temple in A.D. 70, and typologically, as referring to the events that will 

take place at the apocalypse.107 Christ’s statement, for instance, that “The Gospel of the 

kingdom must be preached throughout the whole world,” could not possibly have been 

fulfilled by the time the temple was destroyed, for it was only at “the time of the 

Christian king [Constantine], that the gospel came to all, as some preached or the 

knowledge of Christ ran from nation to nation.”108 The spread of the gospel throughout 

the world, however, was quickly followed by the second apocalyptically-significant 

prophecy: the time of “falling away” predicted in Matthew 24.10.109 Widespread apostasy 

began to take root from the time of Constantine onward: “They said to our ancestors that 

many lying words of heresies would come that would say, ‘I am Christ, the Word of 

God.’ And this was the sign of the church’s being besieged, as has happened. For truly 

before the church was besieged from the time of Theodosius by many liars, many dogmas 

went forth from the time of Constantine, saying, ‘This is the Word of God.’”110  

                                                 
107 Ibid, Homily 48.24.14. 

108 Ibid, in Kellerman, 379 (PG 56.906: “Nam usque ad tempus Christiani regis, praedicantibus 

quibusdam, aut de gente in gentem notitia Christi currente, peruenit ad omnes.”) 

109 Ibid, Homily 48.24.10 in Kellerman, 378: “And then many will fall away, and betray one 

another, and hate one another... he speaks about our days, in which more have fallen away from the faith 

than have been strengthened in the faith.” (PG 56.905: “Et tunc scandalizauntur multi, et inuicem tradent, 

et odio habebunt inuicem… sed de nostris dicit, in quibus plures scandalizati sunt, et scandalizantur a fide, 

quam confirmentur in fide.”) 

110 Ibid, Homily 48.24.5 in Kellerman, 373 (PG 56.901: “Hoc et patribus nostris dixerunt, qui 

fuerunt prius antequam tentaretur ecclesia, quia uentura fuerant haeresum multa uerba mendacia, dicentia: 

Ego sum Verbum Dei, Christus. Et hoc signum fuit expugnationis ecclesiae, quod et factum est. Vere enim 

priusquam ex tempore Theodosii, praeuaricantibus multis, expugnaretur ecclesia, multa dogmata 

praecesserunt ex tempora Constantini, dicentia, Hoc est Verbum Dei.”) 
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The true church, in fact, had been submerged under the sea of heresies from the 

time of Constantine onward, its adherents “handed over to many tribulations in all the 

world and killed.”111 It had become a minority among its own people. That which now sat 

enthroned in power only appeared to be the true church; in reality it was a diabolical 

simulacrum which sought to seduce “even the elect” by its false teachings, the foreseen 

“abomination of desolation.”112 In fact, the anonymous author believes that nothing now 

prevents the imminent appearance of Antichrist, claiming that even though the “end did 

not occur when those schisms were reported in the time of our ancestors,” that is, during 

the reign of Constantine, “later the church was vanquished as many were either seduced 

or forced to lie; now it only remains for the end to occur.”113 

The similarities between this anti-Nicene author’s forecast and the Donatist 

apocalyptic remnant motif are significant. Like his Donatist contemporaries, the 

anonymous writer believes that the prophecy of Matthew 24.14 had been fulfilled during 

                                                 
111 Ibid, Homily 48.24.9 in Kellerman, 377 (PG 56.904: “traditi sunt… in multas tribulationes 

persequutionum in toto mundo, et occisi sunt.”) 

112 Ibid, Homily 48, 24.4 in Kellerman, 372-373: “At the end of the world the church will either be 

desolate or about to be made desolate. Nonetheless, that which seems to be the church will still exist, but 

not that which truly was or is the church... for at the time of the apostles heresies had only been planted, but 

at the time of the king Christians had sprouted. But in our times they have matured and prevailed... The 

physical Jerusalem existed, which already has been besieged figuratively, but there is another, spiritual 

Jerusalem, namely, the church of Christ, which also must be tested to the end of the world and still is being 

tested.” (PG 56.901: “In consummatione autem mundi ecclesia aut desolata, aut desolanda est: adhuc tamen 

illa quae uidebatur ecclesia, non separatim dixit…nam tempore apostolurm tantummodo seminatae sunt 

haereses, tempore autem regis Christiani germinauerunt: nostris autem temporibus maturuerunt et 

praeualerunt… Sicut ergo fuit Ierusalem illa corporalis, quae iam expugnata est in figura: est autem altera 

Ierusalem spiritualis, scilicet ecclesia Christi, quae in finem mundi etiam tentanda est, et adhuc tentatur.”) 

Elsewhere, the anonymous author clarifies that the end is imminent: “Therefore, just as the strife of the 

heresies was the beginning of the birth pangs, how do we not understand that ever since heresies were born 

and many people became apostate, the end has begun?” (Homily 48, 24.8 in Kellerman, 377 [PG 56.904: 

“Sicut ego ceriamina haeresum initia fuerunt parturitionis: quomodo non ingelligimas, quia ex quo haereses 

natae sunt, et discessio facta est multorum, ex eo consummatio coepit?”]) 

113 Ibid, Homily 48, 24.6 in Kellerman, 375 (PG 56.903: “Sic in illis auditionibus schismatum, 

tempore patrum nostrorum, non est factus finis, sed postmodum ecclesia debellata est, multis ad 

praeuaricationem aut seductis, aut coactis: modo iam restat ut fiat finis.”) 
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the era of Constantine, a feat which quickly led to the prophesied “falling away” of the 

true church. Like many Donatist exegetes, he views the ecclesiastical communion now 

enthroned throughout the world as a false church; the mark of the true is to be persecuted.  

We should not overstate our case. For the anonymous Homoian exegete, it is 

doctrinal divergence, not the handing over of the scriptures, that has compromised the 

church spread throughout the world. Nor is there any indication in the Opus imperfectum 

that the persecuted church is confined to one specific region; unlike the Donatists, he 

seems to envision a worldwide communion of oppressed anti-Nicenes. Nevertheless, the 

strikingly familiar way in which this representative of another “dissident” movement 

navigates the active persecution of his sect shows us that a form of remnant 

apocalypticism was not limited to the Donatist church. Whether sorrowfully prophesied 

as a future development by the transmarine author of the Consultationes or stridently 

proclaimed as a present reality by the western Homoian Opus imperfectum in Matheum, 

apocalyptic remnant motifs which linked the spread of the gospel to all nations with a 

prophesied apostasy before the onset of the end were alive and well within the wider 

Christian tradition.  

 

Two Trajectories 

My initial claim, then, in this chapter is that an apocalyptic remnant ecclesiology 

did exist within a certain segment of the Donatist communion, and that it served both 

polemical and theodicean roles within the embattled movement. We have seen that there 

is nothing inherently implausible about the existence of such an exegetical tendency: 

while it is certainly false to claim that all Donatists rejected the validity of the 

transmarine churches, it is equally clear that some of them did. Such a rejection often led 
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to the articulation of a form of remnant ecclesiology within the movement, a self-

identification with those saints of old who were persecuted by an apostate majority. Some 

appear to have gone further, joining remnant ecclesiology with apocalyptic prophecy in 

order to produce a devastatingly effective polemical weapon in defense of a communion 

largely rejected by the transmarine churches. They were not unique in doing so; as we 

have seen, the author of the Opus imperfectum independently evolved a startlingly similar 

scenario in order to demonstrate the validity of his own persecuted communion.  

In the remainder of this chapter I wish to investigate the influence that remnant 

ecclesiology had upon Donatist apocalyptic thought. I propose that it provides the 

foundational bedrock upon which two broad Donatist eschatological trajectories were 

based: first, Tyconius’ interpretation of the Donatist experience as a direct precapitulation 

of the final persecution which would shortly break out throughout the world, and second, 

a more widespread Donatist vision which claimed North Africa as the prophesied 

location of the faithful remnant whom the Lord would vindicate upon his return. 

Tyconius’ eschatological paradigm, which we shall turn to first, is tightly defined and 

plotted. This befits an eschatological system confined a single author; if Tyconius’ 

apocalyptic vision attracted any adherents within the Donatist communion after his 

excommunication, we have no record of them. After surveying the role of remnant 

ecclesiology within Tyconius’ surviving works, therefore, we shall turn to what we may 

more fittingly call a “mainstream” example of Donatist apocalyptic thought, a loose 

alliance of eschatological motifs unique in their specific configuration to the dissident 

North African communion (though individually not unparalleled within the wider world 

of late antiquity). Here, I shall argue, remnant ecclesiology provided the basis for an 
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eschatological paradigm which would prove extremely effective in countering the 

standard Caecilianist assertion that the Donatist failure to achieve recognition from the 

transmarine churches automatically invalidated their theological claims.  

  

Tyconius 

 

Introduction. A certain amount of nuance is required when discussing Tyconian 

exegesis. This is the case for two reasons. First, the fragmentary nature of the Expositio 

Apocalypseos, only recently rectified, has long obscured the details of Tyconius’ 

apocalyptic vision. Thanks to Roger Gryson’s recent reconstruction, however, we can 

now analyze the Donatist theologian’s distinctive eschatology with some degree of 

certainty.114 Second, only lately has the essentially Donatist nature of Tyconian exegesis 

been recognized. Far into the twentieth century, Tyconius was interpreted through an 

essentially Augustinian lens, as a nervous proto-Catholic “who wrote most triumphantly 

against the Donatists, although he himself was a Donatist and hence is found to have had 

an absurd mentality when he did not wish to abandon them altogether.”115  Augustine’s 

schizophrenic portrayal of the Donatist exegete, however, is misleading. Tyconius was no 

Caecilianist in disguise. As Maureen Tilley notes, “Tyconius never rejected his roots... he 

could not, for his theology was thoroughly Donatist.”116 Instead, he represents a 

                                                 
114 Cf. Roger Gryson, “Introduction,” CCSL 107A: Tyconius Afer: Expositio Apocalypseos 

(Turnhout: Brepols, 2011), 1-20.  

115 Augustine, De doctrina Christiana, 3.30.42, trans. D. W. Robertson, Saint Augustine: On 

Christian Doctrine (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hill, 1958), 104 (CCSL 32.102: “Tyconius quidam, 

qui contra Donatistas inuictissime scripsit, cum fuerit donatista, et illic inuenitur absurdissimi cordis, ubi 

eos non omne ex parte relinquere uoluit.”) 

116 Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 114. She continues: “First, he was obsessed even more 

than other Donatists with the presence of evil in the Church. Second, he was uncompromising in his belief 

that the present time was the period of the revelation of the division between good and evil, this when 
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legitimate Donatist trajectory that was ultimately superseded by the rival vision 

advocated by Parmenian. As we have mentioned above, Tyconius and Parmenian did not 

disagree over the schismatic status of the Caecilianist communion; the situation was far 

more complex than that. Rather, the quarrel between their two rival theologies ultimately 

represents two different reactions to the formative experience of the Macarian 

persecution.  

It is difficult to overestimate how important the Macarian persecution was to the 

subsequent development of the Donatist communion. As we have already noted, the very 

question as to the validity of the overseas provinces does not appear to have become a 

serious issue until after the repression had begun. Prior to the persecution, the Donatist 

church was still actively in quest of a larger alliance, as evidenced by the frequently-

recalled recognition attempt at the council of Philippopolis. As the narrative of the 

Donatist bishop Fortunius makes clear, however, the bitter experience the Macarian 

persecution, an age of exile in the unsympathetic transmarine world where Donatus died 

and Parmenian was recruited, produced a significant backlash among the faithful. The 

aftermath of the persecution was a time when boundary lines hardened. In his 

constructive vision of a Donatist church united with the transmarine provinces against the 

hated Caecilianists, Tyconius may thus actually represent a glimpse into the pre-Macarian 

Donatist past.117 Parmenian’s rival theology, forged in a bitter age of exile, is in fact 

                                                                                                                                                 
Catholics were highlighting the importance of the Last Judgment. Finally, as Robert Markus suggests, 

Tyconius never would have made peace with the post-Constantinian Catholic church, with a church that 

had made its peace with the world.”  

117 We sense such a tension in Tyconius’ defensive citation of a 335 Donatist council that set aside 

the necessity for Caecilianist penitents to undergo rebaptism. After the Macarian persecution, such a 

position was strongly condemned. Cf. Augustine, Letter 93.10.43 and Contra epistulam Parmeniani 

2.22.42.  
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innovative, a reaction against the complicity of the transmarine churches in the Macarian 

persecution.  

 

First Remnant Motif. It is therefore with a certain amount of surprise that we find 

in Tyconius’ conservative apocalyptic vision, laid out in the recently-reconstructed 

Expositio Apocalypseos, not one but two remnant categories. The same dichotomy is 

found in his earlier work, the Liber regularum. As Pamela Bright has noted,118 the Liber 

is haunted by a particular pericope from the book of 2 Thessalonians:  

As to the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered together to him, 

we beg you, brothers and sisters, not to be quickly shaken in mind or alarmed, 

either by spirit or by word or by letter, as though from us, to the effect that the day 

of the Lord is already here. Let no one deceive you in any way; for that day will 

not come unless the separation comes first and the lawless one is revealed, the one 

destined for destruction.119 

 

In the Liber regularum, Tyconius interprets the enigmatic “separation” referred to 

in this verse as a reference to a future division between the true Christians and what he 

calls the “false brothers” within the church which will pave the way for the rise of 

Antichrist.120 These false brothers, in fact, constitute the “mystery of iniquity” – an 

enemy body which has always been present within the church, but will only be revealed 

as a separate category at the apocalyptic end. For instance, Tyconius interprets the image 

                                                 
118 Cf. Pamela Bright, Book of Rules of Tyconius, 42. Cf. also Maureen Tilley, Bible in Christian 

North Africa, 116. 

119 2 Thess. 2.1-3 (NRSV) 

120 Cf. Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 2.34, depicting the opening of the third seal in 

Revelation 6.5-6: “The black horse, that is the band of false brothers who, ostensibly having the balance of 

justice in their hands, do wickedly by their companions in accomplishing works of darkness… They depict 

the ‘mystery of iniquity’ and the spiritual agents of wickedness in the heavenly places, who are unable to 

disturb the efficacy of the sacraments, neither in themselves, because of the others, nor in the others.” 

(CCSL 107A.138: “Equus niger falsorum caeterua est fratrum, qui, dum se fingunt iustitiae libram tenere, 

socios laedunt per opera tenebrarum… Describit mysterium facinoris et spiritalia nequitiae in caelestibus, 

quibus non permittitur neque in se propter alios neque in aliis uim sacramentorum uiolare.”) 
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of Jacob and Esau in their mother Rebecca’s womb as a type of the present mixture of 

true and false Christians within the church: “Thus it was shown that the two separate 

individuals were going to remain in one body until the time when they are finally 

distinguished from each other... Jacob, i.e., the church, never comes for blessing without 

concomitant deceit, i.e., without false brethren.”121 In the Expositio Apocalypseos, the 

motif crops up repeatedly. For instance, when interpreting the enigmatic passage in 

Revelation 8.7, in which “a third” of both the “earth” and the “trees” are turned to ashes, 

Tyconius claims that  

The third part which is thrown to the flames, these are the pagans; another part is 

constituted by the false brothers, who are found mingled among the good; the 

third part is the Church, who struggles against these two wicked twins... Before 

the separation happens, all are considered to be the people of God; however, after 

the separation has happened, then one will see who is the “third” of God.122 

 

We must be careful when interpreting this image. Both Augustine and Tyconius 

utilize the parable of the “wheat and weeds” to demonstrate their claim that only at the 

end will the good be separated from the wicked.123 But there is a subtle, yet crucial, way 

in which Tyconian exegesis differs from its Augustinian successor. Unlike Augustine, 

Tyconius does not locate the “separation” at the Judgment Day, that is, at the final event 

                                                 
121 Tyconius, Liber regularum, 3 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 51 (Babcock, 50: “Ceterum ambo qui 

separati sunt in uno futuri ante quam diuiduntur ostensi sunt… Iacob, id est ecclesia, uenit ad 

benedictionem non comitante dolo, id est falsis fratribus.”) 

122 Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 3.10 (CCSL 107A.154: “Partem tertiam combustioni 

traditam gentiles dixit. Est et alia bonis mixta in falsis fratribus, et ecclesia tertia, quae contra geminum 

malum pugnat… antequam discessio fiat, omnes dei populus reputantur; cum discessio facta fuerit, tunc 

apparebit tertia dei.”) 

123 See, for instance, Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 1.11: “Therefore, when John depicts 

internal wars and shows that the diversity of the septiform Church’s works, in the present, will be found in 

the future, he did not say Write what is and ‘what has been,’ but also what will happen in the future. It is 

necessary to understand that the weeds will grow until the harvest is ripe, in announcing that before the end 

of the world, the goods will be found mixed with the wicked in the church.” (CCSL 107A.113: “Incipiens 

ergo bella intestina et septiformis ecclesiae in praesentibus diuersa opera monstrare futura, non dixit: 

Scribae quae sunt et ‘quae fuerunt,’ sed quae oportet fieri. Ostendit usque in messis maturitatem zizania 

crescere, praedicans usque ad finem temporis bonos cum malis in ecclesia commisceri.”) 
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of the apocalyptic age.124 Instead, he envisions a division between true and false 

Christians within the church which takes place immediately prior to the rise of the 

Antichrist. Indeed, it is this separation, or “departure” – which in Tyconian exegesis is 

almost always typologically tied to the image of Lot departing from the doomed city of 

Sodom125 – that provides the necessary catalyst for Antichrist’s unveiling and the creation 

of the apocalyptic “Abomination of Desolation” – the false church, now openly opposed 

to the true Christians throughout the world.126 Bucking the trend of contemporary western 

apocalyptic thought, Tyconius interprets the entity which keeps the “mystery of iniquity” 

in check not as the Roman empire but as the church itself: “Now this,” he says, referring 

to the presence of the false brothers within the church,   

                                                 
124 As Augustine repeatedly claims: Letter 76.2; Sermon 47.6; Contra litteras Petiliani 2.78.174; 

Epistula ad Catholicos 15.38; De civitate dei 20.9;  

125 Note, for instance, Tyconius’ interpretation of “Sodom” in Liber regularum 4 (Babcock, Book 

of Rules, 83): “Some particulars represent only the left-hand art; for instance, Sodom, as it is written, ‘Hear 

the word of the Lord, you rulers of Sodom,’ and ‘which is spiritually called Sodom and Egypt, where also 

their Lord was crucified.’ From this Sodom Lot will go forth; and that is the ‘departure’ so that ‘the man of 

sin may be revealed.” (Babcock, 82: “Aliquae uero species sinistrae tantum sunt, ut Sodoma, sicut scriptum 

est: Audite uerbum Domini principes Sodomorum, et: Quae uocatur spiritaliter Sodoma et Aegyptus, ubi et 

Dominus eorum cruci fixus est. Ex his Sodomis exiet Loth, quod est, Discessio, ut reueletur homo 

peccati.”) 

126 For the identification of the false church as the Abomination of Desolation, see Tyconius, Liber 

regularum, 1 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 11: “Speaking of the final king, Daniel says that ‘his place will be 

exalted,’ i.e., magnified, ‘above God.’ Like a church in the church’s place, ‘in the holy place,’ he will 

install ‘the abomination of desolation’ in God, i.e., in the church.” (Babcock, 10: “Danihel de rege 

nouissimo in Deum inquit locus eius glorificabitur, id est clarificabitur: ueluti ecclesiam in loco ecclesiae, 

in loco sancto, abominaionem uastationis in Deum, id est in ecclesiam, subornabit.”) The same motif is 

further discussed in the Expositio Apocalypseos, 5.46: “And there were lightnings, and voices, and 

thunders, and there was a great earthquake, such as there has never been since people appeared on the 

earth, such an earthquake, so great, that is to say, “a calamity such as has never been since the beginning,” 

and the great city was divided into three parts. This great city represents the entire population, everyone 

who lives under heaven. It will be split into three parts, when the Church will be divided, in such a fashion 

that the Gentiles will be one part, and the ‘abomination of desolation’ another, and the Church, which will 

have come out of the midst of them, the third.” (CCSL 107A.202: “Et facta sunt fulgura et uoces et 

tonitura, et terrae motus factus est magnus, qualis non est factus, ex quo homines facti sunt super terram, 

tantus terrae motus et tam magnus, id est presura ‘qualis non fuit ab initio,’ et facta est ciuitas illa magna 

in tres partes. Haec ciuitas magna omnis omnino populus est, quisquis est sub caelo, qui fiet in tres partes, 

cum ecclesia diuisa fuerit, ut sit gentilitas una pars, et abominatio uastationis altera, et ecclesia, quae exierit 

de medio ipsius, tertia.”) 
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Will go on from the time of the Lord’s passion until the church, which keeps it in 

check, withdraws from the midst of this mystery of lawlessness so that 

godlessness may be unveiled in its own time, as the apostle says.127  

 

At one point, Tyconius even suggests that that the term “departure” has a dual 

referent: both true church and “false brothers” will voluntarily separate from each other 

at the time of the end, one to form the persecuted remnant, the other to constitute the 

majority pseudo-communion helmed by Antichrist.128 If  “it is right that ‘both will grow 

together until the harvest’,” it is also true that “there is a time when these things may be 

said not in riddles but openly, as that ‘departure’ approaches which is the revelation of 

the Man of Sin, when Lot departs from Sodom.”129  

 

Second Remnant Motif. As we can see, Tyconius’ apocalyptic scenario exhibits 

strong similarities with the vision espoused by the author of the Opus Imperfectum. It is a 

remnant ecclesiology in which the true church throughout the world will be divided from, 

and persecuted by, the false church at the end of time. It is crucial, however, to recall the 

internal polemical context of the Liber regularum and the Expositio Apocalypseos. 

                                                 
127 Tyconius, Liber regularum, 7 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 123 (Babcock, 122: “ Hoc autem 

geritur a passione Domini, quoadusque de medio eiusdem mysterii facinoris discedat ecclesia quae detinet, 

ut in tempore suo detegatur impietas, sicut apostolus dicit.”) 

128 Cf. Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 2.40 “And every mountain and all the isles were moved 

out of their places. The mountains and islands signify the same thing as the heaven: all the Churches, when 

the final persecution happens, will depart from the place where they are found. But it can be understood 

that as referring to both parties; indeed, the good party will quit the place where it is found, by taking flight, 

and the wicked party will quit the place where it is found, in yielding its place, as it has been said: I will 

take your lampstand from its place, and again: the mountains were transported into the bottom of the 

ocean.” (CCSL 107A.143: “Et omnis mons et insula de locis suis mota sunt. Quod caelum, hoc montes, hoc 

insulae significant, id est ecclesiam facta nouissima persecutione omnem de loco suo recessisse. Sed potest 

in utramque partem conuenire, quia bona pars mouebitur de loco suo fugiens, et mala pars mouebitur de 

loco suo cedens, sicut: Mouebo candelabrum tuum de loco suo, et iterum: Transferentur montes in corde 

maris.”) 

129 Tyconius, Liber regularum, 1 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 54 (Babcock, 53: “Tempus est enim 

quo haec non in mysteriis sed aperte dicantur, imminente discessione quod est reuelatio hominis peccati, 

discedente Loth a Sodomis”). For further elaboration on this motif, see also Liber regularum 1 (Babcock, 

13, 15), 4 (Babcock, 85) and 7 (Babcock 143, 145). 
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Tyconius’ own remnant trajectory is, in fact, postulated in conscious opposition to 

another Donatist interpretation, one which argues that Donatist-Caecilianist schism itself 

represents the prophesied “separation” which in Tyconius’ account has been shifted into 

the future. We have already seen Tyconius react against such an exegetical stance in his 

claims that “if only Philadelphia, or now Africa, had kept the divine command to 

persevere, to whom does he promise later the test that will come throughout the world? 

For it is not in one place only, as certain people believe, that Antichrist will persecute the 

church.”130 If his opponents’ apocalyptic interpretation is correct, then the central 

polemical argument in the Liber regularum rings false: the church cannot be “bipartite” 

in nature, enclosing both the true believers and false brothers, if the present Caecilianist 

apostasy represents the final separation between good and evil.  

But Tyconius does not entirely reject his opponents’ contention that the 

Caecilianist schism is eschatologically significant. Instead, he incorporates the events of 

the traumatic separation into his apocalyptic scenario, creating the second of the two 

remnant motifs referred to earlier. Within the context of the Expositio Apocalypseos, the 

Donatist struggle with the apostate Caecilianists is given a very specific apocalyptic 

referent: it is a typological prequel which mirrors in miniature what will soon break out 

throughout the world. Continuing from the “Philadelphia” passage quoted above, 

Tyconius adds: 

Just as has already occurred in Africa, so it is necessary that Antichrist will be 

revealed throughout the whole world and that he will be overcome by the Church 

                                                 
130 Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos 1.41 (CCSL 107A.126: “Si sola Philadelphia aut nunc 

Africa uerbum sustinentiae dei seruauit, cui posea in toto orbe promittit temptationem uenturam? Non enim 

est in toto orbe qui temptetur praeter ecclesiam.”) 
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everywhere in the same way that he has been conquered by it in this part, in order 

to reveal what the final contest will look like.131 

 

Tyconius will agree with his more parochial opponents up to a certain point. The 

present schism does indeed represent a partial manifestation of the true church’s 

apocalyptic “separation” from the “mystery of iniquity” that currently infests it, but it is 

not the final apocalyptic referent itself.  

We must beware, however, lest we mistake Tyconius’ exegetical claim as a form 

of “immanentized eschatology” in which the Donatist-Caecilianist schism is merely a 

local manifestation of an ongoing struggle that characterizes the church age as a whole. 

Instead, the falling away of the Caecilianist church is given a specific eschatological 

context within the Expositio Apocalypseos. Tyconius hints at its place within his narrative 

when he exegetes the phrase “you must preach anew” in Revelation 10.10: “Has the 

church every ceased from her preaching, so that she hears ‘you must preach anew’? But 

because the time being described is after the persecutions in Africa, he said ‘anew’ so 

that it may be understood that the final preaching and renewal of the combat are similar 

to them.”132 In Tyconius’ vision, the prophesied division between Caecilianist and 

Donatist is the last apocalyptic signpost before the outbreak of the final separation itself. 

If we wish to understand the contours of this second remnant motif which 

Tyconius finds in the book of Revelation, we must recall the recapitulative exegetical 

framework of his commentary. For Tyconius, Revelation is not a sequential narrative; 

                                                 
131 Ibid: “Sicut enim in Africa factum est, ita oportet in toto mundo reuelari antichristum et eodem 

modo ab ecclesia ubique superari, quo ab ea in parte superatus est ad ostendendum nouissimi certaminis 

modum.” 

132 Ibid, 3.60 (CCSL 107A.166: “Numquid ecclesia aliquando cessauit a praedicatione, ut ‘iterum 

oportet te praedicare’ audiret? Sed quia tempus describit quod post africanas persecutiones futurum est, ut 

ostenderet eiusmodi esse nouissimam praedicationem et reparationem certaminis, propterea dixit 

‘iterum.’”) 
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rather, it is divided into ten related pericopes which tell the same story from different 

perspectives.133 As he states when referring to the first recapitulation, “The different 

occurrences are not about what is being done, but what is being seen. Just like when 

someone explains the same event in a number of different ways, these occurrences are 

narrated a number of different ways – not because one occurrence is happening, but 

rather because the whole time of the church is being repeated in a number of different 

forms.”134 To add a further layer of complexity, not all of these recapitulations 

encompass the same time frame; as Tyconius warns us, they must be understood 

according to context. “Sometimes it takes the Passion as its starting point, sometimes 

from an intermediate period, sometimes only from the final persecution or a little 

more.”135 For instance, while the pericopes concerning the Seven Seals and Seven 

Trumpets offer us a unified narrative from the passion of Christ until his return, the sixth 

recapitulation “returns to the era of the persecutions which took place in Africa.”136 

In the Expositio Apocalypseos, the eschatological significance of the Caecilianist 

apostasy first appears within Tyconius’ explanation of the meaning of the Seven Seals. 

The First Seal, for instance, represents Christ’s first advent on earth and the inauguration 

of the church, followed immediately by its opponents: the pagans without and “false 

                                                 
133 These ten recapitulations are introduced in the text at 2.1, 2.42, 2.58, 3.49, 3.83, 5.1, 5.22, 6.1, 

7.1, and 7.13.  

134 Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 2.1 (CCSL 107A.129: “Diuersum tempus non gestorum, 

sed uisiorum est. Quomodo si quis unam rem diuersis modis enarret, tempus habebunt narrationes 

diuersum, non quod uno tempore gestum est, sic totum tempus ecclesiae diuersis figuris repetit.”)  

135 Ibid, 2.43 (CCSL 107A.146: “Aliquando enim ab origine passionis, aliquando a medio 

tempore, aliquando de sola ipsa nouissima presurra aut non multo ante.”) 

136 Ibid, 5.1 (CCSL 107A.188: “Recipulat a tempore persecutionmum in Africa generum.”)  
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brothers” within (the Second and Third Seals).137 These are the “wicked twins” who 

constantly harass the true Christians. As Tyconius states at this point, “There are two 

parties in the world, the people of God and the people of the devil. The people of the 

devil are themselves divided into two parts, who struggle against one. This is why the 

Church is called the third part, and the false brothers are another third, and the nations a 

third.”138 But something odd occurs when the Fourth Seal is broken. A fourth part now 

appears, neither quite pagan or “false brother.” A new category must be invented: the 

schismatic, and its sudden appearance is charged with precapitulative significance. In 

Tyconius’ words, which immediately follow the previous quotation,  

However, before the “Man of Sin” can be unmasked everywhere, and so that the 

“Son of Perdition” might make a public appearance, he has already been exposed 

in part. Where we could only distinguish three parts earlier, a fourth has now 

appeared. For the Church does not now vomit out all the wicked, but only some of 

them, in order to show the world what the final persecution will be like... Thus, 

while one can distinguish two parts at first, the Church and the gentiles, there are 

in reality three among certain people, and four with us, namely, the Church, the 

gentiles, the schismatics and the false brothers.139 

 

This fourth, schismatic, part is the Caecilianist church, as Tyconius proceeds to 

make clear: “The fourth part has been revealed in Africa... What is happening in Africa is 

a foreshadowing of the future manifestation of the Antichrist throughout the world.”140   

                                                 
137 Cf. Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 2.30-34. 

138 Ibid, 2.35 (CCSL 107A.140: “Duae partes sunt in mundo, populus dei et populus diaboli. Nam 

et populus diaboli in duas diuisus est partes, quae contra unam pugnant. Propterea ecclesia uocata est tertia 

pars, et false fratres altera tertia, e gentilitas tertia.”) 

139 Ibid: “Antequam autem ubique homo peccati reueletur et publice manifestetur filius perditionis, 

iam ex parte reuelatus est, et ubi tres partes uidebantur, iam quarta manifestata est. Non enim omnem 

malum uomet ecclesia, sed aliquos ad ostendendum orbi genus nouissimae persecutionis… In illis ergo 

locis in quibus duae partes uidentur, id est ecclesia et gentilitas, apud aliquos tres partes sunt, apud nos 

autem quattuor, id est ecclesia gentilitas schisma et falsi fratres.” 

140 Ibid. In context, Tyconius is reacting against his opponents’ claim that the Donatists themselves 

constitute the final remnant: “Although it’s true that the fourth part has been revealed in Africa, it doesn’t 

necessarily follow that the hypocrites who were revealed when they were expelled from the church a little 
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Further details emerge in the narrative of the Seven Trumpets. Once more, 

Tyconius divides humanity into pagans, “false brothers,” and the true church.141 At the 

time of the Fourth Trumpet, however, the church is said to have been “struck, so that the 

‘third’ of the day and the ‘third’ of the night might appear: the part of Christ and the part 

of the devil.”142 Such an unveiling at this moment is unexpected, since the apocalyptic 

“separation” between the true church and the “mystery of iniquity” is not slated to occur 

until the sounding of the Sixth Trumpet.143 Tyconius quickly qualifies: the unveiling 

mentioned here is partial, precapitulative. He promises that a thorough exegesis of the 

Fifth Trumpet will make everything clear.144 

A star falls from heaven when the Fifth Trumpet sounds, and a pit opens. Smoke 

rises from the abyss, demonic locusts pour out to infect the earth. Tyconius clarifies: the 

smoke “precedes the fire of the furnace, that is, the last persecution.”145 All of these 

images, therefore, refer to Africa: “He passes to this part of the earth, where, in order to 

                                                                                                                                                 
while ago constitute all hypocrites. What is happening in Africa is a foreshadowing of the future 

manifestation of the Antichrist throughout the world.” (CCSL 107A.141: “Etsi in Africa, ubi id fieri ex 

quarta intellegimus, non eo fit quod hypocritae reuelentur; qui iam dudum, cum ecclesia pellerentur, 

reuelati sunt. Sed quod in Africa geritur exemplum est per orbem futurae reuelationis antichristi”) 

141 Ibid, 3.10. Commenting on Revelation 8.7b, Tyconius argues that “The third part which is 

thrown to the flames, these are the pagans; another part is constituted by the false brothers, who are found 

mingled among the good; the third part is the Church, who struggles against these two wicked twins.” 

(CCSL 107A.154: “Partem tertiam combustioni traditam gentiles dixit. Est et alia bonis mixta in falsis 

fratribus, et ecclesia tertia, quae contra geminum malum pugnat.”) 

142 Ibid, 3.17 (CCSL 107A.156: “Ad hoc percussa est, ut appareret tertia dei et tertia noctis, quae 

Christi et quae diaboli.”) 

143 Cf. Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos 3.38. 

144 Ibid, 3.17: “The fourth seal said that she was struck in order to be unmasked. The fifth seal will 

tell in what manner this unveiling will occur, in order that all may know how everything will be unveiled 

later in the universe.” (CCSL 107A.156: “Quarto enim signo dicit ‘percussa,’ ut reuelaretur, quinto uero 

dicturus modum ipsius reuelationis, ut exinde cognoscatur qualis in toto orbe futura sit reuelatio.”) 

145 Ibid, 3.22 (CCSL 107A.157: “Iste fumus ignem praetis fornacis, id est nouissimae 

probationis.”) 
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show by what means the unveiling will occur, something from this fire that is already 

smoldering escapes outside.”146 The locusts themselves are precapitulative. Tyconius 

notes their resemblance to the apocalyptic “horses prepared for war” who persecute the 

separated church at the time of the Sixth Trumpet.147 As an eschatologically-significant 

type of the final persecution, the appearance of these locusts is noteworthy. Their power 

is in their “tails,” which Tyconius typologically interprets as referring to bishops: “He 

calls the overseers tails, as God specifies through Isaiah, saying, the elders who are 

respecters of persons, these are the head; and the prophets who speak injustice, these are 

the tail (Is 9.15). The power of the locusts, therefore, resides in the false prophets.”148 

There is another way in which we may know the falsity of these persecuting bishops: the 

heads of the locusts are adorned with crowns like, but not quite, gold. The image of 

“golden crowns,” Tyconius notes, has already been used to describe the twenty-four 

elders, the figure of the true church. These bishops, then, “do not bear in themselves a 

true figure, but an imitation of the church.”149 

Where, then, is the arena of this prequel persecution, and how long did it last? In 

the text, the locusts are given the power to torment for “five months.” Tyconius clarifies: 

“He speaks of ‘five months’ to signify the totality of the five years of persecution, which 

                                                 
146 Ibid, 3.23 (CCSL 107A.158: “Transit ad partem terrae ubi ad ostendendum futurae reuelationis 

modum ex ipso fumo aliquid iam foras exiit.”) 

147 Ibid, 3.29: “And the resemblance of the locusts was like that of horses prepared for war, that is 

to say, they resemble the persecutors of the end of time. In the eschatological war, which he will describe in 

the sixth trumpet, he says that the horses take part in combat.” (CCSL 107A.158: “Et similitudinem 

locustarum sicut similitudo equorum paratorum ad bellum, id est similes nouissimis persecutoribus. In 

nouissimo enim bello, quod descripturus est in sexta tuba, equos dicit pugnare.”) See also 3.43, in which 

the horses are compared to the preceding locusts.  

148 Ibid, 3.35 (CCSL 107A.159: “Caudas praepositos dicit, sicut deus per Esaiam definire dignatus 

est dicens: Senior et qui admirantur personas, hoc est caput, e propheta docens inqua, hic est cauda; 

potestas igitur locustarum in pseudoprophetis est.”) 

149 Ibid. 3.30 (CCSL 107A.158: “isti autem similes auro ad imitationem ecclesiae.”) 
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took place primarily in Africa.”150 As Roger Gryson notes, this reference likely refers to 

the proscription of the Donatists which took place under Constantine from 316-321.151 A 

picture, then, is emerging. The partial unveiling of the church, the revelation of 

schismatics in one location which serves as a foreshadowing of the worldwide apostasy 

that will take place at the end, was fulfilled in the Caecilianist schism and subsequent 

persecution of the true church in Africa. In the sixth recapitulation, Tyconius warns us 

once again: “If this has happened in one place – Africa – it is so that we may know that 

this will occur in all nations. The church, which preaches in one part of the world, Africa, 

will preach in the same way to all nations, when she will come out of the midst of the 

                                                 
150 Ibid, 3.35 (CCSL 107A.159: “‘Mensibus quinque’ pro toto tempore persecutionis annorum 

quinque dixit, quae facta est maxime in Africa.”) 

151 Gryson, Commentaire de l’Apocalypse in Corpus Christianorum in Translation, vol. 10 

(Turnhout, Brepols, 2011), 132, note 12. The immediate reference is another passage in the commentary 

that speaks of the five months: “In five months, a period of five years is predicted, for the torture is 

disrupted in the fifth year of persecution” (Expositio Apocalypseos, 3.25 in CCSL 107A.158: “Menses 

annos dixit; nam quinto anno cruciatus interruptus est.”). Tyconius’ seeming nod to the five years of the 

Constantinian repression is curious: given that the immediate context of the Expositio Apocalypseos is the 

aftermath of the Macarian persecution, we would expect to see it, rather than the earlier persecution, 

referenced. The reason might be purely exegetical: given that the effects of the Macarian persecution lasted 

for approximately fourteen years, not five, Tyconius may be simply unable to find a numerical referent for 

the recent events in the book of Revelation.  

I would like to propose, however, that the reference to the “five months” may indeed relate to the 

Macarian repression. Tyconius does not specify which persecution the “five months” refer to: all he tells us 

is that it was five years in duration. We do not know how long Paulus and Macarius remained in North 

Africa. We do know, however, that they were sent to Carthage around 346 (cf. Tilley, Bible in Christian 

North Africa, 97) where according to rumor they set up imperial images over a Eucharistic altar in 

celebration of the Edict of Unity proclaimed in 347 (Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 3.12). The 

early years of the persecution were by far the worst: this is the era of the martyrs Marculus (c. 347), 

Maximian, and Issac (c. 347), to say nothing of the massacre which took place at Bagai (cf. Optatus, 

Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 3.4). Again, we do not know the later course of the repression with any 

precision, only that the exiled Donatist bishops were only allowed to return to Africa in 361. But Constans 

himself, the “Antichrist” of the martyr Isaac and the “tyrant-king” of Marculus, would die in battle in 350. 

It is just possible, then, that the “five months” of persecution which Tyconius refers to are actually a 

reference to the five years of 346-350 inclusive (in Tyconian exegesis, a “part for the whole”), the most 

intense phase of the Macarian persecution which ended with the death of Constans, rather than 316-321, the 

repression which took place under Constantine.  
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Babylon of this world.”152 Once again, we are witnesses to the unique role that the 

Donatist church will play in the unfolding events of the latter days: to it is given the 

special honor of directly foreshadowing what will soon take place throughout the world. 

We should not miss what Tyconius has done here: in order to advance his 

argument that the present “mixed communion” which characterizes the pre-apocalyptic 

church includes both the Donatist communion and the transmarine provinces – as 

envisioned in his first remnant scenario – he has both incorporated and radically 

reinterpreted the views of his more parochial opponents. The Donatist remnant motif is 

preserved, but recontextualized. Both Donatists and their Caecilianist opponents are 

indeed players upon the stage of John’s Apocalypse, their curtains rising at the time of 

the Fourth Seal or the Fifth Trumpet, different recensions of the same narrative of future 

history. But the roles they play do not form the play’s climax: they are instead a false 

summit, or better, a foreshadowing of the finale. Even though the Donatist communion is 

not the true church in toto, and its Caecilianist adversaries are not the unveiled 

“abomination of desolation” in all its horror, they still do share in its likeness. They are, 

in fact, the immediate precursors to the end: a dress rehearsal and a warning to the 

worldwide church of the role it will soon be called to play in opposition to Antichrist and 

his apostate communion.  

 

Summary. Tyconius’ narration of how the Caecilianist schism fits into the larger 

events of the apocalypse in the newly-reconstructed Expositio Apocalypseos is also 

helpful in clearing up some exegetical difficulties which have perplexed previous 

                                                 
152 Ibid, 5.2 (CCSL 107A.189: “Ad hoc enim uno in loco in Africa fit, ut notum sit quod in omni 

gente fiet, et ecclesia, quae in parte praedicat in Africa, ea ratione in omni gente sic praedicet, cum de 

medio istius saeculi Babylonis exierit.”) 
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interpreters. As we discussed in Chapter Four, earlier interpretations of the Liber 

regularum have often taken diametrically-opposed positions concerning Tyconius’ 

apocalyptic tendencies. Did Tyconius radically immanentize the eschaton, furnishing the 

Donatists, as Tilley states, with “a way to justify the application to the present of texts 

that their opponents would relegate to the end of the world”?153 In one sense, Tilley is 

correct: as we have seen, Tyconius is vitally concerned with undermining the claim that 

the Donatist church is itself the prophesied apocalyptic remnant. But he does not pursue 

this goal by proffering an “immanent eschatology” that flattens out properly apocalyptic 

verses into timeless principles. Rather, as we have seen, he adds a new wrinkle to the 

apocalyptic narrative. The battle between Donatist and Caecilianist is given a specific 

prophetic location in time and space. Such an interpretation also helps us navigate what, 

prior to the reconstruction of the Expositio Apocalypseos, was one of the more difficult 

passages in the Liber regularum. In his explanation of the sixth rule, De recapitulatione, 

Tyconius notes that: 

Often, too, recapitulations... appear as a likeness of what is to come, as when the 

Lord says, ‘when you see what was mentioned in the prophet Daniel, then let 

those in Judea take flight to the mountains,’ and goes on to speak of the end. But 

what Daniel mentioned is happening now in Africa, and not at the time of the end. 

But because this was going to happen, although not at the time of the end, yet 

under the same heading, he said, ‘then,’ i.e., when similar things happen through 

the world, which is the ‘departure’ and the ‘revelation of the man of sin. 

 

Commenting on this passage, Paula Fredriksen argues that “in citing these 

eschatological passages, is he making eschatological statements? It would seem difficult 

to think so, given his own specific disclaimer... Rather, these events refer to the life of the 

Church in the world... they describe not a future End, but the present earthly life of the 

                                                 
153 Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 115. 
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Church and the believer.”154 Given the scenario expounded in the Apocalypse 

commentary, however, it seems more likely that this passage refers to the way in which 

the Donatist communion precapitulates the final struggle.  

Tyconius’ apocalyptic vision, incorporating as it does the topography of the 

Donatist-Caecilianist schism, plays an important role in our reconstruction of Donatist 

eschatology. Beyond its glancing witness to the alternate apocalyptic trajectory espoused 

by his opponents – the earliest evidence we have of the mainstream Donatist remnant 

scenario – Tyconian apocalypticism is itself a unique and fascinating exegetical 

construct. The author revealed in the Expositio Apocalypseos is not the quasi-Catholic of 

Augustine or the anti-apocalyptic immanentist of Fredriksen and Tilley. He is in fact a 

representative of a vibrant apocalyptic strain within Donatism, one which indeed 

emphasizes, albeit in his own idiosyncratic fashion, the prominent role which the 

Donatist communion would play in the last times.    

 

Mainstream Remnant Apocalypticism 

So what of the opponents whose views Tyconius vociferously attacks, those who 

“want to reduce the church to the number of Noah’s household”? While we are only 

allowed brief glimpses into the theology underlying Tyconius’ adversaries in the 380s, 

the thirty years that comprise the age of Augustine furnish us with ample references to a 

remnant apocalyptic vision that existed within the mainstream Donatist church. In a 

sermon on Psalm 101 preached around 395,155 for instance, Augustine takes to task those 

who claim that “the Church which was drawn from all nations no longer exists: it has 

                                                 
154 Fredriksen, “Tyconius and the End,” 65.  

155 As dated by Roland Teske in WSA 3.19, 46.  
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perished.”156 They had turned the bishop’s own universalist argument against him: “Yes, 

that certainly was the case,” Augustine quotes, “the scriptures were fulfilled, because all 

nations did believe, but the church drawn from all nations apostatized and has been 

destroyed.”157 Augustine’s opponents insist that their communion alone has made it 

through the fire of mass apostasy. If Christ had promised that he would stand by the 

church “even to the end of the ages,” it was because “he knew there would be a Donatist 

party on earth.”158 The treatise De agone christiano, written in 397, preserves a similar 

argument:  

There are many other passages, in the books of both the Old and New Testaments, 

which have been written to make it perfectly evident that the Church has been 

spread over the world. When we confront them with this objection, they answer 

that all those prophecies were already fulfilled before the rise of the Donatist sect. 

Afterwards, so they say, the whole Church became extinct, and the remains of it 

have been preserved only within the Donatist sect.159 

 

                                                 
156 Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 101(2).8 in WSA 3.19, 68 (CCSL 40.1443: “illa ecclesia quae 

fuit omnium gentium, iam non est: periit.”) 

157 Ibid: “Iam hoc factum est… impletae sunt scripturae, crediderunt omnes gentes, sed apostatauit 

et periit ecclesia de omnibus gentibus.” 

158 Cf. ibid, Psalm 101(2).9 in WSA 3.19, 69-70 (CCSL 40.1443: “Sed hic existunt, et dicunt: 

Vobiscum sum, inquite, usque in consummationem saeculi; quia nos praeuidebat, quia pars Donati erit in 

terra”). In order to counter these allegations, Augustine falls back on the claim that the church has not yet 

spread throughout all nations: “But let us ask Christ about this... What did he predict? This gospel will be 

preached throughout the world, as a testimony to all nations; and after that the end will come (Mt 24:14). 

How then can you allege, “The Church certainly existed once, but now it has vanished”?... Do you not see 

that there are still nations among whom the gospel has not been preached? What the Lord said, by way of 

making known to the Church how few are its days, must come true. He said that the gospel must first be 

preached among all nations, and only after that will the end come. How then can you allege that the Church 

has perished from all nations, when the gospel is being preached today for the very purpose of making it 

present to all nations?” (“Interogetur ipse Christus… praedicabitur, inquit, hoc euangelium in uniuerso 

orbe, in testimonium omnibus gentibus; et tunc ueniet finis. Quid est quod dicebas: Hoc certe fuit et 

periit?... Non uides adhuc esse gentes in quibus nondum est praedicatum euqngelium? Cum ergo necesse sit 

impleri quod Dominus dixit, exiguitatem dierum meorum annuntians ecclesiae, ut praedicetur hoc 

euangelium in omnibus gentibus, et tunc ueniat finis; quid est quod dicis iam perisse ecclesiam de omnibus 

gentibus, quando ad hoc praedicatur euangelium, ut possit esse in omnibus gentibus?”) 

159 Augustine, De Agone Christiano 29.31 in FOTC 4.346 (OSA 1.424: “Et alia multa, siue in 

ueteris, siue in noui estamenti libris, quae scripta sunt, ut apertissime declarent ecclesiam Christi per orbem 

terrae esse diffusam. Quod cum eis obiicimus, dicunt iam ista omnia fuisse completa, antequam esset pars 

Donati, sed postea totam ecclesiam perisse, et in sola Donati parte reliquias eius remansisse contendunt.”) 
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As we will see, such acknowledgments of Donatist remnant exegesis occur 

throughout Augustine’s polemical corpus. 

Such a plethora of resources, however, present us with an interpretative dilemma. 

We must be wary: allowing Augustine to narrate the arguments of his opponents entails 

entering a polemical world in which the bishop of Hippo, not the Donatist communion, is 

our guide. Augustine is not, of course, interested in presenting a nuanced interpretation of 

his opponents, nor should we expect him to do so. The rhetorical tactics deployed by both 

Augustine and his Donatist interlocutors are products of ecclesiastical warfare; both sides 

sought to portray the arguments of their opponents in the harshest possible light.160 Yet 

even these portraits are constrained by certain basic rules. When arguing directly against 

his opponents, Augustine cannot distort their narrative to the point that they themselves 

would be unable to recognize it. Such a strategy would undermine his protreptic aims.  

There are, of course, two caveats to this observation. First, it is always possible 

that Augustine may simply be mistaken about his opponents’ theological claims, thus 

arguing past them despite his efforts. Something like this may be at work in Augustine’s 

defense of having left out the word “knowingly” in a phrase from Petilian’s Epistula ad 

presbyteros et diaconos in Contra litteras Petiliani 3.22.26. Augustine was likely not 

deliberately suppressing the term – indeed, he spends the next four chapters 

demonstrating how the inclusion of the phrase only adds to his opponent’s incoherence. 

                                                 
160 It is important keep the eristic nature of our primary sources in mind. We cannot fault 

Augustine for his failure to provide us a balanced portrayal of his opponents: Augustine is not writing for 

the benefit of future historiographers, but in the service of what he considers to be the true Church of North 

Africa. For a helpful contextualization of Augustine within the practice of ancient rhetoric, see Dave Tell, 

“Augustine and the ‘Chair of Lies’: Rhetoric in The Confessions” in Rhetorica: A Journal of the History of 

Rhetoric 28.4 (Autumn 2010), 384-407, Ernest Fortin, “Augustine and the Problem of Christan Rhetoric” 

in Augustinian Studies 5 (1974), 85-100, and James Murphy, “Saint Augustine and the Christianization of 

Rhetoric” in Western Journal of Communication 22 (1958), 24-29.  
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Instead, he appears to have simply overlooked the critical importance of the term in 

Petilian’s argument. Second, when summing up Donatist arguments to parties outside the 

Donatist communion, Augustine proves very willing to elide over certain nuances for the 

sake of rhetorical effectiveness. It is here that we can sometimes play Augustine against 

himself to perceive a clearer picture of Donatist exegesis. In a letter written in 417 to 

Boniface, the Roman tribune of Africa, for instance, Augustine claims that the Donatists 

“refuse to recognize the Church in what follows: And that repentance be preached in his 

name through all the nations, beginning from Jerusalem.”161 But this is not quite correct: 

when addressing Donatist partisans in the Epistula ad Catholicos, written c. 401-402, 

Augustine will castigate them for precisely the opposite error: “How dare they claim that 

the Lord’s statement that ‘repentance and the remission of sins will be preached in his 

name to every nation, beginning in Jerusalem,’ has already been completed, and that 

afterwards everyone else fell away!” 162 

A certain suspicion concerning Augustine’s portrait of the movement is therefore 

necessary.163 In this chapter, I have attempted to minimize the interpretive difficulty as 

much as possible by highlighting the witness of Donatist writers themselves. We can be 

reasonably confident of the existence of a theological trajectory roughly corresponding to 

                                                 
161 Augustine, Letter 185.1.3 in WSA 2.3, 181 (CSEL 57.3: “Nolunt agnoscere ecclesiam in eo, 

quod sequitur: Et praedicari in nomine eius paenitentiam et remissionem peccatorum per omnes gentes 

incipientibus ab Hierusalem.”) 

162 Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 17.43 (OSA 28.628: “Quomodo ergo isti dicunt iam esse 

completum quod dominus ait: praedicari in nomine eius paenitentiam et remissionem peccatorum in omnes 

gentes, incipientibus ab Hierusalem, sed postea ceteris deficientibus.”) 

163 A similar suspicion should, of course, be registered for Donatist portrayals of Caecilianism in 

general and Augustine in particular (in a quote found in Contra litteras Petiliani 3.16.19-17.20, for 

instance, Petilian claims that Augustine remains a closet Manichee, offered love-potions to a female 

congregant, and was ordained in defiance of his superior bishop Megalius). But whereas we may make use 

of a number of Caecilianist documents in order to contexualize and counteract Donatist polemical 

portrayals of the “traditor communion,” our ability to do the same for Donatism is limited.  
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Augustine’s narrative in De agone Christiano, for instance, because it is corroborated by 

Tyconius and other Donatist voices. Following Tilley’s five-fold hermeneutic for 

recovering dissident theology,164 I have included only those remnant motifs that can be 

found among a broad range of writings, preferably attested to by multiple authors. While 

we can never be sure whether the hypothetical Donatist interlocutors whom Augustine 

quotes are based on actual debates or exist only as an ideal type, we can limit ourselves to 

those statements which Augustine quotes as if fact – “you say,” for instance – rather than 

extrapolation – “you would say.” Scriptural citations are especially valuable in this 

regard. Whenever Augustine quotes, then proceeds to undermine, a particular Donatist 

proof-text, we can be reasonably confident of its use by his opponents, because 

Augustine’s primary polemical argument is that the Donatists have no scriptural basis for 

their beliefs.165 It would not be in the bishop of Hippo’s interest to highlight scriptural 

passages justifying Donatist remnant ecclesiology where none existed.  

In the remainder of this chapter, then, my goal is to reconstruct the topography of 

Donatist remnant apocalypticism in the late fourth and early fifth centuries by carefully 

deciphering the fleeting glimpses we are given via Augustine’s eristic lens. I argue that 

                                                 
164 Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 4-5.  Tilley’s hermeneutical principles can be explained 

as follows. Multiple attestation of sources means that a reference to a presumed Donatist practice by 

Catholic authors is not to be taken as representative of the movement without other passages which 

corroborate it, the more the better.  Congruency refers to passages which show similarities with other 

known aspects of Donatist thought, thus making their veracity more likely.  Extrapolation refers to the 

doubtful legitimacy of passages which appear to be Catholic extrapolations of Donatist beliefs (Tilley’s 

example is “You would say” vs. “you say”).  Dissimilarity means that passages in Catholic polemics which 

seem to be irrelevant to the argument or even to undermine their own case probably reflect genuine 

Donatist concerns, since they would have had no polemical value.  Finally, strength refers to the amount of 

space a Catholic polemicist spends refuting a particular Donatist argument.  The more strenuous and 

extended the objections, the more likely that the original argument constituted a genuinely Donatist line of 

reasoning. 

165 See, for instance, Augustine’s polemeical argument in Epistula ad Catholicos 16.40. 
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the North African communion’s eschatological vision is more complex – and more 

unified – than Augustine will allow us to perceive at any one time.  

Perhaps the clearest portrait we are given of this more “mainstream” Donatist 

remnant motif comes from the rather enigmatic Epistula ad Catholicos de secta 

Donatistarum, also known as De unitate ecclesiae. Its oddity stems from its uncertain 

place within Augustine’s canonical writings. According to the opening lines of the work, 

it appears to have been composed around 401 or 402 in the heat of Augustine’s 

controversy against Petilian166 – and yet the bishop of Hippo’s target here is not Petilian, 

but rather “the Donatists” as a group. The work is not mentioned in the Retractationes, 

leading several academics, including the Maurists, the German theologian Karl Adam, 

and Pierre Batiffol to speculate that it was written by a disciple of Augustine rather than 

the bishop himself.167 However, their arguments have not been widely accepted. The 

work, explicitly claiming Augustinian authorship, is identified as a “letter” – a category 

sometimes, but not always, meriting a mention in Augustine’s literary autobiography. 

Moreover, it appears in the list of Augustinian writings compiled by Possidius shortly 

after the bishop’s death in 430.168 Most scholars, therefore, have credited the Epistula ad 

                                                 
166 Cf. Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 1.1. 

167 Yves Congar in his introduction to Epistula ad Catholicos (OSA 28.485-494) offers an 

excellent overview of the arguments for and against Augustinian authorship of the letter, ultimately 

concluding that “The Ep. ad Cath. should be attributed to saint Augustine, though perhaps not everything 

was by his hand” (OSA 28.494: “On peut attribuer l’Epist. ad Cathol. à saint Augustin, bien que tout n’y 

soit peut-être pas de sa main”). We should emphasize, however, that whether written by Augustine himself 

or a disciple, the document is known to date from the time of the controversy with Petilian.  

168 Possidius, Indiculus 3 (edited in André Wilmart, “Operum s. Augustini elenchus a Possidio 

eiusdem discipulo Calamensi episcopo digestus,” in Miscellanea Agostiniana 2 (Rome, 1932), 169; see 

also PL 46.8).  
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Catholicos as an authentic writing by the bishop of Hippo.169 For the purposes of this 

chapter, however, the question of authorship may be set aside; while we will here assume 

its Augustinian provenance, the possibility of another hand would aid, rather than harm, 

our central argument, as it would provide a further (albeit hostile) witness to the Donatist 

claim.  

In addition to its textual oddities, the Epistula ad Catholicos is unique in that it 

preserves what is by far the most complete account of a viable Donatist apocalyptic 

trajectory. Here we possess an entire book dedicated to the analysis and refutation of an 

interlocking three-stage exegetical argument, one that poses a considerable threat to the 

Caecilianist case for the universality of the church. I will therefore utilize the Epistula ad 

Catholicos as the backbone for my reconstruction of the Donatist case, buttressing it at 

relevant junctures by appealing to other writings within the Augustinian corpus.  

 

The Remnant. The letter is written in order to answer a very specific concern: 

“The question before us is this: Where is the church? Is it with us, or the Donatists?”170 

For Augustine, the query is easily answered: the true church in North Africa is that which 

is in communion with the universal church. The verses he cites in defense of this premise 

are part of his standard rhetorical arsenal.171 Both Augustine and his Donatist opponents, 

he claims, agree concerning the prophecy that Christ’s church would be preached to all 

                                                 
169 Cf. Monceaux, Histoire Litteraire 7, 105; Frend, Donatist Church, 339; Tilley, Bible in 

Christian North Africa, 138; Shaw, Sacred Violence, 854.  

170 Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos, 2.2 (OSA 28.504: “Ubi sit ecclesia, utrum apud nos an apud 

illos?”) 

171 Such as Genesis 22.17, Psalm 2.7-8, Psalm 18.5, Isaiah 11.9-10, Daniel 2.34-35, Luke 24.47. In 

Epistula ad Catholicos 6.11-12.31, Augustine embarks on an extended scriptural catena in order to 

decisively prove the prophesied universality of the church.  
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nations prior to the end of the world. But the Donatists, Augustine warns us, carry the 

claim too far. Their seeming agreement with the Caecilianists on this point quickly turns 

subversive, undermining the very ground on which Augustine has carefully staked his 

claim. In the bishop of Hippo’s indignant words,  

How dare they claim that the Lord’s statement that ‘repentance and the remission 

of sins will be preached in his name to every nation, beginning in Jerusalem,’ has 

already been completed, and that afterwards everyone else fell away, so that only 

Africa remained faithful to Christ?172 

 

We have encountered this argument before. Here, Augustine quickly deflects his 

opponents’ argument by claiming that “it’s obvious that such a feat hasn’t been 

accomplished yet.”173 Such a qualification, however, exposes him to further dangers, for 

if the church is not yet “universal” in extent, the difference between Donatist and 

Caecilianist is merely one of relative size. Donatists could play at this game as well. 

Indeed, in other writings, several of Augustine’s opponents will seize on this concession. 

Cresconius, for instance, will parry by saying, in Augustine’s words, “that we [the 

Catholic church] are not in communion with the whole world, because there are still 

many barbarian nations who do not believe in Christ, and because, under the name of 

Christ, there are many heresies estranged from our communion.”174 In Augustine’s Letter 

93, the Rogatist bishop Vincent of Cartenna pursues a similar tactic: “For you say, ‘If one 

considers all the parts of the world, in comparison to the whole world the part in which 

                                                 
172 Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 17.43. (OSA 28.628: “Quomodo ergo isti dicunt iam esse 

completum quod dominus ait: praedicari in nomine eius paenitentiam et remissionem peccatorum in omnes 

gentes, incipientibus ab Hierusalem, sed postea ceteris deficientibus solam Christo Africam remansisse?”)  

173 Ibid: “Cum adhuc illud implendum sit, nondum impletum.” 

174 Augustine, Contra Cresconium, 3.70 (OSA 31.416: “Ideo nobis non totus orbis communicet, 

quia uel adhuc multa sunt gentium barbarum, quae in Christum nondum crediderunt, uel sub nomine Christi 

haereses multae a communione nostrae societatis alienae.”) 
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the Christian faith is known is small.”175 To counter him, Augustine is forced to take 

refuge in a position dangerously close to what he has already repudiated in the Epistula 

ad Catholicos:  

You either do not want to consider or you pretend that you do not know to how 

many barbarian nations the gospel came in so short a time that even the enemies 

of Christ cannot doubt that in a short while there will occur what he replied to his 

disciples who were asking about the end of the world: And this gospel will be 

preached in the whole world as a testimony to all the nations, and then the end 

will come.”176  

 

For the majority of Donatist polemicists, however, the fulfillment of the prophecy 

concerning the church’s universal expansion is assumed. In the Epistula ad Catholicos, 

this claim is buttressed by two arguments: the first based on the concept of the remnant, 

the other ordered around the central importance of human agency. It is especially 

important to follow the Donatist reasoning concerning the latter, as Augustine seriously 

distorts the picture in his own analysis. He claims, for instance, that his opponents, 

“though they admit that these passages” – those which promise the universal extent of the 

church – “are true, they argue that they could not be fulfilled... And when you ask them 

why their predictions could not be fulfilled, they answer: ‘Because humans did not wish 

it.’”177 If we accept Augustine’s narrative at face value, we are left with a contradiction. 

Augustine has already admitted to us that the Donatist argument hinges on the idea that 

                                                 
175 Augustine, Letter 93.7.22 in WSA 2.1, 390 (CCSL 31A.183: “Dicis enim: ‘Quantum ad totius 

mundi pertinet partes, modica pars est in compensatione totius mundi, in qua fides christiana nominatur.’” 

176 Ibid: “Nec quis attendere aut te nosse dissimulas, in quam multas iam barbaras nationes tam 

paruo tempore uenerit euangelium, ut nec inimici Christi dubitare iam possint, breui tempore futurum quod 

discipulis respondit de saeculi fine quaerentibus: Et praedicabitur hoc euangelium in uniuerso orbe in 

testimonium omnibus gentibus, et tun ueniet finis.” 

177 Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos, 9.23 (OSA 28.560: “Haec ergo cum uera esse fateantur, 

impleri non posse contendunt… et cum quaeris ab eis, cur haec impleri non possint, respondent: ‘quia 

homines nolunt.’”) We encounter a similar appeal to human agency in Tyconius; cf. Book of Rules 3 

(Babcock, 89).  
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the prophecies did come to pass. Indeed, he tacitly admits as much when he further 

elaborates the Donatist agency argument:  

“Humans are created with free will,” they say, “and if they will to do so, they 

believe in Christ; if they do not will this, they do not believe. If they will to 

persevere in the faith, they do; but if not, they fall away. And therefore, although 

the Church began to grow throughout the world, humans did not wish to persevere 

– and the Christian religion has faded away in every nation except the party of 

Donatus.”178 

 

The difference here between Augustine and his Donatist interlocutors is subtle, 

but important. His opponents are not claiming that agency trumps prophecy, as Augustine 

condescendingly asserts (“As if the Spirit of God couldn’t perceive the future free will of 

humans! Who would be crazy enough to say this?”179). Rather, the bishop of Hippo is 

surreptitiously smuggling in a further assumption about the church’s prophesied universal 

expansion, namely, that once established, it can never die out in any region. As we have 

seen earlier, this is precisely what Donatist remnant ecclesiology, relying on a second set 

of exegetical predictions, would not grant.  

Such a remnant ecclesiology is forcefully deployed in the extant argument 

preserved in the Epistula ad Catholicos. Augustine’s opponents mine a number of 

biblical passages in order to prove that the true church is more often identified by its 

minority status than by its universality. They appeal, for instance, to Matthew 7.13 – 

“Enter by the narrow gate... only the narrow gate and the slender road lead to life, and 

few are those who enter it” – to buttress their contention that “they alone remained as that 

                                                 
178 Ibid: “Cum arbitrio quippe libero, inquiunt, homo creatus est, et si uult credit in Christum, si 

non uult non credit; si uult perseuerat in eo quod credit, si non uult non perseuerat. Et ideo cum coepisset 

per orbem terrarum crescere ecclesia, noluerunt homines perseuerare te defecit ex omnibus gentibus 

christiana religio excepta parte Donati.”  

179 Ibid: “Quasi uero nescierit spiritus dei futuras hominum uoluntates: quis hoc insannissimus 

dixerit?” 
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small number whom the Lord praised.”180 Moreover, the Epistula ad Catholicos 

preserves the most sustained genealogical appeal based on scriptural exegesis of the 

remnant found in Donatist literature: 

“We’ll prove it,” they say. “Look: Enoch was the only one among the entire 

population who pleased God, and he was translated to heaven. Later, when the 

entire earth was destroyed by the flood, only Noah, along with his wife, sons, and 

daughters-in-law deserved to be saved in the ark.” They also added the case of 

Lot, who alone, along with his daughters, was saved from Sodom, and likewise 

said the same about Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, because only a few were 

pleasing to God in a world devoted to idols and demons. Lastly, they give the 

example of the people of Israel, who had multiplied and before the times of the 

kings had already been divided into twelve tribes, and point to the fact that ten 

tribes were separated and handed over [traditas] to the servant of Solomon, but 

two remained with the son of Solomon and the kingdom based in Jerusalem. “And 

so too in our era,” they say, “the whole world has apostatized, and we alone, like 

those two tribes remained in the temple of God, that is in the Church. Was not 

Jesus Christ followed by many disciples? But seventy-two fell away; only the 

Twelve remained with him.181 

 

Enoch, Noah, Lot, Abraham-Isaac-Jacob, the two faithful tribes, and the twelve 

apostles: an alternate way of looking at the church is preserved here in the Donatist 

genealogy. In all of these cases, the true church, whether found in Israel or the New 

Testament community, is not defined by universal extent, but by faithfulness to the divine 

commandments.182 Moreover, it is characterized as a persecuted minority. By using the 

                                                 
180 Ibid, 14.36 (OSA 28.606: “Intrate per angustam portam… quam angusta porta et arta uia quae 

ducit ad uitam, et pauci sunt qui ingrediuntur per illam.”) 

181 Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 13.33 (OSA 28.596: “‘Lego,’ inquit. ‘Nam Enoch unus inter 

omnes homines placuit deo et translatus est et postea toto mundo aquarum inundatione deleto solus Noe 

cum coniuge et filiis et nuribus suis in arca meruit liberari. Adiungunt etiam de Loth, quod solus cum 

filiabus de Sodomis liberatus sit, de ipso quoque Abraham et Isaac et Iacob, quod pauci fuerint deo 

placentes in terra idolis et daemonibus dedita. Postremo iam multiplicato populo Israhel, iam temporibus 

regum in terra promissionis, quae fuerat omnibus duodecim tribubus distributa, commemorant decem tribus 

diuisas et traditas seruo Salomonis, duas autem remansisse filio Salomonis ad regnum quod erat 

Hierusalem. ‘Sic et nunc,’ inquiunt, ‘totus mundus apostatauit, nos autem tamquam duae illae tribus in 

templo dei, hoc est in ecclesia, remansimus. Dominum etiam Iesum Christum cum plurimi discipuli 

sequerentur, septuaginta duobus apostatantibus soli cum illo duodecim remanserunt.’) 

182 A point often noted by Petilian and others; indeed, it is a Donatist commonplace that the 

Church is known by its purity, not by its extent (cf. Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos , in 
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rhetoric of agency and remnant exegesis, then, the Donatist argument encapsulated in 

Epistula ad Catholicos is able to account both for the spread of the church to all nations 

and its subsequent abandonment by the vast majority. 

 

The Apostasy. But Augustine’s opponents do not stop at demonstrating that such a 

remnant motif is exegetically plausible. They go further: the present crisis was predicted. 

The Donatist communion’s current minority status is not merely a recapitulation of 

biblical typology; nor is it, as Tyconius argued, a precapitulative dress rehearsal for the 

end. Instead, Augustine’s anonymous adversaries turn to those scriptural passages which 

seem to predict a widespread “falling away” in the latter days. It is here that remnant 

ecclesiology is directly tied to apocalyptic exegesis, for these Donatists claim that the fall 

of the Caecilianists and transmarine churches is a direct fulfillment of biblical prophecy.  

Three proof-texts in particular receive the full force of Augustine’s rhetorical 

assault. We first encounter the Donatist apocalyptic argument in a citation of Luke 18.8: 

“They also say that the Lord was talking about the falling away of the world when he 

said: ‘When the Son of Man comes, do you think he will find faith on the earth?’”183 In 

rapid succession, Augustine uncovers and proceeds to undermine two further exegetical 

claims: Matthew 24.12-13 (“Here is the detritus: ‘Because iniquity has increased, the love 

of many will grow cold.’ Here is the good seed: ‘He who endures to the end will be 

                                                                                                                                                 
Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.38.9; the Rogatist Vincent in Augustine, Letter 93.7.23; Petilian at 

the 411 Conference at Carthage in Gesta conlationis Carthaginiensis 3.22.  

183 Ibid, 15.38 (OSA 28.610: “Item dicunt de apostasia orbis terrarum dictum esse quod ait 

dominus: Filius hominis ueniens putas inueniet fidem in terra?”). Indeed, this particular verse appears to 

have been something of a commonplace in Donatist apocalyptic thought; we find it referred to in 

Augustine’s Letter 93.9.33; Sermon 88.2; Enarrationes, Psalm 31(2).11; Contra Gaudentium 2.6.6. 
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saved.’ Where is Donatist Africa named?”)184 and 1 Timothy 4.1 (“Here is the detritus: 

‘Now the Spirit, he says, ‘plainly states that in the latter times some shall depart from the 

faith, paying attention to seducing spirits, and doctrines of demons,’ etc. Where is 

Donatist Africa named, so that it alone remains as the ‘pillar and ground of truth,’ the 

‘mystery of godliness’ which continues until the end of time?”185). In both cases, 

Augustine is attempting to counter his opponents’ exegesis by locating the distinction 

between “weeds” and “good seed” within the church rather than outside it, thus radically 

de-eschatologizing the import of the Donatist proof-texts.  

Such a pairing of apocalyptic proof-texts is not unprecedented in Donatist 

exegesis. In his sermon on Psalm 31, for instance, Augustine warns his congregation that 

when “Christ had asked, When the Son of Man comes, do you think he will find faith on 

earth?, he did not mean to provide “an opening to some heretics who would seize on it 

and think that it meant the whole world had fallen away (for all heretics are very elitist 

and out of touch) and might take occasion to brag that in themselves alone remained the 

faith that had vanished from the rest of the world.”186 We encounter a similar apocalyptic 

                                                 
184 Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 24.70 (OSA 28.694: “Ecce purgamenta eius: quoniam 

abundauit iniquitas, refrigescet caritas multorum. Esse frumenta eius: qui autem perseuerauerit usque in 

finem, hic saluus erit. Ubi hic Africa nominata est in parte Donati?”) 

185 Ibid: “Ecce purgamenta eius: spiritus autem, inquit, manifeste dicit quia in nouissimis 

temporibus recedent quidam a fide, attendentes spiritibus doctrinis daemoniorum et cetera. Ubi et hic 

Africa in parte Donati nominata est, ut in ea remanserit columna et firmamentum ueritatis aut pietatis 

sacramentum, de quo sque in finem ita cucurrit?” As we have seen in the previous chapter, 1 Timothy 4.1 

was often interpreted in this manner by Donatist exegetes.  

186 Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 31(2).11 in WSA 3.15, 373-374 (CCSL 38.233: “Cum enim 

Christus dixisset: Putas ueniens Filius hominis inueniet fidem in terra, et ne existerent quidam haeretici, 

qui adtendentes et putantes quasi lapsum totum mundum, omnes enim haeretici in paucis et in parte sunt, 

iactarent se, quod in ipsis remansit quod de toto mundo parierit”). Augustine further counters the Donatist 

eschatological distinction between the “filthy” weeds and the “good seed” in Sermon 88.19.22 (WSA 3.3, 

433): “If, on account of the multitude of the wicked, it was said, Do you think, when the Son of man comes, 

he will find faith on the earth?... all the same, there is also a multitude of the good, and someone was told 

So shall your seed be like the stars of the sky, and like the sand of the sea”  (PL 38.551: “Et si propter 

abundantiam malorum dictum est: Putas, ueniens Filius hominis inueniet fidem in terra?... tamen et propter 
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catena in Letter 93, Augustine’s response to the Rogatist bishop Vincent discussed above. 

In reaction to Vincent’s claim that the eastern churches have gone into schism, Augustine 

defensively cites –then proceeds to reinterpret – a number of eschatological passages 

which appear to have been utilized by the Donatist communion:  

And so, the whole world has been placed in the power of the evil one (John 5.19) 

on account of the weeds, which are spread throughout the whole world, and Christ 

is propitiation for our sins, not only for our sins, but also for those of the whole 

world (1 John 2:2), on account of the wheat, which is spread throughout the whole 

world. But the love of many grows cold (Matthew 24:12), on account of the 

abundance of scandals to the extent that the name of Christ has attained more and 

more glory and there are gathered into the communion of his sacraments even the 

evil and the persistently and utterly perverse... Of these the Lord also says, “Amid 

the abundance of sinfulness he who perseveres up to the end will be saved” 

(Matthew 24:12)... On account of this abundance of sinfulness, which the Lord 

foretold would exist, this passage was also written, When the Son of Man comes, 

do you suppose he will find faith on earth? (Luke 18:8).187 

 

As we have seen, despite Augustine’s strenuous attempts to reconcile these 

passages with the idea of the church’s universal expansion, the use of such verses to 

buttress an apocalyptic apostasy narrative is not limited to the Donatist communion: the 

                                                                                                                                                 
abundantiam bonorum, et propter eum cui dictum est: Sic erit semen tuum sicut stellae coeli, et sicut arena 

maris”). Indeed, in Letter 76.2 (WSA 2.1, 288), the same distinction is pursued to the denigration of the 

Donatist communion: “You imagine that you escape the weeds before the time of the harvest, because you 

are nothing but weeds. For if you were grain, you would tolerate the weeds that are mixed in and would not 

split yourselves off from the crop of Christ. Of the weeds it was, of course, said, Because injustice will 

abound, the faith of many will grow cold, and of the wheat it was said, The one who perseveres up to the 

end will be saved.” (CCSL 31A.78: “Fingitis uos ante tempus messis fugere permixta zizania, quia uos estis 

sola zizania. Nam si frumenta essetis, permixta zizania toleraretis, et a segete Christinon uos diuideretis. De 

zizaniis quidem dictum est: Quoniam abundauit iniquitas, refrigescet caritas multorum, sed et de tritico 

dictum est: Qui perseuerauerit usque in finum, hic saluus erit.”) 

187 Augustine, Letter 93.9.32-33 in WSA 2.1, 397 (CCSL 31A.192: “Itaque et totus mundus in 

maligno positus est propter zizania, quae sunt per totum mundum, et Christus propitiator est peccatorum 

nostrorum, non tantum nostrorum sed et totius mundi propter triticum, quod est per totum mundum. 

Refrigescit autem caritas multorum propter scandalorum abundantiam. Quanto magis magisque glorificato 

Christi nomine congregantur in communionem sacramentum eius etiam maligni et perseueranter omnino 

peruersi… de quibus et dominus dicit: Inter abundantiam iniquitatis qui perseuerauerit usque in finem hic 

saluus erit… propter hanc enim abundantiam iniquitatis, quam dominus futuram esse praedixit, etiam illud 

positum est: Cum uenerit filius hominis, putas inueniet fidem in terra?). We are, unfortunately, not privy to 

the text of Vincent’s original letter. Is Augustine responding to the use of these verses by the rogue bishop 

of Cartenna, or is he preemptively citing these texts in order to deny him their use? In either case, it appears 

that Augustine is aware of the importance of these verses to the Donatist communion.  
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same trio of verses used by Augustine’s Donatist opponents in Epistula ad Catholicos are 

attested to by the anti-Nicene author of the Opus imperfectum in Matheum and the 

anonymous Catholic of the Consultationes Zacchaei et Apolloni.188 What we are 

encountering is the second step in an elaborate Donatist apocalyptic argument. 

Augustine’s eschatological scenario is, in their eyes, missing a crucial element: if it was 

indeed predicted that the church would spread to all nations, it was also predicted that it 

would then undergo a mass apostasy in order to reveal the faithful remnant whom the 

Lord would find upon his return.  

 

The South. Augustine’s opponents then drive their argument home by pinpointing 

the location of the prophesied eschatological remnant. In the Epistula ad Catholicos, they 

appeal to both chronological and geographical hints within the sacred writings to 

substantiate their claim. We must exercise caution when extrapolating the former type. 

“That statement about ‘the last shall be first?’” Augustine’s Donatist opponents are made 

to say – “That refers to us. After all, the gospel came to Africa very late – that’s why we 

don’t find the apostles claiming in their letters that Africa had converted. On the other 

hand, this statement applies to those Easterners and anyone else whom the Holy Books 

                                                 
188 The Opus Imperfectum utilizes the witness of Matt. 24.10-12 in order to claim that Christ 

“speaks about our days, in which more have fallen away from the faith than have been strengthened in the 

faith” (Homily 48, 24.10 in Kellerman, 378 [PG 56.905: “sed de nostris dicit, in quibus plures scandalizati 

sunt, et scandalizantur a fide, quam confirmentur in fide.”]); similarly, the author of the Consultationes 

Zacchaei et Apollonii says that “The abandoning of the faith among us and the immensity of our sins will 

bring these events to pass... [as] the Lord says in the Gospel when bemoaning the evils of the human race, 

When the Son of Man comes, do you think he will find faith on the earth? And the Apostle, denouncing the 

iniquity of these latter days, says also: In the last days perilous times will come: men will love themselves 

alone, blasphemers, prideful, disobedient to their parents, foolish, disordered, without affection, without 

mercy” (3.7.4 in SC 402.210: “Sed haec fieri humanae fidei defectio et peccatorum immensitas maturabit… 

Dominus in euangelio de abusione humani generis conquerens ait: Cum uenerit filius hominis, putas 

inueniet fidem super terram? Apostolus etiam horum temporum iniquitatem increpans ait: Erunt, inquit, in 

nouissimus diebus tempora periculosa. Homines se ipsos amantes, blasphemi, superbi, parentibus non 

oboedientes, insensate, incompositi, sine adfectione, sine miseracordia.”).  
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tell us accepted the Christian faith: ‘The first shall be last,’ since they fell away from the 

faith.”189 At its core, the passage is likely Donatist in origin. However, the use of 

Matthew 20.16 by the Donatist communion is not attested to elsewhere, and this limits 

our ability to state definitively how Donatist exegetes may have utilized it. While the 

statement supplied by Augustine fits with what we observe elsewhere in the Donatist 

remnant scenario, we cannot be sure to what extent the bishop of Hippo has glossed its 

original context.  

Such a paucity of corroborating references, however, disappears when we turn to 

the second of the two means by which Donatist exegetes proved that North Africa was 

the prophesied home of the elect remnant. In the Epistula ad Catholicos, the Donatist 

geographical argument hinges on the special status that the term “south” often carries in 

the Old Testament. In Donatist proof-texts, the “south” (meridie) is interpreted as the 

location of the eschatological people of God, the region where the communion of the 

faithful would reside at the end of time.  

Nowhere is this motif more evident than in the paradigmatic Donatist proof-text, 

Song of Songs 1.7: “‘It’s written,’ they claim, ‘in the Song of Songs that the bride (that 

is, the Church), says to the groom: ‘Tell me, you whom my soul loves, where you pasture 

your flock, where you lie down.” The answer is: “in the south [meridie].’”190 As 

                                                 
189 Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos, 15.37 (OSA 28.638: “‘De nobis,’ inquiunt, ‘dictum est: 

erunt primi qui erant nouissimi. Ad Africam enim euangelium postmodum uenit et ideo nusquam litterarum 

apostolicarum scriptum est Africam credidisse. De orientalibus autem et ceteris gentibus, quae in sanctis 

libris commemorantur fidem recepisse christianam, dictum est: erunt nouissimi qui erant primi, quia 

recessuri erant a fide.”) 

190 Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos, 16.40 (OSA 28.618: “‘Scriptum est,’ inquiunt,’ in Canticis 

canticorum sponsa, id est ecclesia, dicente ad sponsum: annuntia mihi, quem dilexit anima mea, ubi pascis, 

ubi cubas in meridie.”) As Maureen Tilley notes in Bible in Christian North Africa, 148, Donatist and 

Caecilianist exegesis differed on the precise interpretation of the crucial term “meridie”: “Catholics such as 

Augustine interpreted the final phrase to mean ‘at midday,’ an obvious time for the animals to rest from the 
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Augustine’s repeated attempts to subvert this exegetical motif show, the polemical use of 

Song of Songs 1.6 was extremely widespread. Maureen Tilley notes that “the 

strenuousness and regularity with which his [Augustine’s] objections were advanced 

would lead one to believe that this quotation was actually used by the Donatists to 

confirm their title as the beloved of the Lord.”191 We find an appeal to it in multiple 

sermons, letters, and polemical writings192; in short, as Augustine irritably laments,   

Whenever we begin to press them by the light of the unity of the Church spread 

throughout the whole world, and request them in their turn to point to some 

testimony from the scriptures where God foretold that the Church would exist 

only in Africa, with the rest of the nations seemingly lost to it, this is the 

testimony they usually have on the tips of their tongues, saying that Africa is in 

the noon day, or south [meridie]. “So,” they say, “when the Church asks the Lord 

where he grazes his flock, where he lies down, he answers In the noon day, or 

south [meridie]; so that it’s as if the questioner’s voice goes, Tell me, you whom 

my soul has loved, where you graze your flock, where you lie down, and the 

answerer’s voice says, In the noon day [meridie], that is, in Africa.”193 

 

Frustrated, Augustine states in Epistula ad Catholicos that “This is the only 

testimony they can come up with that even remotely appears to refer to them, since 

Africa is situated in the southern parts of the world.”194 This is an exaggeration. In 

                                                                                                                                                 
intense heat of the North African sun. On the other hand, Donatists thought that the phrase could only mean 

‘in the south.’” 

191 Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 148-149.  

192 Cf. Augustine, Letter 93.8.24, 25; Sermon 46.33, 35; Sermon 138.9; Sermon 147A.3. 

193 Augustine, Sermon 138.9 in WSA 3.4, 390-391 (PL 38.768: “Cum eos urgere coeperimus luce 

unitatis ecclesiae diffusae toto orbe terrarum, et poposcerimus ut ostendant ipsi de scripturis aliquod 

testimonium, ubi Deus praedixit in Africa futuram ecclesiam, quasi perditis ceteris gentibus; hoc solent 

testimonium in ore habere, et dicere: Africa in meridie est; interrogans ergo, inquiunt, ecclesia Dominum 

ubi pascat, ubi cubet; respondet ille: In meridie, ut quasi uox interrogantis sit: Annuntia mihi, quem dilexit 

anima mea, ubi pascas, ubi cubes; et uox quasi respondentis: In meridie, hoc est, in Africa.”) The WSA 

translation’s consistent rendering of “meridie” with the dual terms “noonday, or south” alerts us to the 

multivalent interpretations of the term: while Augustine prefers the understanding of meridie as “noonday,” 

his Donatist opponents would have interpreted it as a reference to the “south.”  

194 Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 16.40 (OSA 28.618: “Hoc est unicum testimonium quod pro 

se isti resonare arbitrantur, eo quod Africa in meridiana orbis parte sit constituta.”) 
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Sermon 46, for instance, Augustine shows that he is aware of at least two further proof-

texts that often stood alongside Sg. 1.7 to corroborate the Donatist claim. “There is also,’ 

they say, ‘another testimony’... God will come from the Afric, and now of course where 

the Afric is, there is Africa.”195 The passage in question, Habakkuk 3.3, is quickly set 

aside, the enigmatic term “Afric” explained by Augustine as another name for Jerusalem: 

“Now read up the division of the land among all the tribes of the children of Israel in the 

book of Jesus Nave [Joshua]; it says there, quite clearly, Jebus from the Afric, which is 

Jerusalem. So that’s the meaning of God will come from the Afric.”196 In fact, Augustine 

and his opponents are both partially correct in their interpretations of the Old Latin text. 

In Augustine’s quotation of Joshua 15.8, Jerusalem is indeed identified with the “Afric” – 

but this is because in both passages the term “Afric” is an archaic word for “the south,” 

which helps, rather than hurts, the Donatist contention.197 Augustine’s dismissive 

interpretation of its significance to the Donatist communion – “Well, there’s a fine 

testimony for you! The heretics are announcing another Christ who is born in Africa and 

goes through the world!”198 – takes on an entirely different hue if the passage is 

                                                 
195 Augustine, Sermon 46.38 in WSA 3.2, 289-290 (PL 38.293: “Sed dic aliud quod te dicebas, 

esse dicturum… Deus ab Africo ueniet; et iam ubi Africus, utique Africa”). The use of this verse in 

Donatist polemical literature is also attested to in Letter 105.4.15. 

196 Augustine, Sermon 46.40 in WSA 3.2, 291 (PL 38.294: “Lege diuisionem terrae filiorum Israel 

omnibus tribubus in libro Iesu Naue. Aperte ibi dictum est: Iebus ab Africo, quae est Hierusalem. Lege, 

quaere, et inuenies.”) 

197 Cf. the later Vulgate edition of both texts: “Deus ab austro veniet” (Hab. 3.3), and “ad 

meridiem, haec est, Hierusalem” (Josh. 15.8). In both cases, it is clear that the Old Latin translation refers 

to the “south.”  

198 Augustine, Sermon 46.38 in WSA 3.2, 291 (PL 38.293: “O testimonium! Deus ab Africo 

ueniet, et ab Africa ueniet Deus! Alterum Christum in Africa nasci et ire per mundum haeretici 

annuntiant!”) 
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apocalyptic in nature, that is, if the advent in question is Christ’s second coming rather 

than an imaginary future nativity.199 

A third Donatist proof-text is also found in Sermon 46, but we can only dimly 

perceive its contours. “They have still got something else to say. ‘A Cyrenaean,’ they say, 

‘a certain Simon was compelled to carry the Lord’s cross.’ We’ve read about it, but how 

does it help you, I would like to know? ‘A Cyrenaean,’ he says, ‘is an African. That’s 

why he was the one who was compelled to carry the cross.’”200 This scrap of a larger 

narrative is too far debased to carry much more than a hint of its original context, but it 

likely indicates the presence of a broader typological argument for the Donatist claim that 

the true church would one day be located in Africa.  

Moreover, Augustine is not our sole witness to the exegetical importance of the 

“south” within the Donatist communion. It is Tyconius, in fact, who first attests to its use. 

In the Liber regularum, the theme crops up repeatedly. In agreement with his Donatist 

colleagues, Tyconius believes that the term “south” clearly refers to the true church. He 

utilizes Sg. 1.7, for instance, to draw a contrast between the righteous “south” and 

apostate “north”: “There are two parts in the church, one of the south and one of the 

north. The Lord abides in the southern part, as it is written: where you graze your flock, 

where you abide in the south [in meridiano] but the devil abides in the north, as the Lord 

                                                 
199 As the larger narrative of the verse in question implies: “God came from Teman [“the south” in 

the Vulgate and Old Latin texts], and the Holy One from Mount Paran. His glory covered the heavens, and 

the earth was full of his praise. The brightness was like the sun; rays came forth from his hand, where his 

power lay hidden. Before him went pestilence, and plague followed close behind. He stopped and shook the 

earth; he looked and made the nations tremble. The eternal mountains were shattered; along his ancient 

pathways the everlasting hills sank low.” (Habbakuk 3.3-6, NRSV).  

200 Augustine, Sermon 46.41 in WSA 3.2, 292 (PL 38.294: “Dicunt et aliud. ‘Cyreneus,’ inquiunt, 

‘quidam Simon angariatus est, ut tolleret crucem Domini.’ Legimus, sed quid te adiuvet, volo scire. 

‘Cyreneus, inquit, Afer est. Quare ipse angariatus est qui crucem tolleret.’”) 
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says to his people: the invader from the north I will drive away from you.”201 Similarly, 

the apocalyptic “separation” of the true church from the false church is narrated in 

geographical terms: “From the south God threatens this people [the “mystery of 

iniquity”], as when he rebukes Sor through Ezekiel and says, The south wind has 

shattered you... from the remnants of the evil people he will lead a part of that same 

people against his own people, which is the mystery of lawlessness: Behold, I am against 

you, Gog... I will gather you and lead you forth and take you from the farthest reaches of 

the north.”202 This same passage, however, points towards a crucial contrast between 

Tyconius’ vision of the south and that of his more insular opponents, for the text 

continues: “Now this goes on from the time of the Lord’s passion until the church, which 

keeps it in check, withdraws from the midst of this mystery of lawlessness so that 

godlessness may be unveiled in its own time.”203 In other words, the distinction between 

“south” and “north” is in these passages is typological, not geographical. Such a 

divergence is neatly summed up a few pages later: “The southern part, certainly, is the 

                                                 
201 Tyconius, Liber regularum 7 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 121 (Babcock, 120: “Duae sunt partes 

in ecclesia, austri et aquilonis, id est meridiana et septentrionalis. In parte meridiana Dominus manet, sicut 

scriptum est: Ubi pascis, ubi manes in meridiano. Diabolus uero in Aquilone, sicut dicit Dominus populo 

suo: Illum ab Aquilone persequar a uobis”). The passage continues: “This world was constructed in the 

likeness of the church. In it the rising sun follows no other course than through the south, and, once it has 

traversed the southern part, it moves unseen in returning to its place. So also our Lord Jesus Christ, the 

eternal sun, passes through his own part, which is why he refers to it, too, as the south. But for the north, 

i.e., for the enemy part, he does not rise, as these same people will report when they come to judgment: The 

light of justice has not shown for us and the sun did not rise for us.” (“Ad instar ecclesiae fabricatus est iste 

mundus, in quo sol oriens non nisi per Austrum, id est meridianum, iter habet, et decursa Australi parte 

inuisibilis uadit in locum suum rediens. Sic Dominus noster Iesus Christus sol aeternus parte suam 

percurrit, unde et meridianum uocat. Aquiloni uero, id est aduersae parti, non oritur, sicut idem cum in 

iudicium uenerint dicent: Iustitiae lumen non luxit nobis, et sol non ortus est nobis.”) 

202 Ibid, 7 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 123 (Babcock, 122: “Huic populo ex Austro comminatur 

Deus, sicut per Ezechielem Sor increpat dicens: Spiritus Austri contriuit te…ex reliquiis populi mali sic 

dicit Deus adducere super populum suum partem eiusdem populi, quod est mysterium facinoris: Ecce ego 

super te Gog... congregabo te et deducam te et ponam te a nouissimo Aquilone.”)  

203 Ibid: “Hoc autem geritur a passione Domini, quoadusque de medio eiusdem mysterii facinoris 

discedat ecclesia quae detinet, ut in tempore suo detegatur impietas.” 
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Lord’s, as it is also written in Job: From the southern part will your life sprout forth; the 

north is the devil’s. And both parts appear in all the world.”204  

In their individual efforts to reinterpret such passages, therefore, both Augustine 

and Tyconius attest to the critical importance of the “south” to Donatist remnant exegesis. 

We should note that the significance of this geographical motif is lost if the sole referent 

is the schismatic Caecilianist church. Despite Frend’s assertion that “the south” referred 

primarily to Numidia, the rift between Donatists and Caecilianists cannot so be neatly 

divided into coastal (“northern”) and inland (“southern”) regions.205 Augustine would 

recall, for instance, that prior to his episcopacy the Caecilianist congregation in the 

important port city of Hippo was a minority church, to the extent that the local Donatist 

bishop could interdict their supply of bread.206 Instead, the common Donatist assertion of 

the “south’s” favored status in the divine plan is understandable only if its opponents 

were not merely Caecilianists, but above all the traditor “northern” provinces of Spain, 

Gaul, and Italy.  

 

Summary. The Donatist argument preserved in the Epistula ad Catholicos is thus 

more sophisticated – and more threatening – than Augustine would like to admit. It is an 

apocalyptic theory that unfolds in three stages, each supported by multiple appeals to the 

Old Latin biblical texts common to both communions. We see that Augustine’s 

                                                 
204 Ibid, 7 in Babcock, Book of Rules, 125 (Babcock, 124: “Meridianum uero pars est Domini, 

sicut et in Iob scriptum est: A Meridiana parte germinabit tibi uita; Aquilo diaboli: utraque autem pars in 

toto mundo.”)  

205 Cf. Frend, Donatist Church, 25. 

206 Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.84.184: “Is it not true that in Hippo, where I am from, 

there are many who still remember that your Faustinus ordered during his time in power that since there 

were very few Catholics in the city, no one should bake them bread?” (OSA 30.448: “Nonne apud 

Hipponem, ubi ego sum, non desunt qui meminerint Faustinum uestrum regni sui tempore praecepisse, 

quoniam catholicorum ibi paucitas erat, ut nullus eis panem coqueret?”) A rare admission, indeed.  
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anonymous opponents assume the fulfillment of an eschatological promise – the church’s 

spread to all nations – but then proceed to radically invert Augustine’s own interpretation 

by appealing first to human agency and then to the existence of a remnant genealogy 

present within the scriptures, a darker counter-narrative to the Eusebian confidence in the 

church’s continued dominance held by their Caecilianist opponents. Like the schism 

between the twelve tribes, or the apostasy of the seventy disciples, the church can be 

subverted from within.  

But the Donatist communion was not merely the latest manifestation of a faithful 

remnant among many predecessors. Rather, it is contextualized within a very specific 

apocalyptic milieu, pinpointed within a matrix both temporal and spatial. The spread of 

the church to all nations was not the only indicator of the coming end, as Augustine 

claimed. Donatist exegetes postulated a second eschatological sign-post: an era of 

widespread apostasy. Christ was not merely musing aloud when he questioned whether 

he would find faith on the earth upon his return. The love of many would grow cold; a 

false church would rise.  

In both previous steps, Augustine’s opponents are not out of sync with the wider 

western apocalyptic milieu. Indeed, Augustine is himself somewhat idiosyncratic in his 

insistence that the gospel has not yet been preached to all nations, and if the theme of 

worldwide apostasy was not predominant among the post-Constantinian church, it was 

not unknown. The third stage of the Donatist exegetical argument, however, creates a 

specific geographical referent for this eschatological remnant. Unlike the author of the 

Opus imperfectum or Tyconius’ own apocalyptic scenario, the remnant oppressed by the 

false church is not scattered throughout the world. It is given a theology of place: Africa, 
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the “south,” is the pasturage of the divine flock, the chosen arena of the Lord’s second 

advent.  

In the Epistula ad Catholicos, then, we come face to face with a Donatist 

apocalyptic vision which situated the chosen remnant at the narrow border between the 

Time of Sorrows and the Age of Glory. As attested by the writings of both Tyconius and 

Augustine, it was an exegetical construct of great staying power, capable of providing the 

dissident communion with a narrative that could effectively neutralize Caecilianist 

appeals to the universality of the church.  

 

Conclusion 

I would like, in closing, to once again emphasize the diversity that existed within 

the Donatist communion. The remnant apocalyptic exegesis encountered in the Epistula 

ad Catholicos, the Tyconian vision found in the Expositio Apocalypseos – these are 

merely two possible trajectories which could and did influence the diverse apocalyptic 

presuppositions of the Donatist communion. Tyconius represents for us a rather 

conservative vision of the Donatist sense of place and time, one in which the 

Caecilianists alone stand under condemnation. But Tyconius and his colleagues, 

whomever they may have been, did not represent the majority of Donatist thought by the 

late 380s, as evidenced by his excommunication by Parmenian.  

It is the view expressed by Tyconius’ – and later, Augustine’s – anonymous 

opponents that appears to have predominated by the turn of the century: a self-conscious 

remnant ecclesiology which accused not only the Caecilianist apostates, but also their 

immediate transmarine neighbors such as Italy, Gaul and Spain of the crime of traditio 

and of complicity in persecution. Such a view could admit many shades of meaning. At 
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best, their opponents were schismatic; at worst, they were a false church diabolically 

opposed to the true. For many Donatists, the remnant motif appears to have been more 

tactical cover, an existing reality that could in theory be overturned if the transmarine 

churches ever recognized and rejected the Caecilianist wolves. It is this mentality, I 

believe, that best expresses the Donatist case at the 411 Conference at Carthage.207  

Without minimizing such diversity, however, I have also sought to point out 

another tendency at work within the Donatist communion: an apocalyptic theology that 

utilized remnantism to contextualize the North African church within the shadow of the 

end. Partially recoverable in the writings of Tyconius and Augustine, this “remnant 

apocalypticism” and its variant arcs have been the subject of this chapter. Reconstructing 

the contours of this polemical argument grants us a valuable insight into the mentality of 

a certain segment of the Donatist communion, and a surprising convergence on both ends 

of the scale: despite their great differences, both Tyconius and the Donatists referenced in 

the Epistula ad Catholicos see the Donatist-Caecilianist schism as an explicit fulfillment 

of prophecy. Rooted in widely-accepted exegetical presuppositions, the Donatist 

apocalyptic arguments we have encountered were neither “archaic” nor exegetically 

irresponsible. Rather, they functioned as an effective means to contextualize the Donatist 

communion and its rivals within the broad flow of the biblical narrative.   

                                                 
207 And likely the reason for the paucity of apocalyptic references during the 411 Conference on 

the part of the Donatist communion. The Donatist strategy pursued at the Conference revolved around 

demonstrating their claim to be the true Church in Africa; as the Donatist bishop Emeritus told the 

proconsul Marcellinus on the third day of the Conference, “Your Excellence must understand that we aren’t 

here to prejudge foreigners or those from far-off locations... Instead, we expect that whichever side is 

overcome by truthful deliberation will rightly be rejected by the world.” (Gesta conlationis Carthaginiensis 

3.99 in SC 224.1060: “Intellegit praestantia tua nihil nobis de peregrinis, nihil nobis de longe positis 

praeiudicare posse... sed magis hoc exspectari ut quicumque ex veridica cogitione fuerit superatus, is ab 

orbe videatur esse reiectus.”) Given such a strategy, we should not expect to find an appeal to apocalyptic 

vindication within the Gesta; an exegetical paradigm which emphasized the “apostasy” of the transmarine 

provinces would have been diplomatically unwise.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

Conclusions 

 

 

 My initial interest in this project was stimulated by the seemingly binary nature of 

most previous interactions with Donatist eschatology: either Donatists (often considered 

as a monolithic whole) were apocalyptic fanatics, obstinately clinging to a pre-

Constantinian paradigm despite the changed circumstances of the age, or they 

demonstrated their exegetical acumen precisely by abandoning an appeal to imminent 

eschatological vindication. The two portrayals are mutually incompatible, leading me to 

suspect that the ways in which the North African communion utilized apocalyptic tropes 

were more complex than previously assumed.  

Accordingly, in this dissertation I have examined the phenomenon of Donatist 

apocalypticism from a variety of angles, questioning its origin and evolution, its 

continuities with the eschatological patterns of its North African predecessors and its 

affinities with the apocalyptic speculations of its contemporaries, its use as both 

theodicean solace and polemical weapon. As I bring this study to a close, however, I 

would like to reflect on the broader ramifications of the previous three chapters. I believe 

that this project has demonstrated the veracity of four axioms critical to the revised model 

of Donatist apocalypticism I have sought to elucidate. They are as follows: 

Apocalypticism played a significant role within Donatist thought. We must be 

careful here. I do not intend to imply by this statement that Donatism was, as Gerald 

Bonner once wrote, “one of those strange enthusiastic movements which throughout 

history have continually broken out in the Christian church and which are commonly 
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characterized by... an urgent expectation of the end of the world.”1 Nor do I wish to 

identify eschatology as a concept so integral to the Donatist communion that to be a 

“Donatist” implies an allegiance to a specific apocalyptic framework, a characterization 

often assumed in the socio-economic interpretations of the North African movement we 

discussed in Chapter Two. Often, Donatist eschatology functions in these narratives as a 

religiously-sanctioned enabling mechanism for social agitation.2 As I hope to have 

demonstrated in the previous two chapters, Donatist apocalyptic exegesis does not appear 

to have functioned in this capacity.  

Still less should we claim that all Donatists adhered to an imminentist 

eschatology. The examples discussed in Chapters Four and Five constitute, to my 

knowledge, all known appeals to apocalyptic vindication contained in surviving Donatist 

writings. Yet prominent voices from Donatist history are missing from this survey: 

Petilian, for instance, the primary target of Augustine’s anti-Donatist oeuvre; Primian, the 

ostensible leader of the Donatist communion throughout the 390s-410s; even Donatus 

“the Great” himself. The fact that many within the Donatist communion incorporated 

apocalyptic motifs into their distinctive vision of the world does not necessitate that the 

movement must be viewed as type of pre-modern Millerism, dizzy with millenarian 

dreams.3   

                                                 
1 Bonner, “Quid Imperatori Cum Ecclesia?” 237.  

2 Cf., for instance, W. H. C. Frend, “‘And I have other sheep’ – John 10:16,” 31: “For the 

Donatists, apocalyptic conviction took the form of violence towards landowners and the rich in general, as 

representatives of the present (Satan-dominated) age.” 

3 For other modern analogies often compared to Donatism, cf. Robbins, “Sources of Volatility,” 

61; Román, “Christian Themes,” 57. 
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Nevertheless it is clear that the existence of apocalyptic exegesis within the 

Donatist communion is not a mere red herring, a diversionary tactic spread by its 

opponents in an attempt to discredit the dissident church. The majority of writings we 

have examined in the previous chapters come from Donatist hands, from the acta of the 

Macarian-era martyrs Isaac and Marculus to the successive recensions of the Liber 

genealogus. Perhaps the most spectacular example of Donatist interaction with 

eschatological motifs is also its most idiosyncratic: Tyconius’ Expositio Apocalypseos, 

which survived its rejection by his home communion to find a new home among 

impeccably “Catholic” authors such as Primasius of Hadrumentum, Beatus of Liébana, 

and the Venerable Bede, not to mention Augustine himself.  

Nor did the Donatist appeal to apocalyptic vindication die out as the movement 

evolved, “severely tempered in Donatist literature as the years pass.”4 Far to the contrary: 

as we have seen, eschatology remained an influential element within the North African 

communion throughout the duration of its literary existence, spiking during periods of 

persecution but never quite fading away during periods of peace. Donatism begins with 

an explosive condemnation of the Caecilianist traditores as “ministers of Antichrist”5; it 

ends, at least in literary terms, in the gematric calculations of the 438 recension of the 

Liber genealogus.   

Donatism flourished in an apocalyptic age. From the eschatological expectations 

of Tertullian to the acta of the martyrs – and above all, the writings of Cyprian – 

Donatism was heir to a rich vein of North African apocalyptic exegesis. But so were its 

                                                 
4 Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 41-42.   

5 Sermo de passione sanctorum Donati et Advocati 5 (Maier 1.202: “ministros Antichristi”). 
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Caecilianist opponents. Nor was the appeal to apocalypticism common to both 

communions a purely North African idiosyncrasy absent among their transmarine 

neighbors. Previous studies of Donatist theology, such as the landmark works of Jean-

Paul Brisson and W. H. C. Frend,6 have rightly emphasized Donatism’s continuity with 

earlier generations of North African Christianity. Such a heavy emphasis, however, can 

sometimes lead to a situation in which the dissident church’s substantial commonalities 

with contemporary Christian communities, both Caecilianist and transmarine, pass 

unnoticed.7 It is easy to detect anachronism in Donatist apocalyptic writings if we are 

actively looking for difference rather than affinity.  

Accordingly, throughout this project I have emphasized the ways in which 

Donatist eschatological claims overlap with their Caecilianist or transmarine 

counterparts. We have seen that the trope of Donatism as an apocalyptic outlier, 

stubbornly clinging to an archaic paradigm long after the conversion of the emperors had 

discredited it elsewhere, is a progressivist myth. Nevertheless, its refutation bears 

repeating: rather than dying out, apocalyptic thought in the late fourth and fifth centuries 

experienced what Brian Daley calls a “gradual but steady revival,” a “sharpening of a 

sense of cosmic crisis.”8 The era in which Donatism flourished was an apocalyptic age, a 

                                                 
6 Brisson, Autonomisme et Christianisme, 33-122; Frend, Donatist Church, 112-140. 

7 Such a presupposition seems to me to account for blanket assertions that “Donatism was, quite 

simply, the continuation of the old African Christian tradition in the post-Constantinian world. It was the 

world that had changed, not African Christianity” (Markus, “Christianity and Dissent,” 29) or Brent Shaw’s 

claim that “If anything, the critical hallmark of the Christians who so bitterly opposed the Catholic 

intrusion into their lives was that of being local and derived from north African traditions to the exclusion 

of outside influences. It was the opposite characteristic that defined the Catholics” (“African Christianity: 

Disputes, Definitions, and ‘Donatists,’” 9 [italics mine]). Shaw has since retracted such a characterization, 

arguing that it leads to the “fundamentally misleading impression that the Catholics in Africa did not share 

just as many African characteristics as did their opponents” (Sacred Violence, 5). 

8 Brian Daley, “Apocalypticism in Early Christian Theology” in The Continuum History of 

Apocalypticism, ed. Bernard McGinn, John Collins, and Stephen Stein (New York: Continuum, 2003), 234 
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world in which ancient prophecy seemed poised on the brink of fulfillment. It was not his 

Donatist neighbors, after all, whom Augustine chastised for daring to interpret Rome’s 

fall to Alaric as a sign that the world was about to end, but his own congregation.9 As 

Hesychius, bishop of Salona, would write to Augustine, “The signs in the gospel and in 

the prophets that have been fulfilled among us reveal the coming of the Lord… It is 

certain that the time cannot be calculated that the Lord, who has established all times, 

will shorten, but it is certain that his coming has drawn near.”10 Hesychius was not an 

anomaly in the Latin west of late antiquity.  

To be sure, Donatism differed from its Caecilianist or transmarine counterparts on 

several important points. Its production of apocalyptically-tinged martyrological acta is 

unparalleled in the fourth century – but this is not evidence of anachronism, but rather the 

lived reality of a Christian communion which continued to be officially proscribed. Nor is 

the message of such writings conceptually unique: the martyr Isaac might denounce the 

emperor Constans as Antichrist, but the same sobriquet will be applied to his brother 

Constantius by Hilary of Poitiers. If Donatism differed from its Caecilianist or 

transmarine counterparts in its answer to the question of who would be vindicated at 

Christ’s coming, it did not necessarily diverge on the question of how that end would 

come. Rather than characterizing it as a quaint throwback to the pre-Constantinian past, 

we should recognize Donatist apocalypticism as a product of its own turbulent age. 

                                                                                                                                                 
(italics mine). Cf. also Bernard McGinn Visions of the End, 16 and Richard Landes, “Lest the Millennium 

be Fulfilled,” 151-152 for similar assessments.  

9 Cf. Augustine, Sermon 81.8-9; Sermon 93.8; and Sermon 296.6-11.  

10 Hesychius, in Augustine, Letter 198.5 in WSA 2.3, 325 (CSEL 57.239: “Signa ergo euqngelica 

et prophetica, quae in nobis completa sunt, aduentum domini manifestant... certum est tempus carere 

computum, quod breuiandum est a domino, qui tempora constituit; adpropinquasse autem aduentum.”) 
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Donatist apocalypticism functioned as adaptive mechanism. If the use of 

apocalyptic tropes by the Donatist church does not therefore betray evidence of 

anachronism, it follows that Donatist eschatology was not a static or monolithic 

phenomenon. It was not a variety of escapism or a mere exercise in esoteric speculation; 

still less was it, as per Augustine’s insinuations, a desperate attempt to paper over 

obvious exegetical weaknesses by appealing to sensationalist claims.  

Instead, apocalyptic exegesis appears to have played two roles. It could function 

as an effective theodicy, justifying the dissident North African communion’s current 

rejection by transmarine churches and contextualizing its continued experience of 

persecution in an age of Christian emperors. More aggressively, apocalyptic tropes could 

be utilized as polemical weapons, capable of rebranding the Caecilianist communion as a 

“church of Antichrist”11 or servants of the apocalyptic Whore whose false baptism 

stained the earth with the blood of saints.12  

As we have observed in Chapter Four, Donatist eschatology evolved in tandem 

with the unstable era it was intended to decipher, ultimately incorporating the events 

around it into its distinctive tapestry. We have witnessed, for instance, the use of 

apocalyptic motifs to narrate the onset and progress of the Macarian persecution, to 

counter Augustine’s claim that the “Catholic” church can be identified by its geographic 

extent, even to explain the ubiquity of the Manichaean heresy or the military successes of 

the Vandal warlord Geiseric. Like concurrent examples from late antiquity – such as 

Sulpicius Severus’ assertion that the incorporation of barbarian foederati into the Empire 

                                                 
11 Cf. Passio sanctorum Dativi, Saturnini presbyteri et aliorum 22; Sermo de passione sanctorum 

Donati et Advocati 1; Passio benedicti martyris Marculi 1, 4; Tyconius, In Apocalypsen 1.41; Vienna 

Homily 39. 

12 Contra Fulgentium Donatistam 1.12.  
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was a fulfillment of the Danielic “mixture” of iron and clay, or Quodvultdeus’ 

identification of Vandal territorial annexations as an instantiation of one of the 

prophesied ten kingdoms which would stand upon Rome’s ruins – Donatist eschatology 

was an essentially adaptive phenomenon, utilizing apocalyptic tropes to interpret its 

constantly evolving surroundings.  

All of this indicates a dynamism within Donatist apocalyptic exegesis often lost in 

the attempt to rehabilitate the North African communion.13 Eschatology in general is 

almost never static or moribund – indeed, it constitutes one of the most dynamic elements 

within Christian theology. As encountered within both the Donatist church and the wider 

transmarine world of late antiquity, apocalypticism was a powerful tool capable of 

molding often terrifying contemporary events into recognizable patterns, predicted 

instantiations of the divine plan.  

Donatist apocalypticism was a diverse phenomenon. Finally, we must note the 

diversity of the apocalyptic views portrayed in the previous chapters – and their 

implications for the Donatist communion as a whole. As Maureen Tilley has rightly 

emphasized, this was no “monolithic” movement whose members wrote in lockstep14; 

this was an ecclesiastical communion which at one time formed the majority church 

within North Africa, quite capable of producing divergent, indeed conflicting, theological 

claims.  

                                                 
13 Note the association between the terms “apocalyptic” and “monolithic” or “static” in Tilley, 

Bible in Christian North Africa,  8 (“I will show that far from being a monolithic, apocalyptic community 

of pure Christians seeking martyrdom, Donatism responded to changes in its situation by constructing and 

restructuring the world of its own experience”) and 175 (“The portrait painted in this work is not the 

traditional one of a static, martyr-bound, millennialist movement, but one that shows the movement 

responding to the larger world in a variety of ways over the course of its history”). 

14 Ibid, 8.  
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This is not to say, of course, that there were no common axes around which 

Donatist eschatology revolved. A brief sketch of those motifs which constitute a 

distinctively Donatist apocalyptic topography – with the caveat that viewed separately, 

any one of them could be paralleled among other late antique ecclesiastical communions 

– would include a strong impression that the present era is an Age of Sorrows, one in 

which the faithful have been, are, and will be persecuted until the end of time.15 As often 

demonstrated through the use of oppositional genealogies, however, both the “faithful” 

and their persecutors are intimately related: like Noah out of all pre-flood kind, the two 

Israelite tribes out of twelve, or the twelve disciples out of seventy, the faithful are a loyal 

remnant, their persecutors apostates.16 The present age stands at the edge of the eschaton: 

the gospel has been preached to all nations, the prophesied apostasy has taken place. As 

had been long ago predicted, the faithful remnant is now restricted to the “south” of the 

world,17  while the false church surrounding them prepares to unveil its allegiance to 

Antichrist.18  

Nevertheless, even these broad exegetical lines do not tell the full tale. The 

Donatist Fulgentius, for instance, offers a gloss of the apocalyptic “whore of Babylon” 

trope in which the Caecilianist communion, sullied by its multitude of baptisms and rabid 

                                                 
15 Cf. Sermo in natali sanctorum innocentium, 5; Parmenian, Epistula ad Tyconium in Augustine, 

Contra epistulam Parmeniani 3.29; Tyconius: Expositio Apocalypseos 2.21, 4.12; Petilian, Epistula ad 

presbyteros et diaconos 49 in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.89.194; Gaudentius, Letter 2 to 

Dulcitius, in Augustine, Contra Gaudentium Donatistarum Episcopum 1.29; Vienna Homily 45, In Natali 

Innocentium; Liber genealogus, 39. 

16 Cf. Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 1.42; Donatus of Mutugena, in Augustine, Letter 173.10; 

Petilian, Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos 12, in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.18.40; the 

anonymous Donatist opponents in Augustine, Epistula ad Catholicos 13.33; Vincent of Cartenna in 

Augustine, Letter 93.8.27; and the Liber genealogus (Sangallensis) 546. 

17 Cf. Tyconius, Liber regularum 7; Augustine, Letter 93.8.24, 25; Sermon 46.33, 35; Sermon 

138.9; Sermon 147A.3; Epistula ad Catholicos 16.40. 

18 Cf. note 11 above.  
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in its persecution of the true church, embodies the prostitute who sits above “many 

waters,” drunk with the blood of the saints. This is an exegetical construct almost 

unprecedented in Donatist literature – one wonders how it fared. An even more explicit 

instance of internal divergence may be found within the Florentini recension of the Liber 

genealogus, which corrects its predecessor’s naive numerological calculations: Antichrist 

will not be a resurrected Nero, but more likely the Vandal king Geiseric.19 Of course, the 

most prominent example of both continuity and divergence within Donatist 

apocalypticism may be seen in the fault lines which divide Tyconius from his peers: 

despite sharing enough thematic similarities for his interpretation to be appropriately 

labeled “Donatist,” Tyconian apocalypticism offers a glimpse of a fully-fledged alternate 

trajectory, an eschatological portrait of the Donatist church which failed to take root in its 

home communion. These examples demonstrate for us a basic maxim: Donatist 

apocalyptic thought was not set in stone. It was an evolving story, able to respond to 

altered circumstances by shifting its eschatological narrative.  

I mention these four axioms as a way to synthesize and bring to a conclusion the 

narrative I have been relating over the course of this project. I began this dissertation, 

however, with the assertion that the study of Donatist apocalypticism can help us better 

understand the inner life of the long-vanished North African communion itself. In many 

ways, this study of Donatist eschatology has been an attempt to navigate what we might 

call a “minority” or “dissident” tradition, an ancient expression of Christianity which did 

not survive late antiquity, at least in terms of literary output. How are we to interpret such 

                                                 
19 Liber genealogus (Florentini), 616.   
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movements, often simply labeled “heresies” by their better-represented “orthodox” 

contemporaries?  

In the case of Donatism, we have been fortunate indeed. Augustine may have 

attempted to reclassify his enemies as “heretics,” but in terms of their literary remnants, it 

is his opponent Cresconius – who stridently claimed that the divide between the two 

communions was one of schism, not heresy – who had the last laugh.20 Most of the 

writings I have utilized in this study come from the dissident communion itself, preserved 

by later transcribers precisely because the theological differences between fourth century 

Donatist documents and those of their transmarine copyists were slight to non-existent.21 

                                                 
20 Cf. Cresconius in Augustine, Contra Cresconium, 2.4.6: “You think you’ve defined it for all 

time when you say that ‘a heresy is when a sect follows different doctrines, while schism is a mere 

separation between those who follow the same faith.’ You go on to claim that both we and you follow the 

same religion, observe the same sacraments, and differ in no Christian observance.” (OSA31.162: “Tu certe 

definisti et dixisti: ‘haeresis est diuersa sequentium secta, schisma uero eadem sequentium separatio.’ Item 

tu dixisti nobis et uobis unam esse religionem, eadem sacramenta, nihil in christiana obseruatione 

diuersum.”) 

21 Donatist writings unwittingly transmitted by later copyists include the various recensions of the 

Liber genealogus, the seven Donatist martyrologies conveniently gathered together in Maureen Tilley, 

Donatist Martyr Stories: The Church in Conflict in Roman North Africa, the Donatist Compendium 

discussed above, and the recently-discovered cache of sixty Donatist sermons (the Vienna homilies).  

Even in cases where Donatist content was recognized it did not necessarily damn the text to 

obscurity: Gennadius’ positive notice of several Donatist writings in De viris inlustribus, such as Vitellius 

Afer’s Quod Odio Sint Mundo Servi Dei (4) or Macrobius’ Ad Confessores et Ad Virgines (5) demonstrate 

that Donatist texts were known and appreciated in fifth-century Gaul. Notice Gennadius’ assessment of the 

former document: “a work of excellent doctrine, if he had only refrained from calling us ‘persecutors’” 

(Richardson, Texte und Untersuchungen 14.62: “In quo si tacuisset de nostro velut persecutorum nomine, 

egregiam doctrinam ediderat”). The most spectacular case of Donatist texts transcending their home 

communion, of course, is the fate of Tyconius’ Liber regularum and Expositio Apocalypseos.  

Finally, Donatist texts are often preserved in Caecilianist polemical writings alongside detailed 

critiques. Such was the fate of Petilian’s Epistula ad presbyteros et diaconos (preserved in seeming entirety 

in book 2 of Augustine’s Contra litteras Petiliani), Gaudentius’ letters to the tribune Dulcitius (preserved 

in Augustine’s Contra Gaudentium), the fragmentary remains of letters by Parmenian found in Optatus, 

Contra Parmenianum Donatistam and Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani, and most notably the 

unaltered record of the first two sessions (and a partial transcript of the third) of the 411 Conference at 

Carthage preserved in the Gesta conlationis Carthaginiensis.  
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These writings allow us to reconstruct the internal perspective of the movement to a 

degree unmatched by many other ancient minority traditions.22  

So what implications can the study of a particular facet of Donatist thought (in 

this case, apocalypticism) have for the movement as a whole? First, that there is a danger 

in attempting to harmonize every aspect of an ancient religious minority. “Orthodoxy,” 

however one may define it,23  has been rightly identified as a constantly-evolving 

phenomenon, spurred in large part by the challenges of dissidents within its midst.24 

Minority movements, on the other hand, are often marginalized as pale shadows of their 

larger or more powerful counterparts, incapable of an independent evolutionary 

trajectory. As recent authors such as James Alexander or Maureen Tilley have pointed 

out, however, such assumptions lead to a distorted picture. By the time of the 411 

                                                 
22 Cf. Christine Trevett’s lament about the lack of primary sources available for the study of 

ancient Montanism in Montanism: Gender, Authority and the New Prophecy (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1996), 3: “We are forced to interpret the remaining fragments of a history which was 

written by the winners and in this we meet serious historical limitations on patristic scholarship. 

Recognising the limitations, we must take account of much of the available material, for the writer can 

afford to ignore none of the evidence... when the task is to glean what may be gleaned, then we must use 

what there is,” or Harry Gamble’s similar statement concerning the paucity of Marcionite documents in 

“Marcion and the ‘Canon’” in The Cambridge History of Christianity, Vol. 1: Origins to Constantine, 

edited by Margaret Mitchell and Frances Young (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 196: 

“We are acquainted with Marcion only through the writings of his detractors, and it is uncertain how fully 

or accurately they have portrayed him and his teachings.” The relative abundance of primary source 

material from the Donatist side may be compared to the significance of the Nag Hammadi manuscripts for 

the study of the variant shades of Gnosticism or the discovery of the Opus Imperfectum’s Homoian 

provenance.  

23 Cf. Jacques Berlinerblau’s sociological definition of “orthodoxy” in “Toward a Sociology of 

Heresy, Orthodoxy, and Doxa” (History of Religions 40.4 (May 2001), 340), which acknowledges the 

practical dimension of a majority/minority relation without taking theological sides: “A (religious) 

orthodoxy (of the purest and hardest type) is a superordinate compulsory organization composed of a 

leading class in cahoots with other classes and social groups that (1) controls the means of material, 

intellectual, and symbolic production; (2) articulates ‘correct’ forms of belief and praxis through the work 

of rationalizing and consent-generating intellectuals (and/or priests); (3) identifies ‘incorrect’ forms of 

belief and praxis through these same intellectuals; (4) institutionally manages deviant individuals and 

groups through coercive mechanisms (e.g., physical and symbolic violence, excessive taxation, ostracism, 

etc.) or through ‘re-education,’ compromise, accommodation, and so on.”  

24 Cf. Averil Cameron, “The Violence of Orthodoxy,” in Heresy and Identity in Late Antiquity, ed. 

Eduard Iricinschi and Holger Zellentin (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2008), 103; Lester Kurtz, “The Politics 

of Heresy,” in American Journal of Sociology 88.6 (May 1983), 1089. 
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Council of Carthage, North African Donatism was as different from the original “party of 

Majorinus” as Augustine’s revitalized Caecilianism was to Caecilian and his supporters.  

If we take seriously the fourth point I made above, the diversity within Donatist 

apocalyptic thought which we have uncovered throughout the course of this project 

should alert us to the fact that we must be careful when talking about “Donatism” as if it 

were a homogenous phenomenon. As Tilley has emphasized, there is a certain merit in 

even going so far as to speak of “Donatisms” in the plural.25 Certainly we may speak of a 

mainline tradition, a common element or grouping of elements that characterize the 

movement – as long as we recognize that such characteristics may be modified over time. 

But we should not fall into the trap of imposing an artificial order upon what are often 

disparate or evolving theological claims. More attention should be devoted to identifying 

examples of divergence within the Donatist communion both diachronically and 

synchronically.  

My second observation may serve, in one sense, to temper my first: we must not 

separate minority traditions such as Donatism further from their position within the 

broader Christian milieu than they themselves would have claimed. George Zito’s 

sociological definition of a “heresy” is appropriate here: 

Heresy must not be confused with apostasy, which involves losing one’s 

allegiance to the language of the parent group. In apostasy one moves from the in-

group to the out-group and may be ostracized as a consequence. In any event, the 

true apostate speaks some other language, foreign to the parent group. This does 

not occur in heresy. In heresy, the speaker employs the same language as the 

parent group, retains its values, but attempts to order its discourse to some other 

end.26 

 

                                                 
25 Tilley, “Redefining Donatism: Moving Forward,” 23. 

26 George Zito, “Toward a Sociology of Heresy,” in Sociological Analysis 44.2 (Summer, 1983), 

125.   
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If we may quibble with the identification of Donatism as a “heresy” – after all, before 

411 we cannot fairly say that North African Caecilianism constituted an “in-group” at all 

in practice – we can at least agree with the identification of a common tongue. Donatism 

and Caecilianism existed as two positions on the same continuum, differing from each 

other more in syntax than language. Jacques Berlinerbrau has used the Pierre Bourdieu’s 

term doxa to describe such basic linguistic or theological commonalities unconsciously 

agreed upon by all sides.27 They are the basic rules of the game which make claims and 

counter-claims of heresy possible: Caecilianism and Donatism, for all their mutual 

antipathy, shared a reservoir of doxic continuity which was lacking in their traditional 

pagan neighbors.28   

A rupture of doxa occurs when one of these basic rules is contested without 

renouncing the rest. In the case of Donatism, such a breach occurred when a suspected 

traditor was elected bishop of Carthage; the implications of this action for the church’s 

identity fuelled the Donatist-Caecilianist divide. In previous chapters, we have seen how 

Donatist apocalyptic motifs evolved to incorporate this elemental rift. Nevertheless, we 

have also noted that Donatist eschatology shared a vast, often unquestioned doxa with its 

Caecilianist and transmarine counterparts.  

If we may extrapolate from apocalypticism to Donatist theology in general, the 

point is this: sectarian separation only counts for so much. We should not consider 

                                                 
27 Berlinerblau, “Toward a Sociology of Heresy, Orthodoxy, and Doxa,” 346: “Doxa is what 

agents immediately know but do not know what they know. Or, as Bourdieu cleverly expresses this idea, it 

‘goes without saying because it comes without saying.’ In their recognized state, doxic beliefs are shared by 

all members of a field. Inquisitors and heretics may disagree over many issues, but they all concur, albeit 

unknowingly, as to certain doxic ‘truths.’ Here is unanimity or what Bourdieu refers to as ‘an unquestioned 

and unified cultural tradition.’”  

28 Éric Rebillard provides an excellent discussion of the relationship between pagan and Christian 

identities in the late fourth and early fifth centuries in his book Christians and their Many Identities in Late 

Antiquity: North Africa, 200-450 CE. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2012), 61-91.  
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Donatism in artificial isolation from the broader theological contours of the age it 

inhabited. Such a redirection of our focus may open up surprising new avenues of 

research. To what extent did Donatists, for instance, participate in the great debates that 

characterized the fourth century – not merely as opportunists, as they have been 

traditionally portrayed, but as active participants in the drama? How does Donatist 

polemic against non-Caecilianist targets – Manichaeans or pagans, for example – 

compare with the wider anti-heretic/anti-pagan diatribe found among other Christian 

communities of the time? Such studies require a deeper willingness to consider Donatism 

within the larger context of late antique Christianity than has often been the case.  

Finally, we must allow minority movements the freedom to narrate their own 

story. We have made great strides in recent years towards presenting a balanced 

interpretation of these ancient traditions, but at times we have been unable to resist the 

temptation to remold them into our own image. Donatist apocalypticism, in particular, 

has been repeatedly explained away, reinterpreted as a religiously-convenient cover for a 

more elemental social impulse, for instance, or simply transmuted from “not yet” to 

“already.” In such a way Tyconius has been transformed from apocalyptic exegete to 

eschatological immanentist, the Liber genealogus from apocalyptic chronography to a 

mere “recording of current events.”29 As has been argued by American ecclesiastical 

historian Patrick Henry, however, ancient minority movements were neither demons nor 

angels, “heretics” in the pejorative sense nor “religious geniuses” by virtue of their 

                                                 
29 Cf. Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 144-145 in reference to the Sangallensis recension of 

the Liber genealogus: “There should be no mistake: the recording of current events as the precursors of the 

eschaton was definitely over. Even in the face of imperial proscription under the Edicts of Unity in 405, 

amid the persecution after the Conference of Carthage, and in the face of the Vandal invasion, the editors 

did not add to the horrors of the chronicle nor did they succumb to the temptation of apocalyptic 

millennialism.” 
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dissent from the majority tradition.30 They were instead products of the same broad 

cultural and theological forces which molded their opponents, and ought to be interpreted 

in that light.  

“We who hold to the True Church are oppressed in this age, but will reign with 

Christ in the next.” So states the anonymous Donatist author of the Sermo in natali 

sanctorum innocentium.31 It is an assertion which encapsulates the Donatist appeal to the 

apocalyptic – and a fitting way to end this project. “It is clear,” the author elaborates, 

“that all the innocent will be slaughtered for the sake of truth in this age.”32 The present 

era is an Age of Sorrows, a “state of rivalry”33 between the divine and the diabolic that 

spans the whole of history. He continues, elaborating on the scriptural passage under 

discussion: “In the slaughter of the infants at Christ’s birth, it has been revealed to us that 

all innocents will suffer for the sake of Christ.”34 By contextualizing his congregation 

within the broad sweep of this narrative, the Donatist preacher reveals their true identity. 

They are aligned with the true church, which is always persecuted, but never persecutes. 

“Our enemy threatens and the Church derides; he persecutes and she glories; he strikes 

                                                 
30 Patrick Henry, “Why is Contemporary Scholarship So Enamored of Ancient Heretics?” in 

Epiphany 12 (1992), 66-67. A similar consideration applies for their “orthodox” opponents: a movement is 

not automatically problematic simply because it happens to be dominant. When interpreting the 

phenomenon of Donatism, for instance, we must guard against the temptation to emphasize the merits of 

the dissident communion to the detriment of its Caecilianist opponents.  

31 Sermo in natali, 6 (PLS 1.290: “In saeculo laborare, cum Christo regnare, veritatem ecclesiae 

tenere.”) 

32 Ibid: “Scilicet ut innocentia omnis pro veritate in saeculo iuguletur.” 

33 Ibid, 5 (PLS 1.290: “haec inimicitiarum condicio”) 

34 Ibid (PLS 1.289-290: “Ostensum est totam innocentiam pro Christo habere vexari, quando in 

eius nativitate infantes videmus occidi.”) 
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and she is crowned,” he reminds them.35 But a day of reckoning is coming, confirmed by 

the very tribulations they are now experiencing: “the blood of saints is poured out on the 

earth with impunity at this time, so that it may be more severely condemned at the 

judgment.”36 Such an appeal to apocalyptic vindication functions as both theodicy and 

polemic. In Herod, “the iniquities of all persecutors are condemned,” “laid bare and 

destroyed by everlasting vengeance”: a bitter warning to their Caecilianist oppressors. To 

his own congregation, however, it is a consolation and a hope: 

All things will be ours one day in God, if we remain sound in our faith and in the 

love of the community and the company of the angels. If we keep alive in our 

hearts the memory of the commandments, we will receive for these works lasting 

gifts and eternal solace in the everlasting kingdom.37 

                                                 
35 Ibid, 6 (PLS 1.290: “Minatur inimicus et inridet ecclesia; ille persequitur et haec gloriatur; ille 

percutitur et haec coronatur.” See also Petilian’s claim in Augustine, Contra litteras Petiliani 2.88.192 and 

Vienna Homily 39, Cavete a pseudoprophetis: ““The Lord told us in advance that we would suffer 

persecution: Blessed are you, he said, when they persecute you. If those who suffer persecution are blessed, 

what about those who inflict it? Therefore, if you suffer persecution, you are a Christian: if you inflict it, 

you are an enemy and a stranger.” (Leroy, “Les 22 inédits,” 260-261: “Dominus suos persecutiones 

passuros praedixit: Beati, inquit eritis, cum persecuti uos fuerint. Si qui persecutionem patiuntur beati sunt, 

qui faciunt, quid sunt? Quare si persecutionem pateris, christianus es; si persecutionem facis, inimicus et 

hostis es.”) 

36 Sermo in natali, 5 (PLS 1.290: “In terris sanctorum sanguis inpune interim funditur, ut in iudicio 

severius iudicetur.”) 

37 Ibid, 13 (PLS 1.294: “Omnia nobis in deo salva sunt, si fides salva permaneat, et amor filiorum 

et consortium angelorum, si vivat in sensibus nostris memoria praeceptorum –recepturi pro his laboribus 

fidelia munera et perpetui regni aeterna solatia.”) 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Was Commodian a Donatist? 

 

 

In his 1958 work Autonomisme et et christianisme dans l’Afrique Romaine, the 

French social historian Jean-Paul Brisson claimed to have found dramatic new evidence 

for a revolutionary apocalyptic impulse within the Donatist communion within the 

writings of the enigmatic Latin poet Commodian, author of two intensely eschatological 

invectives against pagans and Judaizers.1 The dating of these two works is still quite 

controversial: given the poet’s likely reliance on the Testimonia of Cyprian as a terminus 

post quem – and lack of any other easily identifiable historical markings – Commodian 

has been placed anywhere between the third and the fifth centuries.2 Brisson argued for a 

late fifth-century date with an added corollary: Commodian, he believed, was a Donatist 

recusant.  

If Brisson was correct in identifying Commodian’s apocalyptic poetry as Donatist 

in nature, the scope of the present study would dramatically widen. It is therefore 

worthwhile to investigate his claim in some detail. Brisson rested his argument for a fifth-

century date primarily on Pierre Courcelle’s tentative identification of trace literary 

parallels between Commodian and the fifth-century historian and apologist Orosius.3 If 

                                                 
1 The Instructiones and the Carmen de Duobus Populis: the Latin text for both may be found in 

CCSL 128. 

2 Perhaps the most in-depth arguments on either side are Klaus Thraede, “Beiträge zu Datierung 

Commodianus,” in Jahrbuch für Antike und Christentum 2 (1959), 90-114 arguing for a late third-century 

date, and Pierre Courcelle, “Commodien et les invasions du Ve siècle” in Revue des études Latines 24 

(1946), 227-246, for the fifth century. 

3 Brisson, Autonomisme et christianisme, 390-391. Cf. Courcelle, Histoire littéraire des grandes 

invasions germaniques (Paris: Hachette, 1948), 319-337 and “Commodien et les invasions,” 227-246. 
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Commodian was indeed the product of the fifth century, rather than the third, his manifest 

dependence on Cyprianic materials indicated only one likely geographic point of origin 

for the apocalyptic poet: “The combination of these two data, elsewhere independent, 

evidently invites situating such a person in Africa. It was probably in this province that 

Cyprian’s manual had the most chances of circulating in the 5th century.”4  

But Cyprian’s legacy was not distributed evenly across the North African 

ecclesial landscape. According to Brisson, Commodian’s surprising dependence on the 

third century theologian allowed a more precise identification: “Donatists had retained 

the Bible of Cyprian more than the others, related among other things to their deep 

faithfulness of this decisive figure in African Christianity. It is quite fair to ask whether, 

around 440, someone outside of Donatism would have read the Testimonia of Cyprian as 

widely and methodically as Commodian did.”5 For Brisson, if Commodian was a fifth-

century North African, his most likely home was among the Donatist communion. 

Indeed, such an affiliation helped explain the presence of seemingly archaic elements in 

Commodian’s theology: Donatists, unlike their Caecilianist opponents, had remained 

within a third century theological model incompatible with the Constantinian revolution.  

Other characteristics of Commodian’s poetry also seemed to bear a uniquely 

Donatist imprint. Commodian often writes with relish about the fate of the rich of this 

world at the end of the age:  

                                                 
4 Brisson, Autonomisme et christianisme, 391: “Le rapprochement de ces deux données, d’ailleurs 

indépendantes, invite évidemment à situer un tel homme en Afrique. C’est sans aucun doute dans cette 

province que le manuel de Cyprien avait le plus de chances de circuler encore au ve siècle.” 

5 Ibid: “Les donatistes avaient plus que les autres conservé la bible de Cyprien, trait entre bien 

d’autres de leur profonde fidélité à cette figure déterminante de la chrétienté africaine. On est vraiment en 

droit de se demander si, vers 440, quelqu’un pouvait en dehors du donatisme lire et utiliser les Testimonia 

de Cyprien aussi largement et méthodiquement que l’a fait Commodien.” 
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The honored ones too, those of ancient and distinguished lines, 

And the high society of those who served Antichrist, now defeated, 

Will live once more in the realm of time according to the decree of God 

For a thousand years in order to serve the saints and the High One –  

Under a slave’s chain, the better to carry morsels upon their necks.6 

 

Indeed, while never explicitly identifying them as such, Commodian often seems to 

functionally equate the “righteous” with the poor, the “wicked” with the rich. Such 

millenarian dreams, Brisson argued, ought to remind us of something: “Does not 

Commodian’s eschatological hope fall within the evolutionary trajectory that rallied the 

Numidian laborers to Donatism in their revolt against their misery? Does not the 

unbridled imagination of the poet let us glimpse into the deep movement that turned these 

victims of economic oppression into fanatical members of a religious sect?”7 The militant 

lyrics of Commodian’s populist poetry could well serve as a battle hymn for 

Circumcellion insurgents.  

The poet’s obvious distaste for the Roman imperium further betrayed his Donatist 

sympathies. Commodian writes, for instance of a city that “celebrates while the whole 

world sighs,”8 and gloats over her swiftly coming retribution:  

Yet a worthy recompense can scarcely be devised for her,  

She who once boasted herself eternal shall now mourn for eternity, 

Whose tyrants lie even now under the judgment of the Highest. 

                                                 
6 Commodian, Instructiones 2.35 (CCSL 128.70):  

“Dignitosi tamen et generati praeclaro,  

Nobilesque viri sub antichristo deuicto:  

Ex praecepto dei rursum uiuentes in aeuo,  

Mille quidem annis ut seruiant sanctis et alto,  

Sub iugo seruili, ut portent victualia collo.” 

7 Brisson, Autonomisme et Christianisme, 399: “L’espérance eschatologique de Commodien ne 

viendrait-elle pas s’inscrire dans la ligne d’évolution qui rallia au donatisme les journaliers de Numidie 

dans leur révolte contre la misère? L’imagination effrénée du poète ne nous laisserait-elle pas entrevoir le 

mobile profond qui fit des victimes d’une oppression économique les fanatiques d’une secte religieuse?” 

8 Commodian, Carmen de duobus populis, 921 (CCSL 128.107: “Haec quidem gaudebat, sed tota 

terra gemebat.”) 
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At the end, when Rome burns, the time will be ripe.9  

 

“The man who wrote such lines,” Brisson argued, “carried in his heart the hatred of a city 

which, for its profit, imposed a hateful domination upon the entire earth.”10 

 For Brisson, then, Commodian’s intensely apocalyptic poetry provides us with a 

valuable insight into the Donatist mindset. It was precisely such themes of eschatological 

judgment against the propertied Roman classes that, in Brisson’s eyes, persuaded the 

originally-independent Circumcellion marauders to join the ranks of the Donatist 

movement. Commodian’s writings illuminate a Donatist world in which apocalyptic 

dualism functioned in the service of social unrest, “a Christianity which divided the world 

into two irreconcilable camps and which projected this division onto the plan of human 

society.”11 

 Brisson’s hypothesis is certainly provocative. If correct, we suddenly find 

ourselves in possession of a greatly expanded apocalyptic corpus from which to draw our 

conclusions.  However, the available evidence we possess is far too weak to substantiate 

such a bold claim, and there are very good exegetical reasons to suggest otherwise. 

Brisson, for instance, accepts Courcelle’s arguments about the fifth century dating of the 

                                                 
9 Ibid, 922-925 (CCSL 128.107):  

“Uix tamen adinuenit illi retributio digna. 

Luget in aeternum, quae se iactabat aeterna, 

Cuius et tyranni iam tunc iudicantur a summo. 

Stat tempus in finem fumante roma maturum.” 

10 Brisson, Autonomisme et christianisme, 406: “L’homme qui a écrit ces vers, – et d’autres avec 

lui peut-être, – portait au coeur la haine d’une cité qui, pour son profit, faisait peser sur le monde entier une 

domination odieuse.”  

11 Ibid, 405: “Un christianisme qui divisait le monde en deux camps irréconciliables et qui 

projetait cette division sur le plan de la société humaine.”  
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poems “without reservation”12 – but later assessments, including those of Josef Martin, 

Klaus Thraede, and Jean Danielou, have all cast doubt on Courcelle’s tentative 

identification of literary parallels between Commodian and Orosius and opted instead for 

a third century date.13 This is not to say that the debate has been closed in favor of an 

earlier timescape – Peter Brown and Brian Daley, for instance, accept a fifth-century 

milieu14 – but it does mean that we cannot simply assume the validity of Brisson’s 

foundational assertion.  

A similar difficulty arises when we evaluate the French historian’s second 

marker: Commodian’s alleged dependence on Cyprian in the Carmen de duobus 

populis.15 For Brisson, such a heavy reliance strongly points toward a Donatist origin: as 

we have noted, he asks whether it is not “quite fair to ask whether, around 440, someone 

outside of Donatism would have read the Testimonia of Cyprian as widely and 

methodically as Commodian did.”16 It is certainly true that surviving Donatist literature is 

replete with allusions to Cyprian, the North African theologian par excellence and 

alleged spiritual patriarch of the Donatist communion. But Cyprian’s influence in the 

                                                 
12 Ibid, 390-391: “In particular M. P. Courcelle has carefully shown that this writer had read 

Orosius – and therefore proposed situating his literary activity to c. 440. This chronological conclusion 

seems fully convincing to us, and we accept it without reservation for our part.” (“En particulier, M. P. 

Courcelle a judicieusement montré que cet écrivain avait lu Orose et propose en conséquence de situer son 

activité littéraire à une date voisine de 440. Cette conclusion chronologique nous paraît pleinement 

convaincante et nousl ‘acceptons pour notre part sans réserve.”) 

13 Cf. Josef Martin, “Commodianus,” Traditio 13 (1957), 51-71; Klaus Thraede, “Beiträge zu 

Datierung Commodianus,” 90-114; Jean Daniélou, Origins of Latin Christianity, 99-100.  

14 Cf. Peter Brown, Augustine of Hippo (London: Faber & Faber, 1967), 292, note 1; Brian Daley, 

Hope of the Early Church, 162-164.  

15 Challenged, however, by Jean Danielou in Origins of Latin Christianity, 273-288. 

16 Ibid, 391: “Les donatistes avaient plus que les autres conservé la bible de Cyprien, trait entre 

bien d’autres de leur profonde fidélité à cette figure déterminante de la chrétienté africaine. On est vraiment 

en droit de se demander si, vers 440, quelqu’un pouvait en dehors du donatisme lire et utiliser les 

Testimonia de Cyprien aussi largement et méthodiquement que l’a fait Commodien.” 
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fifth century was not as circumscribed as Brisson implies. Augustine of Hippo, clearly no 

Donatist, shows himself to be very well acquainted with the Cyprianic corpus in his own 

writings. To a certain extent this is to be expected, given his polemical milieu:  a 

thorough knowledge of Cyprian was after all essential in order to counter the Donatist 

claim to the North African tradition. But even when we exclude those instances in which 

Augustine’s citation of the North African bishop and martyr is directly intended to head 

off a Donatist interpretation, Cyprian plays a large role in Augustine’s public sermons – 

twenty-four citations in all, including nine sermons urging his congregation to follow in 

the footsteps of the saint’s holy life.17  

The writings of Cyprian also feature prominently on both sides of the fifth-

century Pelagian debates – particularly the Testimonia, which Brisson is convinced was 

utilized only by Donatists by this date. Augustine, however, informs us that the 

Testimonia were valued so highly by Pelagius that he wrote a “testimoniorum librum” 

himself in conscious imitation of Cyprian.18 Augustine as well would cite Cyprian 

extensively in his attacks against the new movement and its sympathizers, trumpeting the 

lines of Testimonia 3.4 (“We must boast of nothing, since we have nothing of our own”) 

                                                 
17 Cf. Sermon 8.16; 13.6; 138.1, 3; 163B.6; 197.2; 198.3, 60; 294.19; 305A.2, 4; 313G.3; 335K.5; 

341.4; 359B.16; Enarrationes, Psalm 32(3).9; 36(3).13; 85.17.23. In addition, nine sermons are exclusively 

devoted to Cyprian the martyr: Sermon 309; 310; 311; 312; 313; 313A; 313B; 313C; 313D. 

18 Augustine, Contra duas epistulas Pelagianorum 4.8.21 in WSA 1.24, 201: “Blessed Cyprian, 

glorious with the crown of martyrdom, is well known, not merely to African and Western churches, but 

also to the Eastern churches, since his reputation is filled with praise and spreads his writings far and wide. 

Even the founder of their heresy, Pelagius, mentions him with the honor certainly due him, when in writing 

his Book of Testimonies he says he is imitating him. He says that he is doing for Romanus what Cyprian did 

for Quirinius.” (CSEL 60.543: “Beatissimum, corona etimam martyrii gloriosissimum cyprianum nec 

africanis atque occidentalibus tantum, uerum et orientalibus ecclesiis fama praedicante et scripta eius longe 

late que diffundente notissimum etiam ipse heresiarcha istorum pelagius cum debito certe honore 

commemorat, ubi testimoniorum librum scribens eum se asserit imitari hoc se dicens facere ad romanum, 

quo ille fecerit ad quirinum.”) 
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in defense of the doctrine of original sin.19 Clearly, Michel Meslin and Pierre Hadot are 

correct when in their critique of Autonomisme et christianisme they claim, 

“Commodian’s use of Cyprian’s testimonies is no proof [of his Donatism]: this book, 

reduced to the state of an apologetics manual, was used, copied, and pillaged by a number 

of ecclesiastical writers of the fourth and fifth centuries.”20 

Meslin and Hadot also note that Commodian’s apparent relish over the fate of the 

rich of this world and the Roman empire itself at the end of the age “belong to a well-

established Christian tradition,” citing such illustrious figures as Tertullian and 

Lactantius.21 As we have seen, Brisson believed that such an ancient tradition was 

maintained during the fifth century only among the anti-Constantinian Donatists. 

Certainly, the Donatist communion would have had more reason than most to rejoice at 

the eschatological downfall of the persecuting empire. Nevertheless, we should be careful 

before definitively pronouncing the demise of the ancient correlation between Rome and 

the apocalyptic “Whore of Babylon” upon the advent of the Christian emperors. Indeed, 

if Commodian actually dates from the fifth century, his closest eschatological parallels 

would lie not among the Donatist communion, but among Caecilianist writers. Compare, 

                                                 
19 Augustine’s citations of Cyprian during the Pelagian controversy are numerous. To produce a 

representative sampling: 

Against Pelagians: De peccatorum meritis et remissione et de baptismo parvulorum 3.5.10; De 

gestis Pelagii 11.25; De anima et eius origine 1.9.11; De nuptiis et concupiscentia 2.29.51; Contra duas 

epistulas pelagianorum 4.8.21-24, 9.25-26, 10.27, 12.32-34; Contra Iulianum 1.3.5, 6.22, 7.32, 2.3.6, 4.8-

9, 6.18, 8.25, 30, 10.33, 37; 3.17.31-32, Contra Iulianum opus imperfectum 1.6-7, 50, 52, 72, 106, 117; 2.2, 

14, 164; 4.112-113, 6.6, 10, 14, 18, 21, 23. 

Against Pelagian sympathizers: De gratia et libero arbitrio 13.26; De correptione et gratia 6.10, 

7.12; De praedestinatione sanctorum 3.7, 4.8, 8.15, 14.26, 28; De dono perseverantiae 2.4-5.8, 14.36, 

17.43, 19.48-49. 

20 Meslin and Hadot, “A propos du Donatisme,”147: “Ainsi l’utilisation par Commodien des 

Testimoniade saint Cyprien n’est pas une preuve: ce livre, réduit à l’état de manuel apologétique, fut utilisé, 

copié, pillé par de très nombreux écrivains ecclésiastiques des IVe et Ve siècles, qu’ils fussent orthodoxes 

ou ariens.” 

21 Ibid, 148.  
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for example, the above-cited denunciation of “Rome Eternal” with the condemnation 

pronounced by the fifth-century bishop Quodvultdeus of Carthage:  

Who is unable to perceive who it is whom the apostle says “held a cup full of the 

filthy impurities and fornications of the whole world”? When this city which is 

temporal receives the name “Eternal” – the very name is blasphemous! – when 

mortals, kings though they might be, receive the name of “divine” and their 

supplicants say “by your divinity, by your altars, by your eternity,” along with all 

other such traditional expressions that come from vanity rather than truth, they are 

simply curses: for such titles are due only to the Eternal God.22 

 

A similar identification of the empire with the apocalyptic Whore occurs in the writings 

of the late fourth century Caecilianist bishop Julius Quintus Hilarianus: “Six thousand 

years will not be completed before ten kings first march forth against the world at the 

time of the end and remove the daughter of Babylon, who now holds sway, from the 

midst of it.”23 In making such claims, both North African Caecilianist writers are simply 

following a long-standing apocalyptic interpretation which identified Rome as the final 

world empire which would be destroyed prior to the coming of Antichrist. Even the 

premier exegete of the fourth and fifth centuries, Jerome himself, would write in his 

Commentariorum in Danielem that biblical interpreters should “concur with the 

traditional interpretation of all the commentators of the Christian Church, that at the end 

of the world, when the Roman empire is to be destroyed, there will be ten kings who will 

                                                 
22 Quodvultdeus, Liber promissionum et praedictorum Dei, D.7.14 (SC 102.612: “Quis autem non 

intellegat quam dicat ferentam poculum plenum exsecrationibus immunditiae et fornicatione totius terrae? 

Aeterna cum dicitur quae temporalis est, utique nomen est blasphemiae; cum mortales, licet reges, in ea 

dicuntur diui eisque supplices dicunt: “Numini uestro, altaribus uestris, perennitati uestrae,” et cetera quae 

uanitas, non ueritas tradidit, utique exsecrabilia sunt.”) On the Whore’s identification with Rome, see the 

discussion in Van Slyke, Quodvultdeus of Carthage, 115-119. 

23 Julius Quintus Hilarianus, De Cursu Temporum, 17 (Frick, Chronica Minora 1, 163: “Anni VI 

non ante conplentur, nisi prius prope ultimum reges decem exierunt in mundum et filiam Babylloniae, que 

nunc obtinent, de midio mundi tulerint.”) 
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partition the Roman world amongst themselves.”24 Commodian’s apocalyptic 

pronouncements concerning Rome’s downfall, therefore, do not automatically place him 

within the pale of North African Donatism.  

Eschatological emphases aside, there is one exegetical passage within 

Commodian’s Instructiones that makes it very difficult for us to claim Commodian as a 

typical Donatist. In Instructiones 2.10, Commodian offers an interpretation of the famous 

parable of the wheat and the weeds that sounds remarkably familiar. Allow me to quote 

the passage in full:  

Concerning the seed of the weeds which remains mingled within the Church:   

When the time of harvest has come, those weeds which have sprung up 

Will be separated from the crops, because the Lord had not sent them,  

Like the farmer separates every weed that he finds.  

For the Law is our field: and to those who do what is good within it,  

The Lord himself will certainly give us the same true rest;  

But the weeds will be burned by fire.  

If you are relying, therefore, upon the fact that you’ve remained in the field,  

You’re wrong: I call you “barren Christians” –  

The Lord spoke and cursed the fig tree that bore no fruit, 

And immediately it shriveled up and died.  

You do nothing, you offer no gift for the treasury,  

And yet you foolishly think that you deserve something from the Lord?25 

                                                 
24 Jerome, Commentariorum in Danielem 7.8 in Gleason, 77 (CCSL 75A.844: “Ergo dicamus 

quod omnes scriptores ecclesiastici tradiderunt: in consummatione mundi, quando regnum destruendum est 

romanorum, decem futuros reges qui orbem romanum inter se diuidant.”) Indeed, for all his pro-Roman 

sympathies, Jerome will not hesitate to place the responsibility for Rome’s destruction on its own head: 

“The judgment of God descends for the humbling of pride. Hence the Roman Empire also will be 

destroyed, because it is the horn which was uttering the lofty words.” (In Danielem 7.11 in Gleason, 79 

[CCSL 75A.84: “Dei iudicium uenit propter humiliandam superbiam. Idcirco romanum delebitur regnum: 

quia cornu illud loquitur grandia”]). 

25 Commodian, Instructiones 2.10 (CCSL.128.49):  

“De semine lolii, qui stant in ecclesia mixti,  

Expletis temporibus messis separatur a fructu.  

Lolium est natum, quod non ‹in›miserat dominus;  

Omne lolium agricola collectum separat illud.  

Lex ager nobis est: qui fecerit bonum in illa,  

Ipsam uti‹que› nobis prestat requiem ueram  

Ipse dominator, qua lolium igne crematur.  

Si ergo putastis, quando sub uno morantur,  

Erratis: sterelis christianos uos esse designo.  
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At first glance, Commodian’s hard-line stance against those who think they are safe from 

divine judgment merely because they reside within the appropriate church reminds us of 

the Donatist communion’s thunderous declamations against the “children of traditores.” 

A closer look, however, shows that “Caecilianist,” not Donatist, exegetical principles 

which undergird the stanza. Commodian assumes that the weeds will be mingled among 

the wheat until the eschatological harvest. This is because he interprets the “field” of the 

parable as the Law – or, according to the first line, the church: while the “wheat” 

represents those who obey the law, the “weeds” are those who rely on their ecclesial 

association to balance out their lack of fruit. As we have noted earlier, however, it was 

Augustine, not his Donatist opponents, who insisted that the “field” represented the 

church. As we have seen, the exegetical difference over the proper interpretation of the 

parable ranked among the more obvious fault lines dividing the two sides at the 411 

Council of Carthage. “The field,” the dissident Bishop Habetdeum argued, “is the world. 

It is not in the Church, therefore, but in the world that the good are kept along with the 

bad until the harvest, that is, until the Divine Judgment. The Lord’s interpretation must 

not be distorted!”26 

 It is difficult to believe that a fifth century Donatist writing after the climactic 

Conference of Carthage (since, as we have seen, Brisson accepts Courcelle’s 440 date as 

Commodian’s terminus post quem) would have contradicted such a well-established point 

                                                                                                                                                 
Maledicta fuit arbor sine fructu ficulna  

In uerbo domini, et statim exaruit illa.   

Non operas facitis, non donum gazo paratis:  

Et sic promereri dominum putatis inanes?” 

26 Gesta conlationis Carthaginiensis 3.248 (SC 224.1200: “Ager, inquit, est mundus. Non ergo 

ecclesia, sed mundus in quo boni simul et mali usque messem, id est usque ad diuinum iudicium 

reseruantur. Quia nec potest a domino interpretata homo corrumptur”). 
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of contention between the rival communions. It is entirely possible, of course, that 

Commodian represents a non-traditional variety of dissident – Tyconius, for instance, 

famously anticipated what would later become the dominant Caecilianist interpretation of 

the parable in his Expositio Apocalypseos27 – but then he could not serve as the 

representative of mainstream Donatism required in Brisson’s interpretation.  

 We must therefore regretfully reject Jean-Paul Brisson’s alluring portrait of a 

Donatist Commodian. There is nothing within his apocalyptic oeuvre that bears the 

unmistakable marks of the North African communion, and at least one passage directly 

contradicts a known Donatist exegetical principle. Commodian remains a fascinating 

enigma – but he cannot serve as a primary source for Donatist apocalypticism. 

 

                                                 
27 Cf. Tyconius, Expositio Apocalypseos, 1.11: “[John] reveals that the weeds will grow until the 

harvest is ripe by proclaiming that up until the end of the world the good will be mingled with the wicked 

in the Church.” (CCSL 107A.113: “Ostendit usque in messis maturitatem zizania crescere, praedicans 

usque ad finem temporis bonos cum malis in ecclesia commisceri”). 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Was “Circumcellionism” a Millenarian Movement? 

 

 

In Chapter Two, we briefly discussed the phenomenon of “Circumcellionism” and 

the role that the movement’s alleged millenarian beliefs are said to have played in the 

socio-religious violence plaguing the North African landscape in late antiquity. It is 

difficult to construct a standard history for this enigmatic affiliate of the Donatist 

communion. Even its name bears the scars of crisscrossed narratives: the term 

“Circumcellion” is merely a Caecilianist aptronym marking them as “those who wander 

about the cellae,”1 a significant contrast to their own apparent self-description as “milites 

Christi” (“Soldiers of Christ”) or “Agonistici” (“Combatants”),2 as we shall henceforth 

call them.  

The Agonistici are first mentioned in Optatus’ work Contra epistulam 

Parmeniani; the text, itself dating to the 380s,3 offers us a glimpse, albeit biased, into the 

formation of the Agonist movement during the years just prior to the Macarian 

                                                 
1 Cf. Augustine, Contra Gaudentium 1.28.32 (OSA 32.582: “cellas circumiens rusticanas, unde et 

circumcellionum nomen accepit.” Other Caecilianist names for the movement include the diminuitive 

“Circellions” (Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 132.3) or “Circuitores” (“Wanderers”: Filastrius, De 

haeresibus, 57.1).   

2 Augustine, Enarrationes, Psalm 132.6 in WSA 3.20, 180; see also Optatus, Contra 

Parmenianum Donatistam 3.4 (CSEL 26.81). The term “Agonistici,” according to the unnamed opponents 

referenced in the Enarrationes, derives from Paul’s words in 2 Tim. 4:7: “I have fought the good fight” 

(CCSL 40.1930: “Bonum agonem certaui”). While the context clearly refers to a more martial 

interpretation (“Quia sunt qui certant adversus diabolum, et praevalent, milites Christi agonistici 

appellantur”), the term ultimately derives from Greek athletics; Leslie Dossey therefore prefers the 

alternate translation “contest-seekers” (Peasant and Empire, 176). 

3 For the date, see Mark Edwards, “Introduction,” in Optatus: Against the Donatists (Liverpool: 

Liverpool University Press, 1997), xviii.  
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persecution of 347.4 By the age of Augustine descriptions of “Circumcellion” atrocities 

had become a commonplace in Caecilianist literature; besides Augustine himself,5 we 

have the witness of North African church councils,6 Imperial decrees,7 and heresiological 

notices.8 As Brent Shaw notes, the last Caecilianist allusion to contemporary Agonist 

activity is found in Augustine’s Gesta cum Emerito, dating to 418, in which the bishop of 

Hippo notes: “We are facing the great dangers of their weapons and the bloody madness 

of their Circumcellions – but with the patience given to us by God, even now we are still 

                                                 
4 Cf. Optatus, Contra epistulam Parmeniani, 3.4.An oblique reference to Agonist activity may also 

be found in the acta of the 348 Council of Carthage, 4: “No one should bring the honor of the martyrs into 

disrepute, nor ought anyone order that such an honor be given to random bodies which have been given a 

burial only because of the mercy of the church – lest the mad cliff-jumpers or others distinguished by 

reason of their sins rather than for the appropriate reasons and times for which true martyrs are celebrated, 

be given the name of “martyrs.” (CCSL 149.4: “Martyrum dignitatem nemo profanes infamet, neque 

passiua corpora [quae sepulturae tantum propter misericordiam ecclesiasticam commendari mandatum est 

redigant, ut aut insania praecipitatos aut alia ratione peccati discretos, non ratione uel tempore competenti, 

quo  martyria celebantur, martyrum nomen appellant.”) 

5 Significant interactions include Letter 35.2; 88.6-8; 93.1.2; 108.5.14-6.19; 111.1; 139.2; 

185.4.15; Sermon 313E.5-7; Enarrationes, Psalm 132.3, 6; Contra epistulam Parmeniani 1.10.16-11.18; 

Contra litteras Petiliani 2.88.195; Contra Cresconium 3.42.46-49.54; Contra Gaudentium 1.28.32-29.33; 

De haeresibus 69.4.  

6 Cf. the complaint found in the Concilium Carthaginense, Anno 404: “For the Circumcellions, 

who raise their vile fists in anger, are well-known and often mentioned in the laws… against such a 

murderous rage it isn’t unusual or contrary to the holy scriptures for us to be able to obtain protection.” 

(Maier 2, 131: “Nota est enim et saepe legibus conclamata Circumcellionum qua furiunt detestabilis 

manus… aduersus quorum furorem possimus non insolita ne cab scripturis sanctis aliena impetrare 

praesidia.”) 

7 Cf. the Caecilianist letter to the proconsul Septiminus in 403 (Maier 2.123: “Aut si putant se 

habere aliquid ueritatis, non eam furiosis circumcellionum uiolentiis contra publicam quietam sed tranquilla 

rationis redditione defendant”) and the proconsul’s sympathetic reply (Maier 2, 124: “In quolibet loco 

antistitibus legis unerabilis ob quietem imperii gestorum conficiendorum tribuitur facultas… ut, rebus in 

medio prolatis, amica legis moderatio seruetur, superstition supplosa”). Explicit Imperial condemnation of 

the “Circumcellions” may be found in the Theodosian Code 16.5.52, in which members of the movement 

are fined five pounds of silver (Maier 2.177: “circumcelliones argenti pondo decem”). 

8 Cf. Filastrius of Brescia (De haeresibus 57); the anonymous author of the “Praedestinatus” (De 

haeresibus 69), and the Greek heresiologist Theodoret of Cyrrhus (Compendium Haereticarum Fabularum 

4.6. Despite his Italian origin, Filastrius’ testimony merits special consideration due to its early date: the De 

haeresibus, written in the late 380s, provides the earliest explicit mention of the Agonistici (under the term 

“Circuitores” [CSEL 38.46-47]) after Optatus of Milevis.  
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enduring, as best we can, what is left of them.”9 After this final mention, however, a 

curtain of silence falls on the movement. Already in his Vita Augustini, Possidius speaks 

of it in the past tense10; later allusions to the Agonistici, whether by Vandal overlords11 or 

ecclesiastical writers such as Cassiodorus12 or Isidore of Seville,13 are historical 

memories rather than contemporary accounts. 

We do not, therefore, lack primary sources relating to the phenomenon of 

“Circumcellionism.” But as the name indicates, these documents are almost entirely 

external to the movement: save for some trace allusions from the Donatist side,14 virtually 

                                                 
9 Gesta cum Emerito 12 (CSEL 53.195-196: “Ideo sudamus, ideo laboramus, ideo inter eorum 

arma et cruentas furias circumcellionum periclitati sumus et adhuc reliquias eorum qualicumque donate a 

Deo patientia toleramus”). The translation is Shaw’s (Sacred Violence, 655). 

10 Possidius, Vita Sancti Augustini, 10, 12.  

11 Cf. the Vandal king Huneric’s edict of persecution in 484, which simply reproduces the 412 

rescript against Donatism found in Codex Theodosianus 16.5.52 with the significant substitution of 

“Nicenes” for “Donatists.” (contained in Victor of Vita, Historia persecutionis Africanae Provinciae 3.10).  

12 Cassiodorus, Expositio Psalmorum, Psalm 132.1.  

13 Isidore, Etymologiarum Sive Originum 8.53; De Ecclesiasticis Officiis 2.16.7-8. 

14 Note, for instance, Augustine’s apparently eyewitness account of his Donatist counterpart 

Macrobius’ interactions with a local Agonist sect (Letter 108.5.14). As we have already noted, in 

Enarrationes, Psalm 132.3, 6 he mentions what appears to be an internal defense of the Agonist name 

(WSA 3.20.177, 180): “When we reply, with much better reason, ‘What does the name ‘Circellions’ mean? 

They say, ‘That is not their name, “Circellions”!’…Let them tell us what they do call them, and you will be 

better informed. They call them agonistici or ‘warriors’… Let them show us where scripture uses the term 

agonistici. ‘Oh, but it does,’ they say. ‘We give them that name because it derives from agon. They engage 

in a contest, and the apostle says, I have fought the good fight. They are the warriors who fight against the 

devil and prevail.’” (CCSL 40.1928, 1930: “Quanto melius dicimus nos: Quid sibi uult nomen 

circellionum? Sed non, inquiunt, uocantur circelliones.... Dicant quid eos uocent, et audietis. Agonisticos 

eos uocant... Sic eos, inquiunt, appellamus propter agonem. Certaint enim; et dicit apostolus: Certamen 

bonum certaui. Quia sunt qui certant aduersus diabolum, et praeualent.) Finally, the Donatist bishop 

Gaudentius may be referring to the Agonistici when he mentions in his second letter to Dulcitius 

“Christians who declared, according to the gospel, that the spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak, and so, in 

order to avoid sacrilegious defilement, have found in the fires a sure way to save their souls, imitating the 

example of the elder Razias… and their fears were not in vain, for whoever fell into the hands of the 

executioners did not escape. But they are free to do what they wish: what is certain is that those who act 

against God cannot belong to God” (in Augustine, Contra Gaudentium 1.28.32 [OSA 32.578-580: 

“Christiani enim secundum euangelium spiritu prompti, sed carne infermi a sacrilege contamination 

caminorum reperto compendio suas animas rapuerunt, imitate presbyteri Raziae… Sed quantum uelint 

faciant: quod certum est, dei esse non possunt qui faciunt contra deum.”]). In context, Gaudentius appears 
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all of our references are Caecilianist in origin. We certainly do not possess any 

documents originating from within the Agonist movement itself.  

This basic lack of internal information has engendered a wide variety of often 

mutually-incompatible interpretations concerning the origin and purpose of the 

Agonistici. Basic issues, such as the very relationship between the Agonists and the 

Donatist communion, remain up for debate. For some, Agonists represented the fanatical 

pale of the Donatist movement15; for others, the movement existed independently of the 

dissident church, bound to Donatism by only the loosest of ties.16 Agonistici were an 

ascetic movement, a kind of Donatist monastic in perpetual peregrination around the 

shrines (cellae) of the martyrs17; or conversely, revolutionaries, intent on overturning the 

                                                                                                                                                 
to be contrasting the actions of his own congregation to an unnamed group which had recently committed 

suicide rather than join the Caecilianists. 

15 Cf., for instance, J. S. Alexander, “Donatism,” 960: “They represented the religiously zealous 

wing of Donatism, disciplined by asceticism and dedicated to martyrdom.” Similar portraits occur in Bruno 

Pottier, “Les Circoncellions: Formation d’une élite rurale monastique autonome dans l’Afrique du Norde 

des IVe et Ve siècles” in Revolte und Sozialstatus von der Spätantike bis zur frühen Neuzeit, ed. Philippe 

Depreux (München: Oldenbourg, 2008), 20-21; Michael Gaddis, There is No Crime for Those Who Have 

Christ (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2005), 127; Daniel Caner, Wandering, Begging 

Monks: Spiritual Authority and the Promotion of Monasticism in Late Antiquity (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2002), 231, 233; Peter Brown, Augustine of Hippo, 225; and R. Pierce Beaver, “The 

Donatist Circumcellions” in Church History, 4.2 (June 1935), 131. 

16 Cf. Henri Leclercq, L’Afrique Chretienne 1, 346: “the slight theological varnish of the sect was 

less than nothing.” (“Ne nous y trompons pas, le léger vernis théologique de la secte était moins que rien.”) 

A similar view of the distance between Donatism and the “Circumcellions” may be found in Charles 

Saumagne, “Ouvriers agricoles ou rôdeurs de celliers,” 351-364; S. L. Greenslade, Schism in the Early 

Church (London: SCM Press, 1953), 60; Henry Chadwick, The Early Church (New York: Penguin, 1993), 

220; Maureen Tilley, Bible in Christian North Africa, 94; and Johannes Roldanus (The Church in the Age 

of Constantine: the Theological Challenges (New York: Routledge, 2006), 175. In between these two poles 

lies the view that the Agonistici began as a separate movement, but were gradually assimilated into 

Donatism proper as time went on; cf. Jean-Paul Brisson, Autonomisme et christianisme, 343, and more 

recently Brent Shaw, Sacred Violence, 630-674.  

17 First proposed by W. H. C. Frend in “The Cellae of the African Circumcellions” in Journal of 

Theological Studies 3 (April 1952), 87-89 and reinforced in “Circumcellions and Monks” in Journal of 

Theological Studies 20 (October, 1969), 542-549. The identification of the cellae with martyr’s shrines has 

been followed by Ramsay MacMullen, Enemies of the Roman Order: Treason, Unrest, and Alienation in 

the Empire (Routledge: New York, 1992), 200; Joyce Salisbury, The Blood of Martyrs: Unintended 

Consequences of Ancient Violence (New York: Routledge, 2004), 159; Gaddis, There is No Crime, 232, 

among others.  
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social order of North African society, raiding the storehouses (cellae) of wealthy 

landlords for their sustenance.18 They were religious enforcers19; brigands20; proletariat21 

– or any shade in between, in any case victims of a swarm of sometimes conflicting, 

sometimes overlapping memes. 

Despite the array of incompatible narratives, the question of how best to 

characterize the enigmatic movement is important, having the ability to shift our 

perception of the Donatist communion as a whole.22  Here, however, I wish to examine 

only one aspect of the larger debate, a question with relevance to our discussion of 

Donatist apocalypticism: were Agonists millenarian? In other words, were they animated 

by a belief in the imminent end of the world and the subsequent rise of a new age – 

representing, as Frend says, “in an extreme state the apocalyptic hopes of North African 

Christianity”?23 As we have seen in Chapter Two, this way of categorizing the 

                                                 
18 First proposed by Monceaux, Histoire Littéraire 4, 180 and followed by B. H. Warmngton, 

North African Provinces, 87; Emin Tengström, Donatisten und Katholiken (Göteburg: Elanders, 1964), 78; 

and Leslie Dossey, Peasant and Empire, 2, 281, among others.   

19 Cf. Emin Tengström, Donatisten und Katholiken, 74-78; Claude Lepelley, “Circumcelliones” in 

Augustinus-Lexikon I, ed. Cornelius Mayer (Basel: Schwabe, 1992), 930-936; Shaw, Sacred Violence, 695-

720.  

20 Geoffrey Willis, Saint Augustine and the Donatist Controversy (London: SPCK, 1950), 11; Paul 

MacKendrick, The North African Stones Speak (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 

1980), 328. 

21 Cf. Jean Martroye, “Un Tentative de Revolution Sociale,” 408-409; Karl Kautsky, Der 

Ursprung des Christentums, 482; Monceaux, Histoire Littéraire 4, 180; Greenslade, Schism in the Early 

Church, 60 and Salisbury, Blood of Martyrs, 158, among others.  

22 For instance: if the Agonistici are viewed as social revolutionaries, the widespread popularity of 

Donatism itself may be attributed to its blending of social and religious concerns (cf. Frend, Donatist 

Church, 60-61). Conversely, severing any substantial link between the Agonists and Donatism proper 

allows for a substantial rehabilitation of the latter movement on the question of violence (cf. the 

sympathetic portrait painted of Donatism in Chadwick, Early Church, 220: “It was an embarrassment to 

respectable and honest Donatists when their cause was supported with brutal violence by wandering Berber 

bands called Circumcellions.”) 

23 W. H. C. Frend, “Christian Period in Mediterranean Africa,” 472.  
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“Circumcellions” has proven fairly popular within the broader academic world ever since 

its initial proposal by Jean-Paul Brisson and Theodora Büttner in the 1960s.24 It is a line 

of interpretation with the potential to unite several of the far-flung tropes referenced 

above: in one grand gesture, Agonists may be seen as both social agitators and religious 

extremists. As Paula Fredriksen puts it, 

The violent enthusiasm of the Circumcelliones might best be understood in light 

of this anticipatory apocalypticism, and thus the interminable argument about 

their essential orientation – political? religious? – put to one side: millenarian 

groups typically seek to flatten distinctions of social status within their 

communities… and such flattening can at the same time be intended as a critique 

of current society.25 

 

The match works well: an intense anticipation of an imminent inversion of the social 

order – the promised “millennium” – could indeed produce the type of social unrest 

described by Optatus and Augustine: “the conditions of master and slave transposed,” 

“records of the worst slaves destroyed.”26 That such conditions could be elsewhere linked 

to the confluence of millenarian expectation and social aspiration has been convincingly 

demonstrated by proponents of the theory.27 

We must be careful, however, not to confuse correlation with causation. The 

Agonist program may perhaps have included a vision of deliberate social inversion, but 

this does not by itself necessarily indicate a millenarian orientation.28 James Alexander’s 

                                                 
24 Cf. Brisson, Autonomisme et christianisme, 399; Büttner, Circumcellionen und Adamiten, 49.  

25 Fredriksen, “Apocalypse and Redemption,” 175, note 38.  

26 Cf. Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 3.4; Augustine, Letter 185.4.15.  

27 Cf. Thomas Robbins, “Sources of Volatility,” 61; Reinaldo Román, “Christian Themes: 

Mainstream Traditions and Millenarian Violence,” 57; and Frend, “Ecology of Early Christianities,” 14.  

28 Certainly motivating factors other than millenarianism are plausible. As we mentioned in 

Chapter two, early twentieth century interpreters such as Jean Martroye (“Un Tentative de Revolution 

Sociale,” 409) and Karl Kautsky (Der Urspring des Christentums, 482) tended to interpret Agonist 

violence as a faint recollection of early Christian communalism. In Martroye’s words, “The disruption of 
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warning is helpful here: while “it is possible to envisage them driven by economic 

hardship and an excess of apocalyptic zeal to attempt to introduce by violent methods a 

greater measure of social justice… nothing is known of their millenarian views.”29 

We certainly do not perceive a millenarian framework undergirding the classic 

articulations of alleged Agonist “atrocities” examined in Chapter Two: Optatus’ 

denunciation of pre-Macarian “Circumcellionism” in Contra Parmenianum Donatistam30 

and Augustine’s likely derivative articulation of the events to the tribune Boniface in 417 

(significantly replacing the word “Circumcellion” with “Donatist”).31 We receive only 

the barest of information in these twin accounts. Optatus tells us that its aboriginal 

leaders, Fasir and Axido, called themselves “Leaders of the Saints” – a religious title, to 

                                                                                                                                                 
social conditions seemed to them to be the necessary consequence of the advent of Christianity” (“Le 

bouleversement des conditions sociales leur semblait la conséquence nécessaire de l’avènement du 

christianisme”). 

29 James Alexander, “Donatism,” 224.  

30 Cf. Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam, 3.4 (CSEL 26.82: “Nulli licuit securum esse in 

possessionibus suis; debitorum chirographa amiserant uires, nullus creditor illo tempore exigendi habuit 

litertatem, terrebantur omnes litteris eorum, qui se sanctorum duces fuisse iactabant, et si in obtemperando 

eorum iussionibus tardaretur, aduolabat subito multitudo insana... Festinabat unusquisque debita etiam 

maxima perdere et lucrum conputabatur euasisse ab eorum iniuriis, etiam itinera non poterant esse 

tutissima, quod domini de uehiculis suis excussi ante mancipia sua dominorum locis sedentia seruiliter 

cucurrerunt. Illorum iudicio et imperio inter dominos et seruos condicio mutabatur.”) 

31 Cf. Augustine, Letter 185.4.15 (CSEL 57.14: “Quis non dominus seruum suum timere 

compulsus est, si ad illorum patrocinium confugisset? Quis euersori minari saltem audebat aut auctori? 

Quis consumptorem apothecarium, quis quemlibet poterat exigere debitorem auxilium eorum 

defensionemque poscentem? Timore fustium et incendiorum mortique praesentis pessimorum seruorum, ut 

liberi abscederent, tabulae frangebantur. Extorta debitoribus chirographa reddebantur. Quicumque dura 

illorum uerba contempserant, durioribus uerberibus. Quod iubebant, facere cogebantur. Innocentium, qui 

eos offenderant, domus aut deponebantur ad solum aut ignibus cremabantur. Quidam patres familias 

honesto loco nati et generoso cultu educati uix uiui post eorum caedes ablati sunt uel iuncti ad molam et 

eam in gyrum ducere tamquam iumenta contemptibilia uerbere adacti sunt. Quod enim de legibus auxilium 

a ciuilibus potestatibus aduersus eos aliquid ualuit? Quis in praesentia eorum officialis anhelauit? Quis, 

quod illi noluissent, exactor exegit? Quis eos, qui eorum caedibus extincti sunt, uindicare temptauit?”) 

For Augustine’s likely dependence on Optatus, cf. Jonathan Yates, “The Use of the Bible in the 

North African Martyrological Polemics of Late Antiquity” in Martyrdom and Persecution in Late Antique 

Christianity, ed. Johan Leemans (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2010), 418; Robert Eno, “Optatus of 

Milevis,” in Augustine Through the Ages, ed. Allan Fitzgerald (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999), 597; 

and Shaw, Sacred Violence, 781. 
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be sure, but not necessarily a millenarian one.32 Two points are clear from the basic 

portrait painted by Optatus and Augustine: “Circumcellionism” is a phenomenon in some 

way associated with Donatism, and its program is perceived as a threat to the established 

social order. As we have seen, even this broad picture should be treated with caution. The 

twin Caecilianist accounts are quick to rely on sweeping characterizations, but noticeably 

lacking in concrete examples. We are not given any insight into the identity of the 

allegedly wronged “masters” and “creditors,” nor any rationale behind the attacks beyond 

“madness.” 

Similar wording is encountered on only one other occasion. In a threateningly 

polite letter to Macrobius, Donatist bishop of Hippo, Augustine offers a markedly parallel 

portrait of the Agonist movement:  

The Circumcellions arm themselves against the laws, which they scorn… Unity is 

banished so that the audacity of farmhands rises up against their bosses, and in 

opposition to the teaching of the apostle fugitive servants not only abandon their 

masters but even threaten their masters.33 

 

Yet again, however, Augustine sketches only the broadest lines; he does not delve into 

specifics which might undermine his argument. It is clear from the account that 

Augustine wishes us to view the “Circumcellions” as an immanent threat to the social 

order of late antique society. Perhaps this is indeed the case; but it is equally possible that 

the acts of violence alleged here are motivated not by intrinsic social concerns 

(millenarian or otherwise), but by the more depressing tit-for-tat of sectarian animosity. 

We must ask whether these “masters” were targeted on account of their economic status 

                                                 
32 Optatus, Contra Parmenianum Donatistam 3.4 (CSEL 26.82: “sanctorum duces”). 

33 Augustine, Letter 108.18 in WSA 2.2, 80-81 (CCSL 31B.82: “Aduersus ipsas leges armentur 

Circumcelliones, quas eo ipso furore contemnant… Fugitur unitas, ut contra possessores suos rusticana 

erigatur audacia et fugitiui serui contra apostolicam disciplinam non solum a dominis alienentur, uerum 

etiam dominis comminentur.”) 
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or their ecclesial affiliation. Only a few sentences later, for instance, Augustine castigates 

the Donatist leadership for turning a blind eye to Agonist atrocities because of “how 

many places and basilicas your priests held by means of them, while ours were assaulted 

and put to flight.”34  

Later in the letter, Augustine refers to the recent rebaptism of the ex-Caecilianist 

subdeacon Rustician, who had been excommunicated by his local priest out in the back-

country around Hippo “because of his wicked and perverse behavior.” “He also became 

indebted to many in the territory,” Augustine tells us, “and he did not seek any other 

protection against the disciplinary measures of the Church and against his creditors but 

that he should receive a new wound to his soul from you and be loved by the 

Circumcellions as someone utterly pure.”35 Rustician, in other words, is playing the 

system, opportunistically converting to Donatism in order to avoid Caecilianist 

retribution both spiritual and economic.  

This may be a pattern transferrable to the two other portraits of Agonist atrocities 

against the standing social order: where Augustine (and perhaps Optatus) saw a debt 

slave, Macrobius and his Agonist allies saw a potential convert. Perhaps, as Brent Shaw 

intimates, these are not “peasant rebellions and revolutionary social struggles” 

                                                 
34 Ibid, WSA 2.2, 81 (CCSL 31B.82: “quot loca et basilicas per eos presbyteri uestri uastatis 

nostris fugatisque tenuerunt.”) 

35 Ibid, 19 in WSA 2.2, 81 (CCSL 31B.82: “propter reprobos et peruersos mores 

excommunicatus… Multorum etiam in illa regione debitor factus et contra ecclesiasticum uigorem et contra 

creditores suos aliud praesidium non quaesiuit, nisi ut abs te iterum plagaretur et ab ipsis quasi 

mundissimus ameretur.”) 
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overshadowed by apocalyptic expectation, but “smaller and meaner things… credulities 

of religious faith and not much more.”36  

Regardless of the true nature of the anti-“Circumcellion” sketches provided for us 

by Augustine and Optatus, however, it is important to recognize that they do not include 

any theological rationale that might explain Agonist activities. We do not hear of 

apocalyptic calculations or millenarian hopes. There is only one other instance in the 

writings of Augustine which might buttress the claim that the Agonistici were animated 

by an apocalyptic vision. In an open letter to his Donatist opponents, Augustine will 

promote the Agonistici to the rank of avenging angels, the fabled “reapers of the 

harvest”:  

He said, Allow them both to grow until the harvest; he did not say, “Let the weeds 

increase, and let the grain decrease.” He said, The field is the world; he did not 

say, “The field is Africa.” He said, The harvest is the end of the world; he did not 

say, “The harvest is the time of Donatus.” He said, The harvesters are the angels; 

he did not say, “The harvesters are leaders of the Circumcellions.”37 

 

But this metaphor must be taken in context: Augustine does not appear to be according 

the “Circumcellions” a special role within Donatist apocalypticism, but rather 

highlighting their acts of violence. Indeed, in other iterations of the image, the reference 

                                                 
36 Shaw, Sacred Violence, 1. We might quibble with Shaw’s characterization of “religious faith” 

as an instance of “smaller and meaner things,” but his underlying point stands. Cf. Shaw’s discussion of 

Letter 108 in Sacred Violence, 782-783. 

37 Augustine, Letter 76.2 in WSA 2.1, 298 (CCSL 31A.78-79: “Ipse dixit: Sinite utraque crescere 

usque ad messem; non dixit: Crescant zizania, decrescant frumenta; ipse dixit: Ager est hic mundus; non 

dixit Ager est Africa; ipse dixit: Messis est finis saeculi, non dixit: Messis est tempus Donati; ipse dixit: 

Messores angeli sunt, non dixit: Messores principes circumcellionum sunt.”) This characterization is 

repeated in Sermon 47.18 (WSA 3.2, 312): “The field is this world. Not, “the field is Africa,” but this 

world. Grain throughout the world, weeds throughout the world—yet the field is the world, the sower is the 

Son of man, the harvesters the angels (Mt 13:37-39), not the leaders of the circumcellions.” (CCSL 41.590: 

“Ager est hic mundus. Non ager est Africa, sed hic mundus. Per totum mundum frumentum, per totum 

mundum zizania – tamen, Ager est mundus, seminator filius hominis, messores angeli, non principes 

circumcellioneum.”) 
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shifts: now it is Donatus himself who plays the part of the eschatological “reaper,” not the 

Agonists:  

What's the field? The field, he said, is this world. What's the harvest? The harvest, 

he says, is the end of the world's age. Who are the reapers? The reapers, he said, 

are the angels. Is Africa the world? Is the harvest now in this time? Is the reaper 

Donatus?38 

 

Apart from this aside, we hear of no connections between the Agonists and the end of the 

world on the part of Augustine or any other Caecilianist writer.  

This paucity of references to Agonist “millennialism” within Caecilianist rhetoric 

is problematic for the theory in more ways than one. For all his partisan grandiloquence, 

Augustine is very well acquainted with his opponents. He has met, for instance, ex-

Agonists who “condemn their former life and wretched error, because of which they 

thought that they did for the Church of God whatever they did in their restless 

rashness.”39 But Augustine does not condemn them for their alleged millenarian 

tendencies. This is strange if they were indeed motivated by apocalyptic expectations: 

elsewhere, Augustine shows himself quite willing to condemn millenarianism or 

“chiliasm” as a heresy,40 and we have already mentioned his willingness to subtly twit 

                                                 
38 Augustine, Sermon 88.19.21 in WSA 3.3, 432-433 (PG 38.550: “Quis est ager? Ager est, inquit, 

hic mundus. Quae es messis? Messis est, ait, finis saeculi. Qui sunt messores? Messores, inquit, Angeli sunt. 

Numquid Africa est mundus? Numquid messis hoc tempus? Numquid messor Donatus?”). Donatus is also 

referred to as the “reaper” in Augustine, Contra epistulam Parmeniani 1.14.21: “Is it really possible that 

Donatus was the great reaper, or that it was in his time, when they cut themselves off from the whole world, 

that the harvest came?” (OSA 28.260: “Numquid aut Donatus fuit maior messorum aut eo tempore, quo se 

isti a terrarium orbe separarunt, tempus messis aduenerat?”) 

39 Cf. Augustine, Letter 93.1.2 in WSA 2.1, 378 (CCSL 31A.168, cited in full: “O si possem tibi 

ostendere, ex ipsis Circumcellionibus quam multos iam catholicos manifestos habeamus, damnantes suam 

pristinam uitam et miserabilem errorem, quo se arbitrabantur pro ecclesia dei facere, quicquid inquieta 

temeritate faciebant.”) 

40 Cf. Augustine, De haeresibus 8 (concerning the Cerinthians) in WSA 1.18, 35: “They tell the 

tale that for a thousand years after the resurrection they will live in the earthly kingdom of Christ, enjoying 

the carnal pleasures of food and sex. For this reason they are also called ‘Chiliasts’” (CCSL 46.294: “Mille 

quoque annos post resurrectionem in terreno regno Christi, secundum carnales uentris et libidinis 

uoluptates, futuros fabulantur, unde etiam Chiliastae sunt appellati.”). See also De civitate dei 20.7 (Dyson, 
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Donatist opponents like Gaudentius for their alleged preoccupation with the coming 

end.41 Yet in the De haeresibus and elsewhere, Augustine merely condemns 

“Circumcellions” for their violence, their tendency toward self-martyrdom, and their 

incessant “wandering.”42 

A similar discrepancy marks the many heresiological texts which pepper late 

antiquity. “Circumcellions” often show up in these brief catalogues next to their Donatist 

relatives, but neither are referenced in conjunction with millenarian theology.43 Again, 

this is not due to any sympathy with millenarianism: Filastrius of Brescia, for instance, 

will condemn “the heresy of the Chilionetites, that is, of the ‘thousand years,’ who say 

that when Christ returns from heaven, there will be a thousand years in which we shall 

live, procreate, and eat physically, just as we do now every day in the present age”44 

                                                                                                                                                 
979): “But there are some who assert that those who are to rise again then will spend their rest at 

immoderate carnal feasts. These feasts are to be provided with quantities of food and drink which not only 

do not remain within the limits of moderation, but which also surpass belief itself. But such beliefs can only 

be held by carnal people” (CCSL 48.709: “Sed cum eos, qui tunc resurrexerint, decant carnalibus epulis 

uacaturos, in quibus cibus sit tantus ac potus, ut non solum nullam modestiam teneant, sed modum quoque 

ipsius credulitatis excedant: nullo modo ista possunt nisi a carnalibus credi”). 

41 Cf. Augustine, Contra Gaudentium, 1.18.19, 27.31.  

42 Cf. the standard portrait of the movement offered in De haeresibus, 69 in WSA 1.18, 51: 

“Circumcellions, a wild kind of human being whose boldness is known far and wide, not only because they 

perpetrate terrible crimes on others, but because they do not spare even their own members in their mad 

fury. For they are accustomed to kill themselves in various ways, especially by hurling themselves off cliffs 

or into water or fire, and they lead others whom they can of both sexes into this madness, at times in order 

that they might be killed by others, threatening them with death, unless they kill them.” (CCSL 46.332: 

“Circumcelliones, genus hominum agreste et famosissimae audaciae, non solum in alios immania facinora 

perpetrando, sed nec sibi eadem insana feritate parcendo. Nam per mortes uarias, maximeque 

praecipitiorum et aquarum et ignum, seipsos necare consuerunt, et in istum furorem alios quos potuerint 

sexus utriusque seducere, aliquando ut occidantur ab illis, mortem, nisi fecerint, comminantes”). Note also 

the descriptions given in Sermon 313E.5-7; Letter 185.4.15; and Letter 88.6-8. 

43 Cf. Filastrius, De haeresibus, 57 (under the name “Circuitores”); the pseudo-Hieronymian 

Indiculus 45, the anonymous author of the “Praedestinatus,” De haeresibus 69, and Theodoret of Cyrrhus, 

Compendium Haereticarum Fabularum, 4.6 

44 Filastrius, De haeresibus, 59 (Oehler, Corpus haereseologicum, 1.60: “Alia est haeresis 

Chilionetitarum, id est mille annorum, quae docet ita: cum uenerit Christus de coelo, mille anni illi erunt 

iterum nobis carnaliter ad uiuendum, generandum, et manducandum, sicut fit nunc in hoc saeculo 

quotidie.”) “Chilionetites” is a garbled form of “Chiliasts,” from the Greek χίλιοι, “thousand.” 
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before turning to the Agonistici, who “wander through the country, forcing those whom 

they encounter to kill them, saying that they want to suffer martyrdom. Under this 

pretext, many of them dabble in robbery.”45 A similar pattern may be observed in other 

anti-heresy lists.46 

The point is not that these heresiological catalogues preserve for us an accurate 

picture of North African “Circumcellionism.”47 They do not. They do show, however, 

that the Agonistici were not known in late antiquity for their millenarian beliefs. If they 

had incorporated the thousand year reign into their core ideology, it is reasonable to 

suppose that their opponents would have noted it, given the backlash against millenarian 

exegesis that characterizes the late fourth and fifth centuries.  

To sum up, we possess no direct evidence that the Agonist movement as a whole 

espoused a form of anticipatory millenarianism – or indeed, any kind of apocalyptic 

expectation at all. Later inferences to that conclusion argue exclusively from effects – 

social inversions between master and slave, for example, or the disruption of debt slavery 

– back to perceived causes. It is true that in later millenarian movements, such as, in 

Frend’s words, “the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381, the Czech Adamites and the German 

Peasants’ Revolt,”48 apocalyptic expectation has been linked to social subversion. But 

                                                 
45 Ibid, 84 (Oehler, Corpus haereseologicum, 1.81: “Alii sunt in Africa circuitores qui ita dicuntur. 

Hi circumeunt terram et quos inueniunt in uia cogunt eos ut interficiantur ab illis, dicentes se desiderare 

pati martyrium. Et sub causa hac multi latrocinantur interdum.”) 

46 Cf. pseudo-Jerome, Indiculus, 43 and 45; Theodoret, Compendium, 2.3.  

47 Cf. Brent Shaw, “Who were the Circumcellions?” in Vandals, Romans, and Berbers: New 

Perspectives on Late Antique North Africa, ed. A. H. Merrills (London: Variorum, 2004), 227-258.  

48 Frend, “Ecology of Early Christianities,” 14. Other authors have compared the “Circumcellion” 

phenomenon to the early Montanist movement of the second century (Román, “Christian Themes,” 57), the 

Russian Old Believers, the early Mormons, or the radical Anabaptists who took over Münster (Robbins, 

“Sources of Volatility,” 61).  
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unlike these later examples, contemporary opponents do not castigate Agonists as 

apocalyptic fanatics. Nor is opposition to unjust social or economic arrangements 

necessarily linked to millenarian visions, even in the world of late antiquity.49 

It is certainly likely that millenarian exegesis was as prevalent among Donatist 

congregations as it was among their Caecilianist counterparts, although we have no 

records to prove it. Nor should we discount outright the possibility that the apocalyptic 

speculations we have witnessed among Donatist writers of the fourth and fifth centuries 

may have influenced their “Circumcellion” affiliates in some way. But a coordinated 

Agonist appeal to millenarian exegesis, one which buttressed their depredations against 

opponents, Caecilianist or otherwise, could hardly have gone unnoticed in the writings of 

Augustine and his contemporaries. We simply do not have enough evidence from our 

primary sources to claim the Agonistici of the fourth and early fifth centuries as an 

apocalyptic, much less millenarian, social movement.

                                                 
49 Such as, perhaps, the various peasant revolts labeled “Bagaudae” in third through fifth-century 

Gaul (for a nuanced depiction of the multifaceted phenomenon, see Raymond Van Dam, Leadership and 

Community in Late Antique Gaul (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1985), 25-56).  
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